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Abstract 

The aim of this study is to investigate the impact of time allowances on students’ 

source use, composing behaviour and performance, in a second language reading-to-

write assessment context. Set within a language centre in a large Hong Kong 

university, this mixed-methods study incorporates quantitative and qualitative data. 

The quantitative aspect focuses on an analysis of essay scores and lengths as well as 

reference types and uses, while the qualitative aspect incorporates retrospective 

questionnaires and discourse-based interviews to gain an understanding of students’ 

intentions, views and approach to composing. The synthesis of the countable data 

with students’ personal insights facilitated an understanding of the ways in which 

differences in source use and composing behaviour in the timed and extended 

conditions affected performance.  

The findings show that the majority of students preferred the extended condition as 

they valued the time to read the sources, think and reflect in a relaxed environment. 

Conversely, some students felt the time pressure elicited a heightened cognitive 

state, which enhanced their performance. Students tended to write over multiple 

sessions, engage more with the source texts and adopt a more recursive approach in 

the extended condition. In contrast, when composing under time pressure, students 

tended to reduce their engagement with the source texts in order to complete their 

essay. This rush to write the essay resulted in different reading strategies and a more 

knowledge-telling approach to composing. When students were given more time to 

write, mean word counts and mean essay scores were significantly higher. 
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The top-performing students seemed to benefit most from the extra time. These 

writers experienced the biggest positive difference in essay length and scores, and 

displayed more instances of source-text use, but perhaps surprisingly they were 

more likely to embed their understanding of what they read into their own text 

without referencing the source material. The data suggest that, for higher-achieving 

students, the extra time resulted in an increased interaction with the source texts, 

which allowed them to take a more expert persona in their writing, impressing raters 

and leading to higher overall scores.  

The results have important implications for language teachers and test developers in 

EAP programmes. In particular, they demonstrate the paradox of implementing 

reading-to-write task types in an attempt to simulate the target language use 

context while failing to take account of the time required to engage in the 

appropriate academic literacy skills. Importantly, EAP curriculum and assessment 

designers should recognise that genuine academic writing requires time for students 

to engage with sources, to reflect and to construct new knowledge. This study 

suggests that essays produced in timed and extended conditions are two different 

manifestations of the dynamic reading-to-write construct and that, if both types of 

writing are indeed demanded in the wider university, EAP programmes should 

support students in acquiring the most appropriate and effective skills for achieving 

success in both contexts.  
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 Introduction 

1.1 Background 

Increasing numbers of tertiary students are studying through the medium of English. 

This includes international students travelling overseas for their university studies, as 

well as English-as-a-second-language (L2) students studying in English-medium 

universities in their home countries. The context for this research is Hong Kong: a 

former British colony, where English is the medium of instruction in the majority of 

tertiary institutions. The student population is predominantly made up of local 

students whose first language is Cantonese, but a drive to internationalise and 

diversify university campuses in recent years has seen numbers of overseas students, 

particularly those from mainland China, increase substantially. 

Satisfying English language entry requirements has proved to be no guarantee that 

L2 students have the appropriate level of proficiency to cope with the demands of 

university study in English. Adapting to the literacy demands of tertiary education 

can pose immense challenges for all students, but especially for L2 undergraduates, 

who have most likely studied through their first language (L1) up to this point in their 

education. K. Hyland (2016, p.246) describes academic discourse as ‘an alien form of 

literacy’ making students feel like ‘they have landed on Mars’. Developing the 

appropriate intertextuality practices to successfully write assignments based on 

source texts is one of the most challenging of all academic literacy activities for these 

students (Grabe & Zhang 2013; Hirvela & Du 2013). It is also one of the most 
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important, as source-based writing assignments are the de facto mode of 

assessment in many disciplines.  

Twenty-five years ago, Leki and Carson (1994) conducted a survey of English for 

Academic Purposes (EAP) students to compare the writing assignments in their 

content courses with those assigned in their EAP programmes. EAP is a type of 

English for Specific Purposes (ESP), which aims to cater for the specific study needs 

of learners by aligning materials and teaching content with institutional and 

disciplinary language practices (Dudley-Evans & St. John 1998; Gillett 2011). Leki and 

Carson (1994) concluded that EAP programmes often do not expose students to the 

types of writing tasks which are set on their content courses and which require 

students to interact with lecture content and content from readings. Based on their 

findings, they encouraged EAP writing teachers to ‘look beyond EAP classrooms’ to 

the authentic writing demands students face in the wider university context and to 

consider how to prepare students for those demands (p.98).  

This is essentially the argument made by Hamp-Lyons and Kroll (1997), i.e. that 

assessments in academic contexts must reflect students' ability to use writing not 

only for knowledge-telling, or repeating ideas, but also for the more cognitively 

demanding skill of knowledge-making, as identified by Bereiter and Scardamalia 

(1987) in their developmental model of composing. Until relatively recently, 

however, the traditional, timed, independent writing task has been a common 

method of assessing writing in the standardised tests used for university entry 

purposes as well as on university English courses; indeed, this method is still used in 

tests such as the International English Language Testing System (IELTS) and the 
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Password Skills test. The mismatch between the academic literacy skills required for 

tertiary study and this type of assessment task raises serious validity concerns.  

1.2 Developments in EAP Assessment 

In higher education, students are mainly asked to write as a means of displaying: i) 

their understanding and knowledge of lecture content and ideas from their reading; 

and ii) their ability to analyse, evaluate and critique these ideas (Cumming 2013). 

This understanding of the construct definition of academic literacy combined with 

the desire for more authentic assessment have resulted in testing and assessment 

colleagues in EAP programmes around the world increasingly adopting integrated 

tasks for their in-house assessments and exams (Cumming 2013). According to 

Plakans (2015), an integrated task is a performance assessment of writing or 

speaking which involves comprehension of source material as an integral and 

necessary element of task fulfilment. The general move towards more real-life 

assessment in the area of academic English has also led to the increased use of 

integrated tasks in standardised language tests. The Test of English as a Foreign 

Language Internet-based Test (TOEFL iBT), which measures candidates’ ability to use 

and understand university-level English to perform academic tasks, now includes an 

integrated task requiring test takers to produce an essay based on both textual and 

aural input material. A number of other high-stakes tests, such as the Pearson Test 

of English (PTE) Academic, the General English Proficiency Test (GEPT) and the Test 

of English for Academic Purposes (TEAP), include reading-to-write (RTW) tasks.  

RTW tasks require students to read one or more source texts and compose a 

response based on the reading material (Knoch & Sitajalabhorn 2013; Weigle 2004). 
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The implementation of such tasks, for example summaries, source-based essays and 

reports, and literature reviews, has been replacing and/or complementing 

independent reading and writing tasks in the assessment of academic English for a 

number of years (Gebril & Plakans 2009). These tasks are seen to be more 

representative of real-life academic writing, better reflecting the intimate 

relationship between reading and writing that characterises university study (Hamp-

Lyons & Kroll 1997; Leki & Carson 1994; Plakans 2008, 2010; Weigle 2004) and 

eliciting the high-level reading skills, such as discourse synthesis, which are required 

for students to process multiple texts and integrate source ideas into writing (Spivey 

1984, 1991, 1997).  

1.3 The Issue 

The use of RTW assessment tasks in EAP programmes has been proposed as a way to 

address the validity concerns arising from the use of timed independent writing tasks 

in this domain (Cho 2003; Watanabe 2001; White 1995). However, the success of 

this aim largely depends on the exact nature of the tasks and the way in which they 

are administered. For a number of reasons, including administrative and financial 

constraints, practicality and in some cases reliability concerns, many RTW 

assessments are conducted under exam conditions, with students reading assigned 

texts and composing under a time restriction. As a result, many of the limitations of 

the traditional timed independent essay, such as writing for an unknown audience 

with a lack of time for planning, thinking, reflection and proofreading, still apply, and 

the task fails to resemble a ‘real’ university assignment (Elder, Knoch & Zhang 2009). 
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One criticism made is that imposing a time condition impacts the context validity of a 

RTW assessment task, which may in turn alter the way students behave and 

ultimately respond (Ascención Delaney 2008), thus posing a threat to the cognitive 

validity of the task (Chan 2013). Therefore, although the implementation of RTW 

assessment tasks in EAP programmes is intended to address the validity concerns 

discussed above, in reality, the practicalities of task design and administration may 

call into question the supposed advantages. A better understanding of whether 

students behave in the same way when composing in timed and more naturalistic 

conditions is needed to address this issue. This study aims to shed light on whether 

imposing a time restriction on a RTW assessment task used on an EAP programme 

specifically affects students’ performance and the nature of their source text use. 

1.4 The Research Context 

Although around 90 per cent of the seven million inhabitants of Hong Kong are 

Cantonese speakers, at the time of this research, all of the nine universities in Hong 

Kong except the Chinese University of Hong Kong were predominantly English 

medium. During the colonial rule, English was also the medium of instruction in 

secondary schools, yet the implementation of the Chinese-oriented language policy 

after the handover of sovereignty in 1997 resulted in the majority of secondary 

school education being conducted in Cantonese. Despite the special status of 

English, students rarely use English outside of the educational context. This is unlike 

the situation in many other former colonies, where English is both an official second 

language and a lingua franca (e.g. Singapore), resulting in frequent exposure to the 

language outside the classroom (Morrison & Evans 2018).  
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The idea for this research arose from my personal involvement with RTW 

assessment tasks in my capacity of Programme Leader for Assessment at the English 

Language Centre (ELC) of City University (CityU) of Hong Kong. Due to ‘the territory’s 

perennial preoccupation with declining English standards’ (Evans & Green 2007, p.4), 

the government provides language enhancement grants to universities to fund 

English courses, self-access centres and other language support initiatives. The ELC 

at CityU provides an in-sessional, one-year general EAP programme for 

undergraduates who achieve the minimum university English entry requirement in 

the Hong Kong Diploma of Secondary Education (HKDSE) school leavers’ exam.  

The 2012 English language component of the HKDSE was benchmarked to IELTS, 

resulting in an HKDSE level 3 being set as the passing standard. According to the 

Hong Kong Examinations and Assessment Authority’s (HKEAA) benchmarking study, 

a HKDSE level 3 English score equates to an overall IELTS score of 5.48–5.68, or a 

Common European Framework of Reference for Languages (CEFR) level of low B2 

(HKEAA 2013). 

While the EAP programme was originally intended for local students, the tertiary 

landscape in Hong Kong has evolved in recent years, resulting in the recruitment of 

increasing numbers of students from mainland China. In the 2015–2016 academic 

year, when the data for this study were collected, 14.5 per cent of EAP students 

were from mainland China. Undergraduates who do not achieve the equivalent of 

IELTS 6.5 in a recognised standardised English language test are required to take the 

EAP programme offered by the ELC.  
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Adapting to instruction in L2 and navigating the practices of the new academic 

discourse community can pose immense challenges for low proficiency students 

entering tertiary education. Evans and Green’s (2007) large-scale investigation into 

the EAP needs and problems of undergraduates at Hong Kong’s largest English-

medium university found that a significant proportion of students experience 

difficulties when studying their content subject through the L2. While these students 

face challenges with all aspects of university language use, a number of studies 

conducted in Hong Kong have found that academic writing is the most problematic 

aspect for students (Evans & Green 2007; Evans & Morrison 2011; Morrison & Evans 

2018).  

One of the reasons for this is that neither Hong Kong nor mainland Chinese students 

learn academic literacy skills in secondary school. The Hong Kong Senior Secondary 

English Language Curriculum does not cover academic literacy skills, although 

various aims which seem to refer to the strategies involved in writing from sources 

are listed in the Writing, Reading and Language Development Strategies section of 

the Curriculum and Assessment Guide (Secondary 4–6) (2007, p.25), e.g. ‘Present 

and elaborate main ideas and supporting details through exemplifications, 

paraphrases, explanation’ and ‘Evaluate critically views and attitudes’. However, 

through interactions with secondary school teachers attending workshops in the ELC 

at CityU, Bruce and Hamp-Lyons (2015) learnt that these more demanding writing 

skills rarely feature in lessons as there is a feeling that they are well beyond the 

competency level of most students. When texts are used to inform writing, the 

genres tend to be informal, such as book and film reviews and letters to the editor, 
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since these genres are likely to appear on the HKDSE English writing exam. This exam 

comprises two questions: Task A requires students to write a short description of a 

picture, and Task B requires an extended piece of independent writing (400 words) 

and contains eight question choices of various personal and factual genres such as 

narratives, letters, articles and reports.  

The situation is somewhat similar in China. The English section of the gaokao or 

National College Entrance Exam only requires students to write a text of around 200 

words. Questions differ from region to region, but genres include letters, dialogues, 

public announcements and expository essays. According to Beijing Review (2017), 

some recent test versions have asked students to choose three words from a list 

(examples are: panda, air pollution, beautiful countryside, Belt and Road Initiative, 

Peking Opera and high-speed railway) and include them in an essay which helps 

foreigners to understand China better. 

Given the exam-oriented nature of instruction in secondary schools in both Hong 

Kong and China, there is little incentive to cover the more analytical source-based 

writing genres. Teachers’ primary focus is to prepare students for the high-stakes 

school leavers’ exams rather than to prepare them for university study. 

Consequently, it is fair to say that the instruction both Hong Kong and mainland 

Chinese students receive in high school does not prepare them adequately for 

writing academic texts in the tertiary domain.  

1.5 Specific Purpose and Significance of this Research 

The 144-hour general EAP course offered by the ELC focuses wholly on reading and 

writing and the source-based argumentative essay is the main writing genre and 
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assessed task. The overall EAP assessment framework (see Table 1.1), with its 

combination of timed and untimed tasks done both in class and out of class, was 

designed to increase fairness by catering for different types of learners, as well as to 

limit potential biases by not having students produce all assignments in 

unsupervised conditions. Employing multiple tasks to test ability is seen to increase 

reliability since there are more decision points contributing to a students’ overall 

performance (Weigle 2002; Weir 2005).  

EAP assessment comprises two timed essays written under exam conditions and two 

essays done outside of the classroom with deadlines of up to three weeks (see Table 

1.1). Sources are assigned for both types of writing task, yet for the term paper 

students also have to find their own sources.  
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Assessment Timing % Details Dates 

Semester A 

Timed Diagnostic 
Writing Task (in 
class) 

1hr  

45 mins 

- 600-word argumentative essay 
using assigned sources  

Week 1 

Assessment 1: 
Process Writing 
(out of class) 

3 weeks 10 500-word argumentative essay 
(teacher and peer feedback) 

Mid semester  

Assessment 2: 
Writing, Reading 
& Usage (in class) 

 

1hr  

20 mins 

10 500-word timed argumentative 
essay using assigned sources  

End of 
semester  

1hr  

10 mins 

10 Reading and usage test  

 Semester B 

Assessment 3: 

Term Paper (out 
of class) 

3 weeks  15 750–1000-word research paper 
on a given theme using assigned 
and own sources (teacher and 
peer feedback) 

Mid semester 

Final Exam  

 

2hr  

15 mins 

35 i) Reading & Usage  

ii) Summary Writing  

End of 
Semester  

1hr  

45 mins 

20 600-word timed argumentative 
essay using assigned sources  

Table 1.1 EAP assessment framework 

The one hour 45 minute end-of-course Writing exam is the largest single contributor 

to the overall EAP grade and is the most high-stakes of all of the EAP assessments, 

since passing this test is a prerequisite for passing the EAP course. However, unless 

the purpose of the test is to measure the speed at which candidates can respond to 

the prompt, the time limit could be a potential threat to the validity of the score 

inferences made about students’ writing ability (Elder, Knoch & Zhang 2009).  

There is an assumption among teachers that students are able to engage in the skills 

and behaviours which have been taught during the EAP course in both the timed and 
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extended writing conditions, and that both contexts elicit the same writing 

construct. At least, the same 4x6 multiple trait scoring rubric assessing Task 

Fulfilment, Discourse Competencies, Language Competencies and Source Integration 

(see Appendix 1 for the EAP Writing Assessment Rubric) is used to measure 

performance in both contexts. Nevertheless, my close involvement with students as 

a teacher on this course and with teachers through my role as Programme Leader for 

Assessment prompted me to consider whether students behave in the same way in 

the different writing contexts. This provided the impetus for this study, as I began to 

question whether the underlying constructs are the same and whether writing in 

strict timed conditions allows students, especially novice undergraduate writers, to 

use the ‘real-life’ behaviours which these RTW assessments are designed to 

promote.  

The fact that Hong Kong and mainland Chinese students are seasoned test takers 

raised another concern. I began to consider the possibility that such an assessment 

may actually promote the use of shortcuts with regard to source text use rather than 

nurturing the kinds of writing, reading and thinking which are required for 

knowledge construction in real-life academic study, and which lay behind the 

decision to implement source-based writing assessments. It seemed there was an 

inherent paradox in our attempt to implement an assessment task which simulates 

authentic university writing practices but is conducted under a strict time limit.  

In order to explore this, I decided to compare students’ performance and source text 

use on equivalent RTW simulated assessment tasks in two different environments: i) 

in the classroom under exam conditions with a one hour 45 minute time allowance 
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as in the EAP writing exam (the timed or in-class condition); and ii) outside the 

classroom in more naturalistic conditions with a one-week deadline (the extended or 

out-of-class condition). The task chosen was the 600-word source-based 

argumentative essay which EAP students sit as both a diagnostic test at the start of 

the course and as the final exam at the end of the course. Details of the task are 

given in section 3.3.2 of the Methodology and a sample test paper can be found in 

Appendix 2. 

To best establish a complete representation of students’ source text use in the two 

conditions, my research employs a mixed-methods approach comprising a 

combination of data collection methods and analyses and an integration of different 

types of qualitative and quantitative data (see Table 1.2 below). The reliance on 

multiple data sources is a significant feature of this study since it creates the best 

opportunity to observe potential nuances in students’ source-use behaviour in the 

two different time conditions and it facilitates interpretation. Emic data from self-

report questionnaires and interviews provides an insight into the reasons behind 

students’ source text decisions, which cannot be obtained from analysis of textual 

data.  
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Variable Instruments Data 

(from both conditions unless 
stated) 

Essay length and 
scores 

- 2 genuine EAP writing exam 
questions  

- EAP Writing assessment rubric  

 

- 59 typed and anonymised 
essays  

- Scores from 3 raters  

Students’ source 
text use and 
students’ 
preferences 

 

- 2 genuine EAP writing exam 
questions  

- Writing logs 

- Coding scheme for reference 
types  

- Coding scheme for reference 
uses  

- Post-writing questionnaire  

- Discourse-based interviews 

- 59 typed and anonymised 
essays  

- Students’ rough notes, plans, 
annotated source texts 

- Completed writing logs from 
extended condition 

- Quantitative & qualitative 
questionnaire responses  

- Interview transcripts  

Table 1.2 Overview of data collection 

This RTW assessment task holds the promise of eliciting ‘realistic’ composing 

behaviour in a test writing situation, yet there is a need to investigate exactly what 

students do with the sources when they are working under time pressure and 

whether their behaviour is the same or different in timed and more naturalistic 

conditions. Up to now this seems to have been largely neglected. The empirical 

evidence collected in this study is used to determine whether students’ essay length, 

scores and source text use remain the same whether they are composing a source-

based argumentative essay in timed or in extended conditions.  

Given that source-based writing tasks are being increasingly used for assessment 

purposes in EAP programmes in both timed and extended conditions, this study 

makes a valuable contribution to the growing knowledge base by providing a 

pragmatic insight into the impacts of time allowances in RTW assessment tasks. This 
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not only contributes to the perennial debate about the validity of timed essays, but 

also provides useful information to teaching and assessment colleagues when 

designing EAP materials and setting assessment frameworks. This research also 

contributes to a clearer and more comprehensive understanding of the specific 

differences in the integrated construct of RTW argumentative essays which are 

produced in timed and extended conditions in EAP programmes. 

Although studies have been conducted to compare the possible effects of writing in 

different time conditions, the majority employ independent writing tasks rather than 

integrated tasks and tend to focus on a holistic measure of performance (Caudery 

1990; Hale 1992; Kenworthy 2006; Knoch & Elder 2010; Kroll 1990; Livingstone 1987; 

Younkin 1986). In addition, most of these studies compare two timed writing 

conditions, with the supposedly extended condition being only marginally longer 

than the short condition (Hale 1992; Knoch & Elder 2010; Livingstone 1987; Younkin 

1986). Studies comparing writing done in timed conditions with that done in more 

naturalistic ones are relatively rare. Exceptions are Khuder and Harwood (2015; 

2019), Kroll (1990) and McGinley (1992). Studies comparing source-based writing in 

timed and untimed conditions are even rarer (although Cho’s 2003 study compared 

undergraduate performance on an integrated listening-reading-writing placement 

test conducted in a timed condition and a one-day workshop condition), and to my 

knowledge none have been done in the Hong Kong context.  

1.6 Structure of this Thesis 

In Chapter 2 I review the relevant literature and present the research questions. In 

Chapter 3 I outline the methodology, including details of the trials and pilots which 
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led to the development of the research instruments. In Chapter 4 I present the 

results of the quantitative analyses of performance data which address research 

questions 1 and 2, while in Chapter 5 I present the results of the qualitative analyses 

of self-report data which address research questions 3 and 4. I synthesise and 

discuss the findings from Chapters 4 and 5 and provide the implications in Chapter 6. 

Finally, in Chapter 7 I suggest potential limitations of my study and make possible 

suggestions for future research.
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 Review of Literature 

2.1 Overview 

To address the issues raised in the introduction regarding time allowances in 

academic writing assessment, several areas will be reviewed in terms of both theory 

and research. This chapter initially presents various models of L1 writing and reading 

and discusses how these have contributed to an understanding of writing and 

reading processes in L2 as well as the development of an academic reading-to-write 

(RTW) construct which is relevant for this study. Given that the amount of time 

allocated for the writing assessment task is the main variable in this study, the 

theories and constructs are presented with this in mind. The second part of the 

chapter continues with a discussion of time limitations in writing assessment and 

reviews relevant research in this area.  

2.2 Academic Writing in EAP 

Spack (1997) defines academic literacy as the ability to read and write the texts 

which are set in tertiary education. This undoubtedly includes the ability to integrate 

reading and writing. This complex skill is critical for academic success (Grabe 2001; 

Hirvela 2004; Johns 1993; Leki & Carson 1994), since source-based writing is one of 

the most common forms of assessment in higher education (Bridgeman & Carlson 

1983; Hale et al. 1996; Rosenfeld, Leung & Oltman 2001).  

Surveys conducted since the 1990s (Hale et al. 1996; Johns 1997; Leki & Carson 

1997) indicate that assignments integrating reading and writing skills are regarded as 

extremely important by university faculty and students (Spack 1997). Horowitz 
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(1986a) was critical of some of the earlier surveys investigating the academic writing 

tasks commonly assigned in different disciplines, as they started with a ready-made 

taxonomy rather than discovering which tasks were common (e.g. Kroll 1979; Johns 

1981). Horowitz’s 1986a survey of academic writing tasks in US universities found 

seven categories of assignment, six of which were reading based. Grabe and Zhang 

(2013) identified the main reading-writing tasks in the university context and, not 

surprisingly, many of these aligned with Horowitz’s classification: summary of a 

reading; research paper; critical analysis of multiple points of view; synthesis; and 

summary plus critique. Other reading-based tasks identified in one of the studies 

were annotated bibliography, case study, note taking, paraphrasing and essay exam 

questions.  

The one-year EAP course offered by the English Language Centre (ELC) at City 

University (CityU) of Hong Kong focuses wholly on reading and writing skills and aims 

to bridge the gap between school writing and disciplinary writing. The syllabus was 

designed based on the results of a 2008–2009 needs analysis intended to identify 

students’ contextual needs within CityU. This included an investigation of 

assessment tasks employed in the wider university, focus group interviews with 

students, analysis of student work, interviews with faculty members, and staff and 

student questionnaires. A key finding was that the most common modes of 

assessment in the university were essays, reports, oral presentations and group 

projects (Lui et al. 2010).  

Accordingly, the source-based argumentative essay was chosen as the main writing 

genre for the course. Although somewhat nebulous (see below), it was regarded as 
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an appropriate task type in an English for general academic purposes (EGAP) 

programme catering to students from all disciplines. The essay was viewed as a 

suitable vehicle to carry the relevant features of academic writing and, more 

specifically, to support students in the transition towards the disciplinary writing 

they would face in year two and beyond. 

In his evaluation of the EAP course materials in 2014 in the capacity of External 

Examiner, Ken Hyland (2014, n.p.) noted that ‘The academic essay is something of a 

problematic genre which has been variously defined and conceptualised in the 

literature and in classrooms across the world’. A strong advocate of English for 

specific academic purposes (ESAP) rather than EGAP, Hyland was concerned that the 

emphasis on the argumentative essay alone would limit students’ rhetorical 

flexibility. In fact, many educators and researchers favour a more specific academic 

literacies approach to the teaching of EAP. In the British context, Dudley-Evans 

(2002) noted that it is essential for writing teachers to discover as much as possible 

about departmental expectations of academic writing through dialogue and the 

examination of students’ actual texts. Dudley-Evans' point is that it is challenging to 

identify features of the ‘academic essay’ among different courses and disciplines as it 

is a slippery term which is difficult to pin down. This aligns with the view expressed 

by Ann Johns during a professional development session on Contextualizing the 

reading-into-writing process in the ELC at CityU in November 2015. She prefers not 

to use the term ‘essay’ to describe written assignments done at university, as it is 

vague.  
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However, given the administrative constraints preventing discipline-specific EAP 

offerings, for the purposes of this compulsory EAP course for low-proficiency 

students, the argumentative essay was regarded as a convenient genre through 

which to practise general features of an academic register and to support students in 

their initiation into the academic discourse community. Although each discipline has 

its own specific rules, EGAP programmes can introduce students to the general 

concepts of academic writing, such as the nature of text construction, the 

requirement to reference source texts, citation practices and summarising skills. 

Perhaps more debilitating than a general EAP programme which relies on ‘essays’ is 

the way academic writing, particularly source use, is often taught. In many writing 

classrooms, plagiarism avoidance is mentioned as one of the key reasons to 

reference sources, rather than raising awareness of the constructive and dialogic 

view of academic writing (see section 2.5). This ‘plagiarism hysteria’ (Jamieson & 

Howard 2013, p.113) is detrimental to the development of effective academic 

writing practices, since it obscures the real rationale behind the integration of source 

ideas. Apart from that, it results in a mechanical approach to teaching citation 

practices, in which paraphrasing is reduced to the kinds of decontextualised linguistic 

exercises mentioned by Swales (2014) and Cumming et al. (2018), such as sentence 

transformation exercises, which train students to adapt sentence structures, use 

synonyms and antonyms, and so on. This safe rules approach, often involving 

linguistic manipulation of decontextualised sentences, teaches students to cite in a 

way that protects them and prevents them from accusations of plagiarism. The irony 

is that this approach to teaching citation practices is intended to introduce novice 

undergraduate writers to the conventions of academic writing in an accessible way, 
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but it actually prevents them from rising above the basic level, as they are taught to 

behave at a knowledge-telling level and not at the level of knowledge transforming 

(see Bereiter & Scardamalia 1987 and section 2.3.1). As Hirvela and Du (2013) 

mention, acquiring paraphrasing skills through the manipulation of decontextualised 

sentences does not facilitate skill transfer to a real context, such as research paper 

writing. This is because the material being paraphrased is embedded in longer, more 

complicated texts and the fear of inadvertently appropriating source material 

impedes students from expressing themselves. Unfortunately, this knowledge-telling 

approach to paraphrasing is doing students an injustice, as RTW tasks should be the 

ideal environment for the development of critical literacy. Li and Casanave (2012) 

hold the opinion that effective instruction should focus on proactive teaching rather 

than post-writing punishment. 

Flower (1990) stresses that literacy is not the same as just being able to read and 

write, but that it is the ability to use reading and writing skills in a real context to 

achieve a real purpose. She remarks that ‘reading-to-write … is a litmus test that lets 

us distinguish between the receptive process of basic literacy and the 

testing/transforming process of critical literacy’ (p.5). This is particularly relevant for 

academic literacy and implies that students should be engaged rather than just 

receptive, and that they should not just read for facts, but instead they should 

question sources and transform content to meet new purposes.  

2.3 Models of Writing 

There is a rich history of research on L1 writing processes which has contributed to 

an understanding of L2 writing (see section 2.3.1). Given that the aim of this research 
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is not to validate a particular model or to compare whether writing in timed or 

untimed conditions conforms to a particular set of theoretical processes, the review 

in this section is intended to present the theoretical models which have influenced 

understanding of source-based writing and have thus contributed to my assumptions 

for task design and data analysis for this research. I present L1 models before 

discussing L2 models and, where pertinent, I make specific reference to the issue of 

time constraints in writing. 

2.3.1 L1 Models of Writing 

Most early L1 writing process models were linear (e.g. those developed by Britton et 

al. 1975; Perl 1979; Rohman 1965). These writing paradigms focused on the end 

product and viewed composing as three strictly ordered processes: pre-writing, 

writing and reviewing. One positive impact of these models was the identification of 

pre-writing as an important step in composing and thus a legitimate part of 

composition classes. However, such depictions of writing were product-oriented and 

based on the development of the written product on the page rather than the inner 

processes of the composer; in other words, there was a focus on the composition 

itself rather than the actual composing. In addition, stage models viewed revision as 

the final phase of composing rather than a constant ‘re-vision’ of the developing text 

(Sommers 1980), and they did not take the task environment into account. 

Two influential L1 studies which present cognitive models of writing are those of 

Flower and Hayes (1981) and Bereiter and Scardamalia (1987). These seminal works 

have informed other writing models. They have also formed the basis of much 

research which enhances understanding of composing and has influenced writing 
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pedagogy in both L1 and L2. Through think-aloud protocol with L1 adults, Flower and 

Hayes (1981) identified the recursive rather than linear nature of the processes 

involved in composing, corroborating Emig’s (1971) earlier work. (Incidentally Emig 

was one of the few researchers to consider the time factor. She identified ten 

dimensions of the composing process, but mentioned that pre-writing and revising 

activities were rare due to lack of time.) Flower and Hayes’s (1981) developed the 

three-part Composing Process Model: i) the task environment comprising external 

aspects which can influence performance (e.g. topic and text produced so far); ii) the 

writer’s long-term memory in terms of relevant content, the audience and linguistic 

knowledge; and iii) the general writing process, which includes planning (generating 

ideas, organising and goal setting), translating plans or ideas into text and reviewing 

(evaluating and revising). Another important part of the model is the monitor, whose 

function it is to coordinate and regulate recursive transitions between the three 

writing processes.  

Flower and Hayes’s (1981) cognitive process theory of writing presents a goal-

oriented approach to text production, in which content and organisational objectives 

direct the iterative writing process. It departs from the view that the major units of 

analysis are the stages of writing and suggests instead that the units of analysis are 

the mental processes which the writer goes through. Although the model itself 

presents a picture of a skilled writer, one of the most significant consequences of 

identifying the cognitive processes of composers has been the ability to analyse 

writing through a finer lens and thus compare and define the strategies of different 

groups of writers. This has enabled researchers to characterise the differences 
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between novice and expert writers in both L1 and L2 (Bereiter & Scardamalia 1987; 

Sasaki 2000) as well as to demonstrate that revision is an integral and necessary part 

of the cyclical process of producing an effective text (Bosher 1998; Sommers 1980). 

The Flower and Hayes (1981) model has also been used as a starting point for 

researchers building an understanding of the composing stages writers go through in 

the RTW process. 

In the model, Flower and Hayes (1981, p.365) describe the writing process as ‘a 

series of decisions and choices which are determined by the various elements of task 

environment and long-term memory. The task environment includes ‘all those things 

outside the writer’s skin’ (p.369), yet only two specific elements are listed in the 

framework: the rhetorical problem (topic, audience and exigency) and the text 

produced so far. The time allocated to the writing process is not considered, since 

the model is designed to represent composing in naturalistic conditions rather than 

in a test. However, the time writers are able to dedicate to composing is relevant to 

any writing model, since the amount of time writers have at their disposal or are 

prepared to devote to the task inherently plays a role in guiding the decisions and 

choices they make regarding their composing behaviour. Different writers allocate 

varying amounts of time to the same writing task, depending on their individual 

characteristics and constraints, such as interest, motivation, conflicting 

commitments, deadlines, writing environment and so on. In addition to the studies 

on the impact of varying time allowances in writing which are reviewed in section 

2.7, there have been a number of studies specifically investigating the amount of 

time invested in each stage of the writing process. For example, Kellogg (1987) 
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studied the effect of topic knowledge on the amount of time and cognitive effort 

writers allocated to the processes of planning, translating and reviewing.  

Flower (1989) recognised that one of the shortcomings of the cognitive process 

theory of writing was a failure to represent the ways in which cognition and context 

interact. The 1981 model ‘did little more than specify that “task environment” was 

an important element in the process; it failed to account for how the situation in 

which the writer operates might shape composing’ (Flower 1989, p.283). She 

suggested that an interactive vision of composing, with more robust, grounded 

explanations of various aspects of the writing process, was necessary to fully 

understand the challenges students face, to account for their success or failure, and 

to inform pedagogy.  

Bereiter and Scardamalia’s (1987) developmental model expanded Flower and 

Hayes’s framework to portray the differences between more and less accomplished 

writers. They presented three sources of input which interact to guide the writing: 

the topic, discourse knowledge, and the text already produced, as well as two 

contrasting strategies: knowledge telling and knowledge transforming. The 

knowledge-telling model is a novice strategy of composing based on a direct retrieval 

of content from the writer’s long-term memory. The writer develops a task 

representation and uses the content and discourse knowledge in their memory to 

inform the writing. In contrast, a knowledge-transforming approach to composing is 

a more expert strategy which involves a problem space where the writer evaluates 

the conceptual content and linguistic form in relation to the rhetorical and pragmatic 

goals and the text produced so far. This requires the kinds of recursive higher-order 
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processes (e.g. detailed planning, reflective thought, evaluation and revision) which 

are an integral part of Flower and Hayes’s (1981) cognitive model. While adapting 

their ideas to the communicative goals, the writer develops their own understanding 

of the topic, creating new knowledge. Through the provision of source-based writing 

tasks, EAP practitioners aim to simulate the knowledge-transforming processes 

which proficient academic writers engage in. The knowledge-telling and knowledge-

transforming strategies are two extremes on a continuum and the progression from 

one to another is a gradual process. As writers become more skilled, the low-level 

knowledge-telling strategy does not disappear. Bereiter and Scardamalia (1987) 

suggest that writers may revert to this as a coping mechanism when they face 

challenges, such as a difficult topic or tight deadline. This would seem to imply that 

there may be more of a tendency for writers to rely on knowledge-telling processes 

during timed writing assessment. This dimension of RTW behaviour will be 

investigated in this study. Bereiter and Scardamalia (1987) employed think aloud 

protocol when developing the knowledge-telling and knowledge-transforming 

models since they recognised that it is not possible to definitively detect the writing 

process from the written product. Although concurrent reporting is not suitable for 

my study as time is the independent variable, the collection of self-report data is 

vital to gain an insight into students’ RTW composing behaviour and make 

comparisons between the timed and extended conditions. 

The cognitive models of writing, despite including the task environment as a factor 

influencing writers’ decision making processes, tend to view writing as a solitary act 

and do not account for the interactive, social and communicative dimensions of text 
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production (Nystrand 1989). Just as speaking is an interaction and speakers should 

consider the impact of their message on the interlocutor by anticipating shared 

knowledge and establishing mutual frames of reference, the same considerations 

apply to writing. Nystrand’s (1989) social-interactive model of written 

communication views writing as a social construct which is negotiated by the writer 

and the reader, in other words it is dialogic rather than monologic. This reflects 

Bakhtin’s view that discourse is not created in a vacuum, but is invested in layers of 

meaning. A writer’s or speaker’s thoughts are products of all of the thoughts which 

they have had before and to which they have been exposed (as cited in Mambrol 

2018). This is relevant for language learning in general since language acquisition 

inevitably involves borrowing the words of others (Pennycook 1996), but the 

socially-oriented and dialogic notion of writing is of particular importance for source-

based writing. The writer not only interacts with other authors through the 

integration of their work, but also builds new ideas through the merging of source 

content and his/her own thoughts. This is the fundamental basis of Bereiter and 

Scarmdalia’s (1987) knowledge transformation model and perhaps explains in part 

why knowledge transforming and consideration of the needs and expectations of the 

reader are behaviours associated with skilled writers (Raimes 1985; Bereiter & 

Scardamalia 1987).  

Hayes (1996) produced a revised and expanded model of writing to address the 

social and affective aspects of writing which had been missing from the original 

Flower and Hayes model. This individuo-environmental model attempted to identify 

how the writer’s cognitive capacity (i.e. long-term memory, short-term memory, 
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motivation and affect) interacts with the three composing phases of text 

interpretation, reflection and production. Hayes acknowledged the importance of 

social factors, such as the audience, and the physical aspects of the task 

environment, such as the text produced so far, yet other task variables, such as time 

allocation, were not accounted for. 

Composing models drawing on psycholinguistic theory expanded the earlier models 

even further. Kellogg (1996) designed a detailed framework of writing processes, 

specifying the operations taking place at each of the three macro phases of planning, 

execution and monitoring. He stressed the importance of working memory when 

composing. Since the executive attention has a limited capacity, it is only when the 

cognitive demands are reduced that writers are able to access the more cognitively 

demanding knowledge-transforming processes, such as planning conceptual content, 

evaluating and reviewing. Through learning and maturation, the basic elements of 

composing can become automatic, which allows the writer to progress from 

knowledge telling to knowledge transforming. This is more challenging for L2 writers, 

since coping with increased low-level linguistic demands, such as lexical search and 

translation, consumes their limited attentional resources.  

The models reviewed have been useful in developing an understanding of the 

cognitive processes involved in writing and how they are influenced by writers’ 

characteristics, the task, the context and so on, yet they do not clearly represent 

how changes in the task environment, such as writing under a time restriction, may 

affect the composing process. The assumption is that writing is done in naturalistic 

rather than timed conditions.  
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2.3.2 L2 Models of Writing 

The 1980s saw a proliferation of studies into the composing processes of L2 writers, 

most of which highlighted the similarities between composing in L1 and L2 (e.g. 

Bosher 1998; Cumming 1989; Zamel 1983), in that less skilled L1 and L2 writers tend 

to devote less time to planning, work in a more linear fashion and revise at the 

surface level rather than the discourse or semantic level. Zamel (1983) investigated 

the composing processes of six advanced English as a second language (ESL) students 

and concluded that writing is a recursive process of discovery in which new ideas are 

constantly being generated. She noted a difference between the behaviour of the 

skilled and less skilled writers. While the former group are flexible and open to the 

formulation of new ideas as they write, the latter tend to see new ideas as a 

distraction which diverts their attention away from a focus on surface-level features. 

Interestingly, Zamel (1983) chose not to use think aloud as she was keen to simulate 

real-life writing as much as possible. Students completed a piece of extended 

expository writing based on prior reading and classroom discussion, which was 

designed to simulate the writing produced in their major courses. Zamel allowed 

students to have as many open-ended composing sessions as, since writing under a 

time constraint is not representative of students’ authentic course assignments. The 

skilled writers spent on average 14 to 18 hours in total on the task, whereas the less 

skilled writer spent 6 hours, even though observation revealed that this writer 

paused more while writing and became side-tracked by low-level lexical and 

syntactic issues. The skilled writers tended to compose in a more recursive fashion, 

re-reading whole sections of text, thinking and rewriting, which seems to imply that 

more skilled writing requires an extended time allowance. In terms of methodology, 
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Zamel’s (1983) concerted attempt to simulate real-life writing is significant, since 

many studies, despite aiming to shed light on natural or ‘untimed’ writing, actually 

force participants to write under timed conditions due to the administrative 

constraints of data collection (McCulloch 2013). Through enabling the writers to 

compose over multiple sessions Zamel (1983) was able to identify differences 

between the skilled and less skilled writers which may not have been evident in a 

timed writing condition. Similarly, retrospective interviews, which did not interrupt 

the composing process allowed students to reveal insights about their behaviour, 

which could not have been gleaned from purely textual data. 

When considering both composing ability and linguistic proficiency, it is now 

recognised that, despite the parallels, there are significant differences between 

writing in L1 and L2 (Grabe & Kaplan 1996; Raimes 1985; Silva 1993). Through 

comparisons of her own L2 research participants with L1 subjects in other studies 

(e.g. Pianko 1979; Zamel 1983), Raimes (1985, 1987) cautioned against viewing L2 

writers as L1 writers and suggested the adaptation, rather than adoption, of L1 

writing approaches to teaching. She admitted that likenesses exist, but stressed that, 

owing to different cultures, educational backgrounds and so on, a single definable 

type of L2 writer does not exist. Her participants differed from the skilled writers in 

Zamel’s (1983) study, since they were focused on just getting ideas down in a writer-

based way, rather than considering the reader. However, she does concede that this 

may be due to the design of the study, since Zamel’s students had unlimited time to 

write, whereas the writing condition in Raimes’s study was timed. She concluded 

that: 
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‘To take advantage of [the] extraordinary generative power of language, we 

need to give our students what is always in short supply in the writing 

classroom – time. The time they need to write has to take precedence over 

the time we need to complete a syllabus or cover the course material’. 

(Raimes 1985, p.248)  

Even though Raimes’s finding was based on a comparison of two different sets of 

students (L1 and L2) engaging in two different writing tasks, it was one of the early 

indications that writing researchers were considering the effect of time conditions 

on composing behaviour. This has a particular relevance for my research since it 

implies that the extended condition must provide students with sufficient time to be 

able to engage in their chosen methods of composing. In addition, Raimes’s (1985) 

observation that the skilled writers considered the reader, aligns with Nystrand’s 

(1989) research on L1 writing and implies that the socially oriented nature of writing 

which had become evident in the L1 models in the 1980s was being considered in L2 

research. Hamp-Lyons (1990) stresses the importance of the social context, such as 

the reader, in determining the writer’s engagement with the task since writing 

assessment ‘is a wholly human endeavour’ (p.82) and a writer does not produce a 

text in a vacuum.  

Grabe and Kaplan (1996) developed one of the few comprehensive models 

representing L2 writing. In terms of the writing process, the model is similar to those 

of Flower and Hayes (1981) and Bereiter and Scardamalia (1997), but what sets it 

apart is the emphasis on how interaction between the context (task, topic, setting, 

textual output etc.) and the working memory (language competence, prior 
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knowledge and execution of the processes) influences the writer’s goals. Goal setting 

involves analysing the context, establishing a task representation, considering 

potential problems, applying genre knowledge and creating a plan. The recognition 

of the reader is at the heart of the model since ‘the text already written also requires 

that reading processes interact with writing processes’ (Grabe & Kaplan 1996, 

p.231). Timed writing is referred to in Grabe and Kaplan’s taxonomy of academic 

writing skills, knowledge bases, and processes, but no explicit consideration is given 

to how the time available affects goal setting in their model. In fact, in their 

discussion of the limitations of the model, they recognise the omission of how the 

differences in the various components of the model would influence writing, for 

example how writing under time pressure alters the dynamics. 

Kellogg’s (1996) work provided insights into how the added cognitive burden of 

composing in an L2 may restrict access to some of the higher-level processes which 

are required for academic writing. Yet, it appears that the theory is under elaborated 

since the impact of different contextual parameters, such as writing conditions or 

time constraints, on attentional resources is not taken into account. It is interesting 

to consider whether less skilled L2 writers are able to access similar higher-level 

processes to their more skilled counterparts if they are allowed adequate time, or 

whether proficient students show less engagement in these processes when they 

compose in timed conditions. In the same vein, it is interesting to consider whether 

both skilled and less skilled writers profit from the provision of extra time.  

Drawing on Kellogg’s (1996) detailed work with L1 writers, Field (2004) designed a 

model for L2 composing, comprising: i) macro-planning, organisation and micro-
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planning; ii) execution; and iii) monitoring. Unlike the writing models I have already 

reviewed, which consider the context but give little explicit consideration to the 

potential impact of the time allocated to composing, Field’s model takes time into 

account. He highlights the fact that writing involves more conscious planning than 

speaking since, unless the writing is taking place under exam conditions, it tends not 

to be governed by time restrictions in the way that speaking is.  

Owing to their dissatisfaction with many L2 writing models which give the 

impression that L1 and L2 writing are almost identical, Wang and Wen (2002) 

investigated the writing processes of 16 Chinese EFL students composing two 

different writing tasks under timed conditions. They suggest a model for L2 writers 

which includes five processes: task-examining, idea-generating, idea-organising, text-

generating and process controlling activities. They follow earlier models through the 

inclusion of task environment and long-term memory. The researchers mention that 

the time limitation was frequently referred to in students’ verbal protocol and 

concede that a significant limitation of their study was that both writing tasks were 

timed, which may have constrained students’ composing process, resulting in less 

planning and revising. They suggest that future research should investigate L2 

writing done without a time limit. My study helps to fill the gap they identify since it 

compares L2 RTW behaviour in timed and extended conditions. 

Drawing on research in L1 writing, Roca de Larios et al. (2008) investigated whether 

proficiency influences the time spent on different writing processes and the 

distribution of the processes. They concluded that a writer’s choice of processes 

depends not only on procedural knowledge but also on the task environment. They 
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specifically mention the role of available composing time, but more importantly the 

distribution of writing time over a number of sessions. This is because moving away 

from the text allows the writer time and space to evaluate what needs to be done 

and set new goals for the next writing session. They suggest that more research is 

needed on how time allocations impact the selection and distribution of writing 

processes. 

The issue of whether studies employ tests as the elicitation instrument or naturalistic 

writing conditions is a salient one which tends to be overlooked when examining 

composing models. Alderson (2000, p.85), although specifically referring to reading 

research, poses the question of whether research is looking into assessment or using 

assessment tools since ‘assessment … has its own purposes and needs for research’. 

My research bridges the gap between studies done in either timed or naturalistic 

conditions by comparing RTW behaviour elicited in both conditions. Samples of 

writing are collected in a simulated exam condition and a more naturalistic or 

extended out-of-class condition to provide important insights for RTW assessment 

design in EAP programmes. 

The distinction between test and non-test performance has been taken into account 

in some later models which are relevant for my research. Shaw and Weir (2007) built 

on Kellogg's (1996) and Field's (2004) models as well as Weir’s (2005) socio-cognitive 

validation framework to propose a cognitive framework for conceptualising writing 

test performance. Weir’s (2005) comprehensive model, comprising the a priori 

aspects of context and cognitive validity and the a posteriori components of scoring, 

consequential and criterion-related validity, differs from earlier writing models in 
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that it was specifically intended to investigate the construct validity of L2 writing 

tests rather than map out generic composing processes. Shaw and Weir (2007) argue 

that valid writing tests should elicit the cognitive processes activated by the 

contextual demands and the test taker’s individual characteristics in real-life writing: 

macro-planning; organisation; micro-planning; translation; and monitoring and 

revising. One significant feature of their framework for the purposes of my research 

is the detailed attention given to contextual parameters. These not only include the 

linguistic demands of the task but also the particular social, cultural and 

environmental conditions under which the task is performed. Time constraints and 

the particular setting and administration of the exam are specifically listed as factors 

to be considered under context validity.  

2.3.3 Summary of Writing Models 

All of the writing models discussed contribute to an enhanced understanding of the 

composing process. The early models focus on the writing rather than the writer. 

The cognitive models focus on writing as an internal process, yet fail to account 

sufficiently for many of the external factors which affect the choices composers 

make, including the reader. However, from the end of the 1980s the emphasis in 

composition research moved towards the social construction of meaning, and it was 

recognised that writing is both a cognitive and a socially determined activity which is 

affected by the social context and the task environment (Ackerman 1990). According 

to Wolfersberger (2013, p.64), ‘sensitivity to the context of writing and properly 

interpreting contextual cues is a skill crucial for success with academic writing’.  
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The manifold context-specific interactions which exist between the different 

elements of a model in terms of the setting, the writer’s characteristics, the genre, 

the reader, the task etc. make it difficult to define a generalised model of composing 

in L1 or L2, but an understanding of the interrelated way in which all of these affect 

composing is necessary to investigate whether time allowances play a role. Shaw and 

Weir’s (2007) socio-cognitive model is relevant to this study since it is intended for 

test situations and thus takes time limitations into consideration. The cognitive 

process models place less emphasis on contextual parameters and the socially 

constructed nature of composing, but provide insights into the complex and 

recursive nature of text construction which is an aspect of composing potentially 

affected by time allowances. 

2.4 Models of Reading 

The task under investigation in this thesis is a source-based argumentative essay 

which is used to assess academic writing ability, yet obviously relies on reading skills 

to access the source texts. In this section, I provide a brief review of the literature on 

L1 and L2 reading to establish how this contributes to an understanding of the 

academic writing construct (see Khalifa and Weir (2009) for an extended review of 

reading models). 

For many years, a divisibility view of reading prevailed (Weir et al. 2006). This was 

evident in the sub-skills approach in reading pedagogy and the factorial approach in 

reading research, which attempted to define the component skills making up the 

generalised reading process. However, since the 1970s, this has been challenged due 

to doubt regarding whether reading components really can be broken up or whether 
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reading is a holistic unitary construct. Weir and Porter (1994) proposed a bi-divisible 

view of reading, comprising comprehension and vocabulary, and this was reinforced 

by Alderson (2000), who suggested that reading is made up of decoding and 

comprehension. This notion has become widely accepted. 

Trends in reading research have tended to follow those in writing research. The 

1970s and 1980s saw attention turn towards process studies to reflect the central 

role of the reader. This was being overlooked in factorial studies relying on post hoc 

analysis to track back from the product. Alderson (1990) advocated a process-

oriented approach to defining reading activity and researchers now recognise the 

value of investigating test-taker processes for construct validation. 

Studies investigating what is involved in the process of reading comprehension have 

resulted in varying taxonomies of reading strategies (see below). Weir and Khalifa 

(2008) report that there have been conflicting views about the hierarchy of top-

down processing (the reader’s world knowledge required to build the big picture) 

and bottom-up processing (linguistic knowledge required to build smaller units of 

text into meaningful propositions), although it is generally accepted that the reader 

draws on both to establish meaning.  

Weir (1993) identified four levels of reading: i) reading expeditiously for global 

comprehension; ii) reading expeditiously for local comprehension; iii) reading 

carefully for global comprehension; and iv) reading carefully for local 

comprehension. Global comprehension entails reading beyond the sentence level to 

understand main ideas, the relationships between them, the way they are 

elaborated and the macro-structure of the text. Local comprehension involves 
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understanding the meaning of the text at the sentence, phrase and word level. 

Expeditious reading involves efficient, focused and selective reading, whereas careful 

reading involves the comprehension of ideas. In terms of assessing reading, item 

writers may endeavour to design items on a reading test in such a way that they 

elicit certain strategies in test takers, for example scanning or skimming. However, 

the provision of source texts for a RTW assessment does not necessarily lead to the 

elicitation of the same reading strategies in all students.  

Urquhart and Weir (1998) expanded this model to include three types of expeditious 

reading: scanning, skimming and search reading. Scanning is done at local level to 

find a specific piece of information such as a number or date. Any text which does 

not contain the desired information is dismissed and the author does not attempt to 

gain a detailed understanding of the main ideas or organisation. Skimming is a quick 

reading of the text at the global level to gain an understanding of the gist, main ideas 

and macro-structure. Search reading involves reading to locate information on a 

predetermined topic in order to answer a question or find relevant data. It can entail 

both global and local reading depending on whether the required information is 

located within a sentence or across a number of sentences. Unlike skimming, it is 

guided by a specific aim, so the gist of the whole text or an understanding of the 

macro-structure is not needed and, unlike scanning, key ideas rather than specific 

word matches are sought. Weir and Khalifa (2008) mention that search reading is the 

usual approach when a reader is attempting to identify macro-propositions but is 

using shortcuts due to time pressure. 
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Drawing on the work of Urquhart and Weir (1998), Khalifa and Weir (2009) 

developed a framework mapping out cognitive processing in reading from a test 

perspective. They conceptualised reading as the interactions between three aspects: 

i) the type of reading as determined by the reader’s purpose (careful, expeditious, 

local and global); ii) the cognitive processes which are activated by the type of 

reading chosen; and iii) the knowledge base stored in the long-term memory. The 

monitor, a key part of this model, controls the metacognitive decisions taken during 

goal setting, and provides the reader with feedback on their success. In skilled 

readers, this feedback determines what action the reader will take next.  

It is understood that this is an L1 model which L2 readers can aspire to, yet it does 

not take account of the cognitive burden on the attentional resources. There are 

clear parallels between the impact of cognitive overload on writing and reading 

processes. According to Field (2004), proficient readers have high automaticity over 

the lower-level reading processes and hence can readily access the higher-order 

ones. However, non-expert readers may consume their attentional resources on 

lower-level aspects and fail to operate the higher-level processes. 

2.4.1 Reading Multiple Texts 

Careful reading is often associated with academic reading since it is a common 

process for reading textbooks. The reading is not selective, since the reader attempts 

to understand the whole text and build up a representation of the macro-structure 

(Urquhart & Weir 1998). However, in target language use (TLU) tasks in academia 

and in the task under investigation in this research, readers have to combine and 

collate content from more than one text. In such a context, careful reading may not 
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be the optimal skill, and certainly in this research, despite the identical nature of the 

task in the two writing conditions, the different time allowances may impact 

students’ goal setting and elicit different reading processes.  

Hartman (1995) highlighted the preponderance of school reading lessons revolving 

around a single text and the paucity of assessment and research focusing on multi-

text tasks. He suggests that reading research instruments involving a single text may 

have contributed to a distorted view of comprehension, which has confined practice 

and theory. This has resulted in simplistic models, which do not represent the 

‘messiness of meaning making and the various ways readers bring about order to 

chaos’, being used to describe skilled readers (Hartman 1995, p.557). At the time of 

Hartman’s study, there was no similar work on L2, but since the shift to integrated 

RTW assessment tasks comprising multiple source texts, there has been more 

interest in defining the role of reading in the RTW process (e.g. Plakans 2009a).  

The process of reading multiple texts has been compared to knowledge transforming 

in writing since the reader has to select, connect and organise information from a 

number of sources in order to build up a complete representation of the macro-

propositions (Leki 1993; Shaw & Weir 2007). According to Perfetti (1997), these 

complex multi-text environments distinguish between readers of varying ability 

levels, since the processes demanded go well beyond basic text comprehension. 

Accordingly, these tasks are useful for discriminating more proficient readers and are 

good training for reading in the disciplines. Perfetti (1997) proposed the documents 

model, an L1 framework for processing in multiple text reading. It is made up of the 

intertext model and the situations model. The former links texts in terms of their 
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rhetorical relationships to each other and the latter represents the situation 

described in one or more texts. The reader successfully establishes a full 

understanding of the multi-text environment when the two models work 

symbiotically, i.e. each individual text and the connections between texts are 

understood to provide a synthesised understanding of the overall message. In a 

similar way to Bereiter and Scardamalia’s (1997) knowledge-telling and knowledge-

transforming continuum, the situations model places fewer demands on the reader 

since it only involves comprehension of single source texts, whereas the intertext 

model requires the high level synthesis of ideas from intertextual reading. The 

documents model is represented when both intertext and situations models are fully 

operational. 

2.4.2 Summary of Reading Models 

For the purposes of this study, RTW is regarded as a separate construct integrating 

both reading and writing and is not just a sum of the two independent constructs. 

Although some researchers have identified weak correlations between reading 

ability and RTW performance (e.g. Ascención Delaney 2008; Watanabe 2001), 

acknowledging key findings in independent reading research is useful to identify 

behaviours in students’ source text use which contribute to an understanding of the 

RTW construct. Despite the results of her quantitative analyses, Ascención Delaney 

(2008, p.147) recognises that ‘[b]eing a good reader contributes to being a good 

reader/writer, but it is not a sufficient condition to be one’. In addition, an 

awareness of the reading processes required in different task environments and of 

the differences between capable and less capable readers is necessary for this 
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research in order to ascertain whether time conditions impact students’ reading of 

the source texts. 

2.5 An Integrated Approach to Reading and Writing 

Although research into reading and writing progressed independently throughout 

the 1970s and 1980s and the skills were traditionally taught as two separate 

language acts with their own sub-skills, the research findings tended to echo each 

other. For example, process studies revealed that they share similar cognitive 

processes of meaning construction and the constraints of working memory impact 

processing in both skills in the same way, resulting in less able writers and readers 

adopting local rather than global strategies (Leki 1993). This is what Leki (1993, p.16) 

refers to as the ‘cross-fertilization of reading and writing pedagogy, research and 

theory’. 

As the communicative approach gained pace in the early 1990s, and the focus 

shifted to meaningful use of language, the integration of skills started to feature 

more in L2 classrooms and assessments. There was an increasing awareness of the 

real-life, communicative aspect of writing rather than the view that writing was 

simply a vehicle to practise language. Reading was only really part of the writing 

process in the sense that writers were often provided with model texts. According to 

Spack (1988), many L2 academic writing textbooks, in the same fashion as L1 

textbooks, required students to compose whole essays by imitating given models. 

This approach was called into question, since working from a model is a reversal of 

the normal, generative writing process and it undermines the purposeful nature of 

writing in a real social context. It also became apparent that teaching reading on its 
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own robbed it of its natural purpose and failed to account for its social dimension. 

Leki (1993, p.12) believed the separation of reading and writing led to ‘impoverished 

instruction in both domains’. As awareness that writing gives reading a real purpose 

far beyond merely using model texts for students to emulate increased, pedagogies 

started to shift to more integrated instruction and the use of texts as a springboard 

for idea generation (Spack 1988; Leki 1993). 

2.5.1 Integrated Reading-to-write Construct 

‘Perhaps reading-to-write should be conceptualized as a reciprocal interaction 

between literacy skills, in which the basic processes and strategies used for 

reading and writing are modified by an individual’s goals and abilities, and 

also by external factors.’ (Ascención Delaney 2008, p. 141) 

As shown in sections 2.3 and 2.4, there is much research on reading and writing as 

unitary processes, yet relatively few models combining the receptive skill of reading 

and the productive skill of writing exist. Models which view the two skills as 

independent constructs are of course useful and many aspects have contributed to 

an understanding of the RTW construct. These include the recursive composing 

processes mapped out by Flower and Hayes (1981), Bereiter and Scardamalia’s 

(1993) knowledge-transforming model, which can equally apply to the construction 

of new knowledge from the interaction of own background knowledge and source 

texts, the dialogic nature of writing (Nystrand 1989) and the limitations of the 

working memory (Field 2004; Kellogg 2008). However, it is necessary to uncover the 

underlying abilities involved in integrated writing tasks in order to define the 

integrated writing construct for the purposes of making meaningful decisions 
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regarding test development. In addition, since investigating the ways in which 

students make use of source texts while composing under two different time 

conditions is the main focus of this research, a model presenting the interplay of the 

two skills into a separate RTW construct is needed. For the purposes of this study, 

the theoretical understanding of RTW is based on a constructivist view of literacy, in 

which the student uses the source texts to aid production of a new text in order to 

fulfil a communicative goal (Ascención Delaney 2008). 

The term reading-to-write covers a wide range of task types, each with potentially 

different expectations. For example, source texts may simply be used as stimulus 

material to promote idea development with no requirement to cite from them, or 

students may be expected to ‘use’ or engage with the content in a more critical 

manner. Knoch and Sitajalabhorn’s (2013) definition of the construct of integrated 

writing does not cover instances in which input material is only used as a 

springboard for idea development. They refer to: 

‘tasks in which test takers are presented with one or more language-rich 

source texts and are required to produce written compositions that require (1) 

mining the source texts for ideas, (2) selecting ideas, (3) synthesising ideas 

from one or more source texts, (4) transforming the language used in the 

input, (5) organizing ideas and (6) using stylistic conventions such as 

connecting ideas and acknowledging sources’ (p. 307). 

Although researchers were starting to consider the role of reading in composing (e.g. 

Flower et al. 1990; Flower 1994; Hayes 1996), these early frameworks did not show 

the complex interactions between reading and writing. Hayes’s (1996) revised model 
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of writing (mentioned in section 2.3.1) accounted for three purposes of reading: to 

define the writing task, to access topic knowledge and to evaluate the written 

product. In fact, despite the wealth of research into reading processes, very little has 

been written about how they fit into a model of academic writing (Plakans 2009a is 

an exception), and many RTW studies have tended to focus on the writing element, 

possibly because the task is regarded as a measure of writing ability. Fifteen years 

ago, Hirvela (2004, p.36) commented on the lack of a model:  

‘[w]hat we have not seen is a comprehensive or definitive model of L2 

reading-writing connections from which to base our continued investigations, 

in research and practice, of such connections’.  

There have been several attempts to map out a model before and after that (Spivey 

1984, 1991, 1997; Plakans 2008; Chan 2013), but owing to the variety of RTW tasks, 

each placing different cognitive demands on learners, no agreement on a standard 

model has been reached. Instead, it has been recognised that the construct is a 

dynamic ability influenced by task demands and individual factors. According to 

Ascención Delaney (2008, p.147): 

The fact that there is a myriad of reading-to-write tasks representing different 

degrees of cognitive complexity and perceived difficulty points to the notion 

that the reading-to-write construct cannot be conceived as a unitary ability, 

but rather as a dynamic ability that interacts with task demands and 

individual factors. The ability to write a summary does not necessarily 

indicate an ability to perform other tasks that combine reading and writing 

like the response essay. 
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Thus, EAP practitioners and assessment colleagues draw on useful aspects of 

different models in order to inform their decision making. 

2.5.1.1 Discourse synthesis 

Despite the lack of an accepted construct of integrated reading-writing (Hirvela 

2004), L1 composition theory provides some useful insights which have enhanced 

understanding of the L2 RTW construct. Through studies of L1 secondary school and 

university students’ writing processes, Spivey (1984, 1991, 1997) proposed a model 

called discourse synthesis, which presents academic writing as a constructive 

meaning-making process of reading in order to write. This has become one of the 

most useful and widely researched models for RTW tasks in both L1 and L2, since it 

breaks the process down into accessible steps for teaching and research purposes.  

In simple terms, discourse synthesis is a model of how readers construct meaning 

from text, build their own representation and transform it into a new text. Spivey 

and King (1989) describe readers (writers) engaged in discourse synthesis as 

selecting important content from source texts, organising the content (most likely 

into a new structure) and supplying links from their own internal resources to 

connect the ideas to make meaning. Reading plays an integral and significant role in 

the discourse synthesis composing process. In fact, the three components of 

selecting, organising and connecting were originally processes studied in reading 

research. In their studies employing think aloud and interviews to ascertain what 

exactly students are doing when completing integrated reading-writing tasks, 

Ascención Delaney (2008) and Plakans (2009b) both uncovered strong evidence of 

discourse synthesis processes. Plakans found more evidence among the proficient 
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students since the less proficient ones were consumed by language demands. 

Ascención Delaney established a difference in the discourse synthesis strategies 

elicited by different types of integrated writing tasks, with fewer cognitive strategies 

being employed during summary writing than in response essays. This is an 

interesting insight, which could be very useful for curriculum and assessment 

planning. The different source-based genres could be introduced in such a way that 

the less cognitively demanding ones are covered before the more challenging ones. 

In addition to constructing a theoretical model, research in discourse synthesis has 

suggested several factors that could influence students’ RTW process and textual 

output. For example, Spivey and King (1989) investigated 60 accomplished and less 

accomplished readers from the sixth, eighth and tenth grades in the USA school 

system, producing a source-based report over a three-day period. Through analyses 

of students’ notes, plans, finished texts and amount of time on task, they concluded 

that students’ reading comprehension significantly affects their performance in 

discourse synthesis writing. In fact, reading ability was more closely related to 

performance on the discourse synthesis measures than actual grade level. The 

accomplished readers made more detailed plans, spent more time on task and were 

more successful in their choice of source content, selecting the points which were 

mentioned in all three sources. Their reports included more content from the 

sources and on the whole received higher holistic quality scores. Findings such as 

these raise intriguing questions regarding the alignment between the construct 

being assessed and the marking criteria (see section 2.6.1). 
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Although discourse synthesis is a useful construct for a variety of RTW tasks, the 

theory is under elaborated for the purposes of this research since it fails to account 

for two significant aspects: i) whether the composing is in response to a test task 

done in timed conditions or an ‘untimed’ assignment done in naturalistic conditions; 

and ii) the expectations in terms of citing the sources. In her doctoral work 

investigating the cognitive validity of a RTW test task, Chan (2013) also points out 

omissions from the model. She believes that a construct of academic writing should 

not only include the ability to select, organise and connect, ‘but also the writers’ 

characteristics and background knowledge as well as the task topic’ (p.579). This 

aligns to some extent with Wolfersberger (2013), who suggests that task 

representation, which refers to a writer’s personal conceptualisation of what is 

needed to complete a task, should form a part of the construct of a classroom-based 

academic writing-from-sources assessment: students analyse the surroundings, the 

teacher’s expectations, the requirements of the assessment task, the audience and 

so on in order to build an internal picture of the finished written product and an 

understanding of the steps they must follow to successfully complete the task. 

Although not specifically stated, the time available for working on the task is an 

inherent part of a writer’s considerations during planning, as it impacts their goal 

setting. 

2.5.1.2 Other work on the integrated reading-writing construct 

Plakans (2008) developed a basic model of the composing process for L2 RTW test 

tasks based on a comparison of the think-aloud protocols of ten L2 students 

undertaking a RTW and an independent writing task. It comprises two macro-phases: 
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preparing to write and writing. The first stage is fairly linear with writers reading the 

task prompt and instructions, reading and interacting with the source texts, 

understanding the task, positioning themselves in relation to the task and topic, and 

planning and organising the content. The writing phase of the model is recursive and 

resembles a typical process approach to writing, with cyclical shifts between 

planning and rehearsal, source text use, writing, re-reading and evaluating. Although 

reading plays a role in both phases of the model, the framework does not show the 

complex interaction between reading and writing processes and does not detail how 

the writer uses the source texts. This rather simplistic interpretation seems to be a 

composing model rather than an expansive model of the processes involved in a 

RTW task, yet it has been useful for practitioners new to RTW assessment tasks to 

gain an understanding of student behaviour and the occurrence of source text use in 

the composing process. Another study by Plakans (2009a) investigated the role of 

reading strategies in L2 integrated writing tasks. Based on verbal protocols and 

interviews with 12 students, she identified five reading processes: i) goal setting for 

reading the source texts; ii) cognitive processing; iii) global strategies; iv) 

metacognitive strategies; and v) mining the source texts for use in writing (p.256). 

However, she did not explain how these processes fit into her 2008 RTW composing 

model. 

The research on reading, writing and integrated RTW, which stems from a cognitive 

perspective, tends not to take account of citation. EAP research, however, places 

heavy emphasis on referencing source ideas, since this is a requirement in real-world 

academic writing. Students are usually introduced to the triadic conventions of citing 
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(direct quotation, paraphrase and summary) in their EAP classes. Accurate and 

effective integration of source ideas is a complex activity which places additional 

cognitive demands on students compared to independent writing. This is why EAP 

testing and assessment practitioners need to carefully consider how much time 

students actually need to successfully complete the RTW assessments which they 

set. Since the issue of available time for composing has not been fully integrated into 

models of RTW, sufficient time may not be allocated in RTW test tasks. I am unaware 

of any study which has been conducted to examine the actual amount of time which 

students may need to engage in the required discourse synthesis processes and 

effectively integrate source ideas into their composition. There does exist a very rich 

literature comparing independent and integrated writing tasks, but these studies 

tend to look at performance (Gebril 2009; Lewkowicz 1994; Watanabe 2001), 

rhetorical and/or linguistic features (Cumming et al. 2005; Guo, Crossley & 

McNamara 2013; Watanabe 2001), composing processes (Plakans 2008), task 

representation (Plakans 2010) and so on, rather than time limitations. There are a 

number of studies investigating the impact of different time allowances on 

performance, but they tend to use independent writing tasks (see section 2.7). My 

study fills a gap in the current literature on reading-into-writing by providing a 

comparison of source text use, composing behaviour, performance and participants’ 

feelings in timed and extended conditions.  

2.5.2 Integrating Source Ideas in Academic Writing 

‘You have to tread quite a fine line between being accused, on the one hand, 

of not making enough use of the writers you have been reading on the course, 
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and, on the other, of having followed them too slavishly, to the point of 

plagiarising them. One of your early tasks as a student is to get a feel for how 

to strike the right balance.’ (Northedge 1990, p.190) 

‘When students gather facts and opinions from written sources and report 

them in their writing assignments, a connection is forged between reading 

and writing skills. When this connection emerges in the expected way, it is 

called citation and is valued as one attribute of successful academic writing. 

When the conventions are not adhered to, it is called plagiarism, and treated 

as a serious violation of academic standards.’ (Pecorari 2001, p.229) 

Northedge and Pecorari’s comments demonstrate the precarious nature of 

composing from sources for novice undergraduate writers. Students often find 

themselves between a rock and a hard place – keen to engage with the sources and 

incorporate citations, yet anxious about doing so in case they are accused of 

academic misconduct. If the task is being used for assessment purposes, markers 

only have the written product to base their rating decisions on and cannot ‘see’ the 

full picture, such as the amount of time spent engaging with the sources, the level of 

comprehension of the source texts, the effort put in to paraphrasing and so on. 

Handling the complex demands of academic writing takes time and requires a 

supportive and understanding environment. Jamieson and Howard (2013, p.113) are 

critical of the ‘current culture of plagiarism hysteria’ which often dictates how 

academic writing is taught and assessed. Many instructors drill the mechanics of 

citing, or rather ‘acknowledging copying’, at the expense of the rhetorical and 

intellectual aspects of intertextuality. This means that students, motivated by fear of 
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plagiarism, often copy from source texts rather than compose from them. Marking 

schemes are often designed to penalise unattributed copying and reward successful 

citation, resulting in a tendency to rely on direct quotes rather than paraphrasing 

and a lack of critical engagement (Jamieson & Howard 2013). This has detrimental 

washback, downplaying the rhetorical purpose of citing and hindering the 

development of good academic writing.  

While Jamieson and Howard (2013) were specifically referring to their Citation 

Project research conducted in US universities with L1 students, this bleak outlook 

extends globally. Their belief is that ‘copying is not composing’ (p.113) and that the 

only way to know if students have understood the source text is if they summarise it. 

They use the term patchwriting, originally coined by Howard in 1993, to refer to 

attempts to paraphrase which stay close to the language and/or syntax of the 

original source, and they disapprove of cited patchwriting since they view it as failed 

paraphrasing. While these beliefs are also applicable to L2 students, I feel strongly 

that, in the context of this research, with low-proficiency students, even failed 

attempts to incorporate direct quotes and paraphrases should be recognised and 

used as feedforward rather than frowned upon, since students are on a trajectory to 

acquiring the complexities of academic writing.  

In their research employing textual analysis of essays from two, three-hour exams 

and interviews to investigate how students at a Canadian university use sources in 

their writing and the challenges they face, Neumann, Leu and McDonough (2018) 

provided evidence for the development of pedagogical strategies to address 

students’ difficulties. They sympathised with students attempting to paraphrase 
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source ideas without changing the meaning, since this often resulted in patchwriting. 

They were ‘trying their best with a difficult task, which resulted in transgressive 

intertextuality, but they did not set out to deceive or engage in inappropriate 

academic behaviour’ (p.116).  

Spack’s (1997) three-year longitudinal study of a Japanese student in a US university 

revealed that gaining expertise in academic reading and writing takes time, and 

more importantly confidence in one’s own abilities to handle academic assignments 

is a prerequisite. This cannot be achieved if students are schooled in an environment 

which teaches citation as a plagiarism prevention technique and does not provide 

students with sufficient time to fully engage with the sources. Spack (1997) criticises 

snapshot studies into academic writing development, and even semester-long 

studies, for their lack of validity, since acquiring the complex practices of a particular 

discourse community is a developmental process which requires practice and time. 

McCulloch’s (2013) longitudinal study following two Masters students as they 

composed their dissertations highlights the different reading behaviours which 

students employ in timed conditions compared to more naturalistic ones. She is 

critical of one-shot studies investigating RTW processes, suggesting that there is a 

risk of construct underrepresentation when students are required to do source-

based writing assessment in timed conditions. My study sheds light on this by 

providing valuable insights into the similarities and differences of composing a RTW 

essay in timed and extended conditions. 
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2.5.2.1 Coding source text use for research purposes 

Research surrounding source use spans a number of disciplines and draws on various 

methodologies. Studies in information science focus on the functions and mechanics 

of citations (e.g. Cronin & Shaw 2002) and traditionally rely on quantitative methods 

such as citation counts. However, source use studies in applied linguistics cover a 

broader range of areas: citation practices, citer behaviour and motivations (e.g. 

Harwood & Petrić 2012; Hirvela & Du 2013; Petrić 2007; Shi 2008), disciplinary 

differences (e.g. Harwood 2009; Shi 2012), and also plagiarism and referencing (e.g. 

T. Hyland 2005; Li & Casanave 2012; Shi 2004; Weigle & Parker 2012), and they tend 

to rely on textual analysis and the writer’s perspective.  

In applied linguistics research, the value of combining coding schemes for counting 

citation types with interview or verbal protocol data to obtain a first-hand account of 

reasons for citing has been acknowledged. Although quantitative studies relying on 

coding schemes are a reliable and replicable method of classifying citation types (e.g. 

Keck 2006), there is value in obtaining first-hand reports from citers to understand 

their citing decisions, such as Harwood’s (2009) interview-based study into citer 

motivations. According to Cronin (1981) and Karatsolis (2016), since citation is a 

private and subjective endeavour, without emic data to understand citer intentions, 

researchers relying on textual data alone are left to make inferences. Pecorari (2003, 

p.324) refers to citation as ‘an occluded feature of academic writing’, since its true 

nature can only be understood by the writer. While there is a clear need to obtain 

composers’ insights to understand citer intentions or motivations, especially since 

the textual evidence may not fully represent the intended function, coding citation 
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types (direct quotation, paraphrase etc.) from textual data is much simpler. What is 

more, there is a risk that emic comments regarding citation types are not 

transparent, since composers may feel that they are being accused of plagiarism. 

In her doctoral research investigating whether L1 and L2 students differ in their use 

of source texts, T. Hyland (2005) combined textual analysis of citations with 

retrospective interviews to gain rich data on citation types (see section 3.4.3). Her 

systematic coding scheme covers four specific types of source use (direct, indirect, 

quasi-direct and quasi-indirect). This four-way classification is a truer representation 

of actual student source text use than a simple dichotomous scheme classifying 

source use into direct or indirect citations or those only looking at verbatim or near 

verbatim source text borrowing as in some other studies (e.g. Shi 2004). The four 

classifications ensure that the quality of paraphrasing (as measured by the extent of 

reformulation of the language of the original idea) is an integral part of the coding 

system and does not require a separate scale. The rhetorical features of the citations 

are classified according to the presence of documenting (attribution) and bounding 

(separation from main text at the start and end), resulting in four variations: 

bounded and documented; unbounded and documented; bounded and 

undocumented; and unbounded and undocumented. Thus, T. Hyland (2005) lists 16 

different ways students can integrate source texts. However, her scheme does not 

include an integral classification for accurate appropriation of source text ideas. 

Keck’s (2006) detailed coding scheme (The Taxonomy of Paraphrase Types) to 

classify the ‘attempted paraphrasing’ (p.263) of L1 and L2 university students on a 

summary task also included four linguistically-defined categories along a continuum: 
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near copy, minimal revision, moderate revision, and substantial revision. This 

comprehensive scheme relies on a calculation of the percentage of unique links 

(lexical items i.e. nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs which are borrowed from the 

original source but are not found anywhere else in the student’s text) compared to 

the student’s own language use in a paraphrase. This robust and user-friendly 

measure of counting individual lexical words facilitated reliable coding, yet it could 

not be replicated for my research as it was often difficult to determine the exact 

length of an appropriated source text idea, especially for those which were not 

attributed. 

Neumann, Leu and McDonough (2018) developed four comprehensive measures, 

with accompanying classifications, to ensure that a full picture of students’ source 

use is established, coding source ideas which were documented and those which 

were not. This included: i) language used to integrate source information, i.e. 

citation type (eight categories adapted from Gebril and Plakans’s (2013) work); ii) 

function of the source information, i.e. reference use (six empirically derived 

categories); iii) accuracy of source information; and iv) use of the American 

Psychological Association citation style for in-text citations.  

Although research objectives determine the data collected and the coding schemes 

employed for analysis, elements of the context or the task environment (as 

mentioned in section 2.3), such as course requirements, assessment criteria, teacher 

expectations and time allowances, influence students’ task representation and 

resulting behaviour and performance. This is an important consideration when 

interpreting results of earlier studies and also when evaluating previous coding 
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schemes for adaptation or replication. Although Shi’s (2004) study looked at near 

verbatim copying, in her 2008 research she took a broader approach and 

investigated all words and ideas appropriated from source texts. She cautioned 

against a sole focus on cited (or documented) textual borrowing at the expense of 

the parts of students’ texts which seemingly do not contain any citations, as this 

does not provide a full picture of source use.  

In discussing textual ownership, Pennycook (1996) highlights the complex interplay 

between text, memory and learning which often manifests itself in students’ 

inadvertent undocumented appropriation of source ideas. Research which focuses 

on the language of documented citations, e.g. patchwriting, provides a measure of 

whether students are successful at mechanical sentence transformation (Cumming 

et al. 2018) but fails to account for the knowledge-transforming and discourse 

synthesis strategies which many students are acquiring.  

Combining a classification system for citation types, such as the ones mentioned, 

with a coding scheme to identify reasons for citing (as in Neumann, Leu & 

McDonough 2018) can give a clearer picture of both the how and the why of citation 

use, which is useful for studies comparing citation use in different contexts or 

conditions (such as this one). Many operational coding schemes for citer motivations 

are based on academic scholars writing for publication (e.g. White & Wang’s 1997 

and Wang & White’s 1999 document use model) or on the research-based writing of 

proficient students (e.g. Harwood’s 2009 scheme to identify disciplinary differences 

in the citation functions of sociologists and computer scientists) rather than the EAP 

assignments of L2 novice undergraduate writers. Although schemes can be adapted 
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to fit different contexts, when source texts are assigned to students, or when 

students are composing a timed writing assessment, they may not experience the 

same genuine reasons for citing as publishing authors or proficient writers. The task 

environment may give rise to unexpected patterns of citation use. 

RTW assessment tasks hold the promise of eliciting ‘realistic’ citation in test writing 

situations, yet there is a need to investigate exactly what students do with the 

sources when they are working under time pressure in order make informed 

comparisons with more authentic source text use. Up to now, this seems to have 

been largely neglected. This study compares students’ source text use in a timed in-

class condition and an extended out-of-class condition to uncover the similarities 

and differences and determine whether the time allowance has an impact. 

2.6 Assessing Writing in EAP 

As mentioned in section 2.5, the communicative approach to language teaching and 

testing emphasised the value of assessments which simulate the TLU context. 

Bachman and Palmer (1996) stress that authenticity is a fundamental concern of test 

development. They discuss two kinds of authenticity – situational, which refers to 

the extent to which the task resembles a real-life activity, and interactional, which 

refers to the strategies the task elicits in students. In Weir’s (2005) socio-cognitive 

framework (see section 2.3.2), context validity subsumes situational authenticity and 

cognitive validity subsumes interactional authenticity. 

RTW assessment tasks are popular in EAP programmes since they are seen to more 

closely simulate the writing done at university and thus better prepare students. 

However, there exists a paradox, since administering source-based writing 
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assessment tasks in timed or exam conditions (which may or may not apply in 

academic study situations) detracts from the situational authenticity and may in fact 

force students to behave differently, thus threatening the interactional authenticity. 

It is questionable whether genuine academic literacy skills are elicited when students 

write in a highly constrained environment, since such cognitively demanding 

processes are likely to be more time-consuming than simple knowledge-telling 

processes. According to Biola (1982, p.97), ‘forcing students to complete an essay in 

less than two hours may limit the mental activities that writers experience and 

reduce the performance reliability of the test’. When working under time 

constraints, students, especially less able ones, may avoid deep engagement with 

sources and resort to knowledge-telling processes and direct quotes. 

According to Shaw and Weir (2007), valid writing tests should elicit from test takers 

the core cognitive processes involved in real-life writing. The rationale behind the 

use of RTW assessments is that they more closely simulate the writing done in the 

TLU domain in the discipline, which implies that the educational context is authentic. 

If this is the case, it could be argued that timed writing tests are in fact ‘real life’ 

since much writing in academic contexts is spontaneous, such as subject exams, 

which are an integral part of university life. In fact, Lau (2013) raises the question of 

whether the exam/timed essay constitutes an independent form of writing in its own 

right, which he refers to as ‘the genre of standardised assessment’ (2013, n.p.). This 

would measure, among other criteria, the ability to write at speed. However, 

although timed writing may form part of the assessment framework in some 

university courses, genuine academic writing is not usually performed under time 
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limits, and students typically have time to engage in the recursive processes of 

reflection, planning and revising. Moreover, RTW assessment tasks in EAP 

programmes tend not to be used to simulate timed writing tests in which student 

writing is based on disciplinary knowledge acquired before the test event, but rather 

source-based writing assignments which students work on at their leisure, in a non-

test or naturalistic environment, with a long deadline of perhaps a few weeks.  

Of course, tension between practicality and authenticity means the complete 

replication of an authentic task in a test context is not entirely possible, but 

consideration does need to be given to the optimal task design to ensure the best 

balance between validity, reliability, authenticity and practicality, and positive 

washback. Alderson (2000) concedes that mirroring the TLU domain can be 

impossible in some fields, since student fatigue limits the time available for the test 

and reduces correspondence between the authentic context and the test task. Tests 

are artificial contexts and, as Wigglesworth and Elder (2006) point out in their study 

on planning time in speaking exams, there are practical constraints such as resources 

and context, which place limitations on how closely test tasks can simulate authentic 

requirements of academia, where students may be given a few days to plan for a 

test. Swain (1984) suggests that assessment developers should bias for best, in other 

words design tests which exploit test takers performance at its best, to reduce 

construct-irrelevant variance, such as anxiety, thus enabling students to perform to 

their utmost ability.  

While an assessment framework which incorporates some of the elements found in 

portfolio assessment has been suggested (Hamp-Lyons & Kroll 1997), there is 
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concern that, if students customarily follow a process approach to writing, they may 

not be effectively prepared for the demands of real academic writing, which involves 

a combination of timed and untimed writing assessments (Horowitz 1986b; Silva 

1990). Horowitz (1986b) believes that the way in which a writer constructs meaning 

is a product of the interaction between mental processes and all other constraints of 

the writing process, such as genre conventions and the specific demands of the 

particular task, which undoubtedly includes time limitations. 

2.6.1 Scoring Reading-to-write Performance 

Reading-to-write tasks involve a complex interplay between both reading and writing 

processes, which is not equal to the sum of abilities required by independent reading 

and writing tasks but is a different skill. There have been a number of correlation 

studies investigating whether the score resulting from performance on an integrated 

task is a representative measure of all of the skills which are employed. Ascención 

Delaney (2008) found a weak correlation between scores on an independent and 

integrated writing task and no correlation between an independent reading and 

RTW task. Similarly, Watanabe (2001) concluded that writing ability is a better 

indicator of performance on a RTW task than reading ability, but other studies 

highlight the importance of reading for successful task completion (Esmaeili 2002; 

Plakans 2009a). Certainly reading is a key element of the discourse synthesis model, 

yet the wide variety of RTW tasks and the varying assessment criteria used to 

measure performance may result in a task which does not effectively elicit the range 

of discourse synthesis processes and/or which rewards writing skills (i.e. the 

traditional aspects of grammar, vocabulary, coherence and cohesion, etc.) at the 
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expense of reading or source use. As the reading models which have been reviewed 

show, the purpose of reading impacts the processes employed, thus students who 

are reading sources for general comprehension may employ different strategies to 

those who are adopting a more pragmatic approach and reading to find sections to 

cite in their essay. Accordingly, writing under time pressure may alter students’ task 

representation, which in turn may lead to a different approach to reading and/or 

citing and thus impact performance. 

The conflicting findings from previous research may be attributed to differing 

methodologies. Plakans (2015) notes that qualitative methods may highlight the 

importance of reading in the RTW construct, whereas quantitative studies may show 

no correlation, since reading may not be directly measured on the scoring 

instrument. Similarly, McCulloch (2013) cautions that RTW studies which show no 

significant correlation between source use and scores (e.g. Plakans & Gebril 2012) 

may have been confounded by task conditions such as writing under a time 

restriction, which may impede writers from performing to the best of their ability.  

Proficiency in both reading and writing also impacts source use, but the extent of 

this is not clear. Plakans (2009b, 2015) concludes that students of higher overall 

proficiency display more discourse synthesis processes, whereas less proficient 

students focus on language issues. Gebril and Plakans (2009) suggest that the 

features which distinguish between the higher performing students may be different 

from those distinguishing between the lower performers, possibly supporting the 

theory that discourse synthesis processes are more commonly employed by the high 

achievers. It is not known whether the discourse synthesis processes associated with 
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RTW task performance are employed to the same extent, and in the same way, in 

timed writing and more naturalistic writing, although based on the work reviewed 

here, it can be assumed that writing under time pressure may be a limiting factor. 

Some researchers have questioned whether integrated assessment of reading and 

writing leads to a ‘muddied measurement’ (Weir 2005, p.101) of the skills. For 

example, Urquhart and Weir (1998) indicate that the time involved in decoding a 

reading may compromise students' composing ability by refocusing their cognitive 

activities to the linguistic features of the reading text. Similarly, Weigle and Parker 

(2012) suggest that source text borrowing may blur the true assessment of 

proficiency, especially in timed conditions. This is because students may lack the 

language ability needed for paraphrasing, or those not familiar with the conventions 

of citing may overuse information from the sources. The provision of reading texts 

for writing tasks is said to increase fairness, since it gives all students equal access to 

topic knowledge (Cumming 1997; Weigle 2004). However, this assumes that they 

can actually decode the source texts and it does not rule out the possibility that 

some students may find comprehension of source material easier since they are 

already familiar with the topic. Hale (1988) found that L1 students from 

humanities/social sciences and biological/physical sciences performed better on the 

reading element of the Test of English as a Foreign Language (TOEFL) when texts 

were related to their field. There are many factors influencing RTW performance, 

and it has yet to be established whether imposing a time allowance on RTW 

assessment tasks further exacerbates the impacts of these factors. 
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Chan, Inoue and Taylor (2015) conducted an empirical project to define the RTW 

construct for tests at four different proficiency levels for Trinity’s suite of Integrated 

Skills of English (ISE) examinations and to redevelop the rubric. The validation of the 

rubric involved empirical analyses on test taker performance to enable specificty in 

the descriptors. They stress the importance of developing ‘specific rubrics to address 

the unique features of the integrated reading-into-writing task type’ (Chan, Inoue & 

Taylor 2015, p.32), yet in reality examples of such rubrics are rare as RTW rubrics are 

often adapted versions of independent writing rubrics. The EAP Writing Assessment 

Rubric used in this research (see Appendix 1) was empirically developed using 

samples of student writing collected from a timed RTW argumentative essay task. 

However, as mentioned in Chapter 1, this marking rubric is used to score student 

writing done in both timed and extended conditions even though the different time 

allowances may result in differences in composing behaviour and performance. 

2.7 Time Constraints in Writing Assignments 

‘Time is a crucial element in the writing process … time to make decisions, 

time to play around with ideas, time to construct and reconstruct sentences, 

to form and re-form arguments, to experiment with new words, and above 

all, time to change their minds. Time should not be a constraint.’ (Raimes 

1983, pp.21-22) 

‘Imposing constraints on a writer can have an adverse impact on the writing 

process and, consequently, on text quality. How realistic and fair is it, then, to 

expect somebody to draft a well-organized essay in less than an hour on a 
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topic that the writer may or may not have thought about before?’ (Cho 2003, 

p.168) 

Raimes’s (1983) and Cho’s (2003) views highlight the longstanding issue of imposing 

time allowances on writing assessment, when students should be provided with the 

opportunity to perform at their best on such tasks. This raises the question of 

whether it is possible to produce good writing without the time and space to reflect 

and revise, yet in reality it is debatable whether, given time, students actually make 

use of the opportunity to engage in these processes. Even if they do, it is not clear 

that reflection and revision result in better quality writing that will attract higher 

scores. Writing pedagogy tends to favour process writing methods and there is an 

assumption that more time leads to better quality writing, but the research reports 

conflicting findings.  

In sections 2.3 to 2.5 I reviewed the literature on the unitary constructs of writing 

and reading as well as on the integrated RTW construct. Where possible, I attempted 

to highlight the relevance of time in respect to RTW composing behaviour, since time 

is the independent variable in this study. In this section, I specifically review 

empirical studies investigating time constraints in writing assessment in order to 

establish a clear understanding of prior research and show that, to the best of my 

knowledge, no similar studies comparing students’ source use, composing 

behaviour, feelings and performance when undertaking a RTW argumentative essay 

in timed and extended conditions exist.  

Many studies investigating the impact of the time allocated to writing exams on 

student performance are motivated by logistical or administrative concerns in their 
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particular context. In these instances, the extended conditions tend to be between 

10 and 20 minutes longer in tasks of 20 to 40 minutes (e.g. Hale 1992; Livingstone 

1987; Power & Fowles 1996; Younkin 1986), perhaps indicating why there were 

conflicting findings. Hale’s (1992) study compared the performance of 820 

international students who sat the Test of Written English with 30-minute and 45-

minute time allowances. A slight, yet not significant, increase in the score was 

observed in the longer condition, and no significant difference in the magnitude of 

the effect for students of different abilities was observed, as the rank order of the 

students did not change. These results suggest that altering the time allowance did 

not change the construct or the reliability of the test, although questionnaire 

responses indicated that students overwhelmingly preferred the longer condition.  

A similar study was conducted by Power and Fowles (1996) who compared the 

performance of 304 prospective L1 and L2 graduate students at varying levels of 

writing ability on the GRE (Graduate Record Examination) writing test in 40 minutes 

and 60 minutes. Participants were also asked to complete a questionnaire to share 

their perceptions about their writing speed and performance under pressure. Once 

again, moderately higher essay scores were reported in the extended condition, 

although not reaching significance, and the scores from both conditions correlated 

similarly with an independent measure of students’ writing ability. The relative 

performance gain was equal across students, indicating that the increased time did 

not benefit any particular group of students over others, even those who self-

identified as fast writers or remaining calm under pressure.  
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A further study by Livingstone (1987) manipulated the planning time and the writing 

time of high school and college students taking the New Jersey College Basic Skills 

Placement Test. Writing performances on a 20-minute task were compared with 

those on a 30-minute task, with the extra 10 minutes allocated to planning for one 

group and to writing for another group. The extra time yielded marginally higher 

scores for both groups, with greater benefits being observed for more able students. 

The increase in score was only observed in the pre-task planning condition and not in 

the writing condition for the less able students. Younkin (1986) conducted a very 

similar study on the College Level Academic Skills Test in Florida. Six hundred and 

fifty-nine Community College students, both native speaker (NS) and non-native 

speaker (NNS), were divided into three groups to sit the test: i) no extra time; ii) 10 

minutes extra; and iii) 20 minutes extra, including 10 minutes specifically for 

planning. Unlike Livingstone’s (1987), Hale’s (1992) and Power and Fowles’s (1996) 

studies, Younkin observed a significant increase in performance for all students, 

whether NS or NNS, in both of the extended conditions.  

Another even larger study demonstrating statistical significance was that of Crone, 

Wright and Baron (1993). They compared the performance of 7,100 L1 and L2 junior 

and senior high school students in the USA writing in 15 and 30 minutes to 

determine an appropriate time limit for the SAT II writing test. The scores from the 

longer condition were approximately 1.22 points higher on a 2–12 point scale, 

indicating a significant effect and, as with Hale’s (1992) and Power and Fowles’s 

(1996) research, the student performances were generally in the same rank order.  
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A more recent study was conducted by Knoch and Elder (2010) on both the DELA 

(Diagnostic English Language Assessment), a post-entry test at the University of 

Melbourne and the DELNA (Diagnostic English Language Needs Assessment) at the 

University of Auckland. The purpose of the study was to determine whether 

academic writing ability could be fairly assessed in a shortened time frame and 

produce valid scores. The study involved 30 L2 undergraduates writing a 300-word 

argumentative essay in the regular 55-minute allowance and a restricted condition 

of 30 minutes. Students performed similarly across the two tasks and no significant 

difference was reported in content, fluency, form or overall mean scores, although 

the scores for content were marginally higher in the extended condition. Although I 

have mentioned that in many studies the added time may not have been sufficient 

to yield significant differences, another factor may be that rating scales are not 

sensitive enough to discern minor improvements, or the enhanced features may not 

form part of the assessment criteria. This implies that richer data (rather than just 

score data) needs to be collected, such as discourse-based validity evidence, 

students’ self-reports of their behaviour and so on, to discern potential differences. 

Alongside this, coding schemes for specific features of text production may be 

needed rather than relying on holistic or generic rating scales which have been 

designed to achieve rater consistency and not to distinguish between writing 

samples at such a finely-grained level. Unlike most of the studies mentioned which 

judged the impact of time on test scores based solely on holistic rating scales, Kroll 

(1990) was an exception as she collected discourse-based validity evidence. 

However, she noted that her chosen method, discourse analysis, could not reveal 

what students were actually doing with the extra time. This signifies that it is 
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necessary to design a study which collects emic data to determine the impact of time 

allowances. 

As with Livingstone’s (1987) study, Knoch and Elder (2010) observed that the higher 

proficiency students gained more from the increased time, although on the whole all 

students reported that they preferred the longer condition. The researchers raise 

the possibility of construct differences under the two time constraints, since there 

may be less opportunity for students to display certain attributes, such as fluency 

and coherence, in a limited time frame. If the construct does change when the time 

allocation decreases, this would affect the validity of the inferences made based on 

the test performance. Knoch and Elder (2010) conclude that more time does not 

necessarily result in better academic writing and caution that neither time condition 

was ideal for reflective writing practices. They suggest that future research on the 

impact of time allowances should compare timed essays with compositions 

produced under a longer, more naturalistic condition.  

In Biola’s (1982) research, unlike all of the studies mentioned above (Crone, Wright 

& Baron. 1993; Hale 1992; Livingstone 1987; Knoch & Elder 2010; Power & Fowles 

1996; Younkin 1986), the extended condition, although not naturalistic, was 

substantially longer. This is because the purpose of the research was not to 

streamline testing processes but to determine the ideal testing condition to allow 

first year undergraduates at Georgia State University a fair chance of demonstrating 

their writing competence. A comparison of the performance of 96 L1 and L2 

students writing in 120 minutes and 45 minutes revealed that time was a significant 

factor in better performance (as in Crone, Wright & Baron 1993; Younkin 1986). All 
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eight of the students interviewed believed their writing performance to be superior 

given more time to write. One student expressed how extra time provided her with 

the invaluable opportunity to debate with herself. She perceived the ‘habit of 

internal, rhetorical questioning’ to be one of the factors which made her a successful 

writer (Biola 1982, p.98). Biola (1982) concluded that two hours allows students 

sufficient time to quell their anxiety, reflect on their opinion, plan, proofread and 

write to the word count.  

The studies mentioned above have retained the test situation in all conditions to 

investigate the differences on performance of varying time allowances. However, my 

research compares writing done under test and non-test situations. The former is 

actually a simulated test situation with a 1 hour 45 minute time allowance (identical 

to the EAP final exam) and the latter is an out-of-class or more naturalistic condition 

with a one-week time allowance. In both conditions, students were not allowed to 

access extra resources or seek support. Other studies comparing writing produced in 

timed conditions with that produced in naturalistic conditions include those of 

Caudery (1990), Kenworthy (2006), Khuder and Harwood (2015; 2019) and Kroll 

(1990) and they have tended to show higher scores for the essays written in the 

extended conditions.  

Caudery (1990) designed a study to compare the timed and untimed writing 

performance of 24 Cypriot high school students, who were preparing for their GCE 

O-level English language exam. This included a 40-minute in-class discursive writing 

task and a second discursive writing task which was started in class with a one-hour 

time allowance and then taken away for students to work on for as long as they 
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chose. The untimed essays received a higher impression score overall, although this 

was only a 0.24 point increase on a 20-point scale, which was not significant. 

Caudery (1990) suggests that students of this age may not have known how to use 

the extra time in the best way to enhance their performance.  

A study conducted by Kenworthy (2006) also compared test and non-test writing 

situations. Sixteen Cantonese-speaking students at a US university produced a 

placement test essay in 45 minutes and eight weeks later they wrote the same essay 

again outside the classroom with a one-week time limit. Errors and certain lexical 

and grammatical features were coded and the essays were scored. The average 

word count in the non-test essays was 466, compared to 344 in the exam essays, and 

the non-test essays contained fewer errors, with nearly all categories of grammatical 

errors showing highly significant differences (e.g. subject-verb agreement, word 

choice, missing verb). However, the majority of categories for lexical features were 

equivalent. Holistic scores were significantly higher in the non-test condition and 

student questionnaires revealed that they appreciated the extra time to check their 

work.  

The primary focus of the studies reviewed is the impact of time on performance, as 

measured by a writing rubric. This is perhaps adequate if the test is being used for 

summative purposes and it is necessary to evaluate whether a different time limit 

could be adopted. However, in order to provide relevant data to inform decision 

making for the whole assessment framework (i.e. coursework and exams) for a 

programme, more detailed information on students’ composing behaviour, textual 

output and feelings, and how these aspects impact performance, is needed. As the 
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models of composing which were reviewed in sections 2.3 to 2.5 indicate, all aspects 

of composing are interdependent and thus, it is necessary to examine the how and 

the why of composing in different time limits in order to understand the what.  

Khuder and Harwood’s (2015) study compared the writing processes and products of 

ten postgraduate students engaged in a 40-minute placement test essay and an 

identical essay produced in a non-test situation with an unlimited time allowance 

and internet access. The aim of the study was to determine whether there was an 

interaction between students’ composing processes under a certain time allowance 

and their resulting performance. Of the four assessment criteria, the scores for task 

response, coherence and cohesion, and lexical resources were significantly higher in 

the non-test condition and the score gain for grammatical range and accuracy almost 

reached significance. The overall score was also significantly higher. 

While no clear effect of different writing processes on the written product was 

observed, the authors detected significant differences in the amount of time 

allocated to many of the processes. In the non-test situation, writers used the time 

to evaluate their work, while in the test situation more time was devoted to 

immediate sentence level revision. In addition, more pre-writing planning was 

observed in the test situation since writers assumed they did not have time to 

experiment with ideas and make changes, yet in the non-test situation writers 

believed they had ample time to write and then make changes at the end. The 

researchers stress that the test was not authentic and this may have affected 

student motivation. Another limiting factor mentioned by the authors was the 

composing medium. The timed essays were handwritten, yet the non-test essays 
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were produced using a computer with access to the internet, so students may have 

used grammar or spell check plus other online resources.  

In a follow up study to their 2015 research, Khuder and Harwood (2019) compared 

the task representation of five of the original advanced-level L2 writers composing 

argumentative essays in the same test-like and non-test-like conditions. Screen 

capture, keystroke logging and stimulated recall were employed to investigate 

writers’ processes and reasons for choosing them. The authors found that task 

representation can differ not only among writers but also across conditions with 

some individual writers adapting their composing behaviour and levels of motivation 

depending on the condition. However, the 'test-oriented strategic writers' (p.25) 

displayed a more static approach regardless of the condition. Their test-savviness 

and strategic composing behaviour, which most likely resulted from a focus on timed 

writing in the classroom, meant that they displayed an inflexible approach to the 

task and did not exploit the possibilities of the at-home condition. The authors 

suggest that writing teachers should not adopt a single approach to the teaching of 

writing but need to raise awareness of the most effective strategies to fit the 

particular composing context.  

Another study investigating writing processes in two conditions was that of Hall 

(1991). He was interested to determine whether the pressure of writing in an exam 

and the resulting apprehension altered student behaviour. He employed process-

tracing methods to compare the composing behaviour of six writers in a 2-hour test 

and a 100-minute non-test situation. All six participants engaged in longer and more 
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frequent pauses and faster writing, and they all produced texts of higher syntactic 

complexity, in the exam condition.  

In order to balance the conditions, Hall (1991) set more challenging topics for the 

non-test condition and reduced the time allowance by 20 minutes, both of which 

may have confounded the results. In other studies, the time lag between the essays, 

the composing medium (i.e. handwriting or typing as mentioned by Khuder and 

Harwood (2015)), the topic (i.e. whether an identical topic is repeated) and of course 

students’ motivation can all interfere with the results. However, it is not always 

possible to control for every single variable or to adopt a fully counterbalanced 

design. 

All of the studies investigating the impact of varying time conditions which are 

reviewed above employed independent writing tasks (although participants in 

Khuder and Harwood’s 2015 and 2019 studies were able to access outside sources 

during the at-home condition) This comes as no surprise, given that many of the 

studies were conducted some time ago and independent writing assessment was the 

norm. One exception is Cho’s (2003) study, which aimed to improve the ESL 

Placement Test (EPT) at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign by using 

process-oriented assessment to address the concern about students being misplaced 

into writing classes. Students first undertook the regular 70-minute EPT in which 

they produced an essay after watching a lecture and reading an article. The same 57 

students then completed an equivalent integrated writing task following a process-

based approach. They attended a six-hour workshop, which involved peer feedback 

and drafting, and the final version of their essay was submitted. Scores indicated 
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substantially higher means in all organisational and content features and a slightly 

higher mean for the linguistic features in the workshop-based essay test. 

Interestingly, the ratings for the source attribution criterion were higher in the EPT. 

Approximately 75 per cent of participants were placed in a higher set based on their 

performance in the process writing workshop assessment, the vast majority (84 per 

cent) of workshop participants favoured the extended time allowance, and 79 per 

cent reported that reduced anxiety levels helped them to perform better. While this 

study confirms the value of process writing in terms of overall performance, the 

exact nature and extent of the support given was not made explicit.  

Researchers who favour naturalistic enquiry, such as Berkenkotter (1983) and 

McCulloch (2013), are critical of the decontextualised nature of studies which 

remove writers from their natural environment, since their behaviour may differ 

from their customary behaviour if they are forced to work in an unfamiliar 

environment and are constrained by a time limitation. For example, McCulloch 

(2013) is critical of RTW studies in higher education settings which employ artificial 

tasks and require students to compose in one sitting. She believes these one-shot 

studies which constrain students with a time limitation underrepresent the construct 

of RTW, as students are more likely to use strategies appropriate for an exam-type 

writing rather than the complex set of behaviours adopted under real-life conditions, 

such as multiple readings of sources, reflection and evaluation. McGinley’s (1992) 

research documented the reading, writing and reasoning processes employed by 

seven students engaged in a discourse synthesis task. He presented detailed case 

analyses of two of the students. He allowed participants as much time as they 
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needed in one sitting to compose a persuasive essay from multiple sources. 

However, despite continued re-reading of sources, the less proficient student 

operated in a random way without any clear purpose, showed no strategic decision 

making and did not reach ‘a conceptual breakthrough’ (p.231). It would appear that 

the ‘synergistic’ (p.235) interplay between reading and writing displayed by the more 

able participant was beyond the ability of the less proficient student, regardless of 

the time condition. McGinley (1992) admits that a limitation of this paper was that 

students were composing in a single session and suggests that future studies should 

be conducted in more authentic contexts. This may be an issue with motivation 

levels as, even though students could send as much time as they liked on the task, 

most spent around 2 hours and the longest was 2.5 hours. Although McGinley (1992) 

and McCulloch (2013) highlight relevant differences between composing in 

naturalistic and exam conditions, the reliance on a case study approach limited the 

number of participants (two for McCulloch and seven for McGinley) and did not 

allow for the same participants to produce a piece of timed writing in order for the 

researcher to make direct comparisons between processes. 

Collectively, the studies reviewed on the impact of time on students’ writing indicate 

that there is a relationship between time allowances, composing behaviour and 

performance. However, due to the lack of research on the impact of time in 

integrated assessment tasks, there are many questions which remain unanswered. 

As this review of literature has shown, it is not adequate to base decisions about 

time allowances in assessment design purely on students’ writing performance. 

Regarding time allowances in RTW assessments in EAP, we need to gain an 
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understanding of what exactly students do differently in terms of source text use 

when they are given extra time, how they feel about composing RTW assessment 

tasks with and without time allowances, and also whether time allowances impact 

their performance. In view of the limitations and the gaps identified in this literature 

review, I have developed the four research questions presented in section 2.8. 

2.8 Research Questions 

1. Does the amount of time EAP students are given to compose a source-based 

argumentative essay assessment task have an impact on: 

a. word count? 

b. essay scores? 

c. reference types and uses? 

2. Are there differences between high, mid and low performing students with 

respect to essay length and reference types and uses in the timed (1 hour 45 

minutes) and extended (1 week) conditions?  

3. Which of the two conditions do students prefer for composing a source-

based argumentative essay assessment task and why? 

4. What differences can be found in students' reports of how they used the 

source texts in the timed versus extended condition? 

By asking these questions, I aim to contribute to the field of EAP through a 

comparison of source-based essays, performance, composing behaviour and 

students’ feelings. I aim to combine quantitative and qualitative data to offer insights 

into these essential issues which can inform EAP assessment design and ultimately 

curriculum development.
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 Methodology 

3.1 Overview 

This chapter explains the approach and the data collection methods and analyses 

used to explore the research questions which were presented in Chapter 2. It first 

outlines the research paradigm, rationalising the mixed methods approach, and then 

describes the overall research design of the study, including the essay task under 

investigation, the time allowances and the participants. The next section presents 

the data collection methods and instruments, explaining their development through 

an iterative process of piloting. This is followed by a description of the methods of 

data analysis and finally the ethical considerations.  

3.2 The Research Paradigm 

The early trials which I conducted highlighted the value of incorporating a blend of 

intuitive, qualitative and quantitative methods (Creswell 2003) and the inadequacy 

of relying on textual evidence alone to gain a full picture of students’ source text use. 

Cumming, Lai and Cho’s (2016) synthesis of research on the source-based writing of 

inexperienced writers in EAP programmes shows how most recent studies 

incorporate a variety of data collection methods, such as think-aloud protocols and 

retrospective interviews, to supplement textual analysis of citations. I fully exploit 

the mixed methods approach, combining quantifiable data (e.g. numerical counts of 

reference types and essay scores) with rich qualitative data (e.g. retrospective 

questionnaires and interviews) to understand exactly how students integrated third 

party texts into their essays and to ascertain how this affected their performance 
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and source text use in both time conditions. Tashakkori and Creswell (2007) stress 

that mixed methods can be interpreted in many ways, but for them a prerequisite is 

the integration, rather than just the collection, of two types of data to draw 

inferences, as well as the use of both qualitative and quantitative methods.  

My study incorporates textual evidence in the form of citation classification and 

raters’ scores, and probes writer performance and behaviour through post-writing 

questionnaires (PWQs) and discourse-based interviews (DBIs) (see Table 3.1 for an 

overview of the research design). The collection of multiple sources of data allows 

for participants’ opinions and personal experiences to be heard. Pecorari (2003, 

p.324) refers to citation as ‘an occluded feature of academic writing’, since the true 

purpose of source text use is only evident to the writer him/herself, emphasising the 

importance of emic methods of data collection to obtain reliable data. 

In their review article on plagiarism in second language writing, Pecorari and Petrić 

(2014) remark on the array of innovative methodological approaches being 

employed in this area and highlight the benefits of triangulation to gain a first-hand 

insight into citer motivations. Similarly, Shi (2010) advocates a mixed methods 

approach to studying citations. In her 2010 research investigating the functional and 

rhetorical role of borrowed text in undergraduates’ disciplinary essays, she combines 

textual data with transcripts from discourse-based interviews to gain more insightful 

and accurate information on source use. Table 3.1 below provides an overview of my 

study (details of the specific analyses used are presented in section 3.4).  
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Focus Data Collection (In-class & Out-of-
class Conditions) 

Data Analysis 

Performance 
data 

(RQ 1&2) 

- Essays (n=59) blind triple-rated  

- Coding Scheme for Reference 
Types (CSRT) to investigate 
frequency of reference types  

- Coding Scheme for Reference 
Uses (CSRU) to investigate 
frequency of reference uses 

 

(PWQ & DBI for emic insight into 

reference uses (see below)) 

- In-depth analysis of essays to 
view citations in context  

- Descriptive analyses of word 
counts, scores, reference types and 
uses 

- Parametric and non-parametric 
tests to check word counts, scores, 
reference types and uses for 
significance  

(Data mine of PWQs & DBIs for 
reference uses) 

Self-report 
data  

(RQ 3&4) 

 

- Writing logs documenting time 
spent working on out-of-class essay 

- Post-writing questionnaires 
(PWQs) (n=59)  

-Discourse-based interviews (DBIs) 
(n=12)  

- Descriptive analyses of time spent 
on out-of-class essay and scores  

- Parametric and non-parametric 
tests to check time spent on out-
of-class essay and scores for 
significance 

Table 3.1 Overview of the study 

3.3 Research Design: Overview 

My research design involves the same group of students composing two source-

based essays: one in class under exam conditions with a 1 hour 45 minute time 

allowance and the other outside class with a one-week deadline (the in-class and 

out-of-class conditions). A fully counterbalanced design is adopted to control for task 

and order effects (see Table 3.2).  
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Group 
(class no) 

No 
of Ss 

Task 1 Topic Condition 1 Task 2 Topic Condition 2 

1a (T26) 

1b (T10) 

11 

16 

Minimum Wage 

Role Models 

Out-of-class Role Models 

Minimum Wage 

In-class 

2a (T29) 

2b (T18) 

12 

20 

Minimum Wage 

Role Models 

In-class Role Models 

Minimum Wage 

Out-of-class 

Table 3.2 Counterbalanced research design 

Group 1, made up of two EAP classes, completed the out-of-class writing task first, 

with group 1a writing on the Minimum Wage topic and 1b writing on the Role 

Models topic. The topics were reversed for the timed in-class writing.  

Group 2 composed the in-class essay first, with topics controlled in the same way as 

they were for group 1 to ensure a fully counterbalanced design. The two essay tasks 

were administered within 10 days of each other to limit the effect of teaching and 

learning. 

Students were randomly allocated to classes by the administrative team at the start 

of the academic year based purely on their other course commitments rather than 

an external measure, such as a pre-test. Thus, within each class there was a range of 

abilities, although as was mentioned in Chapter 1, all students achieved the 

minimum English language entry requirement in their school leaver’s exam (i.e. 

approximately IELTS 5.5 or CEFR high B1 to low B2). 

3.3.1 Research Design: Exploratory Trials and Pilots 

As Table 3.3 shows, a series of exploratory trials and formal pilots formed a key part 

of both the research design process and the development of the data collection 

methods and instruments.  
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Details Aims 

Exploratory study, Semester B 2014 
1. Retrospective questionnaires administered 
after:  
i) out-of-class term paper assessment (n=46) 
ii) in-class exam practice (n=43) 
2. Detailed field notes from observation of:  
i) in-class writing (n=43) 
ii) EAP Final Writing Exam (n=850) 
3. Analysis of essays, plans & notes from exam 
practice (n=43) 
4. Informal dialogue with students during 
term paper consultations 

1. Fact finding to inform research design 
and instruments 
2. Gain understanding of student behaviour 
and task representation in timed and 
naturalistic conditions 
 

Preliminary Study, June 2014 
1. Essays from three conditions (n=6):  
i) 1 hr 15 mins 
ii) 1 hr 45 mins 
iii) one week  
2. Focus groups after writing each essay 
3. Retrospective self-report questionnaire 
4. CSRT  
5. Retrospective interviews (n=2) 
 

1. Collect student feedback on: 
i) 3rd time condition (1 hr 15 mins)  
ii) 3 writing topics 
2. Trial coding instrument: CSRT) (RQ 1c) 
3. Code reference uses/inform 
development of CSRU (RQ 1c) 
4. Check appropriate wording for 
questionnaire items (RQ 4) 
5. Ascertain whether DBI is a suitable 
retrospective interview method (RQ 4) 

Pilot (part 1): Discourse-based interview (DBI), April 2015 
1. Students’ source-based argumentative 
essays written in 1 hr 45 mins (n=4).  
2. Field notes from observation of students 
engaged in the task 
3. DBIs 

1. Trial DBI method & thematic analysis of 
transcripts (RQ 3&4) 
2. Inform design of PWQ (RQ 3&4) 
 

Pilot (part 2): Retrospective questionnaire, Sept 2015 
- Online questionnaire (PWQ) administered 
after practice exam paper (1 hr 45 mins) 
(n=24) 

-Trial version 1 of PWQ (52 questions)  
(RQ 3&4) 

Pilot (part 3): Revised retrospective questionnaire, Sept 2015 
- Online questionnaire (PWQ) administered 
after practice exam paper (1 hr 45 mins) 
(n=22) 

-Validate version 2 of PWQ (58 questions) 
(RQ 3&4) 
 

Table 3.3 Trials and pilots 

Table 3.3 shows the rigorous process of using trials to inform the research design 

and to iteratively develop the instruments in order to refine the versions for the 
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main study. This took place over a period of two years. The intention of the 

exploratory study was to establish a deeper understanding of students’ task 

representation and behaviour. This was needed to inform my overall research design 

rather than to address a particular research question. The contribution of the trials 

and pilots is referred to in relation to each of the research instruments in section 3.4. 

3.3.2 Research Design: The Task 

The assessment framework for the EAP programme offered by the English Language 

Centre (ELC) at City University of Hong Kong (CityU) comprises a combination of 

timed and ‘untimed’ source-based argumentative essays done in controlled 

conditions (in the classroom or an exam venue) and out of class (see Table 1.1 in the 

Introduction chapter). All sources are assigned for the timed writing assessments, 

but for the out-of-class assessment, known as the term paper, students use a 

combination of assigned sources and those they have chosen themselves.  

Since the focus of this research is the impact of the two different time allowances, 

not the two kinds of tasks, it was necessary to employ a parallel task type in both 

conditions to limit the study to the specific variable (time conditions) under 

investigation. The exam task was chosen because the sources are assigned, and this 

facilitates comparison between source use behaviour in the two conditions.  

According to the test specification, the definition of the construct to be measured is: 

Source-based essay: test takers will demonstrate their ability to write a well-

organised argument essay in an appropriate academic style expressing their 

opinion on a given topic. Students will demonstrate their ability to use 
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complex structures and to incorporate ideas from the source texts into their 

essay using appropriate citation conventions. 

The task requires students to write a 600-word argumentative essay using a 

combination of their own ideas and ideas from the sources provided. There are three 

or four source texts totalling between 1000 and 1200 words and displaying differing 

opinions on the topic. The test specification states that: 

Source texts are genuine academic texts from general, non-technical, 

university-level sources or are from genuine, formal, non-academic material 

of a similar level of difficulty.  

The aim is for all source texts to be of a similar Flesch Kincaid Reading Ease 

level (35-60). However this is a general guide as pilots will inform test 

developers’ decisions on appropriacy of texts. 

3.3.3 Selection of Test Task Prompts for the Main Study 

There were ten (supposedly) parallel forms of the writing test in the topic bank at 

the ELC (see Appendix 2 for the question papers employed in this study). These 

papers were developed by the in-house assessment team under my supervision as 

the Assessment Manager, were moderated by a highly experienced panel and 

underwent large-scale a priori piloting and a posteriori analysis by the team. Two of 

these genuine EAP writing exams were needed for this study, and achieving the best 

possible degree of equivalency between these tasks was paramount to ensuring the 

reliability of this research. 
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Since these are real test tasks, previous score data from large cohorts of students 

were available to inform selection of the two prompts for the main study. Initially, I 

performed a simple descriptive analysis of score patterns, investigating mean scores, 

standard deviation and grade distribution for all previous cohorts on all ten papers to 

determine the tasks displaying similar trends. I considered accessibility of topics in 

terms of whether they had a more factual or conceptual slant and also whether 

there was any disciplinary bias. My personal experience as the manager of the 

assessment team responsible for the development of the papers and as a rater and 

rater trainer for many years provided rich insights into the ways students responded 

to the different tasks. In addition, I informally canvassed other raters for their 

feedback on the topics. In the genuine EAP exam, students are given a choice of two 

questions. However, in this study they are only given one question, so it was vital 

that the questions chosen were accessible to students from all disciplines.  

Based on the above parameters, three potential questions were chosen for trial in 

the preliminary study, which was conducted with six students in the summer of 

2014: Minimum Wage (MW); Role Models (RM); and Cultural Treasures (CT). The 

three prompts are presented below: 

• The minimum wage is harmful to the poorest people in society. To what 

extent do you agree or disagree? 

• Popular role models (such as celebrities, sports stars or fictional heroes) have 

a negative influence on young people. To what extent do you agree or 

disagree? 

• Historical artworks and cultural treasures in foreign museums should be 

returned to their countries of origin. To what extent do you agree or 

disagree? 
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Despite the similar score patterns across the three papers, qualitative student 

feedback from focus group interviews and retrospective questionnaires revealed 

that students found the CT question to be more challenging than the other two. The 

six students unanimously reported that they had never considered this issue before 

and consequently they struggled to generate ideas.  

Previous data from the summer 2013 EAP Writing exam, which included the CT and 

RM questions as the two alternative options, corroborated this. While the mean 

scores and grade distributions were comparable, of the 200 candidates, only 15 per 

cent of the cohort chose the CT question while the remaining 85 per cent opted for 

RM. When I canvassed the four raters of this exam for their input, the overriding 

feeling was that responses to the CT question were heavily source-dependent, 

whereas the RM essays displayed more evidence of students’ own thinking, with 

source ideas being integrated to develop their arguments rather than as the 

mainstay of the essay. 

Based on all of these findings, I decided to analyse the MW and RM questions in 

more depth as potential tasks for the main study. Given that the EAP Writing exam, 

which was administered to 850 students at the end of Semester B 2014, had 

included these topics as the two alternatives, it provided the perfect data set for this 

purpose. My analysis revealed that question selection was evenly distributed, with 

51.2 per cent of the cohort choosing MW and 48.8 per cent opting for RM. The mean 

scores and standard deviations are shown in Table 3.4.  
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Topic Mean score (n=850) Standard deviation 

Role Models 60.2 9.4 

Minimum Wage 61.4 9.4 

Table 3.4 Mean scores for EAP Writing exam (Semester B 2014) 

In addition to analysis of the mean scores and standard deviations, and of the topic 

selection data, I performed an analysis of the grade distributions. As Table 3.5 and 

Figure 3.1 below display, the pattern of grades awarded for the two topics was 

almost identical. However, as Weir et al. (2006) mention, task difficulty is sample 

dependent since it is affected by the interaction between the actual test takers and 

the task and is not simply a property of the task itself. In other words, two tasks may 

appear to be equivalent with one population but this may not be the case with 

another cohort. For a study such as this, which relies on two parallel tasks for any 

findings to be valid, it is necessary to gather as much data as possible to establish 

confidence in the level of equivalence.  

 Minimum Wage Role Models 

Grade No of Ss % No of Ss % 

A 3 0.69 0 0 

B 38 8.7 30 7.2 

C 232 53.3 216 52.1 

D 149 34.3 153 36.9 

F 13 3 16 3.9 

Table 3.5 Grade distribution for EAP Writing exam (Semester B 2014) 
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Accordingly, alongside the data generated from test takers, I analysed the source 

texts for both of the tasks. During the test development phase, stringent measures 

had been employed with the aim of producing parallel test questions, yet it was 

necessary to perform my own analyses to re-confirm this. I used a simple, manual 

analysis investigating total number of words, number of words per individual source, 

balance of supporting and counter arguments, and genre of source texts. I used an 

online tool to automatically calculate readability index. Analyses confirmed that both 

sets of source texts included: a range of opinions on the topic (balanced, for and 

against); two or more different genres; at least one secondary reference; total word 

counts within approximately 100 of each other and texts of varying, although 

comparable Flesch Kincaid grade levels. The results from both manual and 

automated analyses are displayed in Table 3.6.  

Figure 3.1 Grade distribution for EAP Writing exam (Semester B 2014) 
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Topic / 
Source 

No 
Word 
Count Viewpoint 

Total 
Word 
Count Text Type 

Flesch 
Reading 

Ease 

Flesch 
Kincaid 
Grade 
Level 

Secondary 
Reference 

MW 1 236 Balanced  1019 Exposition 37.6 14 (1) 

MW 2 203 Against  1019 
News 
magazine 48.9 11.6 0 

MW 3 235 For  1019 
Formal 
speech  68.6 7.8 0 

MW 4 345 Balanced  1019 
News 
report 49.3 11.6 0 

RM 1 93 For 903 Exposition 57.4 9.1 0 

RM 2 327 Balanced  903 Exposition 33.4 15 (2) 

RM3 284 Against 903 Persuasive 56.3 10.9 0 

RM 4 292 Balanced 903 Exposition 54.6 11.2 0 

Table 3.6 Manual and automated analyses of source texts for Role Models and Minimum 
Wage essay questions 

3.3.4 The Two Time Limits 

In this study, students wrote in two conditions: i) a 1 hour 45 minute in-class 

condition which simulates the actual EAP exam (the timed or in-class condition); and 

ii) an extended out-of-class condition of one week (the extended or out-of-class 

condition). I collected the in-class data in a simulated exam condition rather than a 

genuine exam. The environment was controlled as in an authentic test and thus the 

research findings can be applied to contexts comparing the implications of assessing 

source-based writing in exam and non-exam conditions, but the writing was a 

practice exam rather than a bona fide test.  

3.3.5 Participants 

The 59 research participants were all undergraduate students at City University of 

Hong Kong (HK). The majority (44 students or 75 per cent) were first years at the 
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time of the data collection, while the rest were second year students. All participants 

were taking the one-year EAP programme which is compulsory for students who 

only achieved the equivalent of an IELTS 5.5 or less in their school leavers’ English 

exam or did not pass the ELC Placement Test (see section 1.4 of the Introduction for 

details of the context). The participants were a mix of local HK Chinese students (59 

per cent), who were educated through the HK school system, and mainland Chinese 

students, who received their primary and secondary education in China and came to 

HK for tertiary study.  

Convenience sampling (Cohen & Manion 1994) was used for the data collection of 

the essays and post-writing questionnaires to ensure that a minimum of four EAP 

classes were included in the study. The maximum number of students in a class in 

the ELC is 25. The in-class essay was administered under exam conditions during a 

regular timetabled lesson, which meant that all students who were present on that 

day submitted an essay. The total number of essays submitted in the in-class 

condition was 81. 

As an incentive to complete the out-of-class essay, students were informed they 

would be credited with two hours of independent learning time (there is a 

requirement to complete and document 12 hours of independent learning in one 

semester) if they submitted the essay and all accompanying documentation on time. 

It was also explained to students that they would receive detailed feedback on their 

work, which would be valuable input before the final exam. Fifty-nine students 

submitted the out-of-class essay, all of whom also completed the in-class one. This 

resulted in a total sample size of 59 students.  
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Only 12 of the students volunteered to participate in the discourse-based interviews, 

despite the offer of a HK$150 voucher for participation in two interviews, making 

purposeful sampling impossible. All of the volunteers were interviewed, thus making 

it a convenience sample (Creswell 2003) and increasing the proportion of 

interviewees to 21.4 per cent of the total number of research participants. Details of 

interview participants are given in Table 3.7.  

St No Gender Country of Origin EAP 
Class 

Research 
Group* 

26  F Mainland China T10 1B 

28 F Mainland China T10 1B 

36 F Mainland China T10 1B 

37 M Mainland China T10 1B 

38 M Mainland China T10 1B 

39 F Mainland China T10 1B 

42 M Hong Kong  T10 1B 

44 F Mainland China T10 1B 

64 M Hong Kong  T18 2A 

77 F Hong Kong  T18 2A 

47 F Hong Kong T29 2B 

48 M Hong Kong  T29 2B 

Table 3.7 Interview participants for discourse-based interviews 

* As explained in section 3.3 above, group 1 wrote in the out-of-class condition first 
with 1A writing the MW essay and 1B writing the RM essay. Group 2 wrote in the in-
class condition first with 2A writing the MW topic and 2B writing the RM topic. 

This convenience sample resulted in a group of interviewees comprising seven 

mainland Chinese and five HK Chinese students, of whom there were seven females 

and five males, from a range of disciplines. Given that only 14.5 per cent of the 850 

students enrolled on the EAP programme in the 2015-2016 year were from mainland 
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China, the interview sample was not entirely representative. This high proportion of 

interviewees from mainland Chinese arose because the four classes used for this 

research (two of which were classes I was teaching) included around 30 per cent of 

mainland Chinese students and these students were very keen to have the 

opportunity to talk to a native English speaker. 

3.4 Data Collection Methods and Instruments 

This section describes the instruments which were used to collect quantitative and 

qualitative data for this study, including the development of each one and the 

contributions of the trials and pilots. It also includes details of data collection 

procedures. I have summarised and tabulated details of the development and 

trialling processes for the Coding Scheme for Reference Types (Table 3.10), Post-

writing Questionnaire (Table 3.11), Discourse-based interview (Table 3.14) and 

Coding Scheme for Reference Uses (Table 3.15). More detailed descriptions of these 

can be found in Appendices 7, 12, 14 and 16 respectively. 

Measures were taken to control the variables in the two writing conditions so that 

the impact of the independent variable, i.e. the effect of the different time 

allowances on students’ behaviour and performance, could be measured. While this 

was straightforward in the timed writing condition as the teacher was present in the 

classroom, an element of trust was inevitably involved in the out-of-class task. Both 

tasks required students to use the assigned source texts and no other outside 

sources or reference materials, such as dictionaries, grammar resources and so on. 

After both essays, students were asked to sign a declaration to confirm that they had 

received no outside help. In addition, essays were submitted through Turnitin, an 
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online plagiarism checker. The resulting Turnitin reports did not record any instances 

of copying from outside sources. Students were informed that if the teacher 

suspected they had used other sources or received outside help, they would not be 

credited with the independent learning time (as mentioned, students who submitted 

both essays were credited with two hours independent learning time). 

To incentivise students to complete both tasks and try their best, they were 

reminded that both questions were past exam papers and thus would provide 

valuable preparation ahead of their final exam. Students were also informed that 

their work would be graded using the same rubric as the final exam, and that they 

would receive detailed feedback on their performance. When simulating an exam 

scenario for research purposes, it is impossible to provoke the same emotions and 

levels of motivation as in a genuine exam, yet the above measures were attempts to 

achieve this. 

3.4.1 Writing Logs 

I asked participants to keep a writing log to record details of all work performed on 

the out-of-class essays (see Appendix 3). The purpose of this information was mainly 

to produce a record of their total time spent and number of writing sessions in order 

to ascertain whether students had actually maximised the opportunity to work over 

the one-week period. In addition, writing logs provided an indication of how 

students spent the time. This information was important to contextualise and 

understand students’ self-report data and out-of-class essay performance in order to 

address research questions 3 and 4 (which are presented in the Literature Review). 
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Simple instructions and an example of a completed writing log were provided to 

students and this was explained further in class. The directions given for the logs 

were as follows: 

Please complete the following table every time you work on the essay.  

Note: The amount of time you spend on your essay will not be taken into 

account when grading your essay but will be used for research purposes. 

In addition, the instructions below were printed on the Important Information 

handout for students (see Appendix 4). 

- Each time you work on your essay during the week, you must complete the 

writing log on the next page.  

- It is very important that you keep an accurate log of the time spent on your 

essay.  

3.4.2 The EAP Writing Assessment Rubric 

The 4x6 multiple-trait-scoring instrument for EAP writing assignments comprising 

Task Fulfilment, Discourse Competencies, Language Competencies and Source 

Integration (see Appendix 1) was empirically developed in house. The performance 

criteria are grounded in close study of actual samples of student writing (Fulcher 

2003; Hamp-Lyons 1990; Leki, Cumming & Silva 2008; North 2003) and the version 

employed in this research had been validated and used for large-scale examinations 

and assessments in the ELC since 2012 (see Bruce & Hamp-Lyons 2015 for a 

description of the development of the rubric).  
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3.4.2.1 Scoring essays in the main study 

All scripts for the main study were anonymised and triple blind marked by three 

experienced teacher raters with more than 20 years of teaching experience each. 

Raters were unaware which condition the essays had been produced in. All raters 

had extensive experience of teaching on the EAP programme and of rating essays 

with this rubric. One of the raters had been working in the ELC for 10 years, was part 

of the Assessment Team which developed the scoring instrument, and was 

responsible for conducting rater training for other teachers in the centre. The second 

rater had four years of experience using the rubric in the ELC and had recently 

moved to a different university. I was the third rater. I was the Assessment Team 

Manager during the development and validation of the rubric and had worked with 

the instrument for five years. 

As a quality check, raters were required to submit their scores for the first ten scripts 

of each topic before continuing with the rating. Rater 1 had overmarked a script, 

which only included one reference, so it could not be given more than 1 for the 

Source Integration (SI) criterion. Rater 2 had missed two incidences of students 

directly quoting more than ten per cent of their essay, and therefore needed to be 

reminded that, according to the rubric, when a student does not include any 

references and most of the ideas are from the sources, the script should be awarded 

a maximum of 1 for Task Fulfilment (TF) and 0 for SI. 

In addition, throughout the rating process, I asked both raters to contact me if they 

needed clarification of any of the descriptors on the rubric or if they had 
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uncertainties. Rater 1 did not make contact, but Rater 2 made contact twice, both 

times to discuss her score for the Source Integration criterion. 

Raters were reminded to familiarise themselves completely with the source texts for 

both topics before rating. They were provided with an electronic version of the 

sources in order to perform simple searches within Microsoft Word for key words or 

phrases from the essays which they suspected had been borrowed from the sources. 

Scores were recorded on an Excel file and raters were asked to provide comments 

where they deemed it was necessary, for example when zero was awarded for an 

assessment criterion. I calculated inter-rater reliability using the intraclass 

correlation coefficient in SPSS (IBM Statistics for Macintosh version 25.0) (see Table 

3.8). 

Raters Mean SD Raters Correlation 

1 22.22 5.96 1:2 0.878 

2 23.25 5.21 2:3 0.900 

3 22.42 5.48 3:1 0.917 

Table 3.8 Correlation between individual raters 

While all of the correlations are high, the weakest is between raters 1 and 2 and the 

strongest is between raters 1 and 3. According to Green (2013), inter-rater 

correlations of 0.7 and upwards are acceptable and indicate that raters’ 

interpretation of the criteria is aligned. The mean scores show that Rater 2 was 

scoring slightly higher and the standard deviation shows that there was less variance 

in Rater 2’s scores. The intraclass correlation coefficient for average measures was 
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calculated at 0.959 with a lower bound confidence interval of 0.936 and an upper 

bound of 0.975.  

I also calculated the instances of absolute agreement between the raters and the 

instances of total scores being one point apart based on total scores out of 20 for all 

of the 118 essays . Results are displayed in Table 3.9. 

Raters Absolute 
agreement (n=118) 

One point higher 
or lower (n=118) 

1:2 19.5% 31.4% 

1:3 33.9% 30.5% 

2:3 25.4% 30.5% 

Table 3.9 Agreement between individual raters for scores out of 20 

The figures in tables 3.8 and 3.9 show an extremely high correlation between raters, 

which is important for determining whether the different writing conditions affected 

essay scores (RQ1) and also whether high and low performing students behaved in 

the same way (RQ2 and RQ4). 

For the purposes of analysis, the sum of each students’ total score for both essays 

from each of the three raters were used as a measure of overall performance to rank 

the participants and place them into three groups (high, mid and low performers). 

Thus, the highest maximum score was 120, i.e. two essays each marked out of 20 by 

three raters. 

3.4.3 Coding Scheme for Reference Types (CSRT) 

The CSRT (see Appendix 5) is the instrument I used to classify instances of source use 

in students’ writing. The scheme is an adapted version of the instrument T. Hyland 

designed for her 2005 doctoral work investigating the ways in which L1 and L2 
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students differ in their use of a reading prompt in a timed writing proficiency 

assessment (see the Literature Review).  

T. Hyland’s citation classification system was chosen after considering other 

potential schemes (Shi 2004; Weigle & Parker 2012; Gebril & Plakans 2013), which 

are outlined in the Literature Review. This scheme was suitable for my research since 

it was developed for use with a similar task and in a similar context (to classify 

reference types in the 500-word argumentative essays of L1 and L2 undergraduates 

produced in a timed condition with an assigned source text of 1000-1200 words 

which presents both sides of a controversial issue).  

Shi (2010) is critical of studies which only look at actual referenced (or documented) 

textual borrowing and ignore the parts of text which seemingly do not contain any 

source use instances, as this does not provide a full picture of source use. The 

classification scheme I chose covers all instances of source use rather than just 

verbatim source text borrowing; it also includes codes for appropriated source text 

ideas which have not been referenced.  

T. Hyland’s (2005) scheme lists detailed criteria to identify four specific types of 

referencing along a continuum from direct to indirect use (see Figure 3.2) rather 

than a simple dichotomous scheme classifying source use into direct or indirect 

Figure 3.2 The four main reference types from Hyland’s (2005) classification scheme 
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citations (see the Literature Review). Furthermore, the quasi-direct and quasi-

indirect categories mean paraphrasing quality, in terms of the reformulation of the 

original source idea, is an integral part of the system and does not require a separate 

scale. The distinctions between the four categories are clear from the definitions and 

examples on the scheme (see Appendix 5). 

The rhetorical features of the references are classified according to the presence of 

documenting (attribution) and bounding (separation from main text at the start and 

end), resulting in four variations: bounded and documented; unbounded and 

documented; bounded and undocumented; and unbounded and undocumented. 

Thus, T. Hyland (2005) lists 16 different ways students can integrate source texts. 

Figure 3.3 illustrates the different types of direct quotation according to the scheme. 

The same four categories apply for quasi-direct, quasi-indirect and indirect 

references (see Appendix 5 for a full copy of the scheme). 

Type of reference: Direct (D) 

i) Bounded and documented (DBD) 

ii) Unbounded and documented (DUD) 

iii) Bounded and undocumented (DBU) 

iv) Unbounded and undocumented (DUU) 

Figure 3.3 Classification of direct quotations 

3.4.3.1 Trialling of CSRT 

This involved collecting data on two separate occasions and an iterative process of 

coding references while simultaneously refining the scheme and developing 

guidelines for replication by a second coder (see section 3.3.3.2 below). I initially ran 

a small-scale trial (n=6), coding references with an exact duplicate of T. Hyland’s 

(2005) scheme. Her definitions, identifiable techniques and examples of real usage 
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for all 16 reference types facilitated coding, but they were amended slightly to 

increase specificity. My second trial was more extensive (n=46). Working with a 

larger data set enabled earlier amendments to be tested and refined and more 

informed decision-making to be made. It also highlighted issues which were not 

transparent with the initial small-scale trial. Table 3.10 details the trialling process, 

including the aims, the insights gained and the amendments made.  
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Procedures/Aims Outcomes/Refinements 
Initial trial of CSRT: Preliminary study, June 2014 (n=6) 

- Trial exact duplicate of T. 
Hyland’s (2005) scheme to 
check transferability, user-
friendliness, ease of coding. 
- Write memos to document 
processes, ambiguities, 
suggestions for amendments 

- Trial confirmed practical nature of scheme and 
feasibility of applying it to my students’ 
compositions with minor amendments to address 
RQ 1&2. 
- Some ambiguities in coding (e.g. between quasi-
direct and quasi-indirect references)  I 
expanded/adapted T. Hyland’s definitions to add 
transparency, then re-coded compositions to verify 
- Ownership of ideas: impossible to reliably ascertain 
provenance of an undocumented idea written 
entirely in the student’s own words which also 
appeared in sources. This complexity was even more 
challenging in instances where there was a clear 
meshing together of source ideas with the writer’s 
own thinking   
referred to source texts for assistance;  
- Made decision to: i) provide students with a clean 
copy of source texts after completing essay in order 
to highlight parts they had used; and ii) ask students 
to highlight sections of essays where they had 
integrated ideas from source texts. 
 

 Second trial of CSRT: Pilot (parts 1 & 2), September 2015 (n=46) 
- Trial revised version of T. 
Hyland’s (2005) scheme with 
larger data set 

- Systematic approach for coding repetition of ideas 
from sources needed   
i) omit instances of unbounded and undocumented 
paraphrases (quasi-direct, quasi-indirect, indirect) 
used for linking or structural purposes (e.g. 
signposting devices, overviews, transitional phrases, 
summaries);  
ii) omit introductions and concluding paragraphs 
from analysis (unbounded & undocumented 
references commonly used for organisational 
purposes in those paragraphs). 
- Document ambiguities with coding adjacent 
reference types (i.e. quasi-direct and quasi-indirect; 
quasi-indirect and indirect) in order to develop 
guidelines (see Appendix 6) to accompany CSRT and 
facilitate coding in main study. 

Table 3.10 Trialling process of CSRT 
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The two trials led to slight refinements to T. Hyland’s (2005) scheme to fit my 

context and also to the production of accompanying guidelines to facilitate coding in 

the main study and address research questions 1 and 2. A more detailed account of 

the trialling of the CSRT can be found in Appendix 7. 

3.4.3.2 CSRT employed in the main study 

The classifications on the CSRT used for coding references in the main study (see 

Appendix 5) are identical to those on T. Hyland’s (2005) scheme but the descriptions 

and example sentences have been amended based on data from the specific 

research context in order to facilitate coding. In addition, the memos I wrote during 

trialling led to the development of coding guidelines and a list of expressions (not 

exhaustive), which students used for rhetorical bounding purposes (see Appendix 8).  

Based on insights gained during the trialling process (see Appendix 7), I made the 

decision not to analyse introductions and conclusions for references. Repetition of 

source ideas often appeared in introductory and concluding paragraphs in the form 

of overviews or summaries to aid coherence. In many instances, according to the 

CSRT, these could have been coded as unbounded and undocumented references, 

yet strictly speaking, they were not intentional or explicit uses of the sources. The 

example in Figure 3.4 from student 1’s out-of-class essay exemplifies this issue. 

Student 1’s three main ideas all appear to be appropriated from the source texts in 

the form of indirect references, yet the student has not only included these ideas in 

the topic sentences at the start of the three body paragraphs but has also repeated 

the ideas in the exact same format in the overview and the summary. The underlined 

sections show the parts of student text which are repeated ideas appropriated from 
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the sources. Rather than code each of these ideas three times (i.e. three indirect 

unbounded and undocumented references or IUUs), I omitted the introductory and 

concluding paragraphs and only coded the ideas in the main body of the essay since I 

felt that coding nine IUUs rather than three would give an unrealistic picture of 

student 1’s source text use.  
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Student 1 (out of class essay) Relevant sections from source 
texts 

Overview (last 3 sentences of introductory 
paragraph): 

There are three grounds to support this views. 
Firstly, minimum wage is not specific for the 
poorest people. Secondly, it would be probably 
arise the operating pressure of the small business 
and cause unemployment. Thirdly, a high 
minimum wage could cause price inflation as firms 
pass on the higher wages in higher prices. 

 

1st sentence of 1st body paragraph: Firstly, 
minimum wage is not specific for the poorest 
people since all the firms need to comply with the 
minimum wage standard, if the minimum wage act 
is implemented. 

 

1st sentence of 2nd body paragraph: 

Secondly, it would be probably arise the operating 
pressure of the small business and cause 
unemployment. 

 

1st sentence of 3rd body paragraph: 

Thirdly, a high minimum wage could cause price 
inflation as firms pass on the higher wages in 
higher prices. 

 

Conclusion: 

In conclusion, the minimum wage is harmful to the 
poorest people in society as it is not specific for 
the poorest people. It would be probably arise the 
operating pressure of the small business and cause 
unemployment. Also, a high minimum wage could 
cause price inflation as firms pass on the higher 
wages in higher prices. 

Point 1: 

Romer, C. D. (2013, March 2). The 
business of the minimum wage. New 
York Times.  

An important issue is who benefits. 
When the minimum wage rises, is 
income redistributed primarily to 
poor families, or do many families 
higher up the income ladder benefit 
as well? 

 

Point 2: 

Stuburn, T. (2012, April 5). Should 
the minimum wage be raised? Time 
133, 12-15. 

Every increase in the minimum 
wage raises the overall costs of 
small-business owners, and they 
must react in order to stay in 
business. 

 

Point 3: 

Romer, C. D. (2013, March 2). The 
business of the minimum wage. New 
York Times.  

[B]usinesses pass along some of the 
cost of a higher minimum wage to 
consumers through higher 
prices….Thus this price inflation may 
harm the very people whom a 
minimum wage is supposed to help. 

Table 3.11 Sections from Student 1’s out-of-class essay 
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I manually coded all references in the body paragraphs of the essays using the CSRT 

and I completed an Excel coding grid (see Appendix 9) for each essay to record 

relevant information, such as reference type, location in student essay, location of 

original idea in source texts and reporting verb/structure. These coding grids served 

as an easy repository for comparing the types of references used by individual 

students in both conditions and for amalgamating all references into an overall grid 

for each condition.  

A second coder, who was an experienced EAP teacher pursuing PhD research in 

integrated writing, coded just under 20 per cent of the essays to check the usability 

and consistency of the CSRT (21 essays). She had no affiliation to the ELC at CityU 

and no previous knowledge of this assessment task. I provided her with the scheme, 

the accompanying guidelines, four coded essays, which were annotated with details 

and explanations of each reference type (see Appendix 11), plus the two sets of task 

instructions (including source texts). After coding five of the essays, the second coder 

submitted her spreadsheet to me and we discussed discrepancies and ambiguities.  

The 21 essays included 73 references according to the CSRT. Each of the references 

had three different aspects to code (i.e. reference type, boundedness and 

documentation), resulting in 219 different codes to assign. In total, 30 discrepancies 

were recorded, signalling an inter-coder agreement of 86.3 per cent. The second 

coder identified eight references as indirect when they should have been direct, 

three as quasi-direct rather than direct, three as quasi-indirect instead of quasi-

direct and one as quasi-direct rather than direct. Half of the discrepancies (15 in 

total) were with boundedness and this seems to have been a result of lack of 
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coverage in the training material. The four training scripts did not include any 

examples of implicit bounding and I did not provide the second coder with a list of 

the expressions which indicate boundedness. In an email communication, the 

second coder wrote, ‘I think it has taken me a little while to get my head around the 

bounding issue, especially when it is “informal”!’. She coined the terms formal and 

informal bounding, but based on her descriptions of these classifications, it appears 

that they align with the terminology used in the CSRT: mechanical (i.e. quotation 

marks, page number, source information, start/end of paragraph) and rhetorical 

bounding (i.e. reporting verb/structure, linking phrase etc.). Once I had explained the 

principles and provided a list of bounding expressions, the second coder re-coded 

the essays containing discrepancies and this resulted in only one discrepancy, which 

was with bounding. As a result of the insights gained from the second coder, I added 

more comprehensive examples to the CSRT. 

The CSRT employed in the main study, the guidelines for coders, the list of 

expressions signalling implicit bounding, the training scripts, as well as some 

illustrations and descriptions of coded student work can be found in Appendices 5, 6, 

8 and 11 respectively.  

3.4.4 Post-writing Questionnaire (PWQ) 

I designed a retrospective self-report questionnaire to collect data on participants’ 

specific composing behaviour for both of their source-based essays in order to shed 

light on reference uses for research question 1c, as well as to collect data for 

research questions 3 and 4. Each participant completed two PWQs, one after each 

essay. The questionnaire template was adapted slightly for each administration to 
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specifically address the time condition and essay topic under investigation, resulting 

in four variations of the PWQ (see counterbalanced research design in section 3.2). 

This first-hand self-report from each participant provides an emic perspective, thus 

building a fuller picture of each writer and removing some of the conjecture which 

arises from evidence based on textual analyses alone.  

Despite the methodological inadequacies of employing a retrospective 

questionnaire, which certain researchers have mentioned (see the Literature 

Review), it was seen as the best fit for this research for a number of reasons. Firstly, 

since time is the key variable in my study, it was important to choose an off-line 

method which does not interfere with the time allowances. Similarly, retrospective 

reporting is an unobtrusive and non-reactive data collection method, which does not 

disrupt the composing process. Online methods, such as concurrent reporting, 

increase the cognitive load on students and since such RTW tasks are already 

cognitively demanding, I was keen to avoid placing an extra burden on students. In 

addition, the PWQ allows convenient data collection from a large sample of writers; 

it gives writers time and space to reflect on their composing and formulate their 

answers.  

The PWQ was developed over the course of two years. The design was informed by 

insights gained from trials, retrospective interviews and close observation of 

students composing, as well as research on writing which employed similar 

questionnaires (Chan 2013; Petrić & Czarl 2003; Yang 2014) and pertinent studies 

using retrospective interviews or stimulated recall (Bosher 1998; Hyland, T. 2005; 

Khuder & Harwood 2015) (see the Literature Review). The iterative development of 
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the PWQ for the main study was informed by three trials (April 2014, June 2014 and 

September 2015), which are documented in Table 3.12.  
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Procedures/Aims Outcomes/Refinements 
PWQ early trial: Exploratory study, Semester B 2014 

- PWQ administered after: 
i) Term paper assessment (n=46);  
ii) Writing exam practice paper (1 hr 45 
mins) (n=43) 
- Determine suitability of retrospective 
questionnaires 
- Gain insights into students’ task 
representation to inform development 
of research instruments (first question 
required students to visually represent 
composing stages)  
- Check students’ understanding of 
relevant terms and elicit terminology 
used to describe composing behaviour 

- Data used to build up understanding of 
students’ behaviour and ‘idealised’ 
performance  Before writing, Reading, 
Planning, Writing & Post-writing used to 
inform section headings on subsequent 
version of PWQ 

Second trial of PWQ: June 2015 
- PWQ administered after Writing exam 
practice paper (1 hr 45 mins) (n=6) 
- Check time needed to complete 
questionnaire 
- Check comprehension of amended 
items 

- Mean time to complete = 15 mins 

Third trial of PWQ: Pilot (parts 1 & 2), September 2015 
- Revised PWQ validated in my classes 
after Writing exam practice paper (1 hr 
45 mins):  
i) 9th September 2015 (n=24);  
ii) 11th September 2015 (n=22). 
- Check timing, design, wording and 
judge whether responses suitably 
captured students’ source text use 
- Qualitative and quantitative analysis 
to establish trends and themes, to look 
for consistency and correlations, to 
highlight irregularities 
- Students provide written feedback on 
ambiguous/problematic items 

- Mean completion time: i) 22 mins; ii) 16 mins 
- Spearman’s rho correlation analysis on 
agree-disagree statements  r ≥ 0.3 for all 
items. Items with high/low/significant 
correlation coefficients (Dancey & Reidy 2007) 
analysed for relevance/repetition  
- Repetition of similar questions in different 
sections of PWQ (e.g. I checked all of my 
citations for correct referencing technique 
appeared in While Writing section, and I 
checked that my citations were accurate was 
in the After Writing section)  items 
combined/deleted 
- Need to foreground source text use items 
(they were dispersed in the various sections) 
and reduce emphasis on phases of writing  
separate source text use section grouping 
together previously dispersed questions and 
new short answer questions added  
 
See Appendix 12 for detailed results of 
analysis and subsequent amendments  

Table 3.12 Trialling/development process of PWQ 
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Appendix 13 provides a detailed account of the trialling of the PWQ, the insights 

gained and the revisions made in order to produce and validate the version for the 

main study. 

3.4.4.1 The PWQ employed in the main study 

The final version of the PWQ consisted of 58 questions on the out-of-class 

questionnaire (version used with T10), 60 questions on the in-class questionnaire 

and a greater focus on source text use. Table 3.13 displays the section headings and 

the breakdown of questions in the PWQ used after the in-class writing with class T10 

(see also Appendix 13).  
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Section Number of 
Questions 

Type of Questions 

Personal information 11 Short answer  

Your essay 1 Paste your essay here  

Your feelings about this 
essay 

4 Multiple choice/dichotomous (yes/no) all 
with space for explanation  

Time allowance 8 Dichotomous/short answer/extended  

Use of source texts 

 

8 Agree or disagree/short answer/ 

dichotomous/paste your citations here 

Your behaviour when 
doing the task today: 
before writing 

 

4 Extent of agreement (4-point Likert scale) 

 

Your behaviour when 
doing the task today: 
reading 

 

13 Extent of agreement (4-point Likert scale 
with a space for explanation in two 
questions) 

Your behaviour when 
doing the task today: 
planning 

1 Multiple choice 

Your behaviour when 
doing the task today: 
writing 

 

5 Extent of agreement (4-point Likert scale 
with a space for explanation in two 
questions) 

Your behaviour when 
doing the task today: 
post-writing 

 

2 Extent of agreement (4-point Likert scale 
with a space for explanation in one question) 

Feelings about this task 3 2 yes/no questions (with space to explain) 
and 1 open ended question 

Table 3.13 Breakdown of questions in the in-class PWQ used with class T10 

The breakdown of questions in the out-of-class PWQ was almost identical (see Table 

3.14), although the section entitled Time allowance was replaced by a section called 

Writing at home compared to writing in exam conditions.  
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Section Number of 
Questions 

Type of Questions 

Personal information 12 Short answer  

Your essay 1 Paste your essay here  

Your feelings about this 
essay 

4 Multiple choice/dichotomous (yes/no) all 
with space for explanation  

Writing at home 
compared to writing in 
exam conditions 

7 Dichotomous/short answer/extended/ Which 
statements apply to you? 

Your use of source texts 

 

8 Agree or disagree/short answer/ 
dichotomous/paste your citations here 

Your behaviour when 
doing the task: before 
writing 

 

4 Extent of agreement (4-point Likert scale) 

 

Your behaviour when 
doing the task: reading 

 

13 Extent of agreement? (4-point Likert scale 
with a space for explanation in two 
questions) 

Your behaviour when 
doing the task: planning 

1 Multiple choice 

Your behaviour when 
doing the task: writing 

 

5 Extent of agreement (4-point Likert scale 
with a space for explanation in two 
questions) 

Your behaviour when 
doing the task today: 
post-writing 

 

2 Extent of agreement (4-point Likert scale 
with a space for explanation in one question) 

Your feelings about this 
task 

2 Yes/no question (with space to explain)/ 
open ended question 

Table 3.14 Breakdown of questions in the out-of-class PWQ used with class T10 

Students completed the online PWQs in class through the SurveyMonkey platform 

(SurveyMonkey n.d.). In the case of the in-class writing, this was done immediately 

after composing the essay. For the out-of-class essay, the PWQ was completed at the 

end of the one-week writing period when students come to class to submit their 
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work. In other words, the administration of the PWQ for both time conditions took 

place as soon as was logistically feasible in order to limit the potential impact of 

memory failure. The class teacher was present in the classroom during the 

administration of all of the questionnaires to deal with any technical difficulties, to 

hand out highlighters for marking sources and citations, and to clarify any issues. In 

their study, Petrić and Czarl (2003) reported student irritation when completing an 

identical questionnaire twice and raised the possibility of items being interpreted in 

a different way. To limit this, the rationale for the study was clearly explained before 

the administration of the questionnaire so that students understood why questions 

were repeated in both versions. The students were also reminded to adhere to the 

meaning of the questions on the page and to seek clarification if there was any 

doubt about the interpretation of a question.  

To promote memory recall, students were reminded to refer to their essay while 

completing the PWQ and they were given copies of the source texts for reference. 

They were asked to highlight all instances of source text integration on their own 

essay and all sections of the source texts which they had used. This was intended as 

a useful record for the coder to cross check and confirm source use during data 

analysis. 

3.4.5 Discourse-Based Interview (DBI) 

The choice of concurrent or retrospective reporting inevitably depends on the 

purposes of the data collection and the type of data being collected (Odell, Goswami 

& Herrington 1983). This research aimed to simulate the real composing situations 

employed in the EAP course, which meant both conditions had to be as close to 
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normal circumstances as possible. Retrospective reporting, which does not interfere 

with the writing process or distort the key variable, was chosen since writers have 

time to think, explain and reflect as they are freed from the cognitive demands of a 

complex RTW task (Greene & Higgins 1994). In addition, to ensure parity of data 

collection methods in both conditions, I had to choose a method which was 

logistically feasible in the out-of-class condition.  

The DBI method (Odell, Goswami & Herrington 1983) was chosen to allow students 

more freedom to talk about their composing behaviour and feelings, and to add 

more depth to the data gained from citation analysis and PWQ responses. Although 

coding of reference types was also performed through textual analysis, interpreting 

students’ intended reference uses from textual evidence alone is subjective and 

reliant on guesswork, since thought processes informing citation choices are not 

visible. Thus, an emic approach is fundamental to provide an insight into writers’ 

thoughts, choices and behaviour (Cronin 1981; Harwood 2008; Harwood and Petrić 

2012; Swales 2014), as well as to add more depth and trustworthiness to the data 

gained from textual analysis.  

The DBI method of stimulated recall promotes discussion of a specific piece of 

writing rather than general writing behaviour. Students have their essay, rough 

notes, plan and annotated source texts in front of them and are asked questions 

specific to their piece of work. This focus on ‘contextual cues’ (Greene & Higgins 

1994) from students’ own writing, such as citations, promotes memory recall of 

informants’ behaviour and provides insights into their rhetorical intentions and 

purposes. These interviews not only give the subjects a chance to talk about their 
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writing, freely adding their own thoughts, but they also provide the researcher with 

an opportunity to probe areas and ask for clarification, thus extending the data 

gleaned from the citation coding and DBIs. Table 3.15 documents the trialling 

process of the DBI method.  
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Procedures/Aims Outcomes/Refinements 

Initial trial of DBI: Preliminary study, June 2014 

- Conducted immediately after practice 
exam essay (1 hr 45 mins) and PWQ 
(n=2) 

- Ascertain whether DBIs would be 
suitable, check timing, student 
willingness and capability to respond  

- Students had access to essay, notes, 
source texts 

- No interview guide  

- No time built in for detailed 
read/coding of essays or analysis of PWQ 
responses prior to DBIs  

- Interviews lasted 17 mins & 21 mins 

- Rich data on composing behaviour elicited 

- Interview guide developed based on 
student comments 

 

Trial of discourse-based interview: Pilot (part 1), April 2015 

- Conducted immediately after practice 
exam essay (1 hr 45 mins) 

- Run through intended questions in 
circumstances as close as possible to the 
main study (n=4) 

- No time built in for detailed 
read/coding of essays or analysis of PWQ 
responses prior to DBIs 

- Interview guide employed 

- Interviews video recorded and 
transcribed 

- Students given clean copy of source 
texts after writing to highlight source text 
use 

- I made notes on interview guide to 
capture noteworthy behaviour/incidents 
e.g. misunderstandings/omissions/ 

irrelevant questions  

 

- Time needed in data collection process for 
coding references and PWQ analysis before 
interviews to enable focused probes (BUT 
necessary to maintain relative immediacy to 
limit memory loss) 

- Comparison between transcripts and 
interview guide to identify questions which: 
i) required clarification; ii) were 
misunderstood; iii) led to follow-up; iv) 
elicited irrelevant responses; v) were 
unused/repetitive; vi) were effective 

- Amendments made to interview guide 
based on analysis of transcripts and notes 

- Thematic analysis of transcripts to establish 
quality of data/trends  

 

Table 3.15 Process of trialling the DBI method 
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A more detailed account of the trialling of the DBI method, the insights gained and 

the amendments is included in Appendix 14. 

3.4.5.1 The DBI method employed in the main study 

Based on my experience in the trial, I decided that the interviews for the main study 

would take place within 48 hours of task completion. This aligns with Greene and 

Higgins’s (1994) suggestion and it provides ample time for analysis of essays and 

PWQ responses prior to the interview. This initial analysis of student data before the 

interview enabled me to establish an understanding of a student’s essay and 

behaviour as well as to pinpoint ‘contextual clues’ in order to add more specific and 

personal questions to the interview guide (see Appendix 15). Although there is a 

contention between immediate retrospective interviews and reliable data, the 

benefits of familiarising myself with the data were regarded as sound reasons for not 

conducting immediate interviews. 

The retrospective interviews took a semi-structured format with a number of fixed 

questions designed to be asked to all participants. However, specific questions 

tailored to individual students were added to the interview guide based on my 

textual analysis of essays, coding of references and review of PWQ responses.  

As in the trial, I followed the interview guide as closely as possible, although the 

order of questions was changed when certain probes seemed more natural in a 

different place or when the conversation had naturally moved towards one of the 

other questions. Occasionally, a question was omitted when it had been answered 

already, and in many instances follow-up questions were asked to elicit fuller and 

more specific responses. 
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Participants were given a clean copy of the source texts immediately after they had 

completed the writing task and asked to highlight all of the sections which they had 

used in their essay. In addition, the students’ essays and all rough work including 

notes, plans and annotated source texts were available for their reference during the 

interview. Remembering is a constructive act and this reliance on actual instances of 

composing behaviour to aid students’ recall was intended to focus students’ 

attention on specific parts of their text or aspects of their composing behaviour to 

reduce generalisation. All interviews were video recorded as body language, facial 

expression and instances where students pointed to sections of their essay or source 

texts aid transcription. 

I transcribed all of the interviews, referring to students’ essays during the 

transcription process to clarify comments, where needed.  

3.4.6 Coding Scheme for Classifying Reference Uses (CSRU) 

Rather than trialling a ready-made scheme to discover if the two different time 

allowances resulted in a change in students’ intended reference uses (as I did with T. 

Hyland’s (2005) classification for coding reference types), I used the pilots to 

determine a suitable method to collect robust qualitative data on reference uses to 

supplement textual analysis. I did not want to adopt a pre-determined scheme (such 

as those reviewed in the Literature Review) and retrofit the references to it, 

preferring instead to explore my own data set for similarities and differences. In this 

way, the reference uses of the actual participants in this study were the basis of the 

scheme rather than those from a different context, which may not have been 
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relevant. I drew some insights from the grounded theory approach (Charmaz 2014; 

Glaser 1992) during the simultaneous coding and development of the scheme. 

Table 3.16 details the organic and iterative development and evolution of the 

scheme I developed for classifying reference uses (CSRU), which was initially 

informed by essays collected in early trials and developed using essays from the 

main study. A more through description of the coding and development of the CSRU 

can be found in Appendix 16, which includes examples from students as well as the 

challenges I encountered.  
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Procedures/Aims Outcomes/Refinements 
Preliminary attempt to code reference uses, June 2014 

- Conducted after practice exam essay 
(1 hr 45 mins) (n=6) 
- Textual analysis to ascertain use of 
every documented citation 
 

- Frequent ambiguity led to reliance on 
inference rather than textual evidence alone 
 more explicit insight into writer’s intentions 
needed 

Second attempt to code reference uses, April 2015 
i) PWQ question: What were your aims 
when you read the source texts? 
 
 
 
ii) DBI question: Can you tell me the use 
(or function) of each of the citations in 
your essay? 

i) Responses rather vague and did not 
specifically address reference use  students 
asked to jot down the intended use of each 
citation in the margin of their essay in the 
main study 
 
ii) Personal insights, rather than just textual 
data, facilitated identification of reference use 

Third attempt to code reference uses, September 2015 
- Students highlight each instance of 
source use in their essay and jot down 
use in margin 

- Insightful responses e.g. main idea, support, 
example, data 
 

Development of CSRU (2016–2018) 
Phase 1: Drawing on essays and PWQ responses 
- Semi-inductive, discovery-oriented approach influenced by grounded theory 
- Data-driven scheme using essays from main study 
- In-vivo terms to describe reference uses 
- All uses coded (following approach used by Petrić 2007; Harwood 2008) to develop 
scheme 
- Unresolvable category for references which could not be coded without relying on 
inference (see Appendix 16 for more details) 
- Saturation – first draft of scheme included 17 categories 
Phase 2: Drawing on all data (essays, PWQ responses, DBI transcripts) 
- Iterative process moving between data sources, coding data into the 17 categories  
- Primary function of each reference coded to allow for consistent comparison between 
two conditions (see Wette 2017) 
- Unresolvable category deleted as all reference uses coded 
- Reliability check (following Petrić 2007; Wette 2017): re-coded 50% of same data after 
one-month coding break to confirm classifications 
- Categories including three or fewer references combined resulting in 14 categories 
For a detailed account of the development of the scheme, insights and amendments, see 
Appendix 16. 
Table 3.16 Process of developing and trialling the CSRU 

The data-driven CSRU which I developed is shown in Table 3.17. It includes 14 

categories, 11 of which denote different kinds of supporting details. An expanded 
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version of the CRSU which includes a definition of each reference use and examples 

from student essays is provided Appendix 17. 

Reference uses 

Main idea of paragraph 

Main idea + elaboration 

SU
PP

O
RT

IN
G

 D
ET

AI
L 

Repetition of main idea 

Repetition of main idea with more detail/elaboration  

Suggestion to support main idea  

Explanation/elaboration of main idea, supporting detail or citation (e.g. 
cause/reason why) 

Specific detail/example 

Repetition of citation or supporting idea 

Data to support 

Summary of argument/generic support 

Background to set scene/factual information/definition 

Counter argument/negative support 

Elaboration of counter argument 
SU

PP
O

RT
IN

G
 

DE
TA

IL
 

Refutation and/or elaboration or support for refutation 

Table 3.17 CSRU employed in the main study 

Appendix 16 includes a detailed description of how I coded the references in the 

essays for the main study. 

3.5 Methods of Data Analysis 

This section outlines the analyses I undertook to address the four research questions 

using the data collection instruments mentioned in section 3.4. 
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3.5.1 Research Questions One and Two 

Research questions 1 and 2 (see the Literature Review) investigated the similarities 

and differences in essay length, scores, and reference types and uses between 

students writing in the timed and the extended conditions. The instruments used to 

answer these two questions were: 

• The EAP Writing Assessment Rubric  

• The Coding Scheme for Reference Types (CSRT) and  

• The Coding Scheme for Reference Uses (CSRU).  

I initially undertook a within-group statistical analysis for each of the indicators to 

establish a picture of student behaviour and performance in individual conditions. 

This involved running descriptive statistical analyses in SPSS to establish trends and 

gain an understanding of the performance and behaviour of the whole group in both 

the timed and extended conditions. I investigated mean word counts, total essay 

scores, scores for each of the four assessment criteria, and the total counts and 

means for each of the 16 reference types and 14 reference uses. 

I then undertook a between-group statistical analysis to identify significant 

relationships between the in-class and the out-of-class conditions. The between-

group analyses involved two stages: whole group comparisons to establish overall 

trends; and tripartite comparisons, based on overall performance in both essays (see 

description below), to establish whether high and low performing students behaved 

in the same way in the two conditions.  

I checked each data set for normal distribution using the Shapiro-Wilk test in SPSS 

and ran the appropriate parametric or non-parametric test of significance. If a 
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significant relationship was confirmed between the data from the two time 

allowances, I checked the effect size using Cohen’s d (Cohen 1988). 

3.5.1.1 Whole group comparisons 

Essay length: The in-class and the out-of-class word count data were not normally 

distributed, so I employed the Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Test to test for significance.  

Scores: Since a Shapiro-Wilk test confirmed that the score data were normally 

distributed, I ran a paired samples t-test to check for a significant difference in 

overall scores and individual assessment criteria.  

Reference types and uses: I inspected the frequency tables to ascertain if there were 

enough instances of each reference type and use to warrant further investigation. 

Only those accounting for approximately ten per cent or more of the total usage 

were checked for significant relationships. Sufficient data were confirmed to run 

analyses on the direct bounded documented (DBD), indirect unbounded 

undocumented (IUU) and quasi-indirect unbounded undocumented (QIUU) 

reference types (see Appendix 23 for results) and the Explanation/elaboration, Main 

idea, Specific detail and also Data to support references uses.  

3.5.1.2 Tripartite comparisons 

The participants were ranked according to their overall performance and divided 

into three groups. The measure of overall performance used for this purpose was the 

total of the summed scores for the three raters for both essays (i.e. a total possible 

score of 120 since each essay is scored out of 20). Group 1 were the highest 

performers, group 2 were the mid-performers and group 3 were the lowest 

performers. 
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Word count: I cross tabulated the data to check for differences between high and 

low performing students with regard to their essay length in the two conditions. I 

also ran a Kruskal-Wallis test to check for significant interactions. 

Scores: I ran a two-way ANOVA to investigate whether there was an interaction 

between the difference in total scores and student performance. I also cross 

tabulated the data to investigate this further. 

Reference types: I ran a Kruskal-Wallis analysis in SPSS to test for significant 

interactions between the two conditions in overall performance and: i) total number 

of references; and ii) the three most frequently used types of references. I also cross 

tabulated the data to look for trends. 

Reference uses: I cross tabulated the data to observe trends in range of reference 

uses and overall performance. I also ran a Spearman’s rank-order correlation to 

determine the strength of the relationship between performance and range of 

reference uses. I ran Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Tests with Holm’s Bonferroni correction 

to check for significant differences between the four reference uses mentioned 

above in the two conditions.  

3.5.2 Research Questions Three and Four 

Research questions 3 and 4 (see the Literature Review) investigated students’ 

preferences regarding the time allowances and the similarities and differences in 

source text use in the two conditions. Most of my analysis of the self-report data for 

these research questions involved a process of identifying patterns through 

descriptive and inductive thematic analysis following the flexible and practical 

approach outlined by Miles and Huberman (1994). Braun and Clark (2006) identify 
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semantic and latent themes to describe the outcome of the descriptive and inductive 

analyses. Semantic themes are the explicit or surface meanings of the data, for 

example students’ PWQ or DBI comments, whereas latent themes move beyond this 

to interpret, explain and inform the semantic themes. The approach I adopted is 

explained below: 

3.5.2.1 PWQ data analysis 

PWQ data for each of the four classes were downloaded from SurveyMonkey (n.d.) 

in the form of an Excel spreadsheet. I initially combined all of the in-class data into 

one spreadsheet and all of the out-of-class data into another spreadsheet to build up 

an understanding of the whole group in each writing condition. I then combined 

both sets of data into a single master file to facilitate analysis and make 

comparisons. I subsequently added data gained from the quantitative analyses to 

the same spreadsheet e.g. scores, reference types and word count. Having all of the 

data in a single spreadsheet allowed me both to easily identify trends and to explore 

the data by running statistical analyses on different interactions. 

I analysed PWQ questions involving numerical responses, such as those with interval 

scales, using descriptive statistics to observe trends, while I employed a thematic 

analysis to analyse short answer and extended answer questions. The approach I 

adopted (based on Creswell’s (2003) eight steps for coding themes and Miles and 

Huberman’s (1994) guide) was to identify themes relating to the research questions 

(preferences for time conditions and source text use) in response to individual 

questions first and then to compare these across the two time conditions to identify 

similarities and differences. I then took a wider view and looked across questions to 
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identify repetition of themes in different questions. This allowed me to see which 

themes reoccurred the most and whether certain themes were more apparent in a 

time allowance. 

3.5.2.2 DBI analysis 

I analysed the transcripts using a thematic analysis with an inductive approach to 

identifying descriptive and interpretive themes (Polio & Friedman 2017). This initially 

involved recursive readings of individual transcripts to assign codes and then 

recursive readings of all of the transcripts from one condition to uncover patterns 

and make connections across participants. I followed the same procedures for 

transcripts from the other condition identifying descriptive themes and then moving 

beyond the surface level to interpret student comments and assign interpretative 

codes. This was done in Microsoft Word to enable colour coding of comments 

according to emerging themes. I then transferred the comments relating to a specific 

theme into a new document for each writing condition. This allowed me to ‘see’ the 

extent of the comments as well as to gain a deeper understanding of each theme. It 

also facilitated comparison of themes between the conditions. In many cases 

comments were classified in more than one theme (e.g. see comment from student 

77 in table 3.17, which was coded with the Planning and the Time limit themes). A 

total of 15 main themes emerged from this analysis (see Table 3.17). 

At this stage I took a broad view, combining the data from the PWQs and DBIs to 

gain a better understanding of students’ feelings and behaviour in relation to each 

theme and to enable interpretation. All of the themes which arose from my analysis 

of the DBI data were also evident in the PWQ responses. The synthesis of both data 
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sets ensured a robust method of interpretation since the PWQ data involved the 

whole group (n=59), whereas the DBI transcripts included more detailed data from a 

smaller population (n=12). The comparison of data from individual students rather 

than the whole group allowed me to contextualise behaviour and gain a deeper 

insight into students’ feelings, preferences, composing behaviour and performance 

in the two conditions. This enabled interpretation of the data and the emergence of 

latent themes within the 15 broad classifications, for example within the Topic 

knowledge theme, the following strands emerge: familiarity; reliance on source 

texts; major area of study; interest; preference and clarifcation of prior 

understanding. 

Themes Example comment from interview transcripts 
Topic 
knowledge 

Last time I had more knowledge on topic but this time I don't really 
have the deep knowledge in the topic so I need to rely on the 
sources. (student 47 out of class) 

Because I am business student so I frequnrtly see this topic and 
elaborate this topic in other lectures, in other subjects. (student 48 
out of class) 

Planning I didn’t have a plan because I feel rushed. I was typing and writing. 
(student 77, in class) 

The sources gave me a plan, because I have planned I need to write 
3 paragraphs and I will find some points, 3 points to support, to 
write the 3 paragraphs. So I chose the most potential points from 
these sources. (student 77, out of class) 

Reading 
source texts 

The time allow me to read through it again and again until I have 
organised the best ideas in my mind. (student 47 out of class) 

When I read the ideas I keep thinking about how I can add some 
others op or the elab on it. (student 64 at home) 

Aims when 
reading / 
underlining 

This underlining just help me to create a point, but this article and 
this article is quite similar. They are talking about the same thing. 
(student 48 out of class) 
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Themes Example comment from interview transcripts 
Same ideas 
as source 
texts 

Some of my ideas are the same as the sources so it is basically the 
sources. I have the 2nd and 3rd idea in my head an found in the 
sources as well. (student 39 in class) 

Main ideas Main ideas are all from the sources. (student 39 in class) 
Supporting 
details / 
elaboration 

The elaboration is my own undertanding about the sources and 
then I just let it flow. (student 37 out of class) 

Opinion I had my opinion before reading the sources. (student 77 in class) 
Organisation 
/ structure 

I categorised the sources into fictional and rela-life role models. 
(student 37 out of class). 

Knowledge 
transforming 

When I read the ideas, I keep thikning about how I can add some 
others opinion or the elaboration on it. (student 64 out of class) 

Citation 
technique 

I think direct quote is more easy, easier than the paraphrase 
because it's just like a chunk in the passage and I think really I 
prefer to use it beacuse it easier for me … I use it so many times so I 
was more familiar with it. But the paraphrasing I only in this 
semester I started to use it. (student 38 out of class) 

Reading 
essay 

I always re-read the last sentence because I stuck in what I should 
type, I just look back and see what the ideas come from and how I 
can elaborate. (student 64 out of calss) 

Time limit I didn’t have a plan because I feel rushed. I was typing and writing. 
(student 77, in class) 

Proofreading I check when I’m writing and then again at end. (student 26 out of 
class) 

Challenges The hardest part is references. I know very little thing about it and 
don't know how to use it correctly. (student 36 out of class) 

Table 3.18 Main themes from DBI analysis 

To ensure that I had applied the themes uniformly across the whole data set for both 

conditions and to ensure consistency over time, I used the approach frequently used 

when following a constant comparative method and analysed two of the interview 

transcripts from each condition after a prolonged coding break. The results of this 

self-replicability check confirmed that the themes were representative of the 

particpants’ comments and that 96% of utterances were coded identically. 
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3.6 Ethical Considerations 

Ethical approval was obtained from the University of Bedfordshire (see Appendix 18) 

and informed consent forms were completed by all research participants (see 

Appendix 19). 

3.7 Chapter Summary 

This chapter has presented the research design of this study with respect to the 

investigation of students’ word counts, essay scores, reference types and uses, 

composing behaviour and attitudes in the timed in-class condition and the extended 

out-of-class condition. I discussed the rationale for the mixed methods approach 

incorporating countable data to establish trends and emic data to gain rich insights 

into students’ decision making and feelings while composing. This is particularly 

relevant when investigating source use since analysis of textual evidence alone does 

not reveal students’ intentions or their citing behaviour. In order to determine 

whether the two time allowances resulted in differences, it is necessary to gain an 

understanding of students’ composing behaviour rather than making assumptions 

based purely on a comparison of their in-class and out-of-class essays.   

In Chapter 4 I present the findings from the analysis of performance data to address 

research questions 1 and 2, while in Chapter 5 I present the finding from the analysis 

of students’ self-report data to address research questions 3 and 4. All of these data 

are synthesised in Chapter 6 in order to understand why students behaved in a 

certain way in both conditions and whether this impacted their score.
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 Performance Data 

4.1 Overview 

Chapter 4 includes the results of the quantitative analyses on the performance data 

for the essays written in both the timed and the extended conditions in order to 

address research questions 1 and 2. Section 4.4 presents the data on essay length, 

section 4.5 presents the data on essay scores, and section 4.6 presents the data on 

source text use from the timed and the extended writing conditions. The findings of 

these parallel analyses of the in-class and out-of-class data are compared and an 

assessment of whether the two time allowances provided to EAP students resulted 

in differences in essay length, essay scores and source text use is presented.  

Chapter 5 reports the findings of analyses of qualitative data from post-writing 

questionnaires (PWQs) and discourse-based interviews (DBIs) in order to provide an 

understanding of students’ preferences and composing behaviour in both conditions 

to address research questions 3 and 4. Chapter 6 combines the quantitative and 

qualitative data in order to build up a picture of the essays produced under the two 

different conditions and to gain a deeper insight into student behaviour.   
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4.2 Research Questions 

This chapter specifically addresses the following two questions: 

Research Question 1: Does the amount of time EAP students are given to compose a 

source-based argumentative essay assessment task have an impact on:  

a. word count? 

b. essay scores? 

c. reference types and uses? 

Research Question 2: Are there differences between high, mid and low performing 

students with respect to essay length and reference types and uses in the timed (1 

hour 45 minutes) and extended (1 week) conditions?  

In order to explore research question 1a, I highlighted each individual essay in 

Microsoft Word and used the word count command under the Tools menu. To 

investigate research question 1b, I collected score data from three experienced 

raters for all of the essays from the timed condition (n=59). For research question 1c 

on source text use, I analysed the counts of the different reference types which 

students had incorporated in their essays according to the Coding Scheme for 

Reference Types (CSRT) as well as their reference uses according to the Coding 

Scheme for Reference Uses (CSRU). The Methodology chapter provides detailed 

descriptions of these coding schemes. 

Analyses for research question 2 involved ranking students according to their overall 

performance (which is the sum of their total score in both essays as is explained in 

the Methodology chapter) in order to cross tabulate the data used for research 
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question 1. In some instances, I ran Kruskal-Wallis tests in SPSS (IBM Statistics for 

Macintosh version 23.0) to test for significant interactions. 

4.3 Introduction 

Very few studies have investigated the differences between writing in timed 

conditions and extended or naturalistic conditions (see the Literature Review) and 

there is scant research comparing the effects of time allowances on students’ 

source-based writing performance. However, since reading-to-write (RTW) 

assessment tasks are conducted in both exam conditions and out-of-class conditions 

and student work is often assessed using the same scoring rubric, it is important to 

investigate whether essays written in response to equivalent tasks, but with 

different time allowances, elicit similar performance.  

This is investigated through the following indicators: i) word count: an indicator of 

whether students have struggled to meet the task requirements in the allocated 

time; ii) essay scores: these reflect whether more time results in better performance 

(as judged against the EAP Writing Rubric); and iii) source text use: an essential 

component of an ‘authentic’ EAP writing task.  

This study should reveal whether students need an extended time for composition if 

they are to effectively integrate source ideas. 

4.4 Comparison of Essay Length 

In order to address research question 1a, I compared the lengths of the in-class and 

out-of-class essays. Regardless of the different time allowances, the task guidelines 

required a 600-word essay in both conditions. The aim of research question 1a was 
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to establish whether the time factor had impacted students’ ability to meet the 

required word count.  

n=59 In class Out of 
class 

Mean  532 590 

Maximum 761 823 

Minimum 201 278 

Standard deviation 115.2 81.6 

Table 4.1 Word count for in-class and out-of-class essays 

The data show that participants tended to produce significantly longer essays in the 

out-of-class condition. A mean word count of 590 was calculated for the out-of-class 

essays, 10.9 per cent higher than the in-class mean of 532 words (see Table 4.1). The 

minimum and maximum word counts show that, regardless of the time allowance, 

some students failed to meet the requirement, whereas others were able to go 

beyond the requirement. The standard deviation of 115.2 for the in-class task 

signalled a wider variation in how students conformed to the word limit compared to 

the standard deviation of 81.6 in the out-of-class condition. Failure to meet the word 

count requirement could have been due to time pressure in the in-class condition. 

However, a lack of motivation or engagement with the task cannot be ruled out, 

since this was a simulated assessment which some students may not have valued, 

although this was also the case for the out-of-class essay. 

The EAP teachers advised the students that as a general rule they should aim to 

write within ten per cent of the recommended word count i.e. between 540 and 660 

words. Table 4.2 shows a comparison of the proportion of students who managed to 
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comply with the required and the ‘unstated’ word count recommendations in both 

time conditions. 

 Mean word 
count 

% Ss writing 
more than 

600 

% Ss writing 
more than 

660 

% Ss writing 
fewer than 

540 

In-class 
essays 

532 28.8% 8.5% 40.7% 

Out-of-class 
essays 

590 45.8% 15.3% 18.6% 

Table 4.2 Comparison of word count data 

As expected, there was a greater tendency for students to write more than the 

stipulated 600 words (45.8 per cent of students) and even the unofficial 660 words 

(15.3 per cent of students) in the out-of-class condition, yet there was a higher 

proportion of students falling short of the word count requirement in the in-class 

condition. In fact, 40.7 per cent of students wrote fewer than 540 words in the timed 

condition. Although essay length does not form part of the descriptors on the EAP 

Writing Assessment Rubric (see Appendix 1), essays which are considerably shorter 

than the requirement may be scored lower if they fail to display enough evidence to 

meet the high level descriptors. Level 1 of Task Fulfilment states: Responds to the 

prompt, but with limited content and ideas and level 1 of Discourse Competencies 

states: Features of academic discourse are rarely evident.  

I checked the word count data from both conditions for normality using the Shapiro-

Wilk test in SPSS (IBM Statistics for Macintosh version 23.0). Since neither data set 

followed a normal distribution, I employed the Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Test to test 

for significance. This confirmed that the difference in the lengths of the essays 

written in the timed and the extended conditions was statistically significant (Z = -
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3.357, p = .0010F

1). I calculated the effect size using Cohen’s d (the difference between 

the two means divided by the standard deviation) in order to investigate the 

meaningfulness or strength of association between the variables. This resulted in a 

small to moderate effect size of -.31 (Cohen 1988). 

4.4.1 Essay Length and Performance 

In order to address research question 2 and gain an understanding of whether there 

was a link between essay length and student performance, I initially divided the 

students into three groups based on their overall performance, which is their total 

score in both essays (see the Methodology chapter). I then cross tabulated the data 

for the three groups with group 1 being the highest performers and group 3 being 

the lowest performers. Results are displayed in Table 4.3. 

n=57 Both essays In-class essay Out-of-class essay 

 Performance  

(mean score)  

Word count Word count 

Group 1 (n=19) 84.4 583 640 

Group 2 (n=21) 68.3 546 586 

Group 3 (n=17) 54.4 529 551 

Table 4.3 Mean word count according to performance 

The mean word counts show that the higher performing students (group 1) tended 

to write more than the lower performers in both writing conditions, and that essays 

were longer in the out-of-class condition for all three groups, with the biggest 

positive difference being observed in the group 1 students.  

                                                      
1 Difference is significant at the .01 level (2-tailed). 
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4.5 Comparison of Essay Scores 

The aim of research question 1b was to discover whether allowing students to 

compose in naturalistic conditions with an extended time allowance of one week as 

opposed to composing in exam conditions in class with a time allowance of 1 hour 45 

minutes resulted in a difference in performance as measured by the EAP Writing 

Rubric (see Appendix 1).  

A full description of scoring procedures is provided in the Methodology chapter. All 

essays were anonymised and scored by three raters (including myself) using the EAP 

Writing Assessment Rubric, an empirically developed scoring instrument with four 

criteria: Task Fulfilment, Discourse Competencies, Language Competencies and 

Source Integration. Raters were unaware of which condition the essays had been 

produced in.  

4.5.1 Total Scores 

Each criterion is scored on a scale of 0 to 5, giving a total possible score of 20 for 

each essay. Since three raters scored all essays, this resulted in a total possible score 

of 60. Two students who received zero overall were removed from the data set: 

student 81 was awarded zero for the out-of-class essay and student 49 was awarded 

zero for the in-class essay since they had both appropriated too much information 

from the source texts and there was not enough of the students’ own work to 

assess. The calculations presented in Table 4.4 are based on the scores of the 

remaining population of 57 students.  
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(n=57) In class Out of class 

Mean 33.56 35.97 

Minimum 10 17 

Maximum 49 54 

Median 34 35 

Std. Deviation 7.21 7.82 

Table 4.4 Results of descriptive statistical analysis of total scores 

The mean score for the essays written in the out-of-class condition was 2.41 (or 7.18 

per cent) higher than the mean score for those written in the in-class condition. In 

order to assess the difference for statistical significance, I verified that the score 

distributions from the in-class and out-of-class conditions followed a normal 

distribution using the Shapiro-Wilk test in SPSS. I then ran a paired samples t-test. 

This confirmed that participants’ better performance in the out-of-class condition 

was significant, t(56) = -2.927, p = .051F

1. I then calculated the effect size using Cohen’s 

d, and given the medium effect size of .32 (Cohen 1988), it can be interpreted that 

the higher out-of-class score was most likely down to the difference between the 

two writing conditions.  

I ran a two-way ANOVA to investigate whether there was an interaction between the 

difference in total scores and student performance. Students were ranked into three 

groups according to their overall performance, which was the sum of the scores 

awarded by all three raters for both essays i.e. a possible total of 120 (see the 

Methodology chapter for a detailed description). The assumption of homogeneity of 

variances was tested and satisfied based on Levene’s F test, F(2, 54) = .69, p = .506. 

                                                      
1 Difference is significant at the .05 level (2-tailed). 
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No statistically significant interaction was found for any of the groups, F(2,54) = .765, 

p =. 47. 

I also cross tabulated both data sets to investigate this further. The mean scores in 

both of the individual essays were compared for each of the three groups. 

(n=57) Mean score 
out of 120 

(both 
essays) 

Mean score 
out of 60 (in-
class essay) 

Mean score 
out of 60 

(out-of-class 
essay) 

Difference 
(out-of-class 
score minus 

in-class score) 

% Ss with 
positive 

difference 

Group 1 
(n=21) 

83.48 39.81 43.67 3.86 76.20% 

Group 2 
(n=19) 

67.63 33.05 34.58 1.53 57.89% 

Group 3 
(n=17) 

54.41 26.41 28.00 1.59 47.06% 

Table 4.5 Difference between scores (out-of-class score minus in-class score) 

The results in Table 4.5 suggest a positive relationship between students’ overall 

performance and their higher score in the extended condition. Although an increase 

in the mean score was observed for all three groups, the better the students 

performed overall, the greater the score difference in the out-of-class essay tended 

to be. It is also apparent that a higher percentage of group 1 students displayed a 

positive difference in the extended condition compared to group 2 and group 3 

students. Despite the lack of statistically significant interactions from the ANOVA, 

the results in Table 4.5 seem to signify that there is more of a tendency for the 

highest performers to benefit the most from the extended condition.  

4.5.2 Score for Individual Assessment Criteria 

I calculated the scores for each individual assessment criterion to determine whether 

students were performing better in one condition or in the other in any of the four 
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areas being assessed by the rubric (see Table 4.6). The mean scores for each criterion 

are out of a possible total of 15, since there were three raters. 

The mean scores for the four individual assessment criteria (Task Fulfilment, 

Discourse Competencies, Language Competencies and Source Integration) displayed 

in Table 4.6 show that higher scores were awarded for all four criteria in the out-of-

class condition. This indicates that a positive difference in all areas assessed by the 

rubric contributed to the overall increased performance observed in the extended 

condition. The largest difference was seen in the Task Fulfilment criterion. The scores 

for Source Integration for both in-class and out-of-class essays were substantially 

lower than the scores for the other three criteria.  

I ran a paired samples t-test on the scores for each of the assessment criteria making 

a Holm’s sequential Bonferroni adjustment (Holm 1979) to avoid a Type I error. 

Results are also displayed in Table 4.6 

A statistically significant difference between the scores for Task Fulfilment, Discourse 

Competencies and Language Competencies was observed with medium effect sizes, 

indicating that the different writing conditions were responsible for the score 

differences. Despite the almost identical score difference of around 0.5 for Discourse 

Competencies, Language Competencies and Source Integration, the latter difference 

was not statistically significant. This finding aligns with the work of Khuder and 

Harwood (2015), which compared writing processes and products in timed and 

untimed conditions. They found statistically significant higher scores for Task 

Response, Coherence and Cohesion, Lexical Response and total score in the non-test 

condition, with the biggest difference occurring in Task Response.  
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 In class Out of class 

Task Fulfilment (n = 57) 

Mean score 8.74 9.63 

 t(56) = -2.495, p = .0092F

1, d = .36 

Discourse Competencies (n = 57) 

Mean score 9.02 9.53 

t(56) = -1.918, p = .0233F

2, d = .31 

Language Competencies (n = 57) 

Mean score 8.77 9.32 

t(56) = -2.146, p = .0104F

3, d = .35 

Source Integration (n = 55)*  

Mean score 7.22 7.71 

t(56) = -1.325, p = .155 

Table 4.6 Score comparison for individual assessment criteria 

* Two more students were removed from the data set as they received zero for 
Source Integration (SI). Student 14 received zero for SI for both essays and student 
59 received zero for the out-of-class essay since they failed to incorporate any 
information from the source texts. The EAP Writing Assessment Rubric states No 
evidence of reference to the source materials in the zero band for SI. 

4.6 Comparison of Source Text Use 

Research question 1c explores whether students’ source text use was affected by the 

different writing conditions. Section 4.6.1 presents the results of the classification of 

                                                      
1 Difference is significant. HB = .0125 

2 Difference is significant. HB = .0125 

3 Difference is significant. HB = .0125 
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reference types using the CSRT, a scheme adapted from T. Hyland (2005) and section 

4.6.2 presents the results of the classification of reference uses according to the 

CSRU, an empirical scheme I developed using the data from this study (see the 

Methodology chapter for details of these two schemes). 

4.6.1 Comparison of Reference Types according to the Coding Scheme for 

Reference Types (CSRT) 

I manually coded all references in the essays using the CSRT and completed an Excel 

coding grid (see Appendix 9 for a sample of a completed coding grid) for each essay 

to record all relevant information, such as reference type, location in student essay, 

location of original idea in source texts, and reporting verb/structure. A second 

coder coded 20 per cent of the essays to check the usability and consistency of the 

CSRT. This resulted in an inter-coder agreement of 86.3 per cent (see Methodology 

section 3.4.2.1 for details of this reliability check). I then calculated total frequency 

counts for each reference type and ran descriptive statistics to investigate patterns 

and behavioural trends. 

In order to investigate similarities and differences between the reference types and 

uses identified in the in-class and out-of-class essays, I conducted between-group 

comparisons of the whole group as well as between-group comparisons using a 

tripartite within-group split according to performance (total combined score from 

both essays). This design enabled overall trends to be identified through comparison 

of the data from the whole cohort and then deeper insights to be gained about 

whether the time limitations affected students of varying abilities in different ways 

(see the Methodology chapter). 
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A visual overview of the frequency of each of the 16 reference types in both the in-

class and out-of-class conditions is presented in Figure 4.1, as this provides the key 

findings and the basis for all of the subsequent analyses in this section. The 

prevalence of direct bounded documented (DBD) and indirect unbounded 

undocumented (IUU) references in both essays is apparent. The full name for each 

reference type can be found in the key below Figure 4.1 (and these are described in 

the Methodology chapter). The data in Figure 4.1 on individual reference types will 

be discussed in more detail in the subsection on the 16 types of reference overleaf.
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Key for Figure 4.1: The 16 Reference 
Types as coded by the CSRT 
DBD - Direct Bounded Documented  
DUD - Direct Unbounded Documented  
DBU - Direct Bounded Undocumented  
DUU - Direct Unbounded 
Undocumented  
QDBD - Quasi-Direct Bounded 
Documented  
QDUD - Quasi-Direct Unbounded 
Documented  
QDBU - Quasi-Direct Bounded 
Undocumented  
QDUU - Quasi-Direct Unbounded 
Undocumented  
QIBD - Quasi-Indirect Bounded 
Documented 
QIBU - Quasi-Indirect Bounded 
Undocumented  
QIUD - Quasi-Indirect Unbounded 
Documented  
QIUU - Quasi-Indirect Unbounded 
Undocumented  
IBD - Indirect Bounded Documented  
IUD - Indirect Unbounded Documented  
IBU - Indirect Bounded Undocumented  
IUU - Indirect Unbounded 
Undocumented  

 

Figure 4.1 The distribution of the 16 reference types 
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In this section, I present results of comparisons between: i) the total reference 

count; ii) the four broad types of reference (direct, quasi-direct, quasi-indirect and 

indirect); iii) overall boundedness and documentation; and iv) the 16 reference types 

employed in the timed essays (as coded using the CSRT: see Appendix 5) and the 

out-of-class essays. Subsequently, I explore the most popular reference types in 

more detail (DBD, IUU and QIUU). 

4.6.1.1 Total reference count 

Table 4.7 shows the total number of references (all types as coded using the CSRT) 

identified in the body paragraphs of the essays. These results include all source use 

instances regardless of their length and whether they were separated from the 

students’ own ideas through bounding and/or documenting.  

n=59 In class Out of class 

Total number  244 246 

Mean  4.14 4.17 

Maximum 9 9 

Minimum 2 0 

Standard deviation 1.58 1.73 

Table 4.7 Comparison of total reference count 

The time condition did not appear to affect the total number of references used by 

the participants. While there were 244 references to the source texts in the body 

paragraphs of the 59 in-class essays, there were 246 in the body paragraphs of the 

out-of-class essays. The minimum number of references included in the in-class 

essays was two, which means that all 59 students incorporated some ideas from the 

source texts. However, one student (student 59) failed to include any reference to 

the source texts in the out-of-class condition. The maximum number of references 
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was nine in both conditions. The higher standard deviation in the out-of-class essays 

shows that there was more variability in the number of references individual 

students included when writing in the extended condition. 

4.6.1.2 Overall performance and total reference count 

To address research question 2, I compared cross tabulations of overall performance 

and total reference counts for both time conditions to explore whether the two 

different time allowances affected the total reference use of the three groups in the 

same way (see Table 4.8).  

n=57 Both essays In-class essay Out-of-class essay 

 Overall 
performance 
(mean score)  

Mean no. of 
references  

Total no. of 
references  

Mean no. of 
references  

Total no. of 
references  

Group 1 
(n=19) 

84.4 4.11 78 4.95 94 

Group 2 
(n=21) 

68.3 4.38 92 4.19 88 

Group 3 
(n=17) 

54.4 3.47 59 3.18 54 

Table 4.8 Performance and total reference count 

Results revealed a clear pattern of increasing source use with higher performance for 

the out-of-class essays. This pattern was less pronounced for the in-class essay, as 

group 2 students included marginally more references than group 1 students, but 

the pattern was the same with the lowest performers (group 3), who included the 

fewest references in both conditions. One interesting observation from Table 4.8 is 

that the group 1 students were the only group who included more references in the 

out-of-class condition than the in-class one. The total reference count for both 

groups 2 and 3 was slightly lower in the out-of-class essays.  
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I ran a Kruskal-Wallis analysis in SPSS (IBM Statistics for Macintosh version 25.0) to 

test for a significant interaction between overall performance and number of 

references. However, the differences between total reference count in the in-class 

and out-of-class conditions were not significant for any of the three groups. 

4.6.1.3 The four main types of reference 

I classified the references into the four main types according to the CSRT (direct, 

quasi-direct, quasi-indirect and indirect) irrespective of bounding and documenting 

(see Table 4.9). The CSRT can be found in Appendix 5. Thus, the four variations of 

each main reference type were combined. For example, DBD, DUD, DBU and DUU 

were all amalgamated under direct reference, IBD, IUD, IBU and IUU were all 

combined under indirect reference and so on for quasi-direct and quasi-indirect. 

n=59 In class Out of class 

 Total no. of 
references 

% Total no. of 
references 

% 

Direct  82 33.6% 86 35.0% 

Quasi-direct 22 9.0% 22 8.9% 

Quasi-indirect 60 24.6% 33 13.4% 

Indirect 80 32.8% 105 42.7% 

Table 4.9 Comparison of total counts and percentage of each reference type 

Direct references (verbatim appropriation of source texts) were the most prevalent 

type in the in-class condition, closely followed by indirect references (full 

paraphrases), both accounting for around one third of the total number of 

references. Quasi-indirect references, which differ from indirect references in the 

extent of their resemblance to the original source text, were the third most common 

type in the in-class condition, accounting for almost 25 per cent, while quasi-direct 
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references were the least common type, accounting for just under ten per cent of all 

references. 

The figures in Table 4.9 signify that there was a tendency for students in the out-of-

class condition to include more indirect references (full paraphrases) than any other 

reference type. These accounted for more than 42 per cent of all references. The 

second most prevalent type was direct references, accounting for just over one third 

of the total. The quasi-direct and quasi-indirect types were used much less 

frequently in the out-of-class condition.  

To understand whether the trends were evident across the whole cohort, I 

calculated the total number of students including at least one of the four main 

reference types (direct, quasi-direct, quasi-indirect and indirect). The results are 

displayed in Table 4.10.  

n=59 In class Out of class 

 Total no. 
of users 

% of 
population 

Total no. 
of users 

% of 
population 

Direct 42 71.2% 43 72.88% 

Quasi-direct 17 28.8% 17 28.8% 

Quasi-indirect 34 57.6% 24 40.68% 

Indirect 39 66.1% 48 81.36% 

Table 4.10 Number of users of each reference type 

The results are in the same rank order as those for number of references in Table 4.9 

for both writing conditions. This confirms the prevalence of the direct reference type 

in the in-class condition, with over 70 per cent of students including at least one, and 

the prevalence of the indirect reference type in the out-of-class condition, with over 

80 per cent including at least one. The difference between the numbers of students 
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including both classifications of paraphrase (quasi-indirect and indirect) is also 

evident. 

This suggests that when choosing to paraphrase a source idea, the extra time 

provided by the extended condition enabled students to access their own language 

resources to produce ‘full’ paraphrases of ideas from the source text (indirect 

references). However, when under time pressure, they were perhaps less likely to 

invest so much time in paraphrasing the source ideas and thus the resultant 

paraphrase had a stronger resemblance to the original and was therefore coded as 

quasi-indirect. 

I ran a Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Test with a Bonferroni correction to investigate the 

uses of the four reference types in the two conditions. A statistically significant 

difference was observed between the indirect (Z = p = .049, d = -.26) and quasi-

indirect, (Z = p = .029, d = .29) reference types, with moderate effect sizes. 

To investigate this further, I cross tabulated the data and ran a Kruskal-Wallis test to 

look for significant interactions between the four reference types and overall 

performance. A significant interaction was observed between performance and the 

use of the indirect reference type in both the in-class condition, χ2(2, N = 57) = 

7.098, p = .0295F

1, and the out-of-class condition, χ2(2, N = 57) = 11.236, p = .0046F

2 (see 

Appendix 20), but no statistically significant interactions were observed for the other 

three reference types.  

                                                      
1 Significant at the .05 level (2-tailed). 
2 Significant at the .01 level (2-tailed). 
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4.6.1.4 Boundedness and documentation 

In addition to investigating the four broad categories of references (direct, quasi-

direct, quasi-indirect and indirect), I calculated the aggregate totals and percentages 

for boundedness (bounded and unbounded) and documentation (documented and 

undocumented).  

Boundedness refers to whether the ideas appropriated from the source texts are 

clearly discernible from the students’ own ideas at both the start and the end, and 

whether they can be realised both mechanically and rhetorically. Mechanical 

bounding includes: quotation marks around a direct quote; parentheses containing 

source information for a non-integral citation; and position in the paragraph, such as 

the first or last sentence. Rhetorical bounding refers to the reporting verbs or 

structures and the linking expressions which are used to document and/or 

demarcate the source idea from the students’ own text while simultaneously 

coherently integrating the reference. Examples include: according to x; as x 

mentions; although this may be true; and in my opinion. 

Documentation refers to whether the source has been attributed. If done according 

to the conventions taught on the EAP programme, this should follow APA 

conventions. Yet, for the purposes of this research, a reference is still coded as 

documented if the student has attempted to provide attribution but made a 

mistake, such as the omission of the date or the inclusion of the article’s name 

rather than the author’s surname. 

These two indicators are important aspects of intertextuality, which signal not only 

the origins of the borrowed idea but, in many cases, unless the student has 
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embedded their inferential thinking into their paraphrase (see the Literature 

Review), the transition between a student’s own voice and that of the appropriated 

source. When references are successfully bounded and documented, the rhetorical 

structures used for these purposes support the coherence and add clarity to the 

development of ideas.  

A comparison of the aggregate totals for boundedness and documentation in the in-

class and out-of-class essays is presented in Table 4.11.  

n=59 In-class essay Out-of-class essay 

 Total no. of 
references 

% Total no. of 
references 

% 

Bounded 121 49.6% 106 43.1% 

Unbounded 123 50.4% 140 56.9% 

Documented 152 62.3% 150 61% 

Undocumented 92 37.7% 96 39% 

Table 4.11 Comparison of bounding and documenting 

The frequency of attribution was almost identical in the two conditions with just 

over 60 per cent of references being documented regardless of the writing 

condition. However, it is noticeable that the out-of-class condition resulted in a 

slightly higher proportion of unbounded references than the in-class condition. The 

data were checked for statistical significance using the Wilcoxon Signed Rank test, 

but none of the four indicators reached significance. 

4.6.1.5 Overall performance and documentation 

In this section, I investigate the effect of the time conditions on the documentation 

behaviour of the three groups ranked according to performance (see Table 4.12) in 
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order to address research question 2. The calculations are based on all documented 

or undocumented references regardless of bounding. 

 Ratio of documented 
to undocumented 

references 

% of Ss including a 
documented reference 

% of Ss including an 
undocumented 

reference 

 In class Out of 
class 

In class Out of 
class 

In class Out of 
class 

Group 1 

(n=19) 

2:1 1.3:1 100% 100% 63.16% 100% 

Group 2 

(n=21) 

1.5:1 2:1 100% 100% 80.95% 66.67% 

Group 3 

(n=17) 

2.2:1 1.4:1 95.1% 88.24% 82.35% 70.59% 

Table 4.12 Performance and documentation 

The results show that the time conditions did not impact the percentage of students 

using documented references. All group 1 (highest scoring) and group 2 students, 

and most group 3 (lowest scoring) students, included at least one documented 

reference in both essays. In addition, the mean totals for each group were very 

similar regardless of the writing condition (see cross tabulations in Appendix 21). 

The ratio of documented to undocumented references shows that all three groups in 

both conditions included more documented than undocumented references and 

that the number increased with performance. However, the data in Table 4.12 and in 

tables showing results of cross tabulations in Appendix 21 highlight a different 

pattern of source use behaviour for the group 1 students compared to the group 2 

and 3 students.  

It would be natural to expect a higher usage of undocumented references in the in-

class condition when students are under time pressure, yet this only applied to 
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group 2 and 3 students. The trend for the group 1 students was the exact opposite to 

this. The top performing students had a much higher frequency of use of 

undocumented references in the out-of-class condition than the in-class condition 

and much higher than the group 2 and 3 students. All of the group 1 students 

included at least one undocumented reference in their out-of-class essay, compared 

to 66 per cent of group 2 and 70 per cent of group 3 students.  

This is a rather counter-intuitive finding, which is explored further in Chapter 5 

through analysis of PWQ and DBI data, since it is natural to assume that higher 

performing students, especially when given more time, would include less 

unattributed source material in their essays. Much less variation was seen in the way 

the time allowance affected the use of unbounded and undocumented references 

for group 2 and 3 students, with similar figures being observed for both groups 

regardless of the writing condition. 

I ran a Kruskal-Wallis test to compare the use of boundedness and documentation by 

the three groups of students in both conditions, but none of the interactions reached 

statistical significance. 

4.6.1.6 The 16 types of reference 

In order to discern whether the two time allowances resulted in students 

incorporating different types of references, I compared the total counts for all of the 

16 types as coded using the CSRT (see Table 4.13). A visual representation of the 

results in Table 4.13 was also presented in Figure 4.1 as an overview to this section 

of my results comparing students’ reference types in their in-class and out-of-class 

essays.  
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 In class Out of class 
n=59  No.  %  No.  % 

Direct Bounded Documented  
(DBD) 

71 29.1% 64 26% 

Direct Unbounded Documented  
(DUD) 

6 2.5% 16 6.5% 

Direct Bounded Undocumented  
(DBU) 

1 0.4% 2 0.8% 

Direct Unbounded Undocumented  
(DUU) 

4 1.6% 4 1.6% 

Quasi-Direct Bounded Documented  
(QDBD) 

5 2.1% 6 2.4% 

Quasi-Direct Unbounded Documented 
(QDUD) 

4 1.6% 8 3.3% 

Quasi-Direct Bounded Undocumented (QDBU) 3 1.2% 0 0% 

Quasi-Direct Unbounded Undocumented 
(QDUU) 

10 4.1% 8 3.3% 

Quasi-Indirect Bounded Documented  
(QIBD) 

12 4.9% 3 0.8% 

Quasi-Indirect Bounded Undocumented 
(QIBU) 

8 3.3% 11 4.5% 

Quasi-Indirect Unbounded Documented 
(QIUD) 

15 6.2% 7 2.9% 

Quasi-Indirect Unbounded Undocumented 
(QIUU) 

25 10.3% 12 4.9% 

Indirect Bounded Documented  
(IBD) 

19 7.8% 19 7.7% 

Indirect Unbounded Documented  
(IUD) 

20 8.2% 23 9.4% 

Indirect Bounded Undocumented  
(IBU) 

2 0.8% 5 2% 

Indirect Unbounded Undocumented  
(IUU) 

39 16% 58 23.6% 

Table 4.13 Total counts and percentages of all reference types 

To gain further insight into students’ reference use, I calculated the actual number of 

students using each reference type to ascertain whether trends applied across the 

whole cohort or resulted from an overuse of a certain reference type by a few 

individuals. Results confirmed the distribution patterns in Table 4.13. A table 
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displaying the number of students using each reference type in both conditions can 

be found in Appendix 22.  

The results of the most frequently used reference types are discussed below. 

The DBD reference type 

Although indirect references (comprising IBD, IUD, IBU, IUU) were the most 

frequently used of the four main citation categories in both of the writing conditions 

(see Table 4.9), the direct bounded documented reference type (DBD) was the most 

common individual type, with almost 30 per cent of all references coded as DBD in 

both in-class and out-of-class essays. In addition, the number of students including at 

least one DBD reference was almost identical, at around 65 per cent of the student 

population regardless of the condition (see table displaying percentage of users in 

Appendix 22), indicating that the time allowance did not affect students’ preference 

for this reference type.  

The prevalence of the DBD reference suggests a tendency for students to opt for a 

‘safe’ and academically acceptable reference type regardless of the writing 

condition. A DBD reference is an exact replication of the original source idea, which 

is referenced and, if done accurately, is clearly demarcated from the main body of 

text through the insertion of mechanical bounding in the form of quotation marks.  

The IUU reference type 

The IUU type, which is deemed to be a transgression since it is undocumented 

appropriation of a source idea, was the second most frequently used reference type, 

accounting for 23.6 per cent of all references in the out-of-class essays and 16 per 

cent in the in-class essays. In the extended condition, the number of student users of 
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the IUU type was the same as that for DBD (62.7 per cent), whereas more than 20 

per cent fewer students employed this type in their in-class essay (see Appendix 22). 

This is an interesting finding, since it would be expected that when given more time, 

students would include more full paraphrases (indirect references), and that they 

would make an effort to ensure that their citation technique complied with the 

academic integrity guidelines introduced in the EAP classes.  

The QIUU reference type 

The IUU and QIUU types are only distinguishable from each other in the extent of 

their resemblance to the original source text. One possible explanation for the 

higher prevalence of the QIUU type in the in-class condition is that writing under 

time pressure was less conducive to students producing full paraphrases.  

I checked the difference in use of the three most prevalent reference types (DBD, 

IUU, QIUU) for significance using the Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test with a Bonferroni 

correction. Despite the observable difference in the frequency counts of IUU and 

QIUU references, none of the differences reached significance.  

DBD, IUU and QIUU reference types and performance 

To further address research question 2, I investigated the impact of the time 

allowance on the reference types used by high-, mid- and low-performing students 

in the in-class and out-of-class conditions. I cross tabulated the counts of the three 

most popular reference types (DBD, IUU and QIUU). The tables of results are 

presented in Appendix 23.  

Figures in the cross tabulation for DBD show that the different time allowances did 

not result in any substantial impact on students’ use of the DBD reference type. The 
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prevalence of this type of reference was similar in both conditions for all of the three 

groups of students. It is clear that the highest performers were the least frequent 

users in both conditions in terms of percentage of users and frequency, but the 

difference between all three groups for both conditions was small. A Kruskal-Wallis 

test was run but no statistically significant interactions were found.  

The figures in Table 4.13 suggested a trend for increased usage of the IUU type in the 

out-of-class condition, both in terms of the number of students and the number of 

references. The cross tabulation in Appendix 23 shows that the difference is more 

apparent with the group 1 students (the highest scoring). In the out-of-class 

condition, 73 per cent of group 1 students included at least one IUU reference, 25 

per cent more than the number of users in the in-class condition. This is interesting, 

since it would be expected that the extended condition would result in a reduction in 

the inclusion of unattributed source ideas.  

The relatively low usage of the QIUU reference type makes it difficult to observe 

clear patterns, yet it does appear that this reference type was favoured more by 

groups 2 and 3 students than by group 1 students in the in-class essay, but that there 

was much less of a distinction between the three groups in the extended condition.  

I ran a Kruskal-Wallis test to investigate the interaction between performance and 

the use of the three most frequently used reference types (DBD, QIUU, IUU). A 

statistically significant interaction with a moderate effect size was observed in the in-

class use of the QIUU type χ2 (2, N =57) = 6.622, p = .036, d = 0.31, with the low 

performers using more of this reference type. While no significant difference was 

observed in the use of the IUU type for the in-class or the out-of-class condition, a 
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substantial difference was seen, with the high performers including the most IUU 

references and the low performers including the fewest.  

4.6.1.7 Summary of findings on reference types 

The data show students’ strong preference for the DBD reference type regardless of 

the time allowance. This type, which generally conforms to the conventions taught in 

the EAP programme, was employed by around two thirds of the participants and 

accounted for around 25 per cent of all references in both conditions. Ironically, the 

IUU reference, which is an unacknowledged source idea written in the students’ own 

language and thus could be regarded as a transgression, was the second most 

prevalent type, with just over 45 per cent of students including at least one of these 

in the in-class condition and over 60 per cent in the out-of-class condition.  

The indirect bounded documented (IBD) type is, in this assessment context, seen as 

a desirable reference type. It signifies a full paraphrase, which is attributed and 

clearly identifiable at the start and end, yet this only accounted for around seven per 

cent of all references in both conditions. The indirect unbounded documented (IUD) 

type also refers to a full paraphrase, which is documented but is not clearly 

identifiable as a paraphrase at the start and/or the end. This type accounted for 

around nine per cent of all references in both conditions, which means that less than 

20 per cent of all references included in in-class and out-of-class essays were full 

paraphrases with documentation (the combined totals of IBD and IUD).  

It is not surprising that undocumented direct and quasi-direct references (DBU, DUU, 

QDBU, QDUU) were rarely used. Most students are cognisant that ideas 

appropriated verbatim from sources must not only be acknowledged (documented), 
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but also enclosed by quotation marks (bounded). Conversely, the relatively high 

frequency of unbounded and undocumented paraphrases and near paraphrases 

(IUU and QIUU) is unexpected since this is covered in the EAP programme. It might 

be assumed that students would understand that ideas appropriated from sources 

must be documented, even when presented in their own words. I had expected that 

the incidence of these apparent ‘transgressions’ of institutional expectations would 

be lower in the extended condition. This is discussed further in Chapter 6. 

Research question 1c investigating source text use in the two conditions covers 

reference types, which have been analysed in this section, and reference uses, which 

are analysed in section 4.6.2 below. 

4.6.2 Comparison of Reference Uses According to Coding Scheme for Reference 

Uses (CSRU) 

The triangulation of students’ personal insights from post-writing questionnaire 

responses and discourse-based interview transcripts alongside my analysis of the 

citations in context resulted in the development of the CSRU (see the Methodology 

chapter). The scheme, comprising 14 categories and the counts of the different 

reference uses observed in the in-class and out-of-class essays, is displayed in Table 

4.14.  
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Reference use (n=59) No. of in-
class 

occurrences 

No. of out-
of-class 

occurrences 

Main idea of paragraph 44 45 

Main idea + elaboration 

SU
PP

O
RT

IN
G 

DE
TA

IL
 

5 6 

Repetition of main idea 11 13 

Repetition of main idea with more 
detail/elaboration  

14 10 

Suggestion to support main idea  8 1 

Explanation/elaboration of main idea, supporting 
detail or citation (e.g. cause/reason why) 

77 117 

Specific detail/example 31 18 

Repetition of citation or supporting idea 4 1 

Data to support 21 8 

Summary of argument/generic support 9 3 

Background to set scene/factual information/definition 3 4 

Counter argument/negative support 6 8 

Elaboration of counter argument 

SU
PP

O
RT

IN
G 

DE
TA

IL
 

5 7 

Refutation and/or elaboration or support for 
refutation 

6 5 

Total 244 246 

Table 4.14 Reference uses as coded using the CSRU 

Of the 14 reference uses identified in the essays from both conditions, 11 were 

different types of supporting detail. In fact, around 80 per cent of all references in 

both in-class and out-of-class essays were classified as support. The most popular 

three reference uses were the same regardless of the condition (see Table 4.14). 

The most prevalent reference use was Explanation/elaboration, which accounted for 

almost one third of the total references in the in-class essays and almost half in the 

out-of-class essays. 
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The Main idea use ranked second and accounted for approximately 20 per cent of all 

references in both sets of essays, indicating that students favoured the adoption of a 

source idea as a main point in their essay regardless of the writing condition.  

Specific detail was the third most common reference use in both sets of essays, but it 

was considerably more prevalent in the in-class than the out-of-class essays (12.7 

per cent and 6.9 per cent respectively). Another similar function, used to support an 

argument with evidence or facts, was Data to support. This was the fourth most 

common reference use in the in-class essays, accounting for 8.6 per cent, although 

the sixth most common in the out-of-class essays, accounting for only 3.3 per cent. 

The relatively large discrepancy in the in-class and out-of-class essays for the Specific 

detail, Explanation/elaboration and also Data to support reference uses is evident. It 

appears that students writing under timed conditions showed a higher tendency to 

develop their line of argument with data, facts, examples, specific details and so on, 

whereas when writing in the extended condition there was a greater tendency to 

incorporate explanations or logical reasoning to expand arguments. One reason for 

this may be because it was quicker to incorporate factual evidence.  

I ran Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Tests with Holms Bonferroni correction to check the 

four reference uses discussed above for significance. The difference in the counts did 

not reach significance for Specific detail, Z = -2.105, p = .035, Data to support, Z = -

2.070, p = .038 or Main idea, Z = -.177, p = .860.  However, the difference in the 
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counts for the Explanation/elaboration reference use did reach significance, and 

displayed a moderate effect size, Z = -3.067, p = .0027F

1, d = - .27. 

4.6.2.1 Range of reference uses and overall performance 

Previous studies (e.g. Petrić 2007; Wette 2017) have reported that students of lower 

proficiency tend to employ citations for a relatively limited range of functions. To 

investigate whether this applied to the students in my research, I ranked the 

students according to their overall performance (their total score on both essays), as 

done for the analyses of reference types, and cross tabulated the range of reference 

uses. Students 49 and 81 were removed from the data set since they both scored 

zero in one essay.  

Table 4.15 shows the results of the cross tabulation for the range of different 

reference uses. 

n=57 Both essays In-class essay Out-of-class-essay 

 Performance 
(mean score)  

Total no. of 
diff. ref. 

uses 

Mean no. of 
diff. ref. uses 

Total no. of 
diff. ref. uses 

Mean no. of 
diff. ref. uses 

Group 1 
(n=19) 

84.4 64 3.37 63 3.32 

Group 2 
(n=21) 

68.3 62 2.95 48 2.29 

Group 3 
(n=17) 

54.4 46 2.71 40 2.35 

Table 4.15 Cross tabulation of overall performance and number of different reference uses 

The results show that a wider range of reference uses was employed by the higher 

performers (group 1). The differences between the groups are slight, but this does 

                                                      
1 HB = .0125 
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support the literature. In order to determine the strength of the relationship 

between performance and range of reference uses, I ran a Spearman’s rank-order 

correlation. The out-of-class data showed a moderate positive correlation between 

students’ range of reference uses and their performance, which was statistically 

significant (rs = .426, p = .0018F

1). However, the correlation for the in-class essays was 

weak (rs = .215) and not statistically significant. This seems to show that when 

writing in the extended condition, the more proficient students employed a wider 

range of reference uses. 

4.6.2.2 Reference uses and reference types 

In order to explore the connection between reference types and uses, I coded the 

same four functions (Explanation/elaboration of main idea; Main idea; Specific 

detail; and Data to support) for reference type (according to the CSRT) to see if any 

patterns were evident. The results are displayed in Table 4.16.  

                                                      
1 Correlation is significant at the .01 level (2-tailed) 
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 (n=59) 

Specific detail/ 
concrete 
support/ 
example 

Expl/elab of 
MI/citation or 

SD 

Data to support Main idea of 
para 

 
In 

class 
Out of 
class 

In 
class 

Out of 
class 

In 
class 

Out of 
class 

In 
class 

Out of 
class 

DBD  14 7 15 30 11 5 9 5 

DUD  1 0 3 8 0 0 0 1 

DBU  0 0 1 0 0 0 0 2 

DUU  1 0 2 2 0 0 0 1 

QDBD  0 3 4 3 1 0 0 0 

QDUD  1 1 1 6 0 0 4 0 

QDBU  0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 

QDUU  0 1 1 3 0 0 6 5 

QIBD 3 0 3 0 3 0 0 2 

QIUD  3 0 5 0 2 0 2 3 

QIBU  0 1 1 3 0 0 7 2 

QIUU  3 0 5 6 1 0 7 2 

IBD  2 0 6 10 2 3 2 0 

IUD  1 1 11 16 1 0 0 1 

IBU  0 0 0 0 0 0 2 7 

IUU  1 4 19 30 0 0 3 14 

Table 4.16 Reference uses and types 

The set of indirect references (IBD, IUD, IBU and IUU) were the most popular choice 

for the Explanation/elaboration purpose in both writing conditions. While 56 

references were used for Explanation/elaboration in the out-of-class essays, 36 were 

used in the in-class essays. Just over half of these in both conditions were 

unbounded and undocumented (IUU). This signifies that students had a tendency to 

include unattributed source ideas written in their own words to add elaboration to 

their arguments, especially in their out-of-class essays. Documented indirect 
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references (IBD and IUD) were also a common choice for Explanation/elaboration, 

especially in the extended condition. There were 17 documented indirect references 

used for this purpose in the in-class essays and 26 in the out-of-class essays. 

Given that quasi-indirect references are very similar to indirect references, I would 

have assumed that this reference set would also be a popular choice for purposes of 

Explanation/elaboration, yet this was not the case. There were only five QIUU 

references for Explanation/elaboration purposes in the out-of-class essays and only 

six in the in-class essays, compared to 30 and 19 IUUs respectively. 

There was a much greater tendency to employ undocumented paraphrases (IBU and 

IUU) as Main ideas in the out-of-class condition. There were 21 instances in the out-

of-class essays compared to five in the in-class essays. In the out-of-class essays, 14 

of these references were coded as IUU, whereas only three were found in the in-

class essays. Given that IUU references had a higher prevalence in the out-of-class 

condition, this is not surprising (see Table 4.13). 

The DBD reference type was the only type which appeared consistently for all four 

reference uses in both conditions. The use of this reference type was reasonably 

constant for all four purposes in the in-class condition. However, in the out-of-class 

condition, it was employed less frequently for Specific detail, Data to support and 

Main idea purposes, though it was very popular for Explanation/elaboration. There 

were 30 DBD references for this use compared to 15 in the in-class condition. 

As would be expected, references used for the Data to support purpose were very 

rarely undocumented. DBD was the most popular reference type for this purpose, 
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especially in the in-class condition, with 11 DBD references used for supporting data 

in the in-class condition and only five in the extended condition. 

4.6.2.3 Summary of findings on reference uses 

The majority of references in both writing conditions were used as supporting details 

to develop a student’s argument. In the in-class essays, there was more of a reliance 

on concrete details or isolated pieces of information to express support, such as 

specific details, examples and data, yet in the out-of-class essays there was a 

tendency to incorporate logical reasoning in the form of explanation or elaboration. 

In fact, the difference in the Explanation/elaboration reference use was the only one 

which reached statistical significance. The use of references to express Main ideas 

was almost identical in both conditions at around 20 per cent of all references. 

The cross tabulated data seem to show that the top performing students employed a 

wider range of reference uses, and this would be consistent with the literature (see 

the Literature Review).  

4.7 Chapter Summary 

The analyses demonstrate that the extended condition resulted in longer and higher 

scoring essays which included more undocumented references, especially of the 

indirect type, and more references employed for Explanation/elaboration purposes. 

In contrast, essays produced in the timed condition included more quasi-indirect 

references and more references used for the purposes of including specific support, 

such as data, examples and concrete details. The direct bounded documented (DBD) 

reference was the most frequently used of the 16 types, accounting for almost 30 

per cent of total reference usage in both conditions. The mid and high performing 
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students included more references to the sources than the low performing students 

and this was especially the case in the extended condition. They also employed 

references for a wider range of uses than the less proficient students.  

Research question 1 asked whether the amount of time EAP students are given to 

compose a source-based argumentative essay assessment task has an impact on 

essay length, essay scores, and reference types and uses. A statistically significant 

positive difference in essay length and essay scores was found in the out-of-class 

condition.  

While certain reference types displayed a similar usage, such as the DBD type, which 

was employed by around two thirds of the population and accounted for just under 

30 per cent of all references in both conditions, others, such as IUU and QIUU, 

displayed a different pattern. Over 62 per cent of students included an IUU reference 

in their out-of-class essay, accounting for 23.6 per cent of all references, whereas 

only 45.8 per cent of students included this type in their in-class essay, accounting 

for 16 per cent of all references. The trend for the QIUU was reversed, with more 

students opting for this type in the in-class condition. 

Incorporating a reference for the purpose of Explanation/elaboration was the most 

common reference use in both conditions, and the difference between the 

conditions was significant. This accounted for approximately half of all references in 

the out-of-class condition, but only around one third in the in-class condition. The 

Main idea reference use ranked second and showed an identical usage in both 

conditions, while using a reference for Specific details ranked third but was more 

common in the in-class condition. 
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Consequently, in answer to research question 1, it can be concluded that the time 

allowance provided to students for completion of their source-based argumentative 

essay did have an impact on the performance indicators analysed in this chapter: 

essay length, essay scores, and reference types and uses. 

Research question 2 asked whether there are differences in the two conditions 

between high, mid and low performing students with respect to essay length and 

reference types and uses. With regard to word count, the top performers produced 

longer essays in both conditions and all three groups produced longer essays in the 

extended condition.  

In addition, the higher performing students included more references to the sources 

overall than the lower-performing students, and this was particularly the case in the 

extended condition. They included fewer DBDs than the students of a lower 

proficiency, and displayed a higher incidence of undocumented source use, 

especially the use of IUUs in the out-of-class condition. All group 1 students included 

at least one undocumented reference in their out-of-class essay, whereas only 63 

per cent did in their in-class essay. With regard to reference uses, the top performers 

included a wider range, and this was most apparent in the extended condition.  

Thus, in answer to research question 2, a difference between the highest and the 

lowest performers was observed with regard to essay length and the types and uses 

of the references employed. On the whole, when given the freedom to respond to 

the source-based writing task in a naturalistic environment without a strict time 

allowance, it does appear that the more proficient students gained the most, 
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although this will be revisited in Chapter 6 with combined insights from the self-

report data.  

The findings from this chapter on essay length, essay scores, and reference types and 

uses are combined with the findings from analyses of students’ self-report data, 

which are presented in Chapter five. The synthesis of the quantitative and qualitative 

data allows for a clearer understanding of student behaviour in the two conditions, 

and this is presented in Chapter 6.
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 Comparison of Students’ Self-Report Data 

5.1 Overview 

In order to address research questions 1 and 2, Chapter 4 relied on countable data 

(essay length, essay scores, and reference types and uses) to establish a preliminary 

understanding of students’ performance and source text use in the essays produced 

in both conditions. This chapter addresses research questions 3 and 4:  

Research Question 3: Which of the two conditions do students prefer for composing 

a source-based argumentative essay assessment task and why? 

Research Question 4: What differences can be found in students' reports of how 

they used the source texts in the timed versus extended condition? 

The chapter reports on analyses of student self-report data from writing logs, post-

writing questionnaires (PWQs) and discourse-based interviews (DBIs) to gain an 

understanding of students’ perceptions and to shed light on the nature of their 

source text use in the two conditions. Findings from both the qualitative and 

quantitative data and analyses are amalgamated in Chapter 6 to provide suggested 

answers to all of the research questions. 

5.2 Introduction 

As outlined in the Methodology chapter, a key aim of the writing logs, PWQs and 

DBIs was to provide an emic perspective and gain a first-hand account of students’ 

behaviour and perceptions to complement and extend the textual analysis of essays 

from the two conditions. All students were requested to complete a writing log (see 
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the Methodology chapter and Appendix 3) to document the date, time, duration and 

details of their out-of-class composing behaviour. In addition, all students completed 

an online PWQ (SurveyMonkey n.d.) when submitting both essays (see the 

Methodology chapter and Appendix 13). Alongside these two instruments, which 

gathered data from the whole cohort, 12 students participated in DBIs after writing 

in both conditions (see the Methodology chapter and Appendix 14).  

Through the retrospective interviews, I was able to seek clarification of writing log 

data and PWQ responses, and probe issues which had arisen during the textual 

analysis. Due to the counterbalanced study design (see the Methodology chapter), 

some students completed the out-of-class writing task and corresponding PWQ and 

DBI first, while for others the conditions were reversed.  

Findings from thematic analyses of writing logs, PWQs and DBI transcripts, which 

provided an insight into students’ perceptions and source use, are presented in this 

chapter. A full description of the writing log, PWQ and DBI design, development and 

administration is provided in the Methodology chapter and corresponding 

appendices. 

5.3 Research Question 3: Students’ Preferred Writing Condition 

Analysis of the PWQ responses and the interview transcripts revealed an abundance 

of comments expressing students’ attitudes to composing in the two conditions. 

Invariably, students accounted for their preference by explaining the ways in which 

they believed each condition influenced their psychological state or feelings, their 

composing behaviour and ultimately their performance.  
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In order to fully understand students’ preferences regarding the time allowances, it 

was necessary to establish the reported amount of time students invested in both 

tasks. Simply because the in-class time allowance was 1 hour 45 minutes did not 

mean that all students worked for the whole time. Similarly, students may not have 

availed themselves of the flexibility and extra time provided by the extended 

condition, but may have chosen to write the essay in a single short session. These 

data were collected through a PWQ item for in-class essays, and through writing logs 

in which students recorded their out-of-class activity.  

Before presenting the findings on students’ preferred writing conditions in section 

5.3.2, I provide an overview of the amount of time students reported spending on 

the source-based essay in both conditions. 

5.3.1 Reported Amount of Time Spent Writing 

The data presented in this section show that, when given the freedom and flexibility 

to work in the out-of-class condition, students tended to invest longer on the task 

than the 1 hour 45 minute time allocation provided for the in-class condition. It is 

also evident that students tended not to complete their out-of-class essay in a single 

session, preferring to break it down into stages and work in multiple sessions. 

Analysis of the PWQ data involved looking at the amount of time students reported 

that they had spent on the in-class task and their ideal time limit for the same task. 

Analysis of writing log data included looking at the number of writing sessions, the 

amount of time spent and how the time was used (see Appendix 3 for a sample 

writing log). An overview of the reported amount of time spent on both essays is 

presented in Tables 5.1 and 5.2. 
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 In-class data 
from PWQ 

Out-of-class data 
from writing logs  

Time (mins) No. of Ss 

60-70 mins 3 2 

71-80 mins 3 0 

81-90 mins 4 1 

91-100 mins 10 2 

101-105 mins 7 0 

120-130 mins  16 

135-150 mins  10 

155-165 mins  3 

180-200 mins  7 

210-230 mins  2 

240-260 mins  7 

270-300 mins  3 

345 mins  1 

Unfinished 7  

Table 5.1 Students’ reported time spent writing 

 In-class data 
from PWQ 

Out-of-class data 
from writing logs  

 Time (mins) 

Mean 122.2 162.8 

Mode  105 120 

Minimum 60 60 

Maximum 105 345 

Table 5.2 Descriptive statistics on reported time spent writing in both conditions 

When writing in the extended condition, without a strict time limitation, students 

tended to spend longer on the task than they did in the timed condition. In fact, 87.5 

per cent of participants spent more than 1 hour 45 minutes composing their out-of-

class essay. In the in-class condition, 20.5 per cent of the students reported that they 
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did not complete their essay and the same number worked for the full 1 hour 45 

minute period, while 17.7 per cent reported that they worked for 1 hour 40 minutes. 

It can be seen, therefore, that just under 40 per cent of the students used (within 5 

minutes) the full amount of allocated time for the in-class essay The in-class PWQ 

included a question asking students what their ideal time limit for the task would 

have been. Table 5.3 displays the results. 

Ideal time No. of Ss 
(n=42) 

1 hour 1 

1.5 hours 2 

1 hr 45 mins 7 

1 hr 50 mins 2 

2 hours 24 

2 hrs 10 mins 1 

2 hrs 15 mins 2 

2.5 hours 2 

3 hours 1 

Table 5.3 How long would an ideal time limit be for you to complete this essay in exam 
conditions? 

Of the 42 valid responses concerning the ideal time limit for the in-class essay, the 

mean was 118 minutes and the mode was 120 minutes (57.1 per cent of valid 

responses), signifying that students would generally have liked more time for the in-

class essay. These data corroborate the analysis of the writing log data (see Table 

5.2), which shows that the mode for the out-of-class essay was 120 minutes. 

The writing log data also revealed a tendency for students to complete the 

assignment over more than one writing session. Table 5.4 shows the total number of 
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days on which students worked on the essay and the mean total time for each 

group.  
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No. of days No. of Ss (n=56) % of Ss Mean time (mins) 

1 28 50% 138.8 

2 19 33.9% 161.3 

3 7 12.5% 257.6 

5 2 3.6% 180 

Table 5.4 Number of days and time spent on the task 

The most popular method was to finish the essay in one day, with exactly half of the 

participants following this approach. Their mean time was 138.8 minutes, which is 

almost 25 minutes less than the mean for the whole group. Of the 28 students who 

completed the task in one day, half recorded more than one writing session during 

that day (see Table 5.5), preferring to take breaks rather than writing the essay in a 

single sitting.  

No. of 
writing 

sessions 

No. of students 
(n=56) 

% of students Mean time 
(mins) 

1 14 25% 131.4 

2 21 37.5% 144.6 

3 10 17.9% 216.5 

4 5 8.9% 185.8 

7 1 1.8% 160 

8 1 1.8% 165 

Table 5.5 Number of writing sessions, regardless of days 

Writing in two sessions was the most popular approach, adopted by 37.5 per cent of 

the participants. Only one quarter of the participants completed their essay in a 

single writing session.  

In order to gain a deeper insight into what students were doing in the writing 

sessions, I compiled the comments from their writing logs, which detailed what they 
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had done during each writing session. It was evident that students naturally tended 

to break the task down into manageable chunks, which seemed to align with the 

phases of writing outlined in the writing models reviewed in the Literature Review: 

pre-writing, writing and post-writing. For example, many students devoted one 

‘occasion’ (student 28 and 38) to planning and/or to reading the sources, while some 

spent one ‘occasion’ just writing up the essay or proofreading.  

For some, this behaviour was ‘systematic’ (student 38) and intentional. Student 36 

explained: ‘Because one day I want to just read and read the sources, and highlight 

some sentences or words, and then the second day I want to just go over it and then 

begin my writing’.  However, for others, writing over a number of sessions occurred 

by accident rather than design, with breaks most likely being taken at a suitable 

moment when one aspect of the composing was complete, or as a result of boredom 

or distraction. Student 42 explained his approach:  

‘In the first day is a strategy: read source and find main points, but the 2nd and 

the last [writing session] is careless mistake. I want to use my time to finish in 

this day and have some time to proofread in this morning but when I do it the 

last and then I sleep.’  

Three quarters of the students who wrote the essay over more than one writing 

session reported spending the first session engaged purely in pre-writing processes. 

The behaviours they reported included: reading the question; thinking about the 

question; getting own ideas; reading the sources; highlighting the sources; jotting 

down ideas; thinking of main points or ideas; making an outline/plan/mind map; 
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choosing the citations; and thinking about stance. These are all in-vivo terms taken 

directly from the writing logs. 

When asked why she had worked in two sessions rather than just one, student 39 

commented: ‘I think one occasion will dry up my brain and I can’t come up all this 

paper at once so I separate in two’. This behaviour is obviously not possible when 

writing in timed conditions in a single sitting. Student 36 explained: ‘I separated the 

reading and the writing’ over two days, yet she felt that a single session would have 

been better as she forgot things: ‘If I read the sources on 1st day and writing on 2nd 

day, maybe I will forget about the idea or some words or some important sentences’. 

The findings presented in this section demonstrate that, when afforded the 

opportunity to write in more naturalistic conditions without a strict time allowance, 

the majority of students (87.5 per cent) spent longer than the in-class time 

allowance of 1 hour 45 minutes and tended to break their out-of-class work into 

stages. This understanding of the way students worked and the time invested 

provides a useful context for interpreting the data on student preferences for time 

allowances. 

5.3.2 Students’ Attitude Towards the Time Allowances 

The findings presented in this section demonstrate that the pressure caused by 

writing in the timed condition was viewed both positively and negatively, and 

resulted in a range of affective outcomes, which were perceived to be facilitating or 

debilitating depending on the individual (see Table 5.7). 

Students’ PWQ and interview responses provided a wealth of data expressing their 

attitudes towards the time allowances. I classified the responses according to 
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emerging themes (see the Methodology chapter), and findings are presented in this 

section.  

The out-of-class PWQ included an item asking students which condition they 

preferred (see Table 5.6).  

 

I prefer doing writing assignments at 
home rather than in exam conditions. 

(n=50) 

Yes, at home 
is preferable 

No, in exam 
conditions is 
preferable 

I have no 
preference 

66% 14% 20% 

Table 5.6 Out-of-class PWQ responses for question 18 

The majority of students preferred writing in the out-of-class condition. Students 

were asked to explain their preference in the subsequent question and their 

explanations revealed that both writing conditions could enhance or reduce 

productivity and performance depending on the individual. Thematic analysis 

highlighted the use of much of the same terminology for the responses agreeing 

with the statement as for those disagreeing, for example: relaxing; fast; pressure; 

motivation; nerves; comfort; and efficiency. Table 5.7 presents the reasons given for 

each of the three alternative responses in order of prevalence.  
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Preference for out-of-class writing  

- Feeling (less pressure or stress/relaxed) 

- Time to plan 

Preference for in-class writing  

- Increased efficiency/focus/concentration  

- Inefficiency/procrastination/distractions of working in a relaxed home 
environment 

No preference 

- Conditions are different but both have benefits 

- No difference 

Table 5.7 Open-ended responses to question 18 (out-of-class PWQ) 

Affect was the most prevalent reason given to support preferences for both 

conditions. Approximately 85 per cent of the students who expressed a preference 

for the out-of-class writing made reference to either the stress-free atmosphere of 

writing outside the class or the pressure and anxiety caused by writing in a timed 

condition.  

There was a feeling among these students that a ‘relaxing’ and ‘free’ environment 

was more conducive to thinking, idea generation and ultimately better work. These 

phases of composing are integral parts of the recursive cognitive writing process 

models which were reviewed in the Literature Review (e.g. Flower and Hayes’s 1980 

model including planning, translating and reviewing). Student 37 reported: ‘I am 

under pressure in exam conditions; however, the pressure-free atmosphere in home 

makes me more inspired and innovative’ and student 58 explained: ‘At home, it is 

more flexible to think, the ideas come from minds and it is comfortable to have a 

writing in privacy’. Appendix 24 includes the themes listed in Table 5.7 with 

illustrative student comments. 
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The second most popular reason to support a preference for the extended condition 

was the time available for planning. Student 47 reported: ‘Writing at home allows 

me to form a well organised plan’ and student 61 explained: ‘When I did it at home, 

it provide more times for me to organising’.  

The most prevalent reason students gave for a preference for the in-class condition 

was a ‘more focused and efficient’ approach to the task (student 39). Comments 

included: ‘I am less likely to be diverted attention in exam’ (student 80) and ‘I will get 

the heart to do best’ (student 42).  

Some described how the relaxed atmosphere and the distractions at home have a 

negative effect on them. Student 27 explained: ‘I will feel more relax at home, and 

waste a lot of time to be in a daze… I just want to finish quickly’, while student 34 

commented: ‘Many things will disturb me on doing essay at home’ and student 64 

explained: ‘There is no motivation at home’. 

Responses seemed to imply that working under time pressure induced a heightened 

cognitive state and increased motivation. Student 44 explained this:  

‘In exam, I can finish my work fast, efficiently. The time limitation help me to 

think about many ideas at very short time. I will get some new ideas under 

the pressure which may need long time to think or I will never think if I am at 

home’. 

The students who had no preference tended to report the benefits and/or the 

drawbacks of both conditions, or expressed a belief that the condition does not 

make a difference to them. Student 32 compared the ‘muzzy’ feeling he has at home 
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to the ‘nervous’ feeling he has in an exam situation: ‘Doing writing assessment at 

home is more relaxable but maybe muzzy, while in exam conditions time is limited, 

so it is more efficient but a little nervous’.  

Student 26 offered pros and cons of both conditions:  

‘I think writing at home can write better essay… but it is very inefficient. I will 

spend much more time check my work or find a better expression and waste 

many time doing meaningless things. Writing in exam condition is more 

efficient, though it would not be as good as what we write at home, but it is 

efficient’.  

It seems that the nerves and intensity of working under time pressure served as a 

catalyst, stimulating some students to work with heightened cognition and more 

efficiency.  

For some students: ‘The outside environment is not important during writing’ 

(student 35) and for others it is irrelevant, since they do not maximise the 

opportunity to work over a longer period or more flexibly: ‘I may not do it until the 

last minute’ (student 84). 

Item 20 on the in-class PWQ asked students to agree or disagree with the following 

statement: Writing essays in a time limit is the same as writing essays without a time 

limit. 82.4 per cent of respondents disagreed while only 17.6 agreed. The two most 

prevalent reasons why students felt that writing in the two conditions was not the 

same were the time available to engage in pre-writing activities, such as planning, 

thinking and reading, and the stress or nerves induced by writing under time 
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pressure. Just over ten per cent mentioned that the time available for proofreading 

or revising their work distinguished the two conditions, an idea which had not been 

mentioned in response to item 18.  

For the most part, explanations tended to echo those reported in Table 5.7, 

highlighting the value placed on the extra time to invest in thinking, idea generation 

and producing a coherent plan, although more details were provided about 

particular aspects of the composing process, especially planning and thinking. 

Student 52 explained: ‘It would be more time for me to summarise and generate the 

idea from the four given sources if there is no time limit’ and student 37 

commented: ‘I will clear my thoughts and order my thoughts in a more logical way if 

I have more time’. 

Student 37 described how the pressure constrained his natural composing behaviour 

and prevented him from generating ideas through a careful and reasoned thinking 

process:  

‘Two things are totally different. When you are writing with a time limit, you 

feel your thoughts are squeezed out of your mind. Yet when you write without 

a time limit, the thoughts flow out of your mind. Also, the time limitation 

makes some thoughts disorganised’.  

The same themes which arose in the PWQs were echoed in the retrospective 

interviews, often with more detail. Student 47 explained how the relaxed 

atmosphere at home allowed him the time to proofread his work:  
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‘Working at home makes me feel more relaxed. I am not rushing on 

something. I can do it slowly, like so relaxed and then you can keep checking it 

until you finally, you think it’s ok and then I hand it’.  

Conversely, student 37’s description corroborated the idea that the tension caused 

by the time pressure can be a catalyst for better work:  

‘Writing in the condition of limited time makes me exciting and aware of how 

poor my English writing skills are. Moreover, it can give me a sense of 

fulfilment after I finish the task, which is a source of sheer joy’.  

He was the only student to mention the sense of achievement and satisfaction which 

writing under a time allowance can foster. 

Those who believed that writing in both conditions was the same supported their 

view with the idea that the essay takes the same amount of time and effort to write 

regardless of the condition. Student 44 described the benefits of both conditions:  

‘When have time limit, the efficiency will increase. When without time limit, I 

can do some research and write more wise, clearly and deeply essay and have 

a better understand of the topic.’  

Comments show that some students preferred to compose in a reflective fashion 

and valued the extra time for this, while others seemed to be almost dependent on 

the timed essay format in order to get the work done.  

5.3.3 Students’ Time Allowance Preference and Perceived Performance 

Students generally explained their preference for a particular writing condition by 

describing how they felt when working in that condition and how this influenced 
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their behaviour on the task. Thus, in arriving at an answer to research question 3, it 

is helpful to consider the link between students’ preferred writing condition and 

their perception of their performance in that condition. 

It was natural for students to associate their favoured condition with the kind of 

psychological state and approach to the task which facilitated an enhanced 

performance. Findings in this section show that approximately two thirds of students 

perceived their performance to be better when they were given more time and that 

the interviewees tended to achieve a higher score in their preferred condition. 

Both PWQs included an item requiring students to speculate which condition they 

felt had resulted in a better performance. They were unaware of their score when 

they completed the PWQ so their responses were based purely on how they felt they 

had done. Table 5.8 shows students’ overall responses. 

 Better Worse Same 

Question 21 (in-class PWQ): Do you believe your 
performance would have been better, worse or the same 
if you had done the SAME essay out of class with a one-
week submission period? (n=51) 

64.7% 21.6% 13.7% 

Question 20 (out-of-class PWQ): Do you believe your 
performance was better, worse or the same on this task 
compared to producing the same essay in 1 hour 45 
minutes? (n=52) 

67.3% 26.9% 5.8% 

Table 5.8 PWQ responses 

Results were almost identical for both questions with around two thirds of students 

believing that their out-of-class performance was better. Interestingly, a comparison 

of students’ actual scores in both conditions according to the EAP Writing 

Assessment Rubric showed that 61.4 per cent of students achieved a higher score in 

the out-of-class essay, 29.8 per cent achieved a lower score and 8.8 per cent 
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received the same score. This seems to suggest an awareness of which writing 

condition led to a better performance. 

This trend was explored further through my analysis of interviewees' scores and 

interview transcripts. My compilation of the score data for the interviewees (see 

Table 5.9) highlighted an interesting link between students’ preferred writing 

condition and their actual performance according to the EAP Writing Assessment 

Rubric. In the instances where students had expressed a clear preference for one of 

the writing conditions, their actual performance tended to substantiate their view. 

Ss No. In class Total  Out of class Total  

Total  

(both essays) 
Diff. (out of class minus 

in class) 

38 46 54 100 8 

37 46 49 95 3 

39 40 49 89 9 

47 42 46 88 4 

44 38 45 83 7 

28 33 49 82 16 

48 34 43 79 9 

36 39 40 79 1 

64 43 36  79 -7 

77 29 41 70 12 

26 35 33 68 -2 

42 33 29 62 -4 

Table 5.9 Interviewees’ essays scores arranged in descending order 

The data show that three interviewees (students 26, 42, 64) achieved a higher score 

on their in-class writing than their out-of-class writing. Students 42 and 64 both 

expressed a preference for timed writing and mentioned their enhanced 

performance when writing under timed conditions: 
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‘If I am doing it at home I cannot concentrate… Because everyone is working 

[in exam conditions] so I can only do this task, cannot do any other thing so I 

concentrate in this task, focus and can do better’ (student 64, in class) 

‘Because I under supervisions and I have more motivations and concentrate 

on task. At home I have lots of distractions’ (student 64, out of class) 

Student 64’s in-class score was seven points higher than his out-of-class score, even 

though he only took one hour to write the in-class essay but 1 hour 40 minutes to 

complete the out-of-class essay.  

Student 42’s in-class score was four points higher than his out-of-class score. He 

spent four hours working in the out-of-class condition, but still felt that it was not 

enough: 

‘The condition [in class] is more serious and then I will no another things to do 

in that moment. I just need to finish my writing in the exam time’ 

‘If writing at home, many attract me to do other things like the phones, 

computers. Also, when I do at home many other course will have something 

to do, so I will use my time to do different things’ 

‘That 4 hours I don’t think I can really, can deeply write about the topic. Just 

think think think’ (student 42, out of class) 

Student 26 did not express a preference for either condition, but she did explain how 

the in-class condition was more conducive to focused work. Her in-class essay score 

was two points higher than her out-of-class one: 
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‘[My essay] would be worse or maybe the same [if I did it at home] because 

when I see this topic and I read all the source then I can form my idea. The 

next thing I should do is to follow the outline and to write my essay. In the 

time limit situation maybe I can. But if I practice at home, also the same 

outline, but today I finish this part, tomorrow I finish another parts and then I 

can play and finish after a few days. Maybe at home is a little bit worse’ 

(student 26, in class) 

Conversely, students 28 and 77 experienced the biggest positive score difference on 

the out-of-class essay. Student 77 expressed a preference for out-of-class writing, 

while student 28 did not have a preference. Throughout both interviews, student 77 

continuously referred to her strong dislike for timed writing and she described how 

the time limit impacted her composing behaviour:  

‘If I write an essay with a time limit I will feel stressed and I always rush 

myself to do the things, and I can’t really do my best because of the pressure’ 

(student 77, in class). 

‘At home will feel more relaxed and the time, at least you won’t rush to do it. 

Just want to focus on the content, not the time, not the words’ (student 77, 

out of class). 

Student 28 explained that her weak performance in the in-class writing resulted from 

being forced to rush through the source texts: 

‘I scanned. I read them all but fast…. Actually this one [1st source text] I did not 

quite understand cos I read it fast and I did not read it again…It has the 
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limited time so I just have a general thought about this source… Perhaps it’s 

hard to understand with fast speed’ 

‘I always write very slowly so I want to left as many as possible time to write 

so I just read [the sources] once then write introduction’ 

She reported that 1 hour 45 minutes should usually be enough time for her to do the 

task, but that in this instance it was not. She missed the author’s opinion in the first 

source, and was forced to change her stance when she had already written much of 

the essay. She then had to devote time to rewriting:  

‘I rewrite a little but the time is very limited… . If [writing] at home, I would 

have enough time to rewrite my introduction and 1st paragraph and think 

more clearly about my ideas.’ 

It would appear that there is a link between students’ perceived performance and 

their preferred writing condition. This comes as no surprise since it is entirely 

understandable for students to prefer the condition which they felt promoted a 

better performance. 

5.3.4 Composing Behaviours Associated with Time Conditions 

This section identifies the behaviours and strategies which students described in 

both interviews and questionnaires when discussing a particular time condition. As 

the data presented in Table 5.7 showed, the pressure caused by the timed condition 

was a catalyst with both facilitating and debilitating effects depending on the 

individual. For many, the time allowance induced an enhanced attention span or 

heightened cognitive state, enabling them to operate at a higher level. However, for 
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others, it had the opposite effect, since the desire to finish in the 1 hour 45 minute 

time limit forced them to rush or skip certain stages of writing in order to finish their 

work in the allocated time.  

The themes identified in Table 5.10 are based on an analysis of question 21 of the 

out-of-class PWQ and question 22 of the in-class PWQ. The former asked students to 

agree or disagree with the following statement: I adopt different strategies and 

techniques when I have more time to do the assignment. Sixty-two per cent of 

students agreed, while 38 per cent disagreed. The latter was an open-ended 

question: What would you do differently if you had one week to complete exactly the 

same task? Where possible, students’ terminology was used for the themes. The 

most prevalent behaviours are discussed in detail in the section below the table and 

illustrative comments from interviews are provided. Appendix 25 includes an 

expanded version of Table 5.10 with student comments.  
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Themes arising from question 21 on out-of-class PWQ and question 22 on in-class PWQ 

Read sources more/do more reading/research/know more/prepare/plan/think about 
ideas  

Proofread/check/review/more accurate grammar 

Deeper content/more points or elaboration 

More vocabulary/accurate vocabulary/lexical chain/use of nouns 

Logical/concise/better essay structure/better organisation 

Sentence structure  

Lower productivity/leave writing until last minute 

Personal constraints 

Longer essay/finish essay 

Different mood/pressure/stress -positive and negative (3rd most prevalent response but 
listed last as not a specific change in writing bahaviour) 

Table 5.10 Thematic analysis of question 21 (out of class) and question 22 (in class) listed by 
prevalence 

5.3.4.1 Reading the source texts/thinking/planning 

The most frequent response was that students would spend more time reading the 

source texts. Responses suggested that students would like to read the sources more 

than once or spend more time reading, e.g. ‘[Reading] one time is not enough for my 

inspirations to come out thoroughly but two times are enough’ (student 39) and 

‘Around two-hours task is not capable to do anything, except writing. If I have a week 

to finish the task, I can think the topic and read the references several times before I 

start to write the essay’ (student 61). The frequent use of the word careful in student 

responses implies that, when working in the timed condition, students were not able 

to engage in a thorough reading of the source texts but perhaps just skimmed for 

gist, highlighting the value students placed on engaging with the sources, e.g. ‘Read 

the references more carefully, know more about this issue more’ (student 27).  
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Many comments stressed the value of planning or linked the reading and planning 

stages together: ‘I read the text and wrote an outline and start my work. That is 

more systematic and efficient’ (student 77) and ‘I can have a thinking time after I get 

a view of source’ (student 49). 

5.3.4.2 Proofreading/checking/revising 

Proofreading or having the opportunity to check and revise the essay was the second 

most popular response, a process which is often skipped when writing under time 

pressure (see the Literature Review). Responses covered references to checking or 

revision of mechanics, organisation and content.  

While some students were specifically referring to the post-writing process of 

checking, for example: ‘I can revise my essay many times after finishing’ (student 86), 

others were referring to the continuous checking while writing: ‘Review from time to 

time and modify some arguments’ (student 32) and ‘Review the work more often’ 

(student 84). The repetition of ‘again and again’ in many of the responses, e.g. 

‘Proofreading, read again and again’ (student 2) and the use of the phrase ‘double 

check’ signify the importance many students place on proofreading. This may have 

been a result of students being schooled in an environment which placed a strong 

emphasis on grammatical accuracy and stressed the need to check work for errors.  

5.3.4.3 Idea generation 

Another popular response to the in-class question was related to the content of the 

essay. Students reported that they would have deeper content, more or better ideas 

and a wider understanding. There is overlap with the reading and the planning 

themes since students may have reported that they would read the sources more or 
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prepare more, but they did not explicitly state their motivation for this behaviour, 

which was most likely to enhance the content of their essay. Writing is not a linear 

process (see the Literature Review), but a recursive activity in which all processes are 

interconnected and impact each other.  

Student 44’s lengthy description of how she would work differently given more time 

seems to imply that she felt the need to hurry when choosing her content in the 

timed condition and that this resulted in a shallow essay which lacked real meaning:  

‘I may not hurry to choose points. I may first read some related materials and 

have a wider understanding of this topic and write an essay closer to truth 

and have some meaning for our society or at least, for myself’. 

5.3.4.4 Language/essay structure 

Overall there were fewer responses relating to the actual production of the essay, 

but some students did associate more time with the ability to produce a structurally, 

rhetorically or linguistically superior essay. Student 36 referred to linguistic and 

syntactic improvements: ‘Maybe the structure of the whole essay is not very good 

[when I write with a time limit]’ and ‘I cannot use some advanced words or 

sentences’. Student 76 explained wide ranging benefits at both the linguistic and the 

conceptual level: ‘Make the sentence more fluent, make the essay more logical, use 

the material better and discuss more deeply’, whereas student 58 commented on 

linguistic improvements at the sentence and the whole-text level: ‘I will consider 

more writing pattern to make the diversity of sentence structure to make my essay 

seems better. Moreover more lexical chains and vocabulary used makes writing 

good’. 
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5.3.4.5 No change in behaviour regardless of time allowance 

Students who reported that they did not change their behaviour listed the same 

reasons as those in Table 5.7, e.g. ‘I think it does not depend on the environment’ 

(student 76) and ‘Time is not important’ (student 35). 

There is a possibility that some of the respondents who reported that they did not 

change their behaviour failed to do so because they were not motivated and did not 

place any value on the task since the two essays were simulated assessments, 

providing exam practice opportunities for students, rather than real assessments.  

Student 20’s frank explanation as to why his behaviour did not change: ‘Because of 

my limited ability’, implied that he believed he did not possess the necessary skills to 

adapt his behaviour to work in an extended condition. Other students evidently 

wanted to complete the task quickly: ‘Complete [the essay] in 3 hours on the last 

day’ (student 84) and ‘I just want to finish quickly’ (student 27). 

Some students made reference to personal commitments which prevented them 

from spending longer on the task, e.g. ‘I am lazy and have another work to do’ and 

‘No time during the holiday, have other assignments’ (student 42). This is the reality 

of student life, especially when a course is mandatory and has not been chosen by 

the students themselves. Allowing students more or unlimited time for a piece of 

work is no guarantee that they will avail themselves of this opportunity.  

With research such as this, which employs simulated assessment tasks rather than 

genuine assessments, a criticism often raised is that students may not value the task, 

and this introduces a confounding variable. In order to provide a measure of student 

motivation and engagement with the task, the penultimate item of the PWQ 
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required students to agree or disagree with the following statement: I tried my best 

on this task. A promising 78 per cent of students in both conditions agreed with the 

statement. 

My analysis of interview transcripts highlighted the same themes as those in Table 

5.10, but interviewees tended to provide more detailed explanations. It was more 

apparent from the interviews that altered behaviours in the timed condition may 

have been inadvertent rather than a conscious choice. In both interviews, student 36 

attempted to put the effect of the time limit into words. She explained how she tried 

to use the same processes in both conditions, but her out-of-class performance was 

always better:  

‘If I write in exam I will remind myself I am doing an exam and I should focus 

on time limit. I don't know how to say about it… I think writing at home I am 

not very stressful because climate is flexible and in good mood. I feel relaxed 

then can write something. Because at home I am alone, but in exam I may be 

influenced by other people sit behind me, sit next to me’.  

This was reiterated in her in-class interview:  

‘When I write this task in the classroom I may feel some nervous… . I don’t 

know how to say it. Just…When I at home I feel relaxed so the work may be 

better, but in the classroom maybe influenced by others’. 

This section confirms the finding above that a student’s reaction to the time 

condition was a highly individual response. Some had the perception that they 

thrived under the timed condition, while others’ perception was that they could only 
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perform well if they were able to work in a relaxing environment free of time 

pressure and stress. The most popular response provided by students when asked 

what they would have done differently if they had more time was reading the 

sources more carefully and for longer. 

5.3.5 Section Summary 

In response to research question 3, it can be confirmed that the majority of students 

favoured the out-of-class condition. The most prevalent reasons were the lack of 

stress, the opportunity to engage in planning, thinking, reading sources and 

proofreading, and the relaxed approach to idea generation. Behaviours associated 

with a process-oriented approach to writing were more prevalent in the extended 

condition. There was a widespread feeling among the students who preferred the 

extended condition that the stress induced by writing under time pressure resulted 

in an inability to adopt the same strategies in exam conditions. For many, the simple 

awareness of the ticking clock imposed a sense of nervousness, which inhibited them 

from utilising the same strategies which they relied on in the out-of-class writing. 

The students who expressed a preference for the in-class condition tended to be 

those who seemed to thrive under the pressure of the time allowance as well as 

those who admitted that they get easily distracted if not working in a controlled 

environment. 

An in-depth analysis of source text use behaviours, which extends the findings in this 

section, is presented in section 5.4 in response to research question 4. 
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5.4 Research Question 4: Reported Differences in Source Text Use 

Students’ self-report data from PWQs and DBIs provided detailed insights into their 

source text use in both writing conditions. This was analysed in order to ascertain 

whether their approach changed depending on the time allowance. Findings are 

presented in three sections: engagement with sources; constructing an argument; 

and integrating source ideas. 

5.4.1 Engagement with the Source Texts 

This section includes an overview of the key findings from my analysis of both PWQ 

responses and DBI transcripts and a detailed elaboration of each of the key findings 

with evidence from the data. 

The frequency of student references to their engagement with the sources in their 

PWQ and DBI responses indicates that it was one of the behaviours which was 

impacted the most by the time condition. In contrast, very few references were 

made to the writing aspect of the RTW process.  

The data suggest that the length of time spent reading the source texts, the number 

of readings and the level of engagement were affected by the time allowance. 

Student comments confirm the existence of a ‘usual’ approach to reading the 

sources, which was observed in both conditions, but was more prevalent in the 

extended condition. This involved an initial expeditious global read of the sources 

(see the Literature Review for reading strategies) followed by a targeted reading of 

particular sources or sections.  
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Since students tended to reduce the amount of time they invested in reading the 

sources in the timed condition in order to ensure they finished their essay on time, a 

heavier reliance on expeditious reading and less global reading was observed (see 

Khalifa & Weir 2009; Urquhart & Weir 1998 and the Literature Review chapter). This 

often led to comprehension issues. Many students attempted to engage in the same 

processes in both conditions, but this was not always possible due to their 

awareness of the ticking clock and the overriding desire to finish on time.  

5.4.1.1 Extent of reading 

Both PWQs included a multiple choice item requiring students to choose the best 

statement to describe their reading behaviour (see Table 5.11). 

Choose the item which best describes your behaviour: 

 

In class 

(% of Ss) 
n=58 

Out of class  

(% of Ss) 
n=53 

I read through the whole of every source text once 
BEFORE writing. 

44.8% 34% 

I read through the whole of every source text more than 
once BEFORE writing. 

24.1% 41.5% 

I just scanned/searched the source texts quickly BEFORE 
writing. 

27.6% 22.6% 

I started writing the essay BEFORE I read the source 
texts. 

3.5% 1.9% 

Table 5.11 PWQ item related to reading sources before writing 

Students in the out-of-class condition were more likely to invest time in reading the 

source texts before writing and to read through the texts more than once. However, 

a higher percentage of students only read the source texts once before starting to 

write in the in-class condition.  
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It seems to be the case that when writing under time pressure, students often 

reduced time spent on the initial pre-writing stage of reading the sources, or even 

skipped this stage entirely since they were keen to start writing. Student 37 

described his in-class writing:  

‘At the beginning of writing the essay I just thought I should put something 

down on the screen and overcome the nervous feeling and I just put it down, 

no planning no organising. Because I feel nervous at the very beginning of the 

essay and I just put something down to mitigate the nervous feeling’.  

He contrasts this with his systematic approach in the extended condition, where he 

had a clear idea for each paragraph before he started writing. 

Of the 27 per cent of students in the in-class condition who reported that they only 

scanned the source texts before writing, many explained that this was due to the 

time limitation. Student 28 reported: ‘Because the time is limited’ and student 77 

explained: ‘Because I always afraid of running out of time so I have to scan at first, 

and think it and write do it together’.  

Time pressure was also a common reason students gave for only reading the sources 

once before writing. Student 37 mentioned that the ‘time limitation only makes me 

have one chance to read through the resources’, and student 38, the top scorer in 

both essays, explained the difference between his approaches in the two conditions:  

‘It’s not the topic. It’s because I have abundant time [outside the class] so I 

can maybe read one text and I can think about it, do something else then read 

another, and maybe I will forget something in first text and read it again so I 
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can combine it together. [The out-of-class essay] was more systematic 

because of more time’. 

The data in Table 5.12 show more alignment between the conditions in terms of 

reading the source texts while writing. The vast majority of students in both 

conditions engaged in selective reading of the source texts while writing to look for 

ideas to cite.  
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 In class 

(% of Ss)  

n=58 

Out of class  

(% of Ss) 

n=53 

While writing the essay, I selectively read the source texts to 
look for ideas to cite. 

86.2% 90.6% 

While writing the essay, I selectively read the source texts to 
look for language/vocabulary. 

77.6% 66.1% 

Table 5.12 Levels of agreement with interval items from PWQ 

The writing stage in both conditions tended to involve a simultaneous ‘mine’ of 

source texts for ideas to cite. This selective reading seems to have been motivated by 

slightly different intentions in the two conditions. In the extended condition, 

students tended to target certain sources or sections of sources, since their search 

for ideas to cite was informed by their initial global read, in which they had 

established the gist and relevance. Conversely, in the timed condition, this selective 

while-writing reading behaviour was often in lieu of a global read so was less 

directed and focused. In many cases, this meant that students did not have a 

complete understanding of the author’s intention or the main points of the source 

texts but just engaged in a ‘hunt’ for relevant sentences without fully understanding 

the context. 

Jamieson and Howard (2013) refer to this as sentence mining. They believe that 

students should be able to talk about the ideas in source texts before they write 

about them (see the Literature Review). Student 47 explained her reading behaviour 

in the timed condition:  

‘I just pick up the sentence. If you need me to tell you what is the point of this author I 

may not precisely tell you what he is thinking of. I just grab a sentence of his work but 

doesn’t mean this is his stance’. 
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Many students valued the opportunity to spend more time engaging with the 

sources in the extended condition and made frequent reference to the demands the 

time limitation placed on their reading: 

‘Time is the big limit because my reading is not very fast. Normally my writing exam I 

will not need to read the article but in the ELC course I need to read more. So I spend 

too much time on reading it so I have no time’ (student 48). 

‘The time is the biggest problem and all the differences is because the time. I read 

very fast and did not think clearly’ (student 28). 

Table 5.12 shows that noticeably fewer students were looking for language and 

vocabulary in the source texts while writing their out-of-class essay. This may imply 

that the depth of their initial reading provided them with the linguistic support they 

needed or that they had sufficient time to generate their own language resources 

rather than relying on the sources.  

5.4.1.2 Approach to reading 

My analysis of interview transcripts revealed a popular approach to reading the 

source texts. Seven interviewees (students 28, 38, 39, 42, 48, 64, 77) described this 

approach: an initial read to find the overall gist of each source and decipher the 

relevance, followed by a focused reading of some or all of the source texts to identify 

content to use in their essay.  

Five of these students were specifically referring to their out-of-class essay, student 

48 was describing the in-class essay and did not comment on this in the out-of-class 

interview, whereas student 64 was referring to both essays: ‘It’s my habit. I will scan 
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it first and then highlight the useful points and I decide to draft the paragraph. If 

those source is useful I will look at it again’.  

Student 42 described this approach in detail: ‘The first is quick read and then after I 

know which one to use, then try to have a deep read. Then if it is right to me then 

sure I will use that’. Based on the preliminary understanding from the initial read 

through the sources, students were generally able to plan or to start writing and 

then they returned to the sources to look for more specific ideas to cite while 

writing. Student 28 reported that she read the sources once prior to writing and then 

‘when writing I will read them several times to find exactly what I want’.  

My analysis of interview transcripts identified a more frequent use of the word ‘scan’ 

in student utterances referring to their in-class behaviour. This occurred eight times 

to describe reading behaviour in the timed condition and only twice to describe out-

of-class behaviour.  

Five interviewees (students 28, 38, 39, 47, 77) specifically mentioned how the 1 hour 

45 minute time allowance resulted in different reading behaviour from the extended 

condition, with them usually replacing the global read, which served to establish the 

gist of the sources, with a quick scan. This often had negative impacts on composing. 

Student 47’s comment above, explaining that she did not know whether the in-class 

source texts supported the topic or not, contrasts with her out-of-class behaviour: 

‘The time allow me to read through it again and again until I have organised the best 

ideas in my mind’. Her comments juxtapose the rushed approach to reading, where 

she ‘grabs’ an idea in the timed condition, with her systematic and organised 

approach in the extended condition. 
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Even if students aimed to adopt the same processes, the time pressure often 

inhibited the behaviour they used in naturalistic conditions. Student 48 explained 

how he attempted to adopt the same approach to both essays, which involved 

scanning initially to ascertain which sources were relevant and then deeply reading 

those ones, but there was a difference in how he felt:  

‘Even if I spend similar hour to do it, but I will feel relaxed to read it because 

for me there is no any time limit… . When it is examination I will be more 

nervous, I will read faster because I am afraid that I have, finally I have no 

time to do’. 

5.4.1.3 Difficulty of source texts 

An interval question on the PWQ asked students to indicate their level of agreement 

with the following statement: I did not understand all of the source texts. The higher 

in-class mean of 2.24, compared to the out-of-class mean of 1.98, indicates that 

comprehension was most likely more of an issue in the timed condition. I checked 

the data for normality using the Shapiro-Wilk test, yet since they did not display a 

normal distribution, I ran a Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test. However, the difference did 

not reach statistical significance.  

The interview guide did not include a specific question about understanding the 

source texts, yet this was a persistent theme in the in-class transcripts. In contrast, 

the relative absence of comments about source text comprehension in the out-of-

class condition appears to signal that the reduced time spent working with the texts 

in the timed condition did hinder comprehension. Six interviewees (students 26, 28, 

39, 42, 47, 48) alluded to comprehension issues with the in-class reading texts, 
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specifically comprehension of vocabulary, often resulting in a failure to decipher the 

overall meaning of a source. However, only one (student 48) mentioned this while 

discussing the out-of-class essay. Student 42 spoke about the in-class sources: ‘Many 

word I don’t know. I have an idea but really can’t understand the reading’, yet when 

discussing the out-of-class essay, he commented: ‘I can understanding the reading’. 

He described how he initially read all of the four source texts quickly ‘and then after I 

know which one to use, then try to have a deep read’. 

Two comments about the length of the source texts were made during the in-class 

interviews, but this issue was not mentioned in the out-of-class interviews: ‘I didn't 

understand every source. The long source I may not read very patient’ (student 26) 

and ‘The length and vocabulary can make it difficult to read’ (student 48). 

Not surprisingly, reading difficulties during the in-class task were more prevalent 

among the lower scoring students. Four of the five lowest achievers (students 26, 28, 

42, 48) made reference to this, whereas only two students (39 and 47) in the top six 

mentioned difficulties with processing the source texts.  

Towards the end of both interviews, I asked students about the most challenging 

aspect of the task. Five of the in-class interviewees (students 28, 39, 47, 48, 77) 

mentioned difficulty reading the source texts, whereas this was not given as a 

response in the out-of-class interviews. Instead, comments related to referencing, 

essay organisation and a limited range of productive vocabulary. 

The data presented in section 5.4.1 seem to suggest that when working in the timed 

condition, students reduced the amount of time they spent interacting with the 
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sources and adopted different reading strategies. This in turn negatively influenced 

their comprehension of source texts.  

5.4.2 Constructing an Argument 

For the purposes of this research, I have adopted Shi, Fazel and Kowkabi’s (2018) 

view that knowledge transforming happens at both the whole-text level through the 

use of discourse and at the sentence level through paraphrasing. This section 

outlines the construction of students’ arguments at the discourse level through the 

presentation of propositional content, while section 5.4.3 highlights the ways in 

which students’ citation choices contributed to the construction of their argument. 

Table 5.13 displays the mean level of agreement with certain statements from the 

interval scale section of the PWQs (4 signifies complete agreement and 1 signifies 

complete disagreement). 

 In class Out of 
class 

I took notes on/highlighted/underlined the ideas which I 
planned to use in my essay. 

3.04 3.22 

I made links between the ideas in the source texts and my own 
personal knowledge of this topic. 

2.92 3.14 

I made links (found similarities/differences) between the ideas 
in the four source texts. 

2.44 2.86 

The source texts helped to trigger the generation of new ideas 
in my head. 

2.9 3.04 

Reading the source texts helped me to form my own opinion 
on the topic. 

3.12 3.14 

Table 5.13 Levels of agreement with interval items from PWQs 

The data show an overall tendency for students to agree with the statements in both 

conditions, indicating a belief that they were engaging in these behaviours. The 
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mean levels of agreement are all slightly higher in the out-of-class condition. This 

would be expected, since such knowledge creation behaviours require more than a 

cursory scan of the source texts.  

The biggest difference was identified in the third item: I made links (found 

similarities/differences) between the ideas in the four source texts. This is a relatively 

high level intertextual strategy, which is part of the organising and connecting phase 

of discourse synthesis (see the Literature Review for Spivey and King’s 1989 model) 

and requires an understanding of the gist of more than one source text.  

Given that students were more likely to read for gist and invest more time in reading 

in the out-of-class condition, it is understandable that such processes were more 

common. I checked all pairs of data in Table 5.13 for normality using the Shapiro-

Wilk test, yet since they did not display a normal distribution, I ran a Wilcoxon Signed 

Rank Test on all pairs. The only difference which reached statistical significance was 

the item: I made links (found similarities/differences) between the ideas in the four 

source texts (Z= -2.624, p= 0.009). I calculated a moderate effect size of -0.38 using 

Cohen’s d (Cohen 1988), indicating that the difference was not down to chance. 

My thematic analysis of DBI transcripts revealed references to a wide range of RTW 

strategies in the composition of the essays in both conditions. I identified ten RTW 

strategies, which I have classified along Bereiter and Scardamalia’s (1987) 

knowledge-telling–knowledge-transforming continuum (see the Methodology 

chapter). As discussed in the Literature Review, in her 2005 doctoral thesis 

comparing L1 and L2 undergraduates’ source text use, T. Hyland adapted this model 

to encompass a tripartite split: knowledge-telling, selective retelling and critical 
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distancing. I have adopted the selective retelling label since it is a useful classification 

for many of the behaviours students described. However, it should be noted that 

processes do not always fall neatly into these categories since the model represents 

a continuum; students’ behaviours can fall at different places along that continuum 

and they can be idiosyncratic. The processes identified in the interview transcripts 

are displayed below in. Appendix 25 displays the same table with corresponding 

student comments exemplifying each process.  
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Knowledge-telling processes No. of interviewees 

In class Out of 
class 

1. Sources provided organisational support/structure. - 3 

2. Students accepted source ideas/relied on sources for ideas. 9 2 

3. Sources used to form an opinion. 4 1 

Selective retelling processes 

4. Student changed stance after reading sources. 1 2 

5. Sources used to find support for own opinion/find new ideas 
to fit essay. 

5 11 

6. Sources used to extend own prior knowledge. 

 

3 5 

7. Sources used to develop/broaden/clarify understanding of 
topic. 

1 5 

Knowledge-transforming processes 

8. Interaction with sources provided inspiration/helped to 
generate new ideas. 

2 4 

9. Sources used to find a counter argument. - 3 

10. Student added a superordinate structure to source ideas. 2 1 

Table 5.14 Number of students describing RTW behaviours 

I had assumed that there would be more evidence of knowledge-telling processes in 

the in-class condition owing to the reduced engagement with the sources (see 

section 5.4.1.1). Based on students’ description of their behaviour in both essays, 

this does seem to have been the case. Table 5.14 shows that more students made 

reference to their RTW processes in the out-of-class interviews, particularly the 

selective retelling and knowledge-transforming behaviours. 
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5.4.2.1 Knowledge telling 

Three knowledge-telling processes were identified: i) using sources for organisational 

support/structure; ii) accepting/relying on sources for ideas; and iii) using sources to 

form an opinion (see Table 5.14). The behaviours described were pragmatic and in 

some cases rather like short cuts, for example modelling the argument or 

organisational structure of the sources and mining the sources for propositional 

content, which was accepted as uncontested facts, rather than reading through a 

critical filter for relevant ideas to suit the development of one’s own argument.  

The table shows that these behaviours were mentioned more frequently by students 

in the timed condition. It was more common for students to explain how they relied 

on the source texts to direct their thinking, as they did not have an opinion. Student 

48 explained how the sources were vital:  

‘It is not a common topic, but it is not difficult because there are some sources 

help me to do. I just see the source if not I can’t. If only there are the topic I 

can’t do it because I don’t really comprehend this’.  

Student 77 had a similar view:  

‘I found that I don't have enough knowledge about this. I know what this is, 

but I don't have very clear idea about that so I always rely on the sources’.  

This reliance on sources to form an opinion about the topic was less common in the 

extended condition, most likely because students had time to think about the topic 

and to generate their own ideas. Student 26 was the only one who reported that she 

used this approach in both conditions. She described how she arrived at her opinion 
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for the out-of-class essay: ‘At first, before I form my idea, I first find the writers’ 

attitude in all source and then I form my idea and I pick out which source support my 

idea’. 

Two students described processes for arriving at their own opinion for their in-class 

essay which displayed elements of a selective retelling approach rather than a purely 

knowledge-telling one. They used their prior knowledge to determine which side of 

the argument to adopt and were not completely guided by the sources. Student 47 

described this: ‘[I] have both ideas in my mind before reading and then choose the 

easiest’ and student 44 adopted the same approach: ‘I have some idea to support 

both agree and disagree and haven’t decided which to choose, so I get down what I 

thought about, then read sources to choose which one is more suitable’.  

5.4.2.2 Selective retelling 

Four selective retelling strategies were identified from student comments: i) 

changing stance after reading; ii) using sources for ideas to support own opinion; iii) 

using sources to extend own prior knowledge; and iv) using sources to assist own 

understanding of the topic (see Table 5.14).  

The most common behaviour mentioned overall was reading the sources for 

supporting ideas, in other words reading with a clear aim and a critical filter, in order 

to find relevant ideas. This approach was mentioned by more students when 

describing their out-of-class behaviour. Student 39 recounted his out-of-class 

process: 

‘First I look at the topic and I think which side should I pick whether I should 

support it or whether I should write against it, and once I decide I read for 
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three arguments that can support my idea. The circling is the very basic and 

main idea of the writer and what I underline is some definitions and 

description of this idea’. 

While he had a stance on the topic and was reading to find his three key arguments, 

it seems that others who adopted a similar approach had already decided on their 

main points and were reading for supporting details such as examples, data and 

evidence. For example, student 48 described the in-class process: ‘After I write the 

topic sentence I look for the whole article to find the sentence that I can use’ and 

student 44 described the out-of-class process: ‘First I will decide my own points 

about my essay and according to the points will find evidence’.  

There was evidence in both conditions of students drawing on their own prior 

knowledge to extend, reinterpret or clarify their understanding of the source 

information (numbers 6 and 7 in Table 5.14), although this strategy was mentioned 

more in the out-of-class interviews. These behaviours displayed clear evidence of the 

discourse synthesis processes (connecting, selecting and organising) and are 

traditionally associated with the knowledge-transforming end of the spectrum. 

Student 44 explained how reading the sources helped to clarify the scope of the 

topic for the out-of-class essay:  

‘I think perhaps I was a little misunderstand the topic and after I read it I just 

correct them. Before I read I think more about only the superstar, singer, the 

actor but after I read it, also have sports stars and hero comics. So I think I 

should broader range of it’,  
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while student 37 explained how the sources for the out-of-class essay triggered his 

memories of content from other subjects: ‘The sources made me easier to recall the 

knowledge I had learnt [in my macroeconomics class]’. 

5.4.2.3 Knowledge transforming 

Three knowledge-transforming processes were identified: i) gaining inspiration from 

sources; ii) using sources to find a counter argument; and iii) applying a 

superordinate structure to source ideas. Although students described knowledge-

transforming processes in both interviews, a higher number of students discussed 

these behaviours when describing their out-of-class behaviour. 

More students explicitly discussed the inspirational impact of the sources in the out-

of-class interviews, perhaps indicating that increased time facilitated access to the 

higher-level knowledge-transforming processes. Reading the sources, planning and 

thinking were the processes which students valued in the extended condition (see 

section 5.4.2) and these were most likely an integral part of the knowledge-

transforming processes. Student 37 described his out-of-class approach: ‘My style is 

reading through the resources and gaining inspiration from it’ and explained how the 

sources triggered ideas: ‘Some of the ideas were hiding in my mind and were 

inspired by the sources’.  

Although not mentioned frequently in either condition, three students discussed 

how they synthesised their own ideas with those from the sources and formulated 

an overriding structure (number 10 in Table 5.14). This discussion of meta-processes 

shows that students of this proficiency level were able to engage in these high level 

strategies even in timed conditions. Student 48 described his in-class behaviour:  
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‘I summarised the points [in the sources] to mental and physical and they [the 

authors of source texts] haven’t mentioned that. I just create a new point to 

relate it to that’.  

The data seem to signify that the higher-level processes of selective retelling and 

knowledge transforming required time. Students made reference to these 

behaviours more frequently when talking about their out-of-class essays, yet when 

talking about the in-class essay, they tended to spend longer discussing time 

constraints and what they would have done differently if given more time. 

5.4.3 Integration of Ideas from Source Texts 

This section draws together the findings from thematic analyses of students’ self-

report data (PWQ responses and interview transcripts) to gain an emic insight into 

students’ source text use. Subthemes cover the reasons behind the citation 

technique chosen (i.e. direct quote, paraphrase or summary) and ownership of ideas.  

5.4.3.1 Citation technique 

Analysis of students’ comments concerning their reasons for choosing a particular 

reference type (direct quote, paraphrase or summary) revealed similar themes in 

both writing conditions, albeit with varying prevalence. The length of the original 

source text idea was the most commonly reported consideration in the in-class 

condition, while ability to rewrite the original source text idea was the most common 

response in the out-of-class condition. 

Table 5.15 shows results of PWQ interval items, which required students to choose 

their level of agreement with statements concerning referencing practices. 
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 In class Out of 
class 

I always provided a reference when using ideas from the 
sources. 

3.04 3.18 

I preferred to use direct quotes rather than paraphrases. 2.5 2.4 

Table 5.15 Levels of agreement with PWQ interval items 

The mean scores highlight a relatively strong belief that students were complying 

with the attribution conventions in both conditions. Ninety-four per cent of students 

expressed agreement (i.e. mostly and definitely agree) with the first statement in the 

out-of-class condition and 78 per cent in the in-class condition. Given the almost 

identical proportion of documented references in the two conditions (see Chapter 

4), this is a rather surprising response. A Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Test showed no 

significant difference in either of the items. 

I ran a cross tabulation on the second statement and this showed that the writing 

condition did not have a big impact, but the preference for direct quotes was higher 

among the lower proficiency students in both conditions.  

This was probed further on both PWQs with the following item: When integrating a 

citation into your essay, how did you decide whether to use a quotation, paraphrase 

or summary of the idea in the source text? My thematic analysis (see the 

Methodology chapter) of students’ responses revealed similar considerations in the 

two conditions. Table 5.16 shows the themes identified and the response rates. This 

table can be found with students’ comments exemplifying each theme in Appendix 

27.  
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Response % of Ss 

(in class) 

% of Ss 
(out of 
class) 

Length of original 27.3% 22.7% 

Ease of rewriting the source idea 21.2% 31.8% 

Organisation/coherence 3% 17.4% 

Other: 

- Time 

- Comprehension/complexity of source texts 

- Intended function of reference 

- Task instructions 

- Quotation is easier 

3 or fewer 
respondents 

Table 5.16 Themes from PWQs regarding considerations about citation technique 

The most prevalent response given for the choice of citation technique in the timed 

condition was the length of the original section of source text to be cited. Students 

reported that they would use a paraphrase or summary in instances where the 

section of text they wanted to cite was too long. Student 65 described his 

considerations for his in-class essay: ‘Whether the source is long or short. If long, use 

summary. If short, use quotations or paraphrases’. This tended to be a practical and 

pragmatic consideration, since producing a long paraphrase can be cognitively 

demanding and time-consuming. In addition, the task instructions state that direct 

quotations can only make up ten per cent of the total word count and that no single 

direct quote can be more than 30 words. Student comments show that they used 

these instructions as a clear guideline (see Appendix 4).  

The most popular explanation for choosing to paraphrase a source idea in the out-of-

class essays was the students’ ability to rewrite the idea. Possessing the necessary 
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vocabulary was a frequent consideration as was ability to change the sentence 

structure. 

I probed this issue further in the DBIs, asking students to explain the rationale behind 

each of the references in their essays. Similar themes to those outlined in Table 5.16 

were mentioned by the 12 interviewees, although responses were more expansive. 

Table 5.17 documents the themes which arose from the analysis of transcriptions 

and the students who provided the responses.  

Why did you choose this particular citation technique? Student 
number  

(in class) 

Student 
number 
(out of 
class) 

Reasons for choosing direct quote: 

Ease/familiarity/confidence 26, 37, 42 26, 37 

Scared of mixing meaning of paraphrase - 42 

Better structure/good expression  28, 38, 77 42, 77, 44 

More objective/provides better support  38, 77 - 

Synthesis of ideas from two places in source - 38 

Reasons for choosing paraphrase: 

Cohesion and fluency/fits my passage 28 38, 39 

Can add own understanding/own elaboration 28 39 

Useful to summarise a section 26 - 

Minimise plagiarism/10% rule 39, 48, 64 44, 48, 64 

Appeals to examiner/shows better skill 42, 47, 77 28, 47, 48 

Considerations before making choice: 

Comprehension of source text  44 44, 48, 64 

Function 38 38 

Time 47 48, 77, 38 

Table 5.17 Interviewees’ reasons for particular citation techniques 
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The data in Table 5.17 show that similar themes arose in both conditions and the 

number of students making comments relating to each of the themes was similar. 

The rationale for including paraphrases covered a variety of reasons. Many students 

displayed their understanding of the task requirements and assessment criteria, as 

well as their awareness of academic integrity, by explaining that paraphrases 

appealed to the examiner and that they should not exceed the ten per cent limit on 

direct quotations, which is in the task instructions. 

The following descriptor is taken from level 4 of the Source Integration domain on 

the EAP Writing Assessment Rubric (see Appendix 1), indicating that if students rely 

entirely on direct quotations, they cannot achieve more than a score of 3: 

Paraphrase and/or summary is included, accurately reflects sources and is written 

using writer’s own language/structures.  

It seems that the washback from this was a motivating factor regardless of the 

writing condition. While discussing her out-of-class essay, student 48 commented: ‘I 

think the examiner will want to see it [paraphrasing]’. Student 47 expressed a similar 

belief when describing the in-class essay: ‘I think direct quote will make me less 

attractive the whole thing. Less skill I can show’.  

Some students had evidently reached their own interpretation of the most suitable 

citation technique to use depending on the context. For example, the top performer 

(student 38) included more direct quotes than paraphrases in both essays since he 

based his choice on the function of the source idea in the original text. He explained 

how he preferred to use direct quotes for reporting objective content in his out-of-

class essay since paraphrasing these ideas would be less convincing:  
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‘If I want to cite some views or opinions I may paraphrase it or summarise it. 

It’s about the function.… For example this [first] citation represent some 

business owners what they would like to do. And this [the 2nd and 3rd 

references] is objective things from some investigations. I think the objective 

views can support more powerful. If I use my own words it make more 

restrictive. It cannot support my point’.  

Figure 5.1 shows the third body paragraph of student 38’s essay, which includes the 

two direct quotes he was referring to in the interview. 

 Student 38’s third body paragraph (out-of-class essay) Reference 
type 

Thirdly, the existing heroism can demoralize the confidence and restrict 
creative ability of average people. Mesling (2010) indicates that 
“heroism is harming young people’s self-beliefs and creativity”. (n.p.) 
Although this assertion may amplify the harmful effect on young people, 
it is true that existing heroism or myths frequently misdirect people to be 
successful. It often transmits a misleading message that one can be the 
greatest is because he or she is the chosen one, or is born to win. 
Consequently, common young people will less likely to proactively try to 
make a difference over the society just because they deem they are not 
“special” enough. The views that “heroism is often collective effort”, 
“heroism is voluntary and self-initiated” (Mesling, 2010) are more 
practical comparing with the idea that the role models are perfect of 
have some special talents. Only by setting a proper criterion of heroism 
can role models inspire and motivate young people effectively. 

 

DBD  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

DBD  

 

 

Figure 5.1 Paragraph from student 38’s out-of-class essay 

In this paragraph, Student 38’s sophisticated use of source texts is clear. He included 

three clear and concise ideas from the Mesling (2010) source as direct, bounded 

documented (DBD) references to effectively build his argument. His interview 

comments explain how he believed that paraphrasing these ideas would have 
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minimised their impact. The second DBD reference in figure 5.1 is an attempt to 

synthesise two discrete source ideas, from different places in the source text, into a 

single direct quote to enhance his argument.  

Student 37 (the second highest performer) expressed a preference for direct quotes 

since he found them easier, but again his source use was sophisticated. The students 

who ranked third, sixth and ninth (students 28, 39 and 64) explained how they chose 

to paraphrase because it allowed them to add their own understanding of the source 

idea through the paraphrase:  

‘I think [the source idea] needs elaborate. Not clear what I want to say, so I 

just make it more clear. In each passage, I just use a small part of the source 

and on this source he [the author] did not elaborate it so I elaborate’ (student 

28, in class). 

‘I think [paraphrase] would better explain my idea, my understanding of his 

idea because showing that I can express his idea in my own words. Show my 

understanding. Put my understanding into the citation. If I use direct quote I 

think I won’t have better cohesion in front of the sentence and afterwards’ 

(student 39, out of class). 

This is an example of the connecting phase of discourse synthesis and has been 

referred to as ‘content recontextualisation’ by Shi, Fazel and Kowkabi (2018) (see the 

Literature Review). This is a view that paraphrasing is more than just an accurate 

linguistic representation of a source idea, but rather a way for writers to express 

their own thinking.  
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The example below in Figure 5.2 is taken from student 28’s in-class essay. It shows 

that the source idea has been successfully paraphrased using the student’s own 

language, and a new idea (poor people have relatively less skill and competence) has 

been added. This is most likely the student’s interpretation of Romer’s (2013) 

comment: ‘the higher minimum attracts more efficient workers to the labor pool’. 

Ideas which have been appropriated from the source text are underlined as are the 

original sections of the source text. 

Student 28’s second body paragraph (in-
class essay) 

Source text:  

Romer, C. D. (2013, March 2). The Business 
of the Minimum Wage. New York Times. 

Retrieved March 3, 2013, from 
http://www.nytimes.com. 

However, an increase in minimal wage will 
make more poor people lose jobs. 
According to Romer, an increase in 
minimum wage will encourage more people 
to compete for a job. Compared with 
middle-class people, poor people have 
relatively less skill and competence. It is 
likely that middle-class people will take the 
previous jobs that may owned by poor 
people. For employers, they also tend to 
hire middle-class people. Therefore, in 
general, the unemployment rate in Romer’s 
report seems not decrease, but the 
unemployment rate of poor people may 
increase. This may worsen the situation of 
poor people. Additionally, there are more 
people hunting for a jobs because of the 
increase, it becomes more difficult for poor 
people to get new jobs. 

The bulk of the empirical analysis finds that 
an increase in minimal wage does not lead 
to an increase in unemployment. Some 
evidence suggests that employment doesn’t 
fall much because better paid workers stay 
in their jobs longer, which raises 
productivity and labor demand. But this is 
also because the higher minimum attracts 
more efficient workers to the labor pool. If 
these new workers are typically more 
affluent — perhaps middle-income spouses 
or retirees — and end up taking some jobs 
held by poorer workers, a higher minimum 
could harm the truly disadvantaged. 

Figure 5.2 Paragraph from student 28’s in-class essay 

Student 39 explained how, when integrating paraphrases into her in-class essay, she 

referred to other sources for assistance with the necessary language for 

http://www.nytimes.com/
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paraphrasing. Figure 5.3 shows a bounded and documented paraphrase of an idea 

from the Romer source, which was coded as IBD. Student 39 made use of the Clinton 

source to produce this paraphrase. 

Student 39, in-class essay, 
paragraph 4, sentence 5 (coded as 

IBD) 

Source texts: 

1. Romer, C. D. (2013, March 2). The Business of the 
Minimum Wage. New York Times. Retrieved March 

3, 2013, from http://www.nytimes.com 

2. Clinton, W. J. (2014, June 23). Remarks on 
Minimum Wage Legislation. Speech presented at 

the White House, Washington D.C. 

Another point supporting my 
argument is that passing company’s 
salary cost to the customers might 
harm the poor ones. This handover 
can cause price inflation, 
suppressing the disadvantaged 
people who strive to earn a living, 
stated by Romer, C.D. (2013). He 
also underlines the poor ones are 
already difficult to afford raising 
children and buy groceries for 
proper living, they cannot handle 
increasing price of goods. 

1. Another reason that employment may not fall is 
that businesses pass along some of the cost of a 
higher minimum wage to consumers through 
higher prices. Often, the customers paying those 
prices — including some of the diners at 
McDonald’s and the shoppers at low-cost 
supermarkets— have very low family incomes. 
Thus this price inflation may harm the very people 
whom a minimum wage is supposed to help. 

2. But no Americans who work full time should 
raise their children in poverty. For a full-time 
worker, however, this increase from $7.25 to 
$10.10 will mean another $5,880 a year. And if 
you're on the minimum wage, that's real money, 
enough money for a family of four to buy groceries 
for 6 months or pay rent for 4 months. 

Figure 5.3 An IBD reference from student 39’s in-class essay 

Student 39’s IBD reference is a sophisticated paraphrase of the idea from the Romer 

(2013) source. The first and second sentences accurately report the source idea 

whereas the final sentence of the paraphrase adds more specificity to the idea from 

Romer (2013). The student includes concrete examples (i.e. raising children and 

buying groceries), which are taken from the Clinton (2014) source, but this source is 

not referenced. Student 39 explained in the interview: ‘I combine this idea and this 

http://www.nytimes.com/
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idea’. Other students may have adopted this approach, although it was not discussed 

in the interviews.  

It would appear that this high level integration of source ideas was dependent on 

more than just the time condition. While the extended condition provided the time 

for students to engage with the sources, to plan and to think, individual writers’ 

capability (e.g. confidence, linguistic and rhetorical resources), personal 

interpretation of intertextuality, and personal style or preference played a key role. 

Thematic analysis of interview transcripts arranged according to overall performance 

(i.e. combined total score on both essays) showed that reasons behind students’ 

citation technique tended to be idiosyncratic rather than purely down to ability or 

time condition.  

5.4.3.2 Ownership of ideas 

Students were asked in both the PWQs and the DBIs whether they believed that they 

referenced ideas of their own which also appeared in the source texts. Responses 

indicated a great deal of confusion in both conditions. There was a feeling among 

some students that they only needed to provide a reference if the ideas were 

integrated as a direct quote or if the language they used was similar to the original.  

An interval item on the PWQ asked students whether they came across ideas in the 

source texts which were the same as their own ideas. The mean in-class score was 

2.33 compared to 2.83 out of class. Students were then asked: If you included these 

ideas in your essay, did you feel you needed to reference them (insert surname, year 

etc.)? Why/why not?  
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Seventy-two per cent of students in the out-of-class condition reported that they did 

need to reference these ideas, compared to 61.8 per cent in the in-class condition. 

Table 5.18 presents the findings from thematic analysis of students’ affirmative PWQ 

responses and Table 5.19 presents findings from analysis of negative responses. 

Percentages given in both tables are based on the whole population (n=59). Some 

students gave more than one reason in their response. Both tables, with illustrative 

student comments, can be found in Appendix 28. 

 

Response: Yes, it is necessary to provide a reference 

% of Ss 

in class 

% of Ss 
out of 
class 

Somebody else’s idea/not my idea/it is from the source 17.7% 24% 

More persuasive/convincing/reliable 14.7% 20% 

Awareness of plagiarism/copying/academic integrity 14.7% 8% 

Other: 

- It supports my point/helped me to elaborate 

- Language 

3 or fewer 
respondents 

Table 5.18 Thematic analysis of affirmative responses 

 

Response: No, it is not necessary to provide a reference 

% of Ss 

in class 

% of Ss 
out of 
class 

Own idea                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          8.8% 16% 

Common sense 14.7% 20% 

Change the language 14.7% 8% 

Table 5.19 Thematic analysis of negative responses 

Students’ affirmative responses suggest a relatively consistent understanding of 

academic integrity regardless of the writing condition. However, the negative 

responses highlight the confusion, and in some cases misconception, surrounding 

this aspect of academic writing.  
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Many students appear to have interpreted or simplified the conventions or even 

formed their own rules. There was a belief that if they changed the original wording, 

they could claim ownership, or that generalisations of source ideas did not need to 

be referenced. Student 56 explained that there was no need to provide a reference 

for a source idea in his in-class essay since ‘although the key point is similar, the 

elaboration is different’, while student 37 explained that: ‘It is acceptable to not cite 

the idea that is familiar with me’ (out of class) and student 36 explained that a 

reference is only needed if the duplicated idea is included as a direct quote (out of 

class). 

Some students pointed out a need to reference duplicated ideas if they appropriated 

similar language, as otherwise they could be accused of plagiarism. Others explained 

that this was not necessary if they changed the ‘format’ (e.g. student 37). 

Interestingly, student 37, despite receiving the second highest score overall, included 

four unbounded and undocumented paraphrases (IUUs) in his out-of-class essay.  

His essay resembled a review of the source texts rather than an argumentative 

essay, and his explanation corroborated this:  

‘My whole passage is based on the integration and reconstruction of ideas 

from resources… . I think four sources have totally, have raised different 

points and I think they have relationships, so I want to review the relation 

between four sources in my article’.  

Figure 5.4 shows an IUU reference from the first paragraph of student 37’s out-of-

class essay and the two sources which included a very similar idea.  
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Student 37, out-of-class essay, paragraph 
2, sentence 1 (coded as IUU) 

Source texts: 

The role model, proverbially, inspires, 
motivate and bolster youngsters to pursue 
their dreams and success.  

 

Lockwood, P. & Kunda, Z. (1997). 
Superstars and Me: Predicting the Impact 
of Role Models on the Self. Journal of 
Personality and Social Psychology, 73 (1), 
91-113. 

It is common knowledge that superstars, 
that is, individuals of outstanding 
achievement, can serve as role models to 
others, inspiring and motivating them to do 
their utmost best. 

Mitchell, B. (2010). The Roles of Heroes in 
Children’s Lives. New York: Anchor. 

For thousands of years, heroic stories have 
been used to inspire, motivate, and transfer 
cultural values to children. 

Figure 5.4 An IUU reference from student 37’s out-of-class essay 

The provenance of this idea, which I coded as an IUU reference, was not explicit, yet 

student 37 described how the sources triggered ideas that were ‘hiding in [his] 

mind’. This seems to be a rationale for his unbounded and undocumented 

paraphrases, which were not conscious transgressions, but rather an attempt at 

discourse synthesis, and the first steps towards a knowledge-transforming approach 

to constructing his argument. 

Interviewees provided expansive responses, which both confirmed and extended the 

PWQ themes established in Tables 5.18 and 5.19. Student 28’s succinct account of 

the provenance of the elaboration in one of her out-of-class paragraphs highlighted 

the lack of clarity concerning ownership of ideas:  
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‘I think first I read [the source]. I know its main idea and then it becomes my 

idea, and I use my way to explain it… . And I have the information about this 

topic. It can link my knowledge about it’.  

Her precise description summed up how the synthesis of source content and 

personal ideas, whether previously known or inspired by the sources, can blur the 

boundaries between accepted behaviour and inadvertent academic misconduct.  

Student 64 described a similar experience from his out-of-class writing:  

‘I don’t know how to cite it because it’s partly my idea and partly this one. I 

think it need to be cited but I forgot to do this. This should be partly from [the 

source] and partly from my original ideas and it is merged together and then 

cannot split, so I don’t know how to cite it… . I read it and then yeah, trying to 

add some ideas’.  

Figure 5.5 shows the third paragraph from student 64’s essay and the section of the 

source which he merged with his ideas.  
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Student 64, out-of-class essay, first part of 
paragraph 3 (coded as IUU) 

Source text: 

Lockwood, P. & Kunda, Z. (1997). 
Superstars and Me: Predicting the 
Impact of Role Models on the Self. 
Journal of Personality and Social 

Psychology, 73 (1), 91-113. 

Comparing with superiority of fictional heroes in 
the movie, the realization of reality’s inferiority 
may cause self-deflation or low self-esteem. 
Novel usually stress on the positive side of the 
hero, those characters in the novel looks 
unbeatable, the inflated capability of heroes may 
become a target to compare with themselves. On 
one hand, the upwards comparison with the 
legendary heroes may cause low self-esteem, 
since the individuals do not possess any special 
ability in their reality, the realization process may 
lead to depress and they will start blaming 
themselves for “too normal”.  

The impact superstars have on young 
people is difficult to predict. They can 
lead to self-enhancement and 
inspiration under some circumstances 
and to self-deflation and lower self-
esteem in other cases. In still other 
circumstances, superstars might have no 
effect at all on people's self-views: one 
may watch the superb performance of 
Olympic medalists without experiencing 
any change in self-evaluation or 
motivation. 

 

Figure 5.5 An IUU reference from student 64’s out-of-class essay 

Although student 64 included the negative effect of superstars, which is mentioned 

in the source, and also some of the key vocabulary items (e.g. self-deflation, self-

esteem), it is evident that his IUU reference moves beyond the ideas which 

Lockwood and Kunda (1997) mention. He successfully combined his own ideas to 

build up a more detailed explanation of the negative impact on self-esteem. This is 

done through the inclusion of explanation and concrete details (e.g. upward 

comparison, inflated capability, special ability, depress [sic] and too normal).  

Student 77 also expressed a similar concern about her out-of-class essay:  

‘I always feel confuse about is this from me or from the source. I don’t know how to 

distinguish because most of time I think my elaboration is based on source. I just 
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describe deeply and I don’t think it is my elaboration. I feel confused, but I am using 

my own words.’  

In her in-class interview she explained that she would always provide a reference for 

these ideas: ‘I think if I don’t reference them I will be regarded as plagiarism. Always 

worry about that’. This was evident in her in-class essay which did not include any 

undocumented references, yet, there were five IUU references in her out-of-class 

essay. Figure 5.6 shows the second paragraph of student 77’s out-of-class essay and 

the sections of both of the source texts which she appropriated. The ideas which 

appear to have been borrowed are underlined.  
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Student 77, out-of-class essay, second 
paragraph  

Source texts  

1.Mesling, D. (2010, October). The Antidote 
to Apathy. TEDx video filmed October 2010, 
Toronto. 

2.Lockwood, P. & Kunda, Z. (1997). 
Superstars and Me: Predicting the Impact of 
Role Models on the Self. Journal of 
Personality and Social Psychology, 73 (1), 
91-113. 

Some fictional superstars would easily instill 
the incorrect concepts into children that 
common people can not do something 
impossible. As movie Amadeus mentioned 
(as cited in (Lockwood & Kunda, 1997) that, 
[S]uperstars can demoralize and reduce the 
self-esteem of younger, less talented people. 
This is to say, when facing with the more 
outstanding people, the self-esteem of 
young people would be diminished since 
they would have a comparison with the 
perfect individuals in this situation. It is more 
likely that youngster would feel depressed 
easily and they may think that they are not 
able to be as perfect as the targets they 
compare. When teenagers are not optimistic 
enough to overcome this misleading 
concepts, it seems that their self-esteem 
would be affected in a serious way under 
this extreme comparison. 

1.Fictional heroes send out the wrong 
message that common people are not special 
enough to be able to make a difference in 
the world…. This misleading view of heroism 
helps explain why so many people have 
difficulty seeing themselves as leaders or 
potential heroes. 

2.However, the opposite is also true: 
superstars can demoralize and reduce the 
self-esteem of younger, less talented 
people….More familiar everyday scripts 
include the image of the “superwoman” who 
makes other, less extraordinary women feel 
incompetent by comparison and the image of 
the perfectly competent child who is 
demoralized by a gifted sibling to the point of 
giving up on school. This notion, that 
outstanding others can be demoralizing, also 
gained support from the now classic “Mr. 
Clean and Mr. Dirty” study (Morse & Gergen, 
1970), in which job applicants viewed 
themselves less positively when faced with a 
superior competitor than when faced with an 
inferior one 

Figure 5.6 Second paragraph of student 77’s out-of-class essay 

Figure 5.6 shows that student 77 included a direct bounded documented (DBD) 

reference in the second sentence, but no other documented references in the 

second paragraph. After the DBD reference, she signalled a shift to her own voice 

with the linking phrase ‘This is to say…’, yet as the underlined sections of text show, 
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the ideas in her elaboration are very similar to those in the source text. For example, 

the Lockwood and Kunda (1997) text includes the specific examples of superwoman 

and also a gifted child to show how comparisons can have a negative effect, whereas 

student 77 makes the same point in a more general way, by just referring to young 

people. 

Student 39 described her approach in her in-class essay as ‘half and half’. In other 

words, she was hedging her bets, sometimes referencing the duplicated ideas and 

sometimes not: ‘I have my idea and the author wrote my idea and if there is two 

ideas, I will cite one and the other is from myself’. 

Student 47 was more direct and showed no concern for academic integrity when 

describing his approach in his in-class interview:  

‘I will pretend this is my own. This is only a topic sentence. Sometimes if I get 

some sentence or idea from the passage to support this point I will cite it. But 

simply the topic sentence, no need. I will pretend it is my own point’.  

Analysis of the questionnaire and interview data seems to show an overall lack of 

clarity and confusion concerning duplicated ideas regardless of the time condition. 

However, it was evident from the interview transcripts that more students engaged 

in meta-talk about this confusion when discussing their out-of-class essays (e.g. 

students 28, 64, 77). This discussion of the ambiguity surrounding the referencing of 

duplicated ideas or source ideas which had been synthesised with their own ideas in 

the extended condition does perhaps imply that increased time on the task 

facilitated students in activating the connecting aspect of discourse synthesis.  
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5.4.4 Section Summary 

In general, meta-talk around high level source text use and the use of sources as a 

springboard for inspiration was more prevalent in the extended condition and 

among the high scoring students. However, as was observed with students’ self-

reported explanations for their choice of citation technique, other factors such as 

personal style or preference, topic and understanding, or interpretation of 

intertextuality also contributed.  

5.5 Chapter Summary 

In this chapter I presented findings from my analyses of students’ self-report data in 

order to address research questions 3 and 4. The majority of students preferred 

composing their source-based essay in the extended condition since it was less 

stressful. Students tended to invest more time in their out-of-class essay than their 

in-class one and they usually worked for more than one session, breaking the task 

down into stages. The extended condition afforded students the opportunity to 

invest (more) time in planning, reading the sources, thinking and proofreading. They 

particularly valued the extra time for reading the sources.  

There were more comments describing high-level knowledge-transforming 

behaviours in the out-of-class condition, suggesting a link between time and 

exploitation of the sources for knowledge construction. In addition, student ability 

and essay topic appear to have played a role. The four students who mentioned that 

they were ‘inspired’ by the sources in the out-of-class condition included the top 

three performers overall, yet they did not make explicit reference to the same kind 

of source use in the in-class essay.  
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Students’ decisions regarding which citation technique to use seemed to be 

idiosyncratic and not particularly influenced by the time condition. The wide variety 

of beliefs and the confusion concerning the referencing of personal ideas which were 

present in the sources and those which were merged together with source ideas 

were evident in both writing conditions. This suggests a possible need for more 

explicit instruction regarding this aspect of academic writing in the EAP programme. 

The results presented in this chapter are synthesised with those presented in 

Chapter 4 in the Discussion chapter (Chapter 6) to facilitate a comparison between 

composing behaviour and essays when working under a timed condition in the 

classroom compared to working in an extended condition in a naturalistic 

environment.
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 Discussions and Implications 

6.1 Overview 

In this research, I have explored the timed assessment of source-based writing in 

English in the context of the EAP programme offered by the English Language Centre 

at City University of Hong Kong. I investigated similarities and differences in score 

outcomes, as well as how students responded to parallel essay tasks and used source 

texts in a 1 hour 45 minute in-class condition and a one-week out-of-class condition.  

This chapter begins with a brief recapitulation of the main findings from the analyses 

presented in Chapters 4 and 5 and then synthesises the quantitative and qualitative 

data in order to suggest meaningful responses to the research questions presented 

below:  

Research Question 1: Does the amount of time EAP students are given to compose a 

source-based argumentative essay assessment task have an impact on:  

a. word count? 

b. essay scores? 

c. reference types and uses? 

Research Question 2: Are there differences between high, mid and low performing 

students with respect to essay length and reference types and uses in the timed (1 

hour 45 minutes) and extended (1 week) conditions?  

Research Question 3: Which of the two conditions do students prefer for composing 

a source-based argumentative essay assessment task and why? 
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Research Question 4: What differences can be found in students' reports of how 

they used the source texts in the timed versus extended condition? 

I integrate narratives of two of the interview participants, the highest and the lowest 

scorers, to exemplify the findings and build a detailed description of how individuals 

behaved in the two conditions. I then explore the implications of my research for the 

assessment of source-based writing in EAP programmes and finally summarise the 

specific contributions for research methodology, theory, and pedagogy and 

assessment. 

6.2 Review of Quantitative and Qualitative Findings from Chapters 4 

and 5 

6.2.1 Research Question 1 

As we saw in Tables 4.4 and 4.7 the extended condition resulted in longer and higher 

scoring essays. I coded the source use instances in students’ essays using the Coding 

Scheme for Reference Types (CSRT) in order to compare their source text use when 

writing in timed and extended conditions. The overall usage pattern of the 16 

reference types tended to follow a similar pattern in both the in-class and out-of-

class essays (see Figure 4.1 in Chapter 4). The most prevalent reference type in both 

conditions was the direct bounded documented (DBD) reference, followed by the 

indirect unbounded undocumented (IUU) type. The IUU reference type was used far 

more frequently in the out-of-class condition. This was an unanticipated finding 

because I had expected a lower frequency of undocumented source use in the 

extended condition since students were under less time pressure.  
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I coded students’ reference uses with the Coding Scheme for Reference Uses (CSRU), 

the classification scheme I developed using the data in the main study. The same 14 

reference uses were identified in the in-class and out-of-class essays, although their 

prevalence varied between conditions. In the timed condition, there was a greater 

tendency for students to include specific details, data and examples to support their 

arguments, whereas the inclusion of source ideas to expand an argument through 

explanation or logical reasoning was more prevalent in the extended condition.  

6.2.2 Research Question 2 

I ranked the students into three groups based on their overall performance (see the 

Methodology chapter). The top performing students (group 1) tended to write 

longer essays (see Table 4.3) and display the highest positive increase in their scores 

between the two conditions (see Table 4.5). The top and mid performers tended to 

include more references than the low performers in both writing conditions. The 

highest mean reference count was observed among the top performing group in the 

extended condition. 

The IUU reference type was used far more frequently by the top performing 

students, especially in the out-of-class condition. This finding was unexpected since I 

had assumed that the top performers would display the lowest incidence of 

undocumented referencing. The top performing students included a wider range of 

reference uses, and this was more apparent in the extended condition.  

6.2.3 Research Question 3 

The combined quantitative and qualitative results of analyses of post-writing 

questionnaire (PWQ) responses and discourse-based interview (DBI) transcripts 
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show that in the out-of-class condition, students tended to work in a number of 

sessions, over different days, for different durations and at varying times of the day. 

In the in-class condition, the majority of students worked for almost the full time 

allowance of 1 hour 45 minutes or did not finish their essay. This shows that 

students used the opportunity to spend longer on the task when writing in the out-

of-class condition. The PWQ revealed that most students had a positive perception 

of the extended condition, since they could invest the extra time in processes which 

they believed enhanced their performance, such as planning, reading sources, 

thinking and proofreading. In contrast, students’ descriptions of their composing 

behaviour (in PWQs and DBIs) suggest that these processes were often skipped in 

the in-class writing due to the perception that there was insufficient time. 

Consequently, most students felt they could work better without the stress of the 

time limit and they expressed a preference for composing the essay in the out-of-

class condition. 

6.2.4 Research Question 4 

In Chapter 5 we saw that behaviours associated with knowledge-telling, selective 

retelling and knowledge-transforming processes were evident in both writing 

conditions (see Table 5.14). However, since students reported a reduced 

engagement with the source texts when under time pressure, the extended 

condition elicited more of the real-life academic writing skills, such as global reading 

of sources, knowledge construction, reflection and reviewing, which make up the 

reading-to-write (RTW) construct (see the Literature Review). In addition, these high-

level processes were mentioned more frequently by the top performing students. 
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Personal style, linguistic capability and understanding of academic writing practices 

also played a role in determining the RTW strategies employed (see section 5.4.3). 

The mixed methods approach adopted in this study revealed clear differences in 

students’ composing behaviour and feelings. These important aspects of task 

response cannot be reduced to a countable coding scheme, but through the 

combination of quantitative and qualitative data, a richer view of student behaviour 

and perceptions was established. This is vital for planning best practice in teaching 

source-based writing as well as for making meaningful decisions regarding source-

based writing assessments.  

6.3 The Impact of Time on Source Text Use 

This section draws together all of the findings from Chapters 4 and 5 which are 

related to students’ engagement with, and use of, source texts. In synthesising the 

findings from my analyses of countable data with those from my analyses of self-

report data, I have been able to establish a clearer picture of students’ source text 

use in the timed and the extended conditions. While countable data are sufficient for 

suggesting answers to research questions 1 and 2, the self-report data facilitate our 

understanding of how and why students made decisions regarding source use, their 

feelings about the two writing conditions and their beliefs about source-based 

writing, in order to suggest answers to research questions 3 and 4.  

I selected two of the twelve interviewees, the highest and the lowest scorers, to 

provide an illustration of how the time conditions specifically impacted individual 

writers while composing from sources. The purpose of these two detailed case 

analyses, which are presented in this chapter, is to examine more closely the 
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similarities and the differences in the behaviour, performance and attitudes of 

individual students of differing ability when composing from sources in different 

time conditions. I also draw on data from other research participants to extend the 

two narratives further and to illustrate the findings. 

6.3.1 Engagement with the Source Texts: Simon 

Student 42, who I refer to as Simon, was a second year Applied Sociology 

undergraduate from Hong Kong and a confident and reasonably motivated member 

of the EAP class. He achieved the lowest scores of the 12 interviewees for both 

essays and was one of the few participants achieving a lower score in the out-of-

class essay than the in-class one (29 and 33 respectively). When ranked against all 

research participants (n=59), his combined score was 46th, placing him in group 3 

(the lowest performers). His in-class and out-of-class essays are in Appendix 29. 

His post-writing questionnaire data showed his strong preference for writing in exam 

conditions, as he found it ‘more serious’ and ‘more efficient’. Simon’s reasons align 

with those of the 14 per cent of participants who preferred the in-class condition 

(see section 5.3.2). He thought that 1 hour 45 minutes was a suitable time limit and 

he finished with 5 minutes to spare, although he admitted that he did have to rush: 

‘Before I start I think 1 hour 45 minutes is very enough, but after I do half I don’t think 

that’s enough so I have to hurry up. In the first half I do it slowly then choose the 

points slowly, then in the second half more better’. 

Simon believed his performance on the in-class essay would have been worse if he 

had been given a one-week deadline for the task, due to his tendency to become 

distracted in the absence of a time limit. He explained: 
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‘If writing at home may attract me to do other things like the phones, 

computers. Also, when I do at home many other course will have something 

to do, so I will use my time to do different things’.  

When I urged Simon to explain his preference in more detail, he referred to his 

tendency to lose focus when he has too much time: ‘If I work not in the time 

condition, I think I will think other things and maybe have some off topic’. In 

contrast, he described how a strict time limit forced him to work purposefully, 

efficiently and with less deliberation:  

‘If in the exam, I think I will just highlight the main point, and then just write 

one or two main point in the paper, and then highlight what I need to use, 

and then I will go to do it. But at home, I will think more about it is right to my 

point or somethings, but in the exam I won’t, I will just write’.  

His description highlights his tendency to think more and to deliberate when he had 

more time, compared to the focused approach he adopted when he was under time 

pressure. Although time to think while composing was perceived to be positive by 

the majority of participants as they believed this enhanced their performance (see 

section 5.3.2), for Simon it was the opposite. His comments describe his 

unproductive tendency to ‘overthink’, as he was unable to make decisions and this 

led to ‘off topic’ ideas. The other students who expressed a preference for the timed 

condition conveyed the same ideas as Simon, indicating that they perceived the 

external motivation of the time allowance to be a necessary factor in their ability to 

perform (see Table 5.7). Simon’s writing log (see Figure 6.1 below) shows that he 
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spent four hours on the out-of-class writing divided over three separate writing 

sessions.  
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Date Time spent on task What did you do? 

Wed 30th March 2016 1 hour  

(10:30pm – 11:30pm) 

Read the sources and think about 
the main points. 

Thurs 31st March 2016 2 hours  

(9:30pm – 11:30pm) 

Write the introduction and first 
paragraph. 

Fri 1st April 2016 1 hour 

(9:00am – 10:00am) 

Second paragraph and conclusion. 

Figure 6.1 Student 42’s writing log 

He explained this approach:  

‘The 1st day is a strategy – read source and find main points. But the 2nd and 

the last is careless mistake. I want to use my time to finish in this day [the 

second session] and then I can have some time to proofread in this morning 

[the third session, submission day], but when I do it the last and then I sleep. 

Careless’.  

Simon described how, as a result of his poor time management, there was ‘not 

enough time to check or proofread at end’, and he said he was disappointed with his 

essay. He felt it was ‘not really good enough because not enough time’ despite 

devoting four hours to it. This despondency contrasts with his confidence when 

describing his in-class behaviour, even though he was also forced to rush in the end: 

‘I don’t need to correct [my essay] in class… . I had confidence. After I can do it under 

these time conditions I feel happy’. 

Unlike the majority of the participants who valued the extra time invested in the 

thinking process (see section 5.3.2), Simon preferred the conviction and definite 

action which the timed condition necessitated, and he felt that the extra time he 

spent on the out-of-class essay did not pay off for him: 
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 ‘That four hours, I don’t think I can really deeply write about the topic, just 

think, think, think, and then write what I want to write. So something maybe 

can better’.  

Despite Simon’s disappointment with his out-of-class writing and his perception that 

he is easily distracted, the approach to composing in the out-of-class condition, 

which he described to me, was purposeful. He explained how he preferred the out-

of-class topic on Role Models (RM) and his familiarity with the topic meant that, 

after reading the question, he spent some time to activate his own prior knowledge 

and generate his ideas into a simple mind map before reading the source texts.  

When I asked him to clarify whether he had a clear opinion prior to reading the 

sources, he replied with a very emphatic, ‘Yes’ and added: ‘I already write the first 

statement that I surely agree this popular star will have the negative effect on young 

people’. It seems to me that this facilitated Simon’s targeted reading of the sources 

to look for ‘some examples … and definitions’ to support his pre-determined thesis. 

The reading behaviour he described to me aligned with the ‘usual’ approach which I 

identified in the data of many of the participants (see section 5.4.1), particularly in 

the out-of-class condition:  

‘The first is quick read and then after I know which one to use then try to have 

a deep read. Then if it is right to me then sure I will use that’. 

This involved a global read to assess the relevance of source texts, followed by a 

targeted read of certain sources or sections. In Simon’s case, the initial global read 

was likely to be skimming as he said it was ‘quick’, whereas for others it was more of 

a careful read (see Approach to Reading section in 5.4.1). In his post-writing 
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questionnaire Simon reported that he read the sources many times before writing 

but did not refer to them again while writing. I was intrigued by this unusual 

behaviour, as well as by the fact that he was the only participant who did not make 

any annotations on the out-of-class source texts. When I asked him about this 

behaviour in the interview, Simon explained that when he found a suitable part to 

cite, he immediately inserted it into his mind map. I prompted Simon to explain how 

he decided which of the Role Models source texts to use and he explained: 

‘In my essay I have two points. I try to find the examples to support my points. 

So I try to find different examples like sports star or the examples of role 

model and then try to use it to bring out they have the negative effect on 

children’.  

He added:  

‘Main points from my mind and then I find [the support] in the text. Like I tell 

you, like the sports stars take the drugs, I have that idea, and I find the 

support in the texts’.  

The behaviour Simon described is a selective retelling process (see Table 5.14). His 

reading was goal-oriented since he was specifically searching the source texts for 

suitable ideas to support his main points. He had an agenda in the form of his mind 

map and a clear objective: ‘I aim to use one source in each [paragraph]’. When I 

asked him if the sources helped him to think of new ideas, he replied: ‘In this time 

not, because I have think something similar to the text before I read it’. It appears 

that his reading, although guided by purpose, was a somewhat mechanical hunt for 

supporting ideas which lacked flexibility and openness to new insights. Conversely, 
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he explained that in the timed condition he did not have any ideas about the topic, 

so he used the sources to find main points: 

‘Previous one [out-of-class] I had some ideas so I write down my ideas first 

then start to do reading but this time I just read the question and then I think I 

start to read the sources and get some ideas’. 

This reflective comparison of his behaviour in the timed and extended conditions 

shows that Simon acted purposefully, setting goals for himself and adapting his 

composing behaviour to suit the context. He explained how he did an initial read to 

understand the gist of each of the in-class source texts and guide his opinion:  

‘I read this [source 1], and underline and read this [source 2], and underline, 

and then start third source but decide not to go on as I found opinion 

already… . The first two is harmful and the other two is good to them. I think 

the negative side is more easy’.  

He then selectively referred to the texts while writing, unlike his approach in the 

extended condition. Simon explained to me that his main ideas were all from the 

sources but that his reading helped to trigger new ideas: ‘After reading and then my 

appear this idea’ and ‘Sources helped me to think about this point’. When comparing 

his comments from the two conditions, it seems that Simon moved beyond the texts 

and drew on his own knowledge bank more in the timed condition than the 

extended condition. Simon’s behaviour was divergent since, for the most part, 

students found that the extended condition was more conducive to using the 

sources as a springboard to generate new ideas (see section 5.3.3). A few students 
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did share his opinion though. For example, student 44, who ranked ninth in terms of 

her overall score, preferred writing in the timed condition and explained to me:  

‘I will think carefully, and focus all my attention, and in this tradition I have 

more ideas and it will be better… . I think of many very good ideas very fast 

and some ideas I will never think about at home’. 

6.3.2 Moving Beyond the Source Texts: Harold 

Student 38, who I refer to as Harold, was a first year student from mainland China. 

He was studying in the College of Business and was an enthusiastic and motivated 

member of my EAP class. He was the highest scorer of all research participants 

(n=59) on both essays. When I interviewed Harold, I asked him which writing 

condition he preferred. Unlike Simon, he explained that he preferred writing in the 

out-of-class condition due to the ‘relaxed environment’. He commented: ‘When 

writing at home you got no pressure … that’s the most different thing’, and he 

believed that more time enhanced his performance. His belief was corroborated by 

his scores: 46 on the in-class essay and 54 on the out-of-class task.  

Harold’s post-writing questionnaire responses built up a picture of an engaged and 

interested writer. Despite his lack of familiarity with the RM topic, he liked it: ‘The 

topic is interesting since I grew up with many heroism stories and it helped me 

reflect these models’. Harold was able to utilise the sources to activate his schemata 

in order to develop his understanding of the topic. He said: ‘The topic was not 

familiar to me, but the sufficient information helped me to understand it’ and ‘I 

understand the topic after reading the source texts’. Harold did not already possess 
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specific topic-related arguments but he made connections between the subject 

matter and his own personal life experience:  

‘Since I never thought about this topic before, it is quite new for me. But these 

four texts have an overview of this topic, and in China, the authority often 

encourage us to follow a hero. I think many models in our education system. 

My father is also some model, I think, with high reputation in others. I learn 

from this as I grow up. I can guess, I know what exactly what it carries. I can 

reflect on it.’ 

Harold utilised the ideas in the source texts, but he also moved beyond them to build 

up his personal interpretation of the topic. He made mental links with his wider 

world knowledge and personal experience, such as fictional heroes from his 

childhood, role models promoted by the state or the education system, and the 

reputation of his father, in order to build his own frames of reference and 

contextualise the topic. This finding aligns with that of McCulloch (2013), who 

investigated the reading processes of two Masters students engaged in reading-to-

write tasks for their dissertations and found that the more proficient student drew 

on her own experience and used her own examples to personalise and extend the 

claims in the source texts. Kennedy (1985) refers to this behaviour as a ‘beyond text’ 

reading strategy and also associates it with proficient readers. 

Harold’s Writing Log (see Figure 6.2) shows that he spent 4.5 hours on the out-of-

class essay, working on four separate instances over a three-day period.  
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Date Time spent on task What did you do? 

Tues 29th March 2016 1 hour  

(9:20am – 10:20am) 

Read the task instructions and the 
source texts. Then marked critical 
statements. 

Tues 29th March 2016 1 hour  

(1:00pm – 2:00pm) 

Made an outline and wrote the 
introduction. 

Wed 30th March 2016 2 hours  

(7:00am – 9:00am) 

Wrote the whole paper. 

Sat 2nd April 2016 30 minutes 

(9:00am – 9:30am) 

Check the paper again. 

Figure 6.2 Harold’s writing log 

Harold spent more than one hour on pre-writing behaviours (reading the 

instructions and source texts, annotating sources, making an outline) and 30 minutes 

on post-writing checking. In his timed writing, he devoted less time to these 

behaviours in favour of text production. He described his out-of-class method as 

more ‘systematic because of more time’, and when I asked him to clarify this during 

the interview, he described his composing process:  

‘Firstly I read the source texts and think about, then check it again. And then I 

have a format in my mind and I can check again to find which sentences I can 

cite in my passage. And then I start write in half, I choose to, how I relax, and 

then continue to write it. After I finish it, I read it again and then 

proofreading’. 

His description shows multiple reads of the source texts. He did not rush, but rather 

took the time to think about each text before moving on to the next one. His post-

writing questionnaire responses corroborate this careful and systematic approach, 

documenting how he read through the whole of every source text more than once 
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before writing since he ‘needed to understand the text totally and thought about it 

with my own ideas.’ His aim was ‘to understand the core ideas of each source text, 

and based on some ideas of the source to form my own opinions’.  

Harold’s out-of-class post-writing questionnaire responses built a picture of his 

reflective and unhurried composing behaviour, and the time I spent with him during 

the interview confirmed this. This approach enabled him to make informed and 

evaluative decisions regarding his reading and writing in order to enhance his 

performance. For example, he explained to me how he chose the most suitable 

sources to use. After developing an understanding of all of the four source texts, he 

made the decision to only use two of them since the other two ‘would not have 

close relations to my opinions’. This shows that he had engaged in a global read to 

establish the gist or purpose of each source, just as Simon did, and that he had also 

made intertextual connections between the sources to evaluate the relevance of 

each for his essay.  

However, Harold adopted a different approach for his in-class essay. He disagreed 

with the dichotomous post-writing questionnaire item enquiring whether writing 

essays in a time limit is the same as writing essays without a time limit, and in 

response to the open-ended follow-up item, he wrote: ‘[y]ou only read the material 

once and have no time to prepare a detailed outline’. He expanded this in his 

interview, explaining how extra time facilitated his performance through better 

content:  
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‘Time for Minimum Wage [in-class] essay is limited. I had to start writing as 

soon as I have ideas. But for the Role Models [out-of-class] essay, I could think 

for a long time and choose the best ideas to write’.  

In the post-writing questionnaire he reported that he found the in-class topic on 

Minimum Wage (MW) easier than the out-of-class one (RM) and explained, ‘I have 

learnt related topic before in my macro-economic class, so I can get some basic 

concepts, and we have learnt some models to apply to this minimum wage’. This 

shows that he moved beyond the in-class source text content to access his own 

personal resource bank, gained from previous learning. Yet, as he explained in his 

interview, his familiarity with the topic resulted in a different objective when reading 

the source texts: 

‘When I reading the source texts, I will focus more on how this reference 

explains [emphasis added] the topic rather than understanding [emphasis 

added] what the topic. I don’t need to, to do this in this time, but for the other 

time I think’. 

Harold’s introspection shows a surprisingly precise and intuitive account of how he 

utilised the source texts differently in the two conditions. I probed this aspect 

further, enquiring whether the topic was also the reason why he had read the source 

texts once in the in-class condition but many times in the out-of-class condition. 

Harold replied:  

‘It’s not the topic. It’s because I have abundant time, so I can maybe read one 

text and I can think about it, do something else then read another and maybe 
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I will forget something in first text and read it again so I can combine it 

together’. 

Harold described a relatively flexible and constructive interaction with the source 

texts in the extended condition. This signified that his reduced engagement with the 

sources in the timed condition was a result of time pressure rather than different 

levels of topic knowledge. In contrast, Simon’s description of his reading behaviour 

in both conditions indicated that his different approach was influenced by his 

understanding of the topic.  

Harold’s description of his behaviour shows that the extended condition facilitated a 

relaxed approach to composing: this reflects the three recursive phases in Flower 

and Hayes’s (1980) writing process model: planning, translating and reviewing. 

However, his interview comments reveal that when working against the clock, his 

primary focus was to finish the essay in the allocated time: 

‘I would not have sufficient time to think about the topic. I learnt something 

from thinking the process [in the extended condition], but if I do in class, I 

would have focus on how to finish it in time and with no error. But when I 

write in home, what I focus is writing better, not just avoid errors’.  

The availability of time to read the source texts, think about the ideas, generate his 

own ideas, form his opinion and refine his writing appeared to be a vital element in 

the way Harold responded to the task, and he believed that this contributed to his 

better performance in the out-of-class condition. However, the timed condition 

pushed him to concentrate more on the translating (text production) phase. This 

aligns with the findings in section 5.4.1, which show that the majority of participants 
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valued the extra time in the out-of-class condition to invest in planning, reading the 

source texts, thinking and proofreading.  

6.3.3 Time Pressure: All Participants 

The majority of students, at least the majority of those who did not express a 

preference for the in-class writing, like Harold, reduced the time they spent reading 

the sources during the in-class writing. As was seen in the results in section 5.3.2, the 

rush to complete the essay in the 1 hour 45 minute allowance resulted in a reduction 

in time spent on both pre-writing and while-writing reading, as well as differences in 

the ways students engaged with the source texts.  

My analysis of questionnaire, interview and writing log data from the whole 

population of research participants showed that the desire to finish in the 1 hour 45 

minute allowance triggered a compulsion to start writing quickly. Students felt 

productive while they were writing as there was a sense that they were getting the 

task done, and this is, in fact, the very reason why 14 per cent of students preferred 

the timed condition. However, for most students, this urge to get something down 

on paper resulted in them starting to write without a detailed reading of the sources 

or without a clear plan. For example, during her interview, Student 28, who ranked 

12th overall amongst all participants, explained her rushed reading behaviour to me: 

‘I scanned. I read them all fast’. When I asked if she had understood the sources, she 

added: ‘Actually this one [the first source] I did not quite understand because I read 

it fast and I did not read it again’. She admitted: ‘Perhaps it’s hard to understand 

with fast speed’, yet justified her decision: ‘I always write very slowly, so I want to 

left as many as possible time to write. So I just read [the sources] once then write 
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introduction’. These meta-comments show self-awareness and an ability to evaluate 

the writing conditions and adapt composing behaviour accordingly. This is exactly 

what Harold and Simon both did when they changed their reading goal based on 

their prior topic knowledge.  

However, many students’ hurried pre-writing behaviour was a result of stress rather 

than a conscious choice. My thematic analysis of students’ post-writing 

questionnaire data and interview comments supports an association between 

students describing high levels of stress in the timed condition and a lack of direction 

with their composing processes. For example, in his interview, Student 37, the 

second highest scorer overall, explained: ‘I feel nervous at the very beginning of the 

essay and I just put something down to mitigate the nervous, the feeling’ and later 

he added:  

‘When writing with a time limit, thoughts are squeezed out, but when writing 

without a time limit they can flow out. By saying squeezed out of my mind, I 

mean there is some kind of disorganised idea, disorganised structure. [When] 

the ideas flows out of my mind I have some plans in my mind and just let it 

flow’.  

His account presents a vivid comparison of the organised nature of composing when 

time was not an issue and the chaotic rush to complete the task when under time 

pressure.  

In the timed condition, in addition to a reduction in time spent reading, different 

reading behaviours were observed. The ‘usual’ approach to the task, which I 

identified to some extent in both conditions and described in section 5.4.1, involved 
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an initial global read of the sources, followed by a targeted reading of particular 

(sections of) sources. This approach was less evident in the timed condition, where 

many students skipped the global read prior to writing and instead relied on while-

writing ‘sentence mining’ of source texts for ideas to cite. Jamieson and Howard 

(2013, p.113) describe this behaviour as ‘copying from sources instead of composing 

from them’, and Howard, Serviss and Rodrigue (2010, p.187) refer to this as ‘writing 

from sentences selected from sources’. The objective of reading-to-write assessment 

tasks in EAP is to imitate authentic university writing, where reading informs 

students’ text production. However, if students are being forced to take shortcuts in 

their reading when under time pressure, and their primary objective is the inclusion 

of a relevant and accurately referenced citation, the context and cognitive validity of 

the assessment are being threatened. Jamieson and Howard (2013) stress the need 

for students to deeply engage with sources so they are able to talk about and 

summarise the ideas instead of merely mining source texts for suitable sentences to 

cite, yet as my data have shown, for some students, this is not compatible with 

writing under time pressure. 

The combined effect of these compromised reading behaviours was often a failure 

to gain a full understanding of the intention or the gist of each source. In fact, even 

Harold, the highest scorer, included a direct quote which misrepresented the author 

in his timed writing (see his second DBD reference in the third body paragraph of his 

essay in Appendix 30). Data from student 28 presented earlier, reveal that she also 

believed her rushed reading was responsible for her poor performance, since a 

simple reading oversight resulted in her having to rewrite her essay. 
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My interview guide (see Appendix 15) included the following question: Did you 

understand the authors’ opinion in the sources? It is not surprising that the number 

of negative responses was higher in the in-class essay related interviews. For 

example, student 47 gave a very resolute response explaining her sentence-mining 

approach:  

‘Not so. Just scanning, and I just pick up the sentence. If you need me to tell 

you what is the point of this author, I may not precisely tell you what he is 

thinking of. I just grab a sentence of his work, but doesn’t mean this is his 

stance’.  

The data show that the reading aspect of the reading-to-write task was often 

reduced to a necessary mechanical exercise in order to fulfil the requirement to 

‘integrate ideas from the sources’ in the marking rubric (see Appendix 1 for EAP 

Writing Assessment Rubric). This tendency to ‘grab’ single sentences from the 

sources which appeared to ‘fit’ their opinion was more common in the in-class 

condition, when time pressure led to a reduction in time spent reading. In fact, in 

some cases, students approached the in-class essay more like an independent 

writing task than an integrated reading-to-write task, adopting a more linear rather 

than a recursive or process-oriented approach (see the Literature Review). The 

compromised reading behaviours in the timed condition imply that reading was not 

consciously valued as a means of facilitating, enhancing or expediting the in-class 

writing process. Lam (2019, personal communication, 25 May) explained that Hong 

Kong university students ‘bring their previous history with them’. They have been 

prepared for independent writing tasks for their Hong Kong Diploma of Secondary 
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Education (HKDSE) school leavers’ exams, and the resulting washback is a focus on 

the text production aspects of reading-to-write tasks combined with a reluctance to 

‘waste time’ reading (Lam 2019, personal communication, 25 May).  

6.4 Consequences of Increased Engagement with Source Texts 

One unanticipated finding to research question 1c was the inclusion of more indirect 

undocumented references in the extended condition (see Table 4.13). This seems to 

have been a consequence of students’ increased engagement with the source texts 

when they had more time. I had assumed that essays produced in the extended 

condition would include more indirect references, since producing full paraphrases 

of source ideas is cognitively demanding and time-consuming, yet I had not expected 

the high proportion of undocumented indirect references (IBU and IUU). What is 

more surprising is that the out-of-class essays of the top performing students (group 

1) included the highest incidence of undocumented references (all types combined). 

Given that the results in Chapter 5 showed that students spent longer on their out-

of-class essays, did not feel so stressed, and had time to check and revise their work, 

I was surprised to find so many apparent transgressions in their citing behaviour. 

This finding merited further investigation since, if it was purely down to 

developmental reasons, the prevalence of IUU references would have been similar 

across conditions.  

6.4.1 Reference Types: Harold 

I coded five references in Harold’s out-of-class essay (see Appendix 30 for a full copy 

of both of his essays), two of which were undocumented indirect references: 

i. Indirect unbounded documented (IUD) 
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ii. Indirect bounded undocumented (IBU) 

iii. Direct bounded documented (DBD) 

iv. Indirect unbounded undocumented (IUU) 

v. Direct bounded documented (DBD) 

In contrast, I coded two DBD references in his in-class essay and no unbounded or 

undocumented source use. Figure 6.3 shows the final body paragraph of Harold’s 

out-of-class essay. The ideas were predominantly taken from the sources (see 

Appendix 2 for the source texts), although he synthesised the source ideas and his 

own ideas to form a new rhetorical structure, rather than simply appropriating the 

one from the source text.  

Figure 6.3 Paragraph 4 of Harold’s out-of-class essay 
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The IBU reference in the first sentence was automatically bounded by virtue of its 

place at the start of a new paragraph and the subsequent reference to Mesling 

(2010). The ideas appear to be synthesised from two sources: Lockwood and Kunda 

(1997) mention ‘demoralise’ and Mesling (2010) mentions ‘creativity’. Harold 

reiterates this idea through the DBD reference in the second sentence.  

In his interview, Harold explained how the main and supporting ideas in his essay 

originated: ‘[They] may come from this [source] text, or I generate with my own 

ideas. And they also be combined with the source text.’ In instances where there was 

an overlap of source content and his own ideas (as in the IBU in Figure 6.3), he 

explained that he based his decision on whether to use the source idea or his own 

idea on the ‘style’. He described how he would make a decision to either ‘cite [the 

source idea] to explain my idea, or use my idea to explain the other’s idea’, and he 

said he would always provide a reference for the appropriated ideas. According to 

Harold’s description, in the example in Figure 6.3, he used the source idea to explain 

his own idea. However, I coded his idea (sentence 1), as an IBU reference since the 

inclusion of similar language (e.g. demoralize) appear to signify that this is too similar 

to the source texts to be purely Harold’s idea. 

The two sentences from lines 6 to 10, coded as IUU, are a summary of ideas taken 

from a large section of Mesling (2010) rather than Harold’s own elaboration of the 

main idea. Some vocabulary is the same as that in the sources (see underlined words 

in Figure 6.3), but on the whole the ideas have been condensed and rewritten in 

Harold’s own style. My analysis of his source texts showed that he did not underline 

or annotate any of the individual words or phrases used in his IBU or IUU references 
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in Figure 6.3. However, all of the sections of text appropriated for every DBD 

reference in his in-class and out-of-class essays were underlined/annotated.  

When I asked Harold to explain how he made his decision about citation technique 

(direct quotation, paraphrase or summary) for his in-class essay, he provided an 

insightful response: 

‘It’s about the function of the citation in this paper. … If I want to cite some 

maybe views or opinions I may paraphrase it or summary it since I can 

summary for example two or three or just one text’. 

However, when citing objective content, he explained that he chose to use a direct 

quote:  

‘If I use my own words it makes much more subjective so it cannot support my 

points… .The objective views can support more powerful’. 

Harold’s responses regarding his referencing choices reflect a metacognitive 

engagement in his decision-making and the extrapolation of his understanding of 

citing conventions to fit the context. This shows that his careful and considered 

approach to citing led to the development and application of his own guiding 

principles in order to strengthen the impact of his citation choices. This was also 

evident through his explanation that one of his aims when reading the sources was 

to look for ‘some vocabularies or sentences to make it more professional’ and his 

rationale for using language from the sources: ‘I thought it had better expression 

than mine’ and ‘The sentences in source is much clear and brief than me’.  

Despite the undocumented source use in Harold’s out-of-class essay, all three raters 

awarded 4 (out of 5) for Source Integration (SI) (see EAP Writing Assessment Rubric 
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in Appendix 1). The same three raters awarded 3 for SI for Harold’s in-class essay. 

According to the marking scheme, he could not score above 3 as he did not include 

any paraphrases (indirect quotations).  

6.4.2 Reference Types: Simon 

In his interview, Simon explained that he had noted down the sections of source 

texts which he planned to cite and did not refer to the sources while writing. 

However, my textual analysis of Simon’s out-of-class essay displayed an overreliance 

on the sources. He reported that he included three direct quotes (DBDs), but I also 

coded three IUU references. He made reference to three of the four source texts. 

Simon was one of the few students from group 3 (the lowest performers) who 

included IUU references. Just like Harold, Simon did not include any undocumented 

source use in his in-class essay; he included one direct quote (DBD) and one 

Figure 6.4 Paragraph 3 from Simon’s out-of-class essay 
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paraphrase (IUD), using two of the source texts, as he only wanted supporting ideas.  

Figure 6.4 shows the third paragraph of Simon’s out-of-class essay. It includes two 

IUU references and one DBD. The underlined words in Simon’s text also appear in 

the source texts. 

I coded the first sentence as an IUU reference. It seems to be a good paraphrase of 

the first sentence of Mitchell (2010) (For thousands of years, heroic stories have been 

used to inspire, motivate, and transfer cultural values to children. See Appendix 2) in 

the sense that Simon accurately appropriated the idea but transformed the language 

and syntax. Simon incorporated his own concrete examples in the subsequent 

sentence (line 3–6) to illustrate the idea in his IUU reference. He then refuted this 

belief in the positive value of heroic stories in the remainder of the paragraph. Simon 

reported that the two sentences from line 10 to 16 were an explanation of the idea 

in the DBD reference and that the penultimate sentence (line 15–16) was a fact. 

However, the ideas presented here are almost the same as those in the Mesling 

(2010) source and Simon’s use of terms from the source text corroborate this. There 

is a slight difference in the meaning and it is unclear whether this is due to Simon’s 

miscomprehension of the source, or whether he combined his own idea with 

Mesling’s (2010) (Fictional heroes send out the wrong message that common people 

are not special enough to be able to make a difference in the world). The ideas in the 

last sentence of Simon’s three-sentence IUU reference are identical to those in 

Mesling (2010) which immediately follow the appropriated idea in Simon’s DBD 

reference. This short analysis of Simon’s paragraph highlights the complexity 

involved in determining the providence of ideas in students’ essays, especially when 

students claim that they have referenced all ideas from the sources and highlighted 

the appropriated ideas in their essay and the sources. In response to the interval 

item on the post-writing questionnaire: I always provided a reference when using 

ideas from the sources, Simon chose 3 (agree) both times on the four-point scale. He 

believed it was necessary to reference source ideas which were the same as his own 

ideas as ‘this is not my idea’ (in-class questionnaire) and ‘they think before I think it’ 

(out-of-class questionnaire). 
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Despite expressing his lack of confidence with paraphrasing during both interviews: 

‘I’m not really confident to write paraphrase. … I scared that I will mix the meanings 

or write wrong meaning’, he did include one in the in-class essay. When I questioned 

Simon as to his motive for this, he explained: ‘I think if I use two direct quotes it is 

not really good for me in the marking’. This shows a pragmatic understanding of the 

assessment requirements, which seems contrary to Simon’s overreliance on the 

source texts in his out-of-class essay. Although he successfully established a 

coherent argument, there was too much dependence on the sources, resulting in all 

three raters awarding 2 for Source Integration. In addition, since Simon included 

three direct quotes and did not include a documented paraphrase in his out-of-class 

essay, he could not have been awarded a 4 (see EAP Writing Assessment Rubric in 

Appendix 1). 

6.4.3 Reference Uses 

In addition to reference types (as coded using the CSRT), research question 3 asked 

about students’ reference uses (as coded using the CRSU). Although I identified the 

same 14 reference uses in the essays written in timed and extended conditions, the 

frequency of many of the reference uses across the two conditions was different. 

The findings in Chapter 4 show that the Data to support and Specific detail reference 

uses were more common in the in-class essays. The Explanation/elaboration 

reference use was the only category which reached statistical significance with a 

higher frequency in the out-of-class essays (see Table 4.14). One possible 

explanation for this is that, when composing under time pressure, it was easier for 

students to ‘grab’ self-contained pieces of information such as data. However, 
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comprehending and integrating content ideas to fulfil the purposes of explanation or 

elaboration is a more cognitively demanding and more time-consuming way of 

supporting a point and is therefore more feasible in the extended condition. This is 

consistent with Jamieson and Howard’s (2013) sentence mining theory as well as 

with my own findings (see Approach to Reading section in 5.3.1.2). The tendency to 

engage in a global read in the extended condition aligns with the prevalence of 

references for purposes of elaboration, explanation or logical reasoning which 

require an understanding beyond the sentence level, whereas the tendency to ‘scan’ 

aligns with the inclusion of self-contained details, such as concrete evidence, data 

and examples. Student 47 described this approach to me in her in-class interview: ‘I 

scanned for any points or sentence to suit my point, my opinion, or can provide 

examples to use as citations’. 

I found a significant interaction between range of reference uses and student 

performance (see Table 4.15), with the group 1 students using references for a wider 

range of uses. This was also suggested by Wette (2017) in her comparison of the 

rhetorical purposes of citations in the texts of experienced and inexperienced 

writers.  

6.5 Constructing New Knowledge and Ownership of Ideas 

The prevalence of IUU references among the top performers in the out-of-class 

condition could be regarded as transgressive intertextuality. This group of students 

were the highest scorers, which signifies that the three raters recognised their strong 

performance (see Implications for further discussion of this). According to a footnote 

on the EAP Writing Assessment Rubric (see Appendix 1), students should be 
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penalised if they display an overreliance on the sources: If students predominantly 

use ideas from sources and minimally use their own ideas, award a maximum of 1 for 

Task Fulfilment. 

In addition, level 1 of the Source Integration criterion refers to the appropriation of 

source ideas without referencing:  

• Some attempt to acknowledge source(s) but one or more of the following is 

present: 

o Instances of plagiarism (short copied chunks/borrowing of unique 

ideas from sources without referencing). 

Since none of the group 1 students were awarded a score of 1 by any of the raters 

for Task Fulfilment or Source Integration, it can be assumed that the raters did not 

find the necessary evidence to apply the footnote or descriptor mentioned above to 

any of the essays. In fact, given the substantially higher scores for all of the four 

assessment criteria in the out-of-class essays of the top performers, it appears that 

the raters valued their work. 

A possible explanation for the higher incidence of IUU references among the higher 

performers in the extended condition is students’ increased engagement with the 

source texts. As we have seen in section 5.2.1, when composing in the out-of-class 

condition, students generally worked over more than one session and engaged in 

multiple readings of the sources. As source ideas were processed, they naturally 

became embedded in a reader’s existing idea bank, especially when there was a 

significant time lapse between reading the source texts and writing the essay. 

Writers who have ‘good textual memories’ (Pennycook 1996, p.225) can 
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unknowingly claim ownership of ideas they have read. Harold’s explanations of his 

composing behaviour presented in section 6.2.2 show the complex interplay 

between source ideas and own ideas. For Harold, the increased time spent reading, 

the time to think and the relaxed atmosphere were conducive to the high-level skills 

of knowledge construction and discourse synthesis. He valued the engagement with 

the sources which the extended condition permitted and viewed the source texts as 

a valuable resource, providing inspiration, topic knowledge and ideas. He described 

how he used the sources as a springboard: ‘I am looking for some ideas from others 

can inspire me to think about and to generate some new ideas’. This is consistent 

with the literature on discourse synthesis and RTW processes, which identified more 

interaction with sources, a more constructive approach to composing and more 

connection with own ideas among the more proficient students (Spivey 1984; Spivey 

& King 1989; Plakans 2009; Chan 2013). Conversely, the less able or less enthusiastic 

writers spent less time reading the sources and more time writing (Plakans 2007).  

Another explanation for the unexpected prevalence of the IUU reference type in the 

out-of-class essays of the group 1 students is that more proficient students 

maximised the potential of the sources. Once they had actively processed source 

content through a global read, they made connections between source ideas and 

their existing knowledge base, or in some cases source ideas triggered the 

generation of new content through discourse synthesis (see the Literature Review). 

This resulted in a meshing together and an inadvertent blurring of the boundaries 

between source and own ideas, making it impossible to trace the order or the origin 

of the ideas. This is an entirely natural, social process and exactly how new 

knowledge is constructed in all spheres, not only in academic writing (K. Hyland 
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2004). Pennycook (1996, p.201) refers to the ‘complex relationship between text, 

memory and learning’, expressing the contradiction inherent in academic writing, 

which stresses the importance of originality and writing in ‘your own words’, while 

requiring students to acquire a vast knowledge base and a fixed terminology. 

Student 37’s out-of-class post-writing questionnaire response, explaining why he did 

not provide a reference for his own ideas which also appeared in the sources, 

illustrates this instinctive development of essay content: ‘These are my ideas hiding 

in my mind inspired by the sources’. 

Other responses to the same questionnaire item (see Tables 5.18 and 5.19) highlight 

the confusion surrounding the presence of students’ own ideas in the source texts. 

Without a clear understanding of the accepted conventions, students were left to 

extrapolate the rules and reach their own interpretation. In his interview, Student 

48, who ranked 19th in overall score, explained his rationale for not documenting a 

source idea: 

‘It is similar to the content of the article because I want to clearly talk about 

the point to the reader, so I wrote this sentence and I use a quotation to 

support it… . I just summarise the whole article, and direct quote the support. 

My idea basically is the article. I just summarise it and create a new point to 

lexical chain’. 

His description of his undocumented summary of a source idea, which was the same 

as his own idea, and his subsequent integration of a direct quote to support it, 

illustrates the grey areas which exist and the insufficiency of academic writing 

instruction to prepare students for such encounters. Students are generally taught 
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that a paraphrase involves faithfully rewriting a source idea in their own words and 

then adding their own elaboration or evaluation in the following sentence(s). 

However, my data suggest that many students who were including IUU references 

had already surpassed the basic level of instruction provided by the EAP course, and 

they were behaving in an intuitive way to develop the necessary content to answer 

the essay question. This composing from sources behaviour shows that students 

were including IUU references for the purposes of knowledge transformation.  

It can thus be suggested that the increased frequency of IUU references in the out-

of-class essays, especially by the top performers, was an unintentional breach of 

academic protocol rather than a conscious transgression. As Chandrasoma, 

Thompson and Pennycook (2004) suggested, transgressive intertextuality is 

developmental and multifactorial. The connection and synthesis of source and own 

ideas, which students described when they had more time, is a positive step in their 

educational journey to becoming a competent academic writer who is able to 

recontextualise source content to construct their argument. Just as Howard (1999) 

proposed that patchwriting is a developmental phase in academic writing, I believe 

that the inclusion of IUU references shows that learning is taking place and should 

not be regarded as a deliberate attempt to assume ownership over source ideas.  

6.6 Summary 

The synthesis of the various forms of data in this mixed methods study has enabled a 

more complete picture of the ways students responded to the task in the two 

conditions to emerge. This has facilitated not only the identification of similarities 

and differences between students’ performance, composing behaviour and feelings, 
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but also an understanding of the reasons why they performed, behaved and felt the 

way they did. A purely quantitative or a purely qualitative approach could not have 

provided the richness and depth of data which was so invaluable in arriving at 

answers to the research questions. 

My findings suggest that prolonged reading and different reading strategies were, in 

part, accountable for the higher scores in the essays written in the extended 

condition. This is consistent with many other RTW studies which found that effective 

reading is an important aspect of the composing process, which enhances writing 

(Bereiter & Scardamalia 1989; Howard 1999; Shi 2004; Plakans 2009a). Reading 

strategies, extent of engagement with the sources and time spent reading, combined 

with the other behaviours which students believed enhanced their performance in 

the extended condition, such as planning, thinking, proofreading and editing, appear 

to have had a positive impact on performance. At least the statistically significant 

higher scores for Task Fulfilment, Discourse Competencies and Language 

Competencies and the substantially higher mean scores for Source Integration in the 

out-of-class essays suggest this. The majority of students’ positive state of mind 

which resulted from working in a relaxed and stress-free environment facilitated a 

more process-like, constructive and reflective approach to the RTW task, which 

appears to have enhanced performance in all four of the assessment criteria. 

When given more time to compose their source-based essay, the top performing 

students showed a tendency to integrate more undocumented ideas from the 

source texts. Based on a simple countable analysis of reference types, particularly 

the IUU type, this behaviour could have been viewed as academic misconduct. 
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However, the emic data from students provided insights which suggested that the 

manifestations of undocumented indirect references were a developmental phase, 

providing evidence of students’ emerging understanding of intertextuality through 

comprehension of source text ideas, language transformation in the form of 

paraphrasing, discourse synthesis and the construction of new knowledge. This 

confirms the value of the mixed methods approach in this study and the need to 

collect both quantitative and qualitative data in order to establish trends and gain 

rich insights into students’ source text behaviour. The implications of this important 

finding for the purposes of assessing source-based writing in EAP are discussed 

further in section 6.6. 

Overall, the data show that the top performers (group 1) gained the most from the 

extended condition. They displayed the biggest positive difference in their out-of-

class essay score, wrote longer essays, included more references, displayed a wider 

range of reference uses and engaged with the sources to construct new knowledge. 

It is suggested that writing in the extended condition facilitated engagement in the 

composing behaviours which are generally associated with more proficient writers, 

and the extra time enabled these already proficient writers to do more of what they 

were already doing reasonably well. The mean scores of the mid and low performers 

were also higher in the extended condition, but to a lesser extent.  

In answer to the research questions presented in section 6.0, the data in this study 

suggest that the amount of time students are given to compose a source-based 

argumentative essay does have an impact on students’ source text behaviour, their 

performance and their feelings towards composing. Accordingly, this salient aspect 
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of task design, which influences students’ ‘standard operating procedure’ (Flower 

1990, p.9), has the potential to threaten the academic writing construct which is 

being assessed, and as such the impact of time must be a major consideration during 

the design and development of any EAP assessment framework. This is discussed in 

more detail in the Implications in section 6.7. 

6.7 Implications 

Several implications for assessment of source-based writing in EAP have emerged 

from my research. As the data, particularly the case studies of Harold and Simon, 

have shown, composing behaviour is highly individualistic, but the implications made 

here are based on trends which were displayed in a substantial number of study 

participants. 

The implications focus on four important issues: time and affect; the dynamic 

reading-to-write construct; the connection between indirect unbounded 

undocumented references (IUU) and knowledge construction; and reference uses. 

6.7.1 Time and Affect: Humanising EAP Assessment 

An important implication of this research is the capacity of time allowances in RTW 

assessment tasks to evoke strong affective reactions which impact students’ 

resulting task perception and ultimately their composing behaviour and 

performance. Even though the data collection for the timed essay was a simulated 

assessment condition, students’ retrospective comments revealed that the act of 

composing under a time allowance evoked strongly emotive responses, both positive 

and negative. The facilitating or debilitating potential of the two conditions generally 

aligned with individuals’ preferences regarding the timed or extended condition (see 
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section 5.2.2). Given that affect has been shown to directly impact cognition (Bless & 

Fiedler 2006), it is not surprising that the states of minds induced by the time 

allowances altered the way students responded to composing in the two conditions.  

Previous research investigating the effect of varying time allowances on writing 

performance usually relies on score data (e.g. Younkin 1986; Livingstone 1987; Hale 

1992; Crone, Wright & Baron 1993; Power & Fowles 1996) and does not take 

account of students’ feelings and composing processes (exceptions are Hall 1991; 

Khuder & Harwood 2015; 2019). As discussed at length in the Literature Review, 

there have been conflicting findings concerning the impact of composing time on 

writing performance, due to various aspects of research design such as the extent of 

the differences between the time allowances, the elapsed time between composing 

the essays, the topics, the granularity of descriptors and specificity of criteria in the 

measurement instrument and so on. However, my study has shown that composing 

a RTW essay in timed versus extended conditions resulted in considerable 

differences, not just in terms of performance (see section 6.1 for a summary of 

findings from Chapters 4 and 5). Students’ self-reports indicated that they perceived 

their thinking processes and their composing behaviour to be more effective, and 

their performance to be better, when they composed the RTW essay in their 

favoured condition.  

For most students, the time pressure was a negative factor, which caused stress and 

was perceived to detract from their performance, yet for Simon, and a number of 

others, time pressure was exactly the catalyst they needed for a purposeful, efficient 

and focused approach to the task. Without this external motivation, many of these 
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students admitted that they were distracted and lost focus, which some believed 

resulted in reduced attention to vocabulary and grammatical accuracy and the 

inclusion of ‘off topic’ content. In contrast to this, students such as Harold valued the 

opportunity to compose in a more methodical, unhurried and reflective manner, 

which facilitated planning, thinking, more engagement with the sources, 

proofreading and editing.  

This finding provides support for a more flexible approach to the assessment of 

source-based writing in EAP programmes, for example the inclusion of both 

‘untimed’ assessment tasks and timed exams, to ensure a fair and humane 

assessment structure, which optimises the opportunity for all learners to achieve 

what they perceive to be their best performance. The objective of EAP programmes 

is to provide support for students to develop the academic literacy skills they need in 

the wider university. The EAP classroom should provide a safe place for students to 

‘try out’ their developing skills in a supportive environment before they face a ‘real’, 

and perhaps less tolerant, audience. This aligns with Swain’s (1985) advice that 

assessment developers should bias for best in order to reduce construct irrelevant 

variance, such as anxiety.  

The inclusion of more than one assessment point and a variety of tasks (e.g. an in-

class and an out-of-class source-based essay) is not a new suggestion, but my 

research has highlighted the significance of this for RTW assessment in EAP. Given 

that source-based writing is cognitively demanding and the majority of students in 

this study preferred the extended condition, it is suggested that they should have 

the opportunity to profit from working without the stress of a time limit. Silva 
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(1990), Cumming (1997), Weigle (2002) and Weir (2005) all promote the collection of 

multiple writing samples to increase reliability and fairness, as raters can make a 

more informed judgement, and students are exposed to more humane testing 

practices. This aligns with Hamp-Lyons and Kroll (1997, p.18), who caution against 

the ‘snapshot approach to testing’, which refers to a single text ‘collected under 

severely limited time constraints’, since this restricts writers’ ability to show what 

they are capable of and therefore threatens the construct validity. Instead, they 

suggest ‘a multi-sample exam’. Cho’s (2003) research comparing students’ 

performance on an exam essay and a workshop-based essay confirms this suggestion 

(see section 2.6). She found that 75 per cent of participants were placed in a higher 

set according to their workshop-based essay score. Her analysis of questionnaire 

responses revealed very similar findings to my study. Eighty-four per cent of Cho’s 

participants preferred the extended writing condition and 79 per cent perceived that 

reduced anxiety facilitated a better performance. Based on this understanding, it is 

not surprising that Biola’s (1982) research, one of the few studies I reviewed in which 

the extended writing condition was substantially longer (see section 2.6), was also 

one of the few studies which reported a significantly higher score in the extended 

condition (2 hours) compared to the exam condition (45 minutes). Just like many of 

the students in my study, Biola’s participants reported that the extra time allowed 

them to calm their nerves and to invest time in planning and thinking. 

An alternative suggestion to deal with the reliability concerns of allowing summative 

assessment tasks to be completed outside the classroom is to conduct the 

assessment in a controlled environment, but to allow students as much time as they 

need to compose. Although this is not entirely naturalistic, it does cater for the time 
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allowance preferences of all students. However, Alderson (2000) recommends that 

tests should not be longer than three hours, due to student fatigue. In addition, 

many students’ preference for the out-of-class condition was not just based on the 

increased time, but also on the relaxed and flexible environment and the chance to 

work without feeling pressure from peers sitting in the same room. It is assumed 

that composing in a controlled, yet extended condition in the classroom does not 

instill the same feeling of composure and calm that many students feel when 

composing out of class, but it does provide time to think, reflect, engage with source 

texts and proofread (the behaviours mentioned by my study participants). In 

addition, there would be ample time for students to settle their nerves and they may 

not feel the instinctive rush to start writing, which was mentioned by some of my 

participants. There is, of course, a chance that less engaged students would rush to 

complete the essay to avoid staying in the venue all day. McGinley (1992) found 

exactly that. He allowed students as long as they wanted in a single sitting to 

compose a source-based essay. The majority spent around two hours on the task 

and the maximum time was 2.5 hours. He feels that this was a limitation of his study 

and that students should have been allowed to compose in a more naturalistic 

manner over multiple sittings. Certainly when working with source texts, being able 

to write over multiple sittings and take a break between reading and writing, as the 

majority of my study participants did, appears to facilitate a more constructive 

composing process. Even between writing sessions, when students are not actively 

working on the task, they may be subconsciously processing the source ideas and 

constructing new knowledge.  
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However, some of the participants in my study felt that they needed a strictly limited 

time allowance to perform well. Comments from students who favoured the in-class 

condition illustrated a resolute attitude to getting the task done, which facilitated 

fast and concrete decision making concerning all aspects of composing, including the 

choice of sources, vocabulary to use and so on. As Silva (1990) warns, if students 

always follow a process approach to writing, they may not be effectively prepared 

for the demands of real academic writing, which usually involves a combination of 

timed and untimed writing assessments. Thus, as suggested above, a combination of 

RTW tasks done in both timed and extended conditions is appropriate. This is 

supported by Leki and Carson’s (1994) survey of students to gauge whether an EAP 

programme had been effective in supporting them with the writing demands of the 

university. The result highlighted a ‘desire for efficiency’ (p.91), as many respondents 

expressed a need to have more practice in timed writing and to be able to read and 

write faster in English. 

Very recently, Khuder and Harwood (2019) published the results of their study 

investigating advanced-level L2 writers’ task representation in test-like and non-test-

like conditions. Interestingly, their implications align with those which have arisen 

from my study. They found that previous education plays a role and thus, writers, 

who had been taught to write in exam conditions, followed a mechanical, ‘recipe-

like’ (p.46) approach to composing regardless of the condition. These writers failed 

to adapt their writing strategies in the non-test-like condition to maximise the 

potential of the extra time and external resources. On the other hand, students who 

had been taught to engage in extensive planning and apply knowledge-transforming 

processes did not have time in the test-like condition to display their true ability. Just 
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as my research suggests, Khuder and Harwood (2019) warn that a single approach to 

teaching writing is a deficit model which does not equip students with the best 

strategies to write in different contexts: ‘it is important to empower test takers to 

find their own voice and to see the need to alter their task representations as the 

situation permits’ (p.46). 

6.7.2 The Dynamic RTW Construct 

As mentioned in Chapter 1, the perceived authenticity of source-based writing has 

resulted in the prevalence of RTW assessment tasks in EAP programmes. However, 

simply providing source texts for students as stimulus material in an attempt to 

simulate the kinds of text-responsible writing done in the discipline does not 

guarantee that students will engage in the same cognitive processes and behaviours 

as they would in a genuine research-based writing assignment. As some of the 

models of composing reviewed in the Literature Review (e.g. Field 2004; Grabe & 

Kaplan 1996) highlight, in particular Weir’s (2005) socio-cognitive validation 

framework, there are many interdependent factors which influence composing 

behaviour, including the time allowance. An important finding from my study was 

the tendency for reduced engagement with the source texts in the timed condition. 

This was manifested in less time spent reading, especially prior to writing, and also 

local rather than global reading strategies (i.e. scanning or search reading, according 

to Urquhart and Weir 1998) to mine source texts for suitable citations while writing. 

Conversely, self-reports showed more evidence of a constructive approach to 

composing in the extended condition. This involved, in some cases, more global 

reading prior to writing to establish the gist, re-reading specific source texts while 
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writing, and moving beyond the text through the activation of prior knowledge and 

experience to build frames of reference and interpret and extend the source 

content. Thus, the reading part of the RTW construct received less focus and 

involved different skills when students were working in the timed condition. 

It has been recognised that the RTW construct is dynamic and that different genres 

of source-based writing, e.g. summary, report, discursive essay, elicit different 

composing behaviours (Knoch & Sitajalabhorn 2013). My findings suggest that the 

dynamic nature of the RTW construct extends to the differences in composing 

behaviour and resulting performance which time allowances give rise to. In section 

6.6.1, I suggested using scores from both timed and ‘untimed’ RTW assessments to 

evaluate students’ RTW performance in EAP programmes in order to cater to the 

preferences of the whole student population. I would like to extend this and suggest 

that the essays produced in timed and extended conditions, or in-class and out-of-

class conditions, are two different genres. Lau (2013, n.p.) also implied that exam or 

timed writing could be an independent genre: ‘the genre of standardised 

assessment’. 

Further work is required to establish the viability of this suggestion, but it implies a 

need to articulate the differences between these two ‘genre’ manifestations of the 

RTW construct with regard to students’ task representation, their composing process 

(e.g. planning, reading, translating, reviewing), their knowledge-telling and 

knowledge-transforming behaviours and their citation practices, among other 

aspects. This is vital in order to align assessment intentions and marking criteria with 

actual task response and to ensure that we are adequately preparing students for 
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both the timed and untimed writing they face in the university (see Biggs’s 2003 

definition of constructive alignment). If we treat these two types of writing as two 

genres, it involves recognising that students inherently adopt different strategies 

when writing under time pressure (compare the students in my study, like Simon, 

who preferred the timed writing, and who achieved a better score). Rather than 

making unfavourable comparisons between timed and ‘untimed’ writing and making 

judgements based on a deficit model, we should appreciate and value students’ 

adaptability. The strategies my study participants employed in the timed writing, 

such as limiting their reading time in order to finish the written product and 

employing faster and efficient reading strategies, should not be treated as shortcuts 

but should be valued as appropriate strategies in this particular context. For 

example, Weir and Khalifa (2008) identify search reading as the usual approach to 

identify macro-propositions when under time pressure. In her longitudinal study 

investigating postgraduate students’ development of source use, Davis (2014, p.105) 

refers to students’ use of ‘time-saving reading skills’ such as only using the start of a 

source. ‘Scanning’ (or sentence mining) for suitable sections of source texts to cite is 

another such strategy mentioned by my study participants. Rather than viewing 

these strategies negatively, since they may involve a surface approach to reading 

and are not the ‘genuine’ research-based writing skills the assessment was intended 

to elicit, we should acknowledge that these are exactly the kinds of real and 

pragmatic skills which are required in timed exams. Accordingly, we should support 

students with such time-saving skills, so they are better prepared to manage the 

pressure of timed assessments. Interestingly Wette (2018) found that even when 

composing in naturalistic conditions, many of the students composing an essay for 
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their health sciences course were keen to find and integrate citations as quickly as 

possible in order to fulfil the task requirement. This signifies a lack of understanding 

of the fundamental principals underlying the knowledge construction potential of 

source-based writing and supports my suggestion to treat timed and naturalistic 

tasks as two separate expressions of the RTW construct.  

In their 2019 study investigating task representation, Khuder and Harwood reported 

that writers ‘sidestepp[ed] task requirements, which ask them to argue in favour of 

their beliefs or preferred position, instead preferring to take the path of least 

resistance’ (p.45). A similar behaviour was identified among my research 

participants, especially in the timed condition, and I coded this as a knowledge-

telling process (see table 5.14). My study participants explained how they relied on 

the sources to form their opinion, basing their view on the accessibility of the source 

content and the number of ideas for each side of the argument. Khuder and 

Harwood (2019) judge this kind of behaviour as mechanical, rather than as genuine 

composing, referring to writers ‘playing ticks on the marker’ (p.47). As discussed 

above, I feel that most writers were not intentionally employing shortcuts to bypass 

the task requirements but were behaving pragmatically in order to produce the 

written output in the time allowance. 

Khuder and Harwood (2019) do concede that teachers should design task 

requirements in such a way that appropriate composing strategies are elicited and 

writers are not able to rely on shortcuts or behave in a prescripted way, devoid of 

knowledge transformation. I agree that task requirements, assessment criteria, essay 

topics and source texts can alter students’ task representation and impact their 
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ensuing composing strategies, and this is why I have suggested that samples of 

writing for assessment purposes are collected in both timed and extended 

conditions. My study has shown that it is unrealistic to assume that assessment 

tasks, which are designed to elicit the authentic processes and language of the target 

language use domain, can actually do this if a time limit is imposed. This is why I 

propose that essays elicited in the two contexts are different manifestations of the 

RTW genre. The comments from writers in my study show that different time 

allowances demand flexibility and the application of a range of composing strategies 

to best suit the context. 

In future investigations, in addition to textual analysis, interviews and 

questionnaires, more detailed information on composing processes in timed and 

untimed conditions through process tracing studies, eye-tracking, keystroke logging, 

screen capture and observation could be obtained. In this way, rich data could be 

used to establish a clear understanding of exactly how composers behave in timed 

and naturalistic conditions and to inform the dynamic construct of RTW. It is also 

necessary to engage students in a dialogue about their performance in both writing 

conditions to raise awareness that it is entirely natural to adopt a different approach 

depending on the condition. This can reassure students that the pragmatic and goal-

oriented approach to the in-class task is relevant and valid in that condition, but it 

will also provide valuable information to teachers about exactly how students feel 

and what they are doing. Chan (2013) raised the question about the proportion of 

time which was allocated to processing reading material in RTW tests. She remarked 

that test takers are generally left to decide this for themselves. This is a very 

pertinent point and one which I believe is not even discussed in EAP classrooms in 
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the English Language Centre. Teachers tend to teach the necessary skills for 

‘authentic’ source-based writing, such as those required for the RTW coursework 

task (e.g. reading for gist, making a detailed plan), and tend not to refer to the 

transferability of these skills to a different context or to support students with 

alternative reading strategies which are more suitable for a speeded test. More of 

my study participants referred to comprehension issues and difficulty understanding 

source text vocabulary when reporting on their in-class behaviour, and many freely 

admitted that this was because they had read the source texts quickly. This implies 

that students need support in order to maximise their performance when working 

under time pressure. 

It is unreasonable to expect that students, especially the less proficient ones, are 

able to effectively perform the high-level skills employed in genuine research-based 

writing in a timed EAP assessment. However, if we recognise that writing under time 

pressure, whether in an exam situation or in an out-of-class task with a pending 

deadline, is a very real part of students’ academic life, we can teach students to 

operate in this environment by employing the most effective and appropriate 

strategies. We need to raise awareness of the different composing strategies which 

are elicited in timed and naturalistic conditions, rather than paying lip service to 

authenticity through assessing source-based writing in timed conditions. In this way, 

we can better prepare and support students in their academic journey. 

6.7.3 Positive Progress: IUU References and Knowledge Construction 

The results of this study revealed the mismatch between the EAP Writing 

Assessment Rubric (see Appendix 1) and the Coding Scheme for Reference Types 
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(see Appendix 5). The top performing students, such as Harold (as judged by three 

raters using the EAP Writing Assessment Rubric), displayed the highest frequency of 

indirect unbounded and undocumented references (IUU) and this was most 

apparent in their extended essays. This implies that, despite the apparent 

transgressive behaviour (if this is judged through the inclusion of undocumented 

source ideas according to the CSRT), the three raters valued the work of these 

students. In addition, the out-of-class scores of this group displayed the biggest 

positive difference compared to their in-class scores. 

This finding raises intriguing questions around the classification of references 

according to the CSRT and around ownership of ideas. The data showed that the 

extended condition was more conducive to knowledge-transforming behaviours, and 

these behaviours were mentioned more frequently by the top performers, the same 

students displaying a high incidence of IUU references. In her study of source text 

use in Masters theses, Petrić (2012) reported students’ concern about inadvertently 

including memorised chunks of source text in their theses. One student commented 

that he needed time to ‘unlearn’ what he had read and to distance himself from the 

sources so that he could produce his text independently. Although none of my 

participants mentioned the same fears, neither was intention to deceive discussed.  

During the interviews, I did not refer to plagiarism, not even euphemistically, nor did 

I ask students about their undocumented source use, since I did not want to inhibit 

students from talking naturally about their composing behaviour. I only asked 

students about their undocumented use of source texts if the issue naturally arose 

during the course of the interview. However, there was a PWQ item asking students 
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to explain their approach for dealing with ideas of their own which they had also 

encountered in the sources, and I probed this in the interviews. Students’ responses 

indicated confusion and a lack of clarity surrounding the referencing of own ideas 

which were triggered through reading the sources, and source ideas which were the 

same as their own ideas. What was evident from students’ descriptions of their 

behaviour was an attempt to extrapolate guidelines based on their nascent 

understanding of the conventions of academic writing. Thus, judging the IUU 

references as transgressions seems to imply a reductionist rather than a 

developmental view of citing. This aligns with Shi’s (2008) findings from her 

investigation of undergraduates’ citing behaviour in research papers for their 

disciplinary courses. She explains how in the absence of fixed rules, her study 

participants reached their own understanding that not everything needed to be cited 

and would therefore ‘draw on rather than cite directly source texts that matched 

either common knowledge or what they had learnt previously’ (Shi 2008, p.21). 

Consequently she suggests that appropriate and inappropriate appropriation of 

source ideas can be regarded as ‘discursive markings of learning and knowledge 

construction’ (Shi 2008, p.1). 

Shi’s (2008) comments give weight to the findings from my study which imply that 

discussions around this complex aspect of source use should be taking place in the 

classroom. Just as the appropriation of source language, or patchwriting, tends to be 

viewed as a developmental strategy for first year undergraduates rather than 

academic dishonesty (see Chandrasoma, Thompson & Pennycook 2004), the 

appropriation of source ideas needs to be viewed in the same way so that students 

feel comfortable with this and do not feel that there is an inherent accusation. The 
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inclusion of IUU references by the top performers most likely resulted from the 

manifestation of high-level discourse synthesis processes and inferential thinking, 

yet there was uncertainty about how to incorporate these ideas, as this was not 

covered on the EAP programme. This high-level behaviour should be regarded as 

positive progress in students’ academic writing learning trajectory rather than 

judged as misconduct. Pennycook (1996) is a proponent of this view. He believes 

that, ‘All language learning is to some extent a process of borrowing others' words 

and we need to be flexible, not dogmatic, about where we draw boundaries 

between acceptable or unacceptable textual borrowings’ (p.227). Similarly, Leki and 

Carson (1997) criticise teachers’ insistence on original work. They believe that we 

need to support students in understanding the complex nature of authorship and 

their role in ‘the cycle of textual (re)construction’ (p.106). The behaviour of the top 

performers in my study seems to signify that the instruction provided in the EAP 

programme was insufficient for dealing with such complexities. 

In the EAP classroom, this concept can be realised through more emphasis on the 

knowledge construction potential of source integration rather than the mechanical 

and technical aspects. Novice academic writers should not be introduced to citing 

through the debilitating lens of plagiarism avoidance but instead thorough the 

empowering lens of knowledge-transformation. This could be achieved through 

adopting some of the principles of the genre-based teaching and learning cycle 

(Paltridge 2002) in the EAP writing curriculum. This cycles embeds reading into the 

writing process and is a useful framework for planning coherent classroom activities. 

The cycle moves through four stages of reading and writing to contextualise and 

scaffold writing output: i) building the context (establishing a shared understanding 
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of the field of study and the sociocultural function of the texts); ii) deconstructing 

texts (analysis of the different stages and language of the text, including linguistic 

features, vocabulary and references to sources); iii) joint construction (the co-

production of text through informed dialogue); and iv) independent construction. 

Engaging students in deconstruction of texts raises genre awareness and allows for 

discussion and explicit teaching of particular structural, linguistic and intertextual 

features. Students can annotate particular aspects of source integration, such as 

bounding, documenting and reporting structures, and then progress to the rhetorical 

aspects, such as the functions of the citations and their contribution to the overall 

message. This holistic, top-down approach to source-based writing, which connects 

reading and writing, sensitises students to the integration of source ideas for 

knowledge construction as opposed to a bottom-up approach which teaches 

students the technicalities of direct quotes and paraphrases in order to avoid 

plagiarism when writing. 

During the text construction phase, simple summary and critique tasks are a useful 

starting point, as they engage students in understanding the gist of sources and then 

connecting their own ideas, rather than focusing on word or sentence level 

transformation of language for paraphrasing.  

EAP teachers and curriculum designers could also be more creative in RTW 

assessment design in order to increase transparency and encourage students to be 

accountable and talk about their source use and strategies. One suggestion is to 

supplement RTW coursework tasks with a viva, where students are able to talk about 

their use of the source texts. This would be developmental and students would most 
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likely appreciate the opportunity to engage in meta-talk about their work; at least, 

my study participants found the interviews to be a positive experience. 

6.7.4 Reference Uses 

Findings from the analysis of reference uses as coded with the Coding Scheme for 

Reference Uses show that the integration of specific details (e.g. data and examples) 

for the purposes of support was more common in the in-class condition as opposed 

to the inclusion of more extended explanations in the out-of-class condition. In 

addition, the top performers included references for a wider range of uses. While all 

of my study participants were at approximately high B1 to B2 levels, an implication 

of these findings is the possibility to provide assistance to students at a higher level 

of academic writing development who are capable of using references for a wider 

range or purposes. These students could potentially identify their own or their peers’ 

reference uses and compare them with published texts in order to identify trends 

and differences. In addition, if further research involving a broader range of students 

confirms the tendency to employ references for different purposes in timed versus 

extended conditions, this could be taken into account by assessment developers 

when choosing texts for source-based writing assessments and also when developing 

marking rubrics. 

6.8 Specific Contribution 

This study makes important contributions to the field of EAP in the areas of: i) 

methodology for research into source text use; ii) RTW theory; and iii) RTW 

pedagogy and assessment. Each of these is summarised in this section.  
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6.8.1 Methodology 

The findings highlight the importance of mixed methods research design in gaining a 

full understanding of students’ source text use. The quantitative analysis using the 

Coding Scheme for Reference Types established that the highest scoring students 

included more undocumented indirect references in their essays, especially in the 

extended condition. However, the reasons behind this unexpected behaviour could 

only be fully understood through combining emic data with the countable data. 

Writers’ first-hand explanations of their source text use, gained through 

retrospective questionnaires and interviews, showed that undocumented indirect 

references were not necessarily a result of transgressive behaviour but rather an 

unconscious and natural knowledge construction approach to composing which was 

more prevalent when writers had more time. Without this valuable triangulation of 

citation count data and writers’ personal insights, the true reasons behind students’ 

apparent misuse of source texts (according to the CSRT) in the out-of-class condition 

could not have been understood. In fact, inferences made from the results of the 

citation count analysis alone could have misrepresented students’ source text 

behaviour. 

6.8.2 Theory 

This research makes an important theoretical contribution to the RTW constructs 

measured under timed and untimed assessment conditions, or in-class and out-of-

class conditions. Findings suggest that RTW argumentative essay assessments 

produced in the two conditions are different manifestations of the dynamic RTW 

construct. Although more research is needed to determine the RTW composing 
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processes in order to specify the exact nature of the two constructs, this research 

has shown that time allowances (or writing context) need to be an important part of 

any RTW model. Time plays a major role in determining students’ emotions, task 

representation and task response and thus impacts their engagement with the 

source texts and their integration of source ideas. It therefore cannot be assumed 

that the construct is static under different time allowances.  

6.8.3 Pedagogy and Assessment 

This understanding of the impact of time allowances on the RTW construct should be 

embraced in all aspects of EAP pedagogy and assessment from syllabus design and 

teaching and learning materials and activities to test specifications, teacher and rater 

expectations and marking rubrics. As mentioned in section 6.7.2, if EAP students are 

assessed under both timed and naturalistic conditions in their major subject areas, 

then they need support in order to perform to the best of their ability in the two 

conditions. There needs to be discussion between EAP teachers and students about 

the two writing environments and a shared understanding of the expectations.  

 As this study highlighted, marking rubrics need to specifically address the outputs 

generated in the different conditions. Although the EAP Writing Assessment Rubric 

(see Appendix 1) was empirically developed, it was designed based on samples of 

student work collected under the timed condition. The Source Integration criterion 

focuses predominantly on the technical aspects of source use rather than the 

integration of sources for rhetorical or knowledge-transforming purposes. 

Descriptors refer to the mechanics of referencing, such as: logical and grammatical 

integration; documentation of sources; variety of reporting structures; number of 
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sources used; and number of citations. It is only at level 3 that the descriptors 

vaguely acknowledge the value of the citations for building the argument: 

Information from sources is used to some good effect.  

The samples of writing collected, especially in the extended condition, alongside 

students’ insights about their composing processes show evidence of source use for 

the high level processes of knowledge transforming and discourse synthesis. Thus, 

the descriptors in the marking rubric need to acknowledge this behaviour. This 

would also have a positive washback on teaching and learning. 

6.9 Chapter Summary 

As we have seen, several implications and practical contributions have arisen from 

this research on the impact of time allowances in RTW assessment. However, as with 

all research, certain limitations have been identified and these need to be taken into 

consideration when considering the results of this study. The limitations which I have 

identified along with potential suggestions for future research are discussed in 

Chapter 7.
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 Limitations and Suggestions for Further Research 

7.1 Overview 

This section acknowledges the limitations which need to be considered when 

interpreting the results of my study and where relevant makes possible suggestions 

of ways to overcome these limitations in future research. The limitations I have 

identified cover three main areas: research context and sampling; research design; 

and research instruments.  

7.2 Research Context and Sampling 

The generalisability of the results in this study is inevitably limited in terms of the 

research context and the study participants. The research involved one university in 

Hong Kong and one EAP programme. The background of the participants was fairly 

homogeneous. A total of 59 Hong Kong and mainland Chinese students from four 

different EAP classes (being taught by three different teachers, including myself) 

participated in this study. All of the study participants were at B1 to B2 levels on the 

CEFR since the EAP programme caters to students who only achieve the minimum 

entrance requirement in English or do not pass the English Language Centre 

placement test. Based on the outcomes of an in-house benchmarking project to align 

the EAP Writing Assessment Rubric to IELTS and the CEFR (see Bruce and Hamp-

Lyons 2015), the group 1 students’ writing ability is at approximately CEFR B2 with 

the highest scoring students possibly reaching B2+. The group 2 students are at 

approximately low B2 level, while the group 3 students’ writing can be classified as 

B1+.  
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While my study was able to identify differences in reference types and uses and 

composing behaviour between the students performing at different levels, it would 

be interesting for a similar study to be conducted in an EAP programme accepting 

students at Masters and PhD level, where excellence in the appropriate use of 

source texts in their own writing is vital. In this way, it could be ascertained whether 

the findings from my study are applicable to students of a higher proficiency.  

My results highlight clear differences between composing a RTW essay in timed and 

extended conditions in terms of students’ performance, citing practices, approaches 

to composing and feelings, yet I feel that more studies on the impact of time in RTW 

assessment in EAP are needed to ascertain what else students are doing in the 

extended condition which potentially contributes to a higher score. It would be 

useful to identify behaviours in the timed condition which are associated with 

enhanced performance. One suggestion (borrowed from Flower 1990) for action 

research and to build students’ metacognitive awareness of composing strategies is 

to conduct a mini study in the classroom, with students recording all of the thoughts 

which come into their mind while they are doing a RTW task. Students then take on 

the role of the researcher, analysing their tapescripts before presenting to the class 

on an interesting feature of their own process. Flower’s (1990, p.9) students 

discovered goals and composing strategies which formed part of their own ‘standard 

operating procedure’. This could be done during controlled and extended conditions 

to enable comparisons between the two, and teachers could identify trends or 

behaviours for further investigation. There are, of course, issues with reactivity, 

which are especially relevant when students are working in timed conditions and this 

factor would need to be taken into consideration. 
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My original intention was to employ purposeful sampling for interview participants, 

but, as so often happens with research in live educational settings, I had to rely on a 

convenience sample since only 12 of the 59 participants volunteered. One positive 

result of this was that I interviewed all of the volunteers, which was 20 per cent of 

my study participants, compared to my initial plan which was only to interview 

around 15 per cent. However, seven of the interviewees were from mainland China, 

while only five were from Hong Kong, which is not entirely representative of the 

whole EAP cohort, in which only 14.5 per cent of students were from mainland China 

(see the Methodology chapter). In addition, as is the case in all research, the 

volunteers tended to be the motivated and reasonably proficient students, who 

were keen to converse in English and to speak to me on a one-to-one basis about 

their work. This lack of reticence did mean that I was able to collect rich interview 

data. 

7.3 Research Design 

The RTW task chosen for this study was the writing exam which students sit at the 

end of the one-year EAP programme (see the Methodology chapter). Source texts 

are assigned for this assessment since it is a controlled test with a 1 hour 45 minute 

time allowance. In order to ensure parity in the timed and the extended conditions, 

parallel versions of the task were given to students to complete. This means that 

students’ source use was restricted to the four short texts which were provided, and 

this may have affected their composing. In fact, two students (students 28 and 64) 

commented that the sources restricted them. Similarly, the topic can also influence 

composing behaviour, in particular with regard to students’ aims when reading, as 
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the case analyses of Harold and Simon showed. As part of the counterbalanced 

design, only one topic was provided in each writing condition. Consequently, 

students may have lacked understanding of, or familiarity with, the topic. This 

accords with Chan’s (2013) observations that some topics elicit more reliance on 

source texts, depending on the writer’s personal experience and background 

knowledge and the relevance of the topic. Employing the same question and source 

texts in both writing conditions is an option, but this obviously rasies the issues of 

topic and source text familiarity and a lack of student engagement or interest. Other 

possible solutions to limit the impact of topic knowledge could be to assign a similar 

topic in both conditions but a different essay question and different source texts, or 

to spend one lesson discussing and reading around the assigned topics so that 

students at least have a basic undertanding of both topics. This does of course 

depend on the aims of the research and how ‘naturalistic’ the writing conditions are 

intended to be. 

Another limitation of my study design was that students composing in the out-of-

class condition could not really spend an ‘unlimited’ time on the task as it was set 

mid-semester, when they were busy with other course assignments. A solution could 

be to conduct such studies during a pre-sessional course, when students are only 

focusing on English. Yet, if the extended condition is supposed to be more 

naturalistic, juggling other commitments, which is part of the everyday lives of 

students, is actually authentic. 

As mentioned, attempts were made to control and align the conditions to achieve 

parity, but when students are working outside the classroom, there is obviously 
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uncertainty. Students signed a declaration to confirm that they did not use outside 

sources and/or ask others for help (see Appendix 4), and work was submitted 

through Turnitin. However, a reliance on students’ honesty was no guarantee that 

they complied with the instructions. This is of course one of the drawbacks of 

collecting data in ‘naturalistic’ conditions while also attempting to control for 

potentially confounding variables. 

7.4 Research Instruments 

Insights into source use were gained through quantitative and qualitative analyses of 

data. The synthesis of the countable data (e.g. scores and reference types and uses) 

with students’ personal accounts of their behaviour in the two conditions facilitated 

an understanding of the decisions and processes behind the textual evidence. 

7.4.1 Post-Writing Questionnaire and Discourse-Based Interview 

Obtaining emic insights from students was an important part of this study. 

Concurrent verbal protocol or think aloud has been suggested as the best way to 

obtain data on composing processes (e.g. Hayes & Flower 1983; Plakans 2010), yet 

for a number of reasons I chose to use retrospective questionnaires and discourse-

based interviews for my study. First, online methods such as think aloud increase 

cognitive load and composing time, and since time is the independent variable in this 

study, this was seen as a confounding factor. Conversely, retrospective methods are 

less intrusive, since they do not disrupt cognitive processes and time allowances. 

Second, the sample size made it impractical to use concurrent verbal reporting, yet 

retrospective reporting allowed for the collection of data from a larger sample of 

writers. Third, my study was not intended to be an investigation into the specific 
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composing or metacognitive processes of students engaged in in-class and out-of-

class RTW tasks, but was a more generic investigation to identify similarities and 

differences in students’ citing practices, behaviour, performance and views. Thus, I 

did not require a process-tracing method, but rather an instrument to obtain rich 

data on all three of these elements. 

The reliability of retrospective reporting has been called into question due to 

memory failure (Ericsson & Simon 1984). In order to address this potential 

distortion, the post-writing questionnaires were administered immediately after the 

in-class writing. This was more challenging for the out-of-class writing since students 

worked over a one-week period. Consequently, students completed the 

questionnaire in the lesson when they submitted their essay. For some, this may 

have been the same day as they completed the essay, but for others there may have 

been a more substantial time lapse between finishing the essay and completing the 

questionnaire. In order to assist memory recall, students had access to their essays, 

notes and source texts. If this study were repeated, students could perhaps fill in the 

questionnaire from home immediately after completing the essay, although there 

would, of course, be no guarantee that they had complied. 

For the same reasons as already mentioned, I made a decision to conduct all 

discourse-based interviews within 48 hours of the students submitting their essays 

(see the Methodology chapter). The majority took place within 24 hours, with only 

two occurring approximately 42 hours after submission. Although recall may still 

have been an issue, I was unable to conduct immediate interviews since I was the 

only interviewer and there were 12 interviewees. In addition, I needed time to read 
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through the essays and questionnaire responses before the interviews so that I could 

probe particular areas of interest. This was a valuable step in my research process. If 

more researchers were involved, the time lapse between composing and 

retrospective interviews could be shortened. 

Another limitation is the researcher effect. This can be manifested in a number of 

ways, but can potentially impact the reliability of student responses. Students may 

feel inhibited by the interviewer. Conversely, they may try to impress, by appearing 

very confident, pretending that they behaved in a desirable way and/or failing to 

disclose certain behaviours. Lillis (2008) refers to the potentially performative nature 

of interviewees’ responses. This is especially relevant since source text use can be a 

rather sensitive topic, as students may have been told that transgressions can result 

in heavy penalties. I avoided using any terminology related to plagiarism and I 

treated the interviews as a rather informal developmental consultation, similar to 

those which students are familiar with in the EAP programme. I also made an effort 

to be approachable and put the interviewees at ease, to minimise any perceived 

power imbalance. 

7.4.2 Coding Scheme for Reference Types 

I chose to base my Coding Scheme for Reference Types (CSRT) on the citation 

classification scheme developed by T. Hyland (2005), as my preliminary study (see 

the Methodology chapter) showed that her system was specific and easily 

transferable to my research context. As well as this, the classifications for the four 

main types of reference (direct, quasi-direct, quasi-indirect and indirect) meant that 

a separate scheme to code paraphrases for their degree of similarity to the original 
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source was not required. However, through the process of analysing the data in the 

main study and combining the qualitative comments with the counts of the 

reference types as coded using the CSRT, I came to realise that a more suitable 

approach may have been to develop a data-driven scheme for coding reference 

types as I did for my Coding Scheme for Reference Uses (CSRU). 

The unanticipated finding that the top performers included more indirect 

unbounded undocumented references has forced me to reconsider the concept of 

bounding. While this is transparent for the direct reference type since it is a 

requirement to insert quotation marks (i.e. mechanical bounding), as discussed in 

the Methodology chapter, there is much more ambiguity surrounding the bounding 

of paraphrases. In her interesting account of the Citation Project, Jamieson (2017) 

explained how the coders faced the same issue. They attempted to use Pecorari’s 

(2003) classification, which labels source use as transparent if the start and end can 

be ascertained and as opaque if the distinction between source use and student 

prose cannot be determined. However, the coders in the Citation Project found that 

these terms, which lacked detailed definitions, were inadequate to code the various 

different manifestations of source text use. Appropriate source use in academic texts 

involves making it clear whose ‘voice is speaking’ (Groom 2000, p.15). Nevertheless, 

if good paraphrasing is more than a faithful recount of source ideas and involves 

inferential thinking and context recontextualisation (Keck 2010; Shi 2012; Shi, Fazel 

& Kowkabi 2018; Yamada 2003) through the process of discourse synthesis, the 

boundaries between voices become less clear.  
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I now realise that assigning labels, such as unbounded and undocumented, to 

students’ references without understanding their decision making and processes 

could lead to misconceptions and accusations of transgressive behaviour. Thus, to 

avoid such potentially negative labelling in future studies, it would be useful to 

develop a data-driven scheme, in which students are involved in providing 

explanations for all of their source use, including the undocumented instances. In 

such a way, processes which have resulted in ambiguity could be better understood.  

7.5 Concluding Remarks 

This study makes important contributions for RTW assessment design and pedagogy 

in EAP programmes. It highlights the impact of time allowances on students’ RTW 

behaviour in the context of an argumentative essay assessment in an EAP 

programme and suggests that the writing condition is an important consideration 

when defining the dynamic RTW construct.  

Thorough the mixed methods design it has explored students’ source text use, 

performance and attitudes, and has identified that the nature of reading-to-write 

composing behaviour in timed in-class conditions and extended out-of-class 

conditions displays many differences. Considering the affective responses to the 

time conditions, which resulted in differing approaches to composing and significant 

differences in student performance, it has therefore been suggested that the two 

types of composing are different manifestations of the dynamic RTW construct. 

Accordingly, RTW composing behaviour elicited in timed conditions should not be 

compared unfavourably to the more authentic behaviour elicited in extended 

conditions. If students are expected to undertake both timed and untimed writing 
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assessments in the wider university context, EAP curriculum designers should 

acknowledge the different strategies and approaches and provide adequate support 

for both kinds of writing. In addition, it has also been suggested that both timed and 

more naturalistic RTW assessments should be included in EAP assessment 

frameworks, in order to give students the opportunity to compose in an 

environment which best suits them to maximise their performance. The words of 

Worden (2009, p.176) align with the insights gained from my study and provide an 

apt synopsis: 

‘We should take a cue from Aristotle’s classic definition of rhetoric and define 

the ideal writing process as the ability to discover in a given situation the 

available means of composing. The strategies of composing that are 

appropriate for a take-home essay may not be appropriate for a timed 

writing exam. Those students who have at their disposal a variety of 

composing strategies and are able to critically reflect on the requirements of 

the specific writing context to choose among them will be the best prepared. 

This kind of critical flexibility should be the goal of any process-oriented 

pedagogy.’  
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*  If students predominantly use ideas from sources and minimally use their own ideas, award a maximum of 1 for Task Fulfilment. 
** If students do not provide a reference list or use incorrect number of sources (in term paper) OR directly quote / copy more than 10% of their paper, award a maximum of 1 for Source Integration. 
*** If students only use their own ideas and do not cite from the sources award 0 for Source Integration.

 
 

TASK FULFILMENT 
(25%) 

DISCOURSE COMPETENCIES 
(25%) 

LANGUAGE COMPETENCIES 
(25%) 

SOURCE INTEGRATION 
(25%) 

5 

• Responds to the prompt given and fulfills the task with 
rich and relevant content  

• An effective thesis is established and strongly argued 
with a stance made convincing by intellectual 
engagement and writer’s own voice 

• The conclusion is effective in restating the writer’s 
position, summarizing the main points and rounding off 
the essay 

• Organisation is clear, logical and effective 
at all levels 

• Ideas are effectively presented, 
appropriately using a wide range of 
cohesive devices 

• Features of academic discourse are used 
confidently and effectively 

• Uses a wide range of sentence structures 
correctly and appropriately 

• Uses a wide variety of  appropriate vocabulary, 
and does so effectively and accurately  

• Errors are negligible / not noticed  

• Citations are effectively embedded into writer’s arguments and add 
significant value  

• Sources are appropriately acknowledged with a variety of reporting 
structures.  

• Paraphrase &/or summary is included, accurately reflects sources and 
is written using writer’s own language/structures  

•  A minimum of 2 different sources are used 
• Some critical evaluation of sources is present 

4 

• Responds to the prompt given and provides content 
that fulfills the task completely  

• An effective thesis is established and argued with a 
convincing and engaged stance  

• The conclusion provides a clear restatement of the 
writer’s position and main points 

• Organisation is clear at all levels 
• Ideas are effectively presented using a 

range of appropriate cohesive devices  
• Features of academic discourse are used 

well 

• Uses a variety of sentence structures correctly 
and appropriately 

• Uses a variety of appropriate vocabulary 
effectively and accurately 

• Errors are minor and not recurring 

• Citations add value and integration is smooth (logical and 
grammatical) 

• Sources are appropriately acknowledged.   
• Paraphrase &/or summary is included, accurately reflects sources and 

is written using writer’s own language/structures  
• A minimum of 2 different sources are used 

3 

•  Responds to the prompt given and provides sufficient 
content and ideas to develop an argument 

• A thesis is established and a stance is clear although 
the tone may be more emotional than academic 

• The conclusion provides a basic restatement of writer’s 
position and limited summary of main points 

• Organisation can be followed 
• Ideas are somewhat effectively presented 

using appropriate cohesive devices 
• Features of academic discourse are 

sometimes but not consistently used 

• Uses some variety of sentence structures 
although complex structures may not always be 
used correctly and appropriately 

• Some variety of appropriate vocabulary is 
present and is generally effective and accurate 

• Errors are evident but do not affect meaning / 
comprehension 

• Information from source(s) is used to some good effect and integration 
tends to be smooth (logical and grammatical) 

• Source(s) are adequately acknowledged but there may be minor slips 
in convention  

• A minimum of two citations are included 

2 

• Responds to the prompt and offers enough content and 
ideas to marginally fulfill the task  

• A thesis is identifiable, and a stance is present but may 
not be clear or may rely on emotion 

• A conclusion is present but elements are 
missing/unclear  

• Organisation can be followed but with 
minor problems  

• Ideas are presented using a narrow range 
of cohesive devices 

• Features of academic discourse are 
occasionally used 

• Uses a limited variety of sentence structures 
with partial correctness and appropriacy 

• Some variety of  appropriate vocabulary is 
present although its use may not always be 
effective or accurate 

• Errors intrude but do not affect meaning / 
comprehension 

• Information from source(s) is used and integration tends to be smooth 
(logical and grammatical) 

• Source(s) are adequately acknowledged (could be located on a 
reference list)  but citation conventions may be repeatedly clumsy / 
distracting 

• A minimum of two citations are included 

1 

• Responds to the prompt, but with limited content and 
ideas* 

• It may be difficult to identify a thesis and a clear stance 
cannot be seen 

• Conclusion is not effective 

• Limited organisation 
• Ideas are linked with simple cohesive 

devices 
• Features of academic discourse are rarely 

evident 

• Uses a limited variety of sentence structures 
with partial correctness and appropriacy 

• Some relevant vocabulary may be present, but 
is mainly quite simple 

• Errors intrude and affect meaning / 
comprehension 

• Some attempt to acknowledge source(s) but one or more of the 
following is present: 
 Instances of plagiarism (short copied chunks / borrowing of 

unique ideas from sources without referencing) 
 Citations do not reflect writer’s stance  
 Integration of citations tends to be ungrammatical 
 Extensive misquoting / misrepresentation of the original author 

• More than 10% of paper is directly quoted / copied**  

0 

• Does not provide an academic response to the prompt 
• Little or no evidence of a thesis and/or stance  
• Conclusion is not effective or is absent 

• Organisation is not evident 
• A  series of short discrete elements may be 

linked in a linear sequence  
• No features of academic discourse 

• Limited range of basic sentence patterns,  
• Little relevant vocabulary is present and/or its 

use is very repetitive 
• Errors dominate 

• No evidence of reference to the source materials*** 

Rife with plagiarism (copied chunks sprinkled throughout the paper) 
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Appendix 2 Writing exam questions 

Popular role models (such as celebrities, sports stars or fictional 

heroes) have a negative influence on young people.  To what extent 

do you agree or disagree? 

Source: Mitchell, B. (2010). The Roles of Heroes in Children’s Lives. New York: Anchor. 

For thousands of years, heroic stories have been used to inspire, motivate, and transfer 

cultural values to children. The stories have a common pattern. They begin with a 

likeable hero who encounters a challenge or roadblock in life. With the help of others, the 

hero then emerges from the difficult situation transformed by his or her experiences. 

Heroes and myths are created out of human experiences to constantly remind us that 

anything is possible. They can show us that we cannot accomplish great things unless 

we open ourselves to being helped by others.  

(p. 12) 

 

Source: Lockwood, P. & Kunda, Z. (1997) Superstars and Me: Predicting the Impact of Role Models on the Self. 

Journal of Personality and Social Psychology, 73 (1), 91-113. 

It is common knowledge that superstars, that is, individuals of outstanding achievement, 

can serve as role models to others, inspiring and motivating them to do their utmost best. 

To promote such inspiration, prominent women scientists are often invited to address 

high school girls, eminent African Americans are introduced to African American children, 

and outstanding employees are profiled in corporate newsletters and bulletin boards. In 

the domain of public policy, affirmative action plans are often justified on the grounds that 

they will create role models who will inspire members of disadvantaged groups. In both 

the public and private sector, there are countless examples of programs showcasing the 
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talents or successes of a superior individual that are designed to boost the aspirations 

and self-images of a particular target group. 

However, the opposite is also true: superstars can demoralize and reduce the self-

esteem of younger, less talented people. This notion was brilliantly captured in the movie 

Amadeus (Forman, 1984) in the image of Salieri, the accomplished musician whose self-

view, indeed whose whole life, was shattered by exposure to Mozart's genius. More 

familiar everyday scripts include the image of the "superwoman" who makes other, less 

extraordinary women feel incompetent by comparison and the image of the perfectly 

competent child who is demoralized by a gifted sibling to the point of giving up on school. 

This notion, that outstanding others can be demoralizing, also gained support from the 

now classic "Mr. Clean and Mr. Dirty" study (Morse & Gergen, 1970), in which job 

applicants viewed themselves less positively when faced with a superior competitor than 

when faced with an inferior one. 

The impact superstars have on young people is difficult to predict. They can lead to self-

enhancement and inspiration under some circumstances and to self-deflation and lower 

self-esteem in other cases. In still other circumstances, superstars might have no effect 

at all on people's self-views: one may watch the superb performance of Olympic 

medalists without experiencing any change in self-evaluation or motivation.  

(p. 91) 

 

Source: Mesling, D. (2010, October). The Antidote to Apathy. TEDx video filmed October 2010, Toronto. Retrieved 

May 10, 2013, from http://www.ted.com/talks/dave_meslin_the_antidote_to_apathy.html 

Our current view of heroism is harming young people’s self-beliefs and creativity. 

Fictional heroes send out the wrong message that common people are not special 

enough to be able to make a difference in the world. If we consider famous stories such 

as Harry Potter, Pokémon, Power Rangers, Sailor Moon, Alice in Wonderland, The 

http://www.ted.com/talks/dave_meslin_the_antidote_to_apathy.html
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Neverending Story, and many other influential tales, we find that they all channel the 

same distorted view of heroism and leadership. In these generation-defining stories, 

heroes are ‘chosen’. Their achievements are initiated by someone who tells them they 

are special, they are the chosen one, or that there is a prophecy and that they have to 

save the world. These heroes then set off to save the world because they have been told 

to. This misleading view of heroism helps explain why so many people have difficulty 

seeing themselves as leaders or potential heroes. Would people be more engaged in 

their communities, more able to make the world change if fiction depicted heroism as 

what it really is? Heroism is often a collective effort. It is also very imperfect and lacks the 

glamour described in books and films. It is an on-going process and effort. Most 

importantly, heroism is voluntary and self-initiated. As long as children are taught to 

believe that heroism starts with someone scratching a mark on their forehead, or 

someone telling them that they are part of a prophecy and that this is why they have the 

power to change the world, they will miss the most important characteristic of leadership 

or heroism, which is that it comes from within, and that it is about following dreams and 

working with others to make these dreams come true.  

 

Source: Martin, M. (2013, April 20). Sportsmen as Role Models. Sports Psychologist. 135, 30-33. 

For better or for worse, modern sportsmen are the role models of children everywhere. 

These children will grow up admiring their heroes, devoting their lives to copying their 

every move, watching them, reading about them and wanting above all to be like them. 

Due to this fascination, particularly with the massive influence of the media in today’s 

society, it is more important than ever for these sportsmen to acknowledge the 

responsibility that has been thrust upon them. 

In the past few months alone, there have been many instances of questionable behaviour 

from icons of the sporting world. From violence on the football pitch, to claims of racism 

on the rugby pitch, to Lance Armstrong’s drug scandal in the cycling world, and countless 
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examples of personal conduct ranging from questionable to criminal, sport stars of the 

present day are often mirroring the very worst aspects of society. This is a fact that the 

self-righteous fury of the modern press has been quick to point out.  

It would be wrong, however, for us to expect sportsmen to be saints. There is no 

obligation to sportsmen to be good role models. There are no prison sentences, no fines, 

no community service. Unless they break the law, it is entirely up to them as to whether 

or not they think their behaviour is appropriate. Furthermore, measuring the true impact 

their decisions have on their disciples is absolutely impossible. Some young people will 

rise against their idols and turn their back to them, seeing them in a new light and 

condemning their actions. Others may think it is acceptable to live a life without 

consequence, copying their heroes’ actions, and using them as a shield when accused of 

the same crimes they have witnessed these demigods commit.  

(p. 30) 

The minimum wage is harmful to the poorest people in society.  To 

what extent do you agree or disagree? 

Source: Leigh, A. (2012). Does Raising the Minimum Wage Help the Poor? Journal of Social Science 10, (3), 51-70. 

Minimum wages are sometimes promoted as a valuable tool in the battle against poverty. 

Yet the effect of minimum wages on the income distribution depends crucially upon who 

earns minimum wages. If minimum wage earners are disproportionately teenagers from 

affluent families then a minimum wage rise will have less of an impact on poverty than if 

minimum wage earners are mostly single parents. 

Understanding the distribution of minimum and subminimum wage earners is also 

important for knowing what impact an increase in the minimum wage might have on 

inequality. While there is no disputing the fact that an increase in the wage floor reduces 

inequality among those who keep their jobs, it is possible that minimum wages also have 

disemployment effects. If these effects are sufficiently large, then it is conceivable that an 
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increase in the minimum wage might actually reduce the total market income received by 

low-wage workers.  

Data from the 2009-10 Income Distribution Survey on the family characteristics of low-

wage workers suggest that they are not predominantly the sons and daughters of the 

affluent middle class. Nor are they predominantly poor household heads struggling to put 

food on the table to feed their families. Some low wage earners belong to these groups, 

but they are relatively small in number. The typical low wage worker works full-time, is of 

prime age, with no formal education qualifications, probably married (to another 

employed person) and disproportionately female. 

(p.51) 

 

Source: Stuburn, T. (2012, April 5). Should the minimum wage be raised? Time 133, 12-15. 

For every action, there is an equal and opposite reaction. That's a law of physics, but it 

applies to economics. Every increase in the minimum wage raises the overall costs of 

small-business owners, and they must react in order to stay in business. If faced with a 

minimum-wage hike, most independent business owners say they would respond by 

cutting workers' hours, reducing the number of employees, and leaving jobs vacant. This 

is because it's not always possible for small businesses to pass on increased costs to 

their customers by raising prices. As a result, raising the minimum wage often ends up 

hurting, rather than helping, the workers.  

But our objection is also philosophical. Small-business owners believe passionately that 

the free-market system, which includes the freedom to operate their businesses without 

undue government interference, is the best way to encourage economic growth and job 

creation. When business owners have the freedom to make investment decisions, 

including investing in employees, they can decide when and how to add jobs, knowing 

that to hire good people, they must pay them what the market demands. In some parts of 
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the country, businesses are already paying more than the minimum wage because that's 

what the local markets demand.                                               (p.13) 

 

Source: Clinton, W. J. (2014, June 23). Remarks on Minimum Wage Legislation. Speech presented at the White House, 

Washington D.C. 

People who work for the minimum wage work hard every day. They stock our store 

shelves, wash dishes at our restaurants, clean our offices at night, care for our kids 

during the day. They're in every town and every city in our country.  

Today I release a report from the National Economic Council that puts to rest any of the 

lingering myths about the minimum wage. Since the minimum wage was raised from 

$5.15 to $7.25 in 2009, our economy has created over 10 million new jobs. The 

unemployment rate is at its lowest point in 30 years.  

The new report I release today also dispels another myth about the minimum wage, that 

those who benefit are mostly middle class teenagers working for gas money. The fact is 

that 70 percent of the people on the minimum wage are adults; 60 percent are women; 

and almost half work full-time. Many are the sole breadwinners, struggling to raise their 

children on $15,080 a year.  

Today, there are more than 10 million Americans working for $7.25 an hour. But no 

Americans who work full time should raise their children in poverty. For a full-time worker, 

however, this increase from $7.25 to $10.10 will mean another $5,880 a year. And if 

you're on the minimum wage, that's real money, enough money for a family of four to buy 

groceries for 6 months or pay rent for 4 months. 

 

Source: Romer, C. D. (2013, March 2). The business of the minimum wage. New York Times. Retrieved March 3, 2013, 

from http://www.nytimes.com. 

http://www.nytimes.com/
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Economists show reservations about an increase in the minimum wage because they 

question whether a higher minimum wage will achieve better outcomes for the economy 

and reduce poverty. 

An important issue is who benefits. When the minimum wage rises, is income 

redistributed primarily to poor families, or do many families higher up the income ladder 

benefit as well? Available data shows that roughly half the workers likely to be affected by 

an increase are in families earning less than $40,000 a year. This means half of the 

people who would benefit do not belong to the poor-income bracket. 

The bulk of the empirical analysis finds that an increase in minimal wage does not lead to 

an increase in unemployment. Some evidence suggests that employment doesn’t fall 

much because better paid workers stay in their jobs longer, which raises productivity and 

labor demand. But this is also because the higher minimum attracts more efficient 

workers to the labor pool. If these new workers are typically more affluent — perhaps 

middle-income spouses or retirees — and end up taking some jobs held by poorer 

workers, a higher minimum could harm the truly disadvantaged. 

Another reason that employment may not fall is that businesses pass along some of the 

cost of a higher minimum wage to consumers through higher prices. Often, the 

customers paying those prices — including some of the diners at McDonald’s and the 

shoppers at low-cost supermarkets— have very low family incomes. Thus this price 

inflation may harm the very people whom a minimum wage is supposed to help. 

So where does all of this leave us? The economics of the minimum wage are 

complicated, and it’s far from obvious what an increase would accomplish. If a higher 

minimum wage were the only anti-poverty initiative available, I would support it. It helps 

some low-income workers, and the costs in terms of employment and inefficiency are 

likely small. But we could do so much better to help poor people and stimulate the 

economy through better targeted and effective measures such as, among others, tax 

credit for the low-income groups.  
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Appendix 3 Writing log 

Please complete the following table every time you work on the essay. 

Date  Time spent on 
the task 

What you did? 

e.g. Tuesday 8th 
March 

 

Thursday 10th 
March 

40 minutes 
(7:20pm to 8pm) 

 

25 minutes (2pm 
to 2:25pm) 

Read source texts, made an outline, wrote the 
introduction 

 

Checked introduction. Read source texts again. 
Wrote 1st body paragraph. 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

  

• You can add more rows if you need to. 
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Appendix 4 Important information handout for out-of-

class task 
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EAP Exam Practice  

 

Writing (out of class) 

IMPORTANT! 

YOU MUST SUBMIT THIS WHOLE  
DOCUMENT TO YOUR TEACHER  

WHEN YOU SUBMIT YOUR ESSAY 
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Data collection consent 

I ________________________ (name) with the student number: 

___________________ do hereby give the English Language Centre of City University 

of Hong Kong permission to use my writing assignments and questionnaire 

responses for research purposes.   

I understand that any information I provide including test performance and personal 

data will be kept strictly confidential and will be anonymous. 

Date___________________________ 

Name in English__________________ 

Signature _______________________ 

Acknowledgement of the Rules concerning Academic Honesty & Plagiarism 

I undertake that the work I have submitted is my own work and that I have not used 

any other sources apart from those assigned by the teacher. I did not seek external 

help or use online tools, dictionaries and so on. I understand if I commit such 

wrongdoings this essay will not be graded.  

 

Signature: ______________________________________ 

 

Thank you very much for participating in this research. In return for your hard work, 

you will be given 2 hours of Independent Learning time and also you will be given an 

indication of your writing score as this is a practice exam task.  
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Important Information: Exam Practice - Writing (at home) 

Please read the following instructions very carefully and if you do not understand 

what you are supposed to do, please contact Emma Bruce 

(emmie.lou@cityu.edu.hk).  

It is very important that you follow these instructions exactly: 

- You have a maximum time limit of one week (7 days from 4 to 11th April) to 

complete this task. 

- You must submit this document to your teacher in class.  

- You can spend as much time as you wish on the essay during the one-week 

period (4 to 11th April.  You can write your essay in multiple sittings or if you 

prefer, you can compose your essay all at once.  

- Each time you work on your essay during the week, you must complete the 

writing log on the next page.   

- It is very important that you keep an accurate log of the time spent on your 

essay.  

- Making notes, underlining / highlighting the source texts is permitted. Please 

do ALL planning and rough work on this document. ALL rough work must be 

submitted to your teacher when you hand in your essay. 

- Type your essay in Arial size 12 font with double-spacing.  

- Do NOT use dictionaries, thesauruses, online tools or other writing aids. 

mailto:emmie.lou@cityu.edu.hk
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- Do NOT ask friends to help or seek assistance from any outside sources.  

- This should be your own work. It is exam practice and your teacher would like 

to see an essay you have done to the best of your ability without any external 

help. 

- Your score on this essay will provide you with a clear understanding of your 

strengths and weaknesses before the final exam. 

- Please submit your finished essay to Turnitin on Canvas BEFORE the lesson on 

11th April and bring a hard copy to class on that day. You should also bring the 

hard copy of this document as your teacher will collect it in. 

When you submit your essay, your teacher will sign your IL Passport with 2 hours of 

IL time. If you do not submit your essay on 11th April in the lesson, you will NOT be 

awarded the 2 hours. If you are sick on 11th April, please email the essay to your 

teacher before the lesson and you will be credited the 2 hours.  
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NB: Source texts have been adapted for the purposes of this assessment. 

English Language Centre 
Student ID: 

           

Name:    

Course:   EL0200 
 English For Academic Purposes 

Time Allowed: ONE WEEK 

 Practice Paper 

 Writing 

  

 
Enter your CityU student number and name at the top of this page.  Double check 
that all the information is accurate. 

Write a 600-word argumentative essay with your own ideas AND 
ideas from the sources provided. 

Task Instructions: 
• You have ONE WEEK to do this task. 
• You can write on this question booklet but only your essay will be 

marked. 
• Sources are provided.  You MUST use information from the sources 

in your essay.  
• DO NOT PLAGIARISE. Direct quotations must be indicated clearly with 

quotation marks ( “   ” ) and should only make up a maximum of 10% 
of your essay length.  No quotations should be longer than 30 words. 

• You should follow an appropriate referencing style (e.g. APA or MLA style).   
• A reference list is NOT necessary. 
• Type your essay in Arial size 12 and double space it. 
• You should write in academic English.  
• You should proofread your writing before submission. 
• You will be assessed on: 

o Task Fulfillment  
o Discourse Competencies 
o Language Competencies 
o Source Integration 
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Appendix 5 Coding Scheme for Reference Types
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Type of 
Citation 

Definition Identifiable Techniques Example Notes 

Boundedness 
Bounded (B) Any markings, words or 

phrases which clearly separate 
the citation from the writer’s 
own words. 
 
 

- Mechanical bounding, 
e.g. quotation marks, 
parenthetical references, 
start or end of paragraph. 
 
- Rhetorical bounding with 
reporting verbs / 
structures and / or 
phrases, e.g. The author 
reports that…, In the 
article …, While I agree 
with this… , It is said that… 
(implicit attribution) 

In the article it states that raising the minimum 
wage will increase the overheads of businesses. I 
agree that this is a concern. 
 
 
Stuburn (2012) remarks that a higher minimum 
wage would increase operating costs of small 
companies. I agree that this is a concern.  
 
“Every increase in the minimum wage raises the 
overall costs of small-business owners”. 
 

This refers to bounding 
which marks the start AND 
the end of the citation.  
 
Citations are often bounded 
by the same information 
that documents the source 
e.g. author’s surname / 
page number etc. 

Unbounded (U) There are no markings / 
phrases to separate the 
writer’s ideas from those of the 
sources. 

No mechanical or 
rhetorical bounding 

Raising the minimum wage will increase the 
overheads of businesses. 
 

 

Attribution 
Documented 
(D) 

Information about the original 
source is given  (this may differ 
depending on which citation 
conventions are being 
followed). It must be evident 
that the ideas have been 
appropriated from an outside 
source. 

- Parenthetical / non-
integral references 
 
- Integral references to the 
source, e.g. author’s name, 
credentials, title of article, 
reference to 
article/author. 

The article states that raising the minimum wage 
will increase the overheads of businesses 
(Stuburn, 2012). 
 
Stuburn (2012) states that, “Every increase in 
the minimum wage raises the overall costs of 
small-business owners” (p.13). 
 
The author of the first article believes that 
increasing the minimum wage has negative 
effects. 

Citations may be bounded 
by the same information 
that documents the source. 
The information may not 
exactly comply with 
referencing conventions e.g. 
APA . 
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Type of Citation Definition Identifiable 

Techniques 
Example Notes 

Undocumented 
(U) 

It is not evident that 
the information is 
taken from one of the 
source texts. 

- No attribution of the 
source material. 

“Every increase in the minimum wage 
raises the overall costs of small-business 
owners.” 
 
The costs of small business go up if there 
is a hike in the minimum wage. 

Citation may still be 
bounded / separated 
from the writer’s words 
by quotation marks / 
linking phrases. 
Quotation marks alone 
do not constitute 
documentation. 

Examples of direct citations 
Direct (D) Information that is 

directly taken from 
the source text / 
direct quotation. 

- String of 3 words or 
more directly copied 
verbatim (must include 
2 content words). 

 This does not apply to 
common terminology e.g. 
the minimum wage. 

Direct Bounded 
Documented 
(DBD) 

 - Directly copied 
- Bounding techniques 
- Documentation 
techniques 

According to Stuburn (2012), “Every 
increase in the minimum wage raises the 
overall costs of small-business owners” 
(p.13). 
 

 

Direct 
Unbounded 
Documented 
(DUD) 

 - Directly copied 
- No bounding 
techniques 
- Documentation 
techniques 

Every increase in the minimum wage 
raises the overall costs of small-business 
owners, Stuburn (2012). 
 

This is unbounded as it is 
difficult to see where the 
idea from the source 
begins. 

Direct Bounded 
Undocumented 
(DBU) 

Citation is separated 
from writer’s words 
but there is no 
indication of where it 
came from. 

- Directly copied 
- Bounding techniques 
- No documentation  
 

“Every increase in the minimum wage 
raises the overall costs of small-business 
owners”. 
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Type of Citation Definition Identifiable 
Techniques 

Example Notes 

Direct 
Unbounded 
Undocumented 
(DUU) 

No indication of where 
the citation begins and 
ends and no 
documentation. 

- Directly copied 
- No bounding 
- No attribution of 
source materials 

Every increase in the minimum wage 
raises the overall costs of small-business 
owners. 

The only distinguishing 
factor of this citation is 
that it is directly copied 
from the source. 

Examples of quasi-direct citations 
Quasi-direct  (Q) Citation still resembles 

the original. Syntax 
tends to remain 
unchanged but a few 
synonyms have been 
used and linking words 
may differ. Much of 
the vocabulary 
remains the same. 

Superficial paraphrase 
relying on deletion / 
addition / substitution 
strategy (Keck, 2010) or 
the copy and delete 
strategy (Brown & Day, 
1983 from Shi, 2004). 
Howards refers to this 
as ‘patchwriting’ (1995). 

 This is a technique 
employed by novice 
academic writers who 
are just beginning to 
paraphrase. Citations 
tend to be different from 
the original only in terms 
of some vocabulary.  

Quasi-direct 
Bounded 
Documented 
(QBD) 

Some words from the 
original text have been 
changed and the 
citation is separated 
from the writer’s 
words and 
appropriately 
documented.  

- Bounding can be 
rhetorical or mechanical 
- Documentation can be 
integral or non integral 

Stuburn (2012) notes that a rise in the 
minimum wage increases the overall costs 
of small-businesses.  This is a valid point 
which merits further discussion. 

 

Quasi-direct 
Bounded 
Undocumented 
(QBU) 

As above although the 
citation is not 
documented. 

 A rise in the minimum wage increases the 
overall costs of small-businesses. This 
implies that the minimum wage may have 
harmful effects. 
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Type of Citation Definition Identifiable 

Techniques 
Example Notes 

Quasi-direct 
Unbounded 
Documented 
(QUD) 

  A rise in the minimum wage increases the 
overall costs of small-businesses (Stuburn, 
2012). 

This is unbounded as it is 
difficult to see where the 
idea from the source 
begins. 

Quasi-direct 
Unbounded 
Undocumented 
(QUU) 

  A rise in the minimum wage increases the 
overall costs of small-businesses. 

 

Examples of quasi-indirect citations 
Quasi-indirect 
(QI) 

Some words and 
sentence structure(s) 
have been changed so 
the paraphrase does 
not closely resemble 
the original. This is a 
loose paraphrase. 

This syntactic 
reformulation is a step 
away from the copy and 
delete strategy (Shi, 
2004), although may still 
be referred to as 
‘patchwriting’. 

  

Quasi-indirect 
Bounded 
Documented 
(QIBU) 

  According to Stuburn (2012), owners of 
small companies face higher operating 
costs when there is an increase in the 
minimum wage.  This implies that the policy 
may have drawbacks. 

 

Quasi-indirect 
Bounded 
Undocumented 
(QIUD) 

  Owners of small companies face higher 
operating costs when there is an increase in 
the minimum salary.  This is a valid point 
which merits further discussion. 
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Type of Citation Definition Identifiable 

Techniques 
Example Notes 

Quasi-indirect 
Unbounded 
Documented 
(QIUD) 

  Owners of small companies face higher 
operating costs when there is an increase in 
the minimum wage (Stuburn, 2012). 

 

Quasi-indirect 
Unbounded 
Undocumented 
(QIUU) 

  Owners of small companies face higher 
operating costs when there is an increase in 
the minimum wage. 

 

Examples of indirect citations 
Indirect (I) Ideas from the source 

texts are completely 
rewritten in the 
author’s own words. 
This is a full 
paraphrase achieved 
by transforming major 
components (subject, 
verb, object) into 
different grammatical 
forms) to express same 
idea. Keck (2010) calls 
this clause element 
revision. 
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Type of Citation Definition Identifiable 

Techniques 
Example Notes 

Indirect, Bounded 
Documented 
(IBD) 

  According to the third text, small-scale 
independent shops and companies will have 
to bear the burden of increased overheads 
as a result of a higher minimum wage 
(2012). 

 

Indirect 
Unbounded 
Documented 
(IUD) 

  Small-scale independent shops and 
companies will have to bear the burden of 
increased overheads as a result of a higher 
minimum wage (Stuburn, 2012). 

 

Indirect Bounded 
Undocumented 
(IBU) 

  (New paragraph)   Small-scale independent 
shops and companies will have to bear the 
burden of increased overheads as a result of 
a higher minimum wage. This is a valid 
argument. 

 

Indirect 
Unbounded 
Undocumented 
(IUU) 

  Small-scale independent shops and 
companies will have to bear the burden of 
increased overheads as a result of a higher 
minimum wage. 

 

 
Refer to accompanying Guidelines for coding source text use for further clarification.
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Appendix 6 Guidelines for coding to accompany the CSRT 

1. While students are expected to use the APA referencing format, if there are 

errors in the way the source information is presented (e.g. Income 

Distribution Survey is mentioned instead of the author or students list all of 

the source information including the article name), this should still be coded 

as Documented (D), but make a comment on the spreadsheet. 

2. If the quotation marks are missing around direct quotations, they should still 

be coded as Direct (D) but a note should be made. Quotation marks affect 

the bounding rather then whether a citation is copied verbatim or not. 

3. In order for citations to be coded as Quasi-Indirect (QI), there must have 

been some attempt to change the structure rather than simply insert a few 

synonyms or delete some words. 

4. If a citation starts as one type (e.g. Quasi-Indirect then drifts into Quasi-Direct 

or even Direct), ascertain which part is longer and then code accordingly. A 

note should be made on the spreadsheet.  

5. Boundedness can only occur when there is no doubt at all where a citation 

starts and finishes. This can be mechanical as in quotation marks or source 

information e.g. page number, or it can be rhetorical e.g. This implies that….. 

/ I feel the author’s view has value but….  

6. A citation should be coded as direct when it includes a string of 3 words or 

more directly copied (including 2 content words). However, if the citation is 
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long and most of it is paraphrased, a judgment should be made as to which 

part is longer.  

7. If just a few words have been deleted but the rest of the citation is identical 

to the original it should be coded as Direct (D). In order for a citation to be 

coded as Quasi-direct (QD), some simple changes need to be evidence e.g. 

synonyms have been used. 

8. If a citation occurs at the start / end of a paragraph, it is inherently bounded 

at either the start or the end. 

9. If a citation ends with a full stop but then it is apparent that the following 

sentence is also from the source, and the student has only highlighted the 

first sentence but not second one this should be coded as two separate 

citations, e.g. a direct quote followed by elaboration in the form of an 

indirect reference which is actually appropriated from the sources.  
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Appendix 7 Detailed account of trialling the CSRT 

Initial trial of CSRT: Preliminary study, June 2014 

I initially trialled an exact duplicate of Hyland’s (2005) scheme to check its 

transferability, user-friendliness and ease of coding. Hyland’s definitions, identifiable 

techniques and examples of real usage for all 16 reference types, were helpful in this 

regard. While coding I wrote memos to document processes, ambiguities and 

suggestions for amendments. 

This trial confirmed the practical nature of the scheme and the feasibility of applying 

it to my students’ compositions with some minor amendments to facilitate coding in 

the main study and address research questions 1 and 2: 

1. Hyland (2005) provides this definition for indirect references: ‘Ideas from the 

source are summarized [emphasis added] in the writer’s own words’ (p.191). 

However in the EAP programme, indirect quotes (or full paraphrases) and 

summary are presented as two different referencing techniques. A 

paraphrase is taught as a sentence level transformation of an idea in which 

the level of specificity remains the same, whereas a summary is taught as a 

compacting of ideas from a more extensive section of text in order to 

cohesively report the most relevant content. Since this was a technique 

employed by two of the six participants in the trial, I deleted the reference to 

summary in Hyland’s definition of indirect reference. I considered adding a 

separate category of ‘Summary’ (S) to the CSRT but since summaries of 

source ideas were not apparent in the essays, I decided against this. 
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2. It was difficult to ascertain if certain instances of source use should be coded as a 

quasi-direct or a quasi-indirect reference. To deal with this ambiguity, I expanded 

and in some cases adapted Hyland’s definitions to add transparency. I then re-coded 

compositions to verify the new guidelines.  

3. Another complication concerned ownership of ideas. In the absence of qualitative 

data, such as interviews, it was impossible to reliably ascertain the provenance of an 

undocumented idea written entirely in the student’s own words which also 

appeared in the sources.  This complexity was even more challenging in instances 

where there was a clear meshing together of source ideas with the writer’s own 

thinking.  

In these instances, I referred to the annotated source texts to determine whether 

they had highlighted the section in question. Although this often confirmed that 

students had highlighted or annotated the section of source text under scrutiny, this 

was a rather crude method as there was no guarantee that a highlighted idea would 

be incorporated into the final essay.  To reduce this ambiguity in the main study, I 

made the decision to: i) provide students with a clean copy of the source texts after 

completing the essay in order to highlight the parts they had used; and ii) ask 

students to highlight the sections of their essays where they had integrated ideas 

from the source texts. This method is clearly not watertight, but the extra insights 

were useful during the coding process and helped to eliminate the need to rely on 

researcher judgement.  

Second trial of CSRT: Pilot (parts 1 & 2), September 2015 
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I conducted a more extensive pilot involving 46 students in September 2015 to trial 

my revised version of Hyland’s (2005) scheme. Working with a larger data set 

enabled more informed decision-making and highlighted issues which were not 

transparent with the initial small-scale trial.  

While analysing the scripts in this second pilot, it became evident that a systematic 

approach for coding repetition of ideas from sources was needed. Repetition of a 

source idea was observed as unbounded and undocumented references in a large 

proportion of the essays, usually as a structural or a signposting device to aid 

coherence, such as a transitional phrase, an overview in the introduction or a 

summary in the conclusion, but also as elaboration in body paragraphs. Textual 

analysis shows that this tended to occur in two forms:  i) when students attempted 

to elaborate a citation but actually repeated the idea they had already cited using 

different language; or ii) when a (usually unbounded and undocumented) source 

idea was incorporated as the main idea of a paragraph and was then developed with 

an identical referenced idea or vice versa.  

During informal in-class discussion after the task, some students reported that they 

did not see the need to cite these instances since they had been included for 

organisational purposes rather than to establish propositional meaning. Some also 

mentioned that the same idea had been included with source information elsewhere 

in the essay so it did not need to be cited again. 

I made the decision to omit from future analysis all instances of unbounded and 

undocumented paraphrases (QDUU, QIUU, IUU,) when their function was for linking 

or structural purposes such as signposting devices, overviews, transitional phrases 
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and summaries. A decision was also made not to analyse introductions and 

concluding paragraphs for references since these were the places where unbounded 

and undocumented references were most commonly used for organisational 

purposes. 

Despite the amended definitions of reference types based on the initial trial of 

Hyland’s scheme, defining the boundary between quasi-direct and quasi-indirect 

references still posed some difficulty in this second pilot because the two reference 

types are adjacent codes on a spectrum. I considered collapsing these two 

classifications into one but decided that the value of their separation was in their 

dual function as a reference type and also a measure of paraphrase quality since 

degree of reformulation is an indicator of proficient paraphrasing. Plus, their 

separation would allow me to explore whether the time limitation resulted in 

students producing paraphrases which showed more resemblance to the original 

text (i.e. quasi-indirect) rather than those which were clearly different (i.e. indirect). 

Consequently, I made the decision to document all ambiguities while coding the pilot 

data set in order to develop a list of guidelines (these can be seen in Appendix 6) to 

accompany the CSRT and facilitate the coding process in the main study. I drafted 

two rules to clarify the distinction between quasi-direct and quasi-indirect 

references (see Appendix 6). 

As I analysed more scripts and became more familiar with the conventions, coding 

became more manageable any my confidence in the allocation of codes increased.  
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Appendix 8 Bounding expressions 

This list is not exhaustive but serves to raise awareness of some of the expressions 
which have been identified as serving the purpose of rhetorical bounding: 

This belief… 

It proved that… 

That is to say… 

Which can prove that… 

This result shows that… 

Facing with this situation… 

The statement is describing the situation that… 

Romer states the reason why… 

The reason is that 

It / this shows… 

It is believed that… 

Given that… 

It / this is true… 

That’s mean that… 

For example, … 

The expressions below do not qualify since there is ambiguity in terms of whether 
this is the students’ view or the view of the cited author: 

However,… 

Even… 

In addition,..  
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Appendix 9 Excel coding grid for documenting source use
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Student code: 1H
Total no of 
words: 546

Timing: 
completed in a 
2hr block Score: 4433

Citation 
No

Location in the 
reading (P = 
paragraph, S = 
sentence)

Type of 
reference

Length (words) 
Not including 
reporting 
structure / 
linking phrase

Location in 
the Writing Purpose

Reporting verb 
/ structure 
(linguistic 
integration) Contextual Integration Other details

Section 
highlighted
?

Copied 3 word 
chunks not 
referenced

1 Leigh,P1S2

P2S3is DUD  
(No 
bounding at 
the end so 
difficult to 
see where 
paraphrase 
finishes) 42 P2S3&4

"to prove the 
topic sentence of 
para 2"

According to Leigh 
(2012), However…..

almost copied - original: the effect of 
minimum wages on the income distribution 
depends crucially upon who earns minimum 
wages. Student: the consequences of 
minimum wages on the income distribution 
depends crucially upon who gains the 
minimum wages. S4 is a clear paraphrase. Y

1st sentence of 
ciatation is 
predominanlty 
copied

2 Leigh,P1S3

QIUU (this 
is 
immeditaly 
after 
citation 
above but is 
not 
hghlighted 
by student) P2S4

dev/elab of MI / 
explaining the 
citation

This seems to be elaboration of 
the citation but in reality it is 
taken from the same source and 
is a continuation but is more of a 
paraphrase than the one above 
which is almost a DQ.

S4 is a clear paraphrase. S4 is more general 
than the source - (wealth between rich and 
poor might not be narrowed) whereas 
source says - 'If minimum wage earners are 
disproportionately teenagers from affluent 
families then a minimum wage rise will 
have less of an impact on poverty than if 
minimum wage earners are mostly single 
parents.' N

3 Stuburn,P1S3 IUU P3S1 (TS) MI
This is the main idea and it seems 
to come from the source 

Original: raises the overall costs of small-
business owners Student: it would be 
probably arise the operating pressure of 
the small business N
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4 Stuburn,P1S4 QDBD 25 P3S4

"to support the 
topic sentence of 
para 3"

According to 
Stuburn (2012), It proved that the small firms….

Very similar to original. Order of structures 
changed and a few synonyms inserted. 
original: If faced with a minimum-wage 
hike, most independent business owners 
say they would respond by cutting workers' 
hours, reducing the number of employees. 
Student: the independent business claim 
that they would shorten the employees' 
working hours and reducing the number of 
employees if they faced with the wage hike Y

5 Romer,P4S1 QIUU 9 P4S1 MI Topic sentence. 

original: businesses pass along some of the 
cost of a higher minimum wage to 
consumers through higher prices. Student: 
a high minimum wage could cause price 
inflation as firms pass on the higher wages 
in higher prices N

6 Romer DBD 17 P4S4

"to support the 
topic sentence of 
para 4"

According to 
Romer, (2013), "…" Quotation marks. 'Even…'

Student:According to  Romer (2013), 
“businesses pass along some of the cost of 
a  higher minimum wage to consumers 
through higher prices.” Even a higher 
minimum Y
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Appendix 10 Annotated essays for coder training  
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Appendix 11 Coded samples of bounding and documenting 

Sections of writing from two students’ in-class essays are provided here to illustrate 

bounding and documentation in context. The first example presents the opening 

section of the first body paragraph of student 49’s in-class essay which shows three 

examples of mechanical bounding and documentation. Copied chunks of three or 

more words are underlined. 

 (1) The first explaination is that young people’s self-beliefs and creativity have 

damaging by heroism (Mesling, 2010). (2) There is a common pettern showed on 

those stories (Mitchell, 2010). (3) All heros are ‘chosen’, their achievements are 

initiated by someone who tells them they are special, the chosen one, or they have to 

save the world (Mesling, 2010). * 

Section from student 39’s in-class essay 

According to points 2, 7 and 8 of the guidelines for coding reference types, which 

accompany the CSRT (see Appendix 6), the first reference to Mesling (2010) was 

coded as direct bounded documented. It is a non-integral reference, since the source 

information appears in parentheses rather than as part of the main text, and the 

source information, which is given in parentheses after the reference, serves not 

only as documentation but also as a form of mechanical bounding signalling the end 

of the cited idea. According to point 10 of the guidelines, the reference can be coded 

as bounded as its position at the start of a new paragraph signals to the reader that 

this is the beginning of the cited idea. The string of 5 words, young people’s self-

beliefs and creativity, was directly copied from the Mesling source. Point 6 states 

that a reference should be coded as direct when it includes a string of three of more 
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words directly copied, while point 2 mentions that a reference should be coded as 

direct even if quotation marks are missing.  

The second reference is a non-integral citation which was coded as direct bounded 

documented. It is clearly, although perhaps unintentionally, bounded at the start 

and the end by virtue of the parentheses containing the source information for this 

reference and the previous one. It was coded as direct, according to point number 6, 

since three words (including two content words) are copied verbatim. 

The third reference is also non-integral. It was coded as direct bounded 

documented. Just as with the second reference, it is mechanically bounded by two 

sets of parentheses.  

The above examples show that, even though student 49 failed to use quotation 

marks around the sections of source text which were copied verbatim, they were still 

coded as bounded since there was no ambiguity about the start and the end of the 

reference. However, it is clear that the student has not followed the correct citing 

conventions in these instances.  

Two references below from student 25’s in-class essay show examples of 

documentation and rhetorical bounding.  
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Example 1: 

According to Clinton (2014), ‘70 percent of the people on the minimum wage are 

adults; 60 percent are women; and almost half work full-time’. This report supports a 

clear fact that the minimum wages do benefit the group who work hard and struggle 

to feed the family especially. 

Example 2: 

There is a strong evidence showing that the minimum wages do not result in an 

unemployment rate increase as Clinton, W. J. has reported in her speech that since 

2009 the increase of minimum wages have brought more than 10 million jobs, which 

makes the unemployment rate stays at the lowest level in 3 decades. One of the 

reasons why the minimum wages haven’t led to unemployment is that it attracts 

more potential workers to work. 

References from student 25’s in-class essay 

Example 1 was coded as direct bounded documented. This reference is mechanically 

bounded by quotation marks and rhetorically bounded by both the reporting 

structure, According to, whose main function is to attribute the reference, and the 

linking phrase, This report supports a clear fact that.  

Example 2 was coded as quasi-indirect unbounded documented. This reference has 

been embedded into the student’s own writing rather than appearing as a single-

sentence standalone reference. The author’s name and reporting verb (as Clinton, 

W. J. has reported in her speech) serve as both attribution and rhetorical bounding 
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signalling the start of the source idea. The end of the reference is unclear and thus it 

was coded as unbounded.  
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Appendix 12 Detailed account of PWQ trialling / 

development 

- PWQ early trial: Exploratory study, Semester B 2014 

A total of 46 students completed the questionnaire after working on their term 

paper assessment (out-of-class writing) and the same students (n=43) completed a 

similar version after working on a writing exam practice paper in class (1hr 45mins). 

The purpose of this trial was to determine the suitability of retrospective 

questionnaires for this research and also to gain insights into students’ task 

representation to inform the development of my research instruments.   

The first question required students to visually represent the stages they had gone 

through to complete the writing task. Some participants drew a flow chart, some 

wrote a description of their processes and others produced a list. The data 

generated, along with field notes from my observations of the practice exam and 

research on the RTW construct (see Chan 2013; Green 1998; Spivey & King 1989; 

Wang & Wen 2002) were used to inform my understanding of students’ behaviour 

and build up an understanding of an ‘idealised’ performance on the task. This is a 

hypothesised performance rather than a fixed operating procedure as individuals 

inevitably approach an identical task in different ways, yet at this early stage in my 

research, establishing a standard operating procedure (Flower 1987) was necessary 

to guide research design and inform production of the research instruments, such as 

the content of the PWQ and interview guide. 
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The questionnaires were semi-structured and there were a number of open-ended 

items enabling students to respond in their own words and freely describe their 

writing processes and preferences to elicit rich and personal data without 

presupposing students’ composing strategies. This early trial also allowed me to 

check students’ understanding of relevant terms which I planned to use in my data 

collection instruments and to elicit the terminology students use for describing their 

own behaviour. 

A refined version of the questionnaire, without the initial question on task 

representation was tested in another trail study with six students in June 2014. The 

main aim was to check the time students needed to complete the questions and also 

their comprehension of the items. The mean time taken to complete the 

questionnaire was 15 minutes. 

-  Third trail of PWQ: Pilot (parts 1 & 2), September 2015 

Data from the two early trials along with insights gained from the April 2015 

retrospective interview pilot were instrumental in designing the version of the PWQ 

trialled in September 2015 with my two EAP classes. Two trials to validate this 

questionnaire were conducted on 9th and 11th September 2015 after students had 

completed an EAP practice exam question, an equivalent task to the ones used in 

this study, in a 1-hour 45-minute time allowance in exam conditions (n=24 and n=22 

respectively).  

My main aims at this stage were to check the timing, design and wording of the 

questionnaire and to judge whether the responses suitably captured students’ 

source text use. Since the four versions of the PWQ for in-class and out-of-class 
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writing on both topics are almost identical, I chose to focus the trial on the 1-hour 

45-minute version since this was manageable in a 2.5-hour EAP class with my own 

students. The two trials were administered in exactly the same way as I intended to 

run the main study with students composing on a computer, in class, in exam 

conditions and completing the questionnaire on Survey Monkey. 

Students were encouraged to indicate problematic questions and give feedback. I 

provided them with a table which listed each question number followed by a blank 

cell for their comments.  Based on findings from the 1st trial with 24 students, one 

question was deleted, one was amended and background questions were added. 

The mean time to complete the questionnaire on 9th September was 22 minutes 

although one student took 35 minutes. The second iteration of the PWQ trialled on 

11th September included more questions overall, yet the participants took less time 

to complete it on the whole (the mean time was 16 minutes) as question 1, asking 

students to visually represent the stages they had gone through to complete the task 

(see above), which was very time-consuming had been deleted. 

The first section of the questionnaire included background questions about the 

writer’s previous scores in public exams and their motivation to learn English. Next 

they were asked to copy and paste their essay into the questionnaire. Following this 

were three questions on the essay topic (difficulty, familiarity and preference) with 

spaces for more extended explanations. Subsequently, there were five multi-choice 

and dichotomous questions with a focus on the time condition under investigation. 

The next section probed students’ source use on the task and based on coding 
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ambiguities uncovered in the earlier trial, students were asked to highlight the 

citations in their essay and to jot down the reason why they had included each one.  

The remaining questions were grouped into five sections corresponding to the 

standard operating procedure (Flower 1987) which I had identified as a result of my 

exploratory study combined with the phases of writing identified in hypothesized 

models of reading-into-writing (Chan, 2013; Plakans, 2008; Wang and Wen, 2002; 

Green 1998): before writing, reading, planning, writing and post writing. Participants 

scored items on a four-point Likert scale:  4=definitely agree; 3=mostly agree; 

2=mostly disagree; 1=definitely disagree, as in Chan’s (2013) writing process 

questionnaire. A ‘neither agree nor disagree’ option was omitted since this can 

obscure trends. Certain questions from Chan’s (2013) survey were adapted to suit 

my specific purposes. 

Questions were designed to be task specific to elicit responses detailing actual 

behaviour on the task rather then behaviour in general. For example, prompts were 

written in the past tense and phrases such as ‘on this task’ and ‘in this  essay’ were 

used in question stems to remind participants to focus on their composing behaviour 

for the essay under investigation rather than their usual behaviour in any generic 

writing task. A frequency scale was avoided since individual’s understanding of terms 

may vary (e.g. often, sometimes) and this type of question tends to lead participants 

to report on their general behaviour rather than their actual performance on a  task 

(Schellings, 2011).  
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- Analysis of the September 2015 PWQ pilot data 

The analysis of the PWQ data generated in these pilots involved both qualitative and 

quantitative methods to establish trends and themes across the population, to look 

for consistency and correlations between items and to highlight irregularities. I used 

the data in my attempt to build up a baseline picture of how these students behaved 

when presented with the 1-hour 45-minute task and the ways in which they differed 

in their reported source text use. As I explain below, the findings, or in some cases 

the lack of sufficient data resulted in amendments being made to the PWQ ahead of 

the main study.  

Short answer questions were analysed for themes, patterns and inconsistencies and 

descriptive statistics were used to understand trends in students’ responses to items 

probing the extent of their agreement with certain behaviours. The lowest level of 

agreement (mean = 1.91) was for: I changed my original opinion as a result of 

reading the source texts. I cross tabulated data from certain items and if 

inconsistencies were revealed, these questions were flagged and analysed for 

ambiguity in the wording and ordering.  

Spearman’s rho correlation analysis was performed on agree-disagree statements in 

order to observe patterns. All items had a correlation higher than 0.3 with at least 

one other item. Items with high or low correlation coefficients were flagged and 

analysed for relevance and or repetition with other items. 

Significant correlations were observed between items measuring editing behaviour 

possibly denoting overlap and/or redundancy. Using Dancey and Reidy’s (2007) 
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scale, only one strong correlation was observed (.702**9F

10) between the items I 

checked that my citations were relevant and I checked that the content was relevant. 

However many moderate but significant correlations were observed for example 

between items denoting ‘careful reading’ (items 3, 24, 29, 34 & 38). Similarly, 

significant correlations were observed between all of the items indicating ‘checking 

and proofreading’ and those signalling ‘attention to citations’ (items 8, 14 & 30) The 

following three items were combined: I checked that my citations were relevant, I 

checked all of my citations for correct referencing technique, and I checked that my 

citations were accurate resulting in a reliability (Cronbach’s Alpha) of .814. These 

reliability checks were useful in providing a fuller understanding of behavioural 

patterns, determining whether certain behaviours formed part of a skill set and 

identifying overlap between items (Cohen & Manion 1994). 

- Revisions to the PWQ based on findings from September 2015 pilot 

Data analysis highlighted the need to reduce the repetition of similar questions. 

There were extremely high correlations between a number of items appearing in 

different sections of the questionnaire. On closer inspection, it appeared that this 

was due to the questions being ordered according to the phases of the RTW process, 

resulting in items probing similar behaviours appearing in more than one section of 

the questionnaire.  For example, I checked all of my citations for correct referencing 

technique appeared in the While Writing section, and I checked that my citations 

were accurate was in the After Writing section. This idea was affirmed during an 

                                                      
10 Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
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informal conversation with pilot participants, one of whom commented that the 

questionnaire was time-consuming because so many questions were repeated. The 

others not only agreed, but also added that some questions were a waste of time as 

they had answered them already. The fact that similar questions were repeated to 

ascertain whether a behaviour was present during more than one phase of writing 

was not important to students. As far as they were concerned, they had already 

reported that they had checked their citations or proofread their work and they 

couldn’t see the value of another question probing the same behaviour. Thus, items 

with a high correlation which appeared to overlap were combined In addition, 

analysis of the pilot questionnaire data revealed the need to foreground the source 

text use items since source use behaviour is the main focus of the study. Ordering 

the questions according to the phases of the hypothesised RTW process resulted in 

the dispersion of the items probing source use throughout the PWQ. Consequently 

my main research focus did not receive adequate and concentrated attention. I 

decided to add a separate source text use section on the questionnaire grouping 

together many of the questions previously dispersed throughout the PWQ and also 

to include new short answer questions in this section to generate richer data.  
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Appendix 13 Post-Writing Questionnaire  
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Appendix 14 Detailed account of developing the discourse-

based interview (DBI) method 

- Initial trial of DBI: Preliminary study, June 2014 

I conducted a preliminary trial with two students in 2014 to investigate whether 

discourse-based interviews would be a suitable method of collecting rich qualitative 

data in my research context in order to address research questions 2, 3 and 4. The 

interviews were conducted immediately after students had written an essay in the 1-

hour 45-minute condition and completed the PWQ. One of the interviews lasted 17 

minutes and the other lasted 21 minutes. For this trial, I did not have an interview 

guide as the main aim was to explore whether this method was suitable in terms of 

students’ capacity and willingness to engage in a meaningful discussion of their 

composing behaviour and whether the data elicited was detailed enough for my 

purposes. I provided students with a copy of their essay, notes and source texts and 

invited them to talk freely about their composing.  As they described their reading 

and writing behaviour, I frequently shifted the focus to the source texts or to their 

essay and asked them to show me specifically what they were referring to.  

This trial indicated that students were willing and able to talk about their composing 

behaviour and use of source texts, especially when prompted to address a citation in 

their essay. However, given that I had only engaged in a quick read of the students’ 

essays while they were completing the PWQ and did not have sufficient time to 

closely analyse their PWQ responses before the trial interviews, I was unable to 

maximise the interviews to probe items on the questionnaire. Thus, I made the 
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decision to allow time in the data collection process for me to code the references 

and analyse the PWQ responses before the interviews, while still maintaining the 

relative immediacy of the interviews to limit memory loss. 

- Trial of Discourse-based interview: Pilot (part 1), April 2015 

Another pilot involving four students was conducted in April 2015. Given that the 

earlier trial had confirmed the suitability of a discourse-based interview method for 

the main study, the aim of this pilot was to run through the intended questions, in 

circumstances as close as possible to the main study. Thus, the instrument itself, as 

well as the implementation and logistics, were trialled. Although the interviews in 

the previous trial were unstructured, I developed an interview guide for use in this 

pilot and the interviews followed a semi-structured format ensuring all of the 

intended areas of investigation were covered while at the same time allowing 

students the flexibility and time to introduce new ideas, expand on their responses 

and share as much information as they wished. Students had not completed the 

PWQ before the interviews since I was not trialling that instrument in this pilot, 

therefore I could not ask them questions about their responses. 

The four participants were volunteers from my EAP class. They composed an essay (a 

practice EAP Writing exam paper) in the 1-hour 45-minute condition on the topic of 

the role of social media in political unrest. Following the recommendations in the 

literature (e.g. Ericsson and Simon 1984) the DBI immediately followed the writing 

task.  

To stimulate accurate memory recall, I made reference to ‘critical incidents’ 

(Flanagan as cited in Greene and Higgins, 1994), in the form of specific observations 
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of students’ behaviour which I had noted during the composing process and also 

reference to their essays, notes and source texts. These served as concrete examples 

to direct interviewees to specific aspects of their composing and support accurate 

recollection (see Literature Review). I had carefully observed the whole writing 

process for all four participants and taken detailed field notes, paying attention to 

specific instances of both regular and unusual patterns of behaviour which were 

deemed worthy of further investigation.  

Although this would not be possible in the main study due to the large population 

and the out-of-class writing condition, I was keen to gain as much information as 

possible at this stage to inform the design of the research instruments.  Participants 

were given a clean copy of the source texts immediately after they had completed 

the writing task and asked to highlight all of the sections which they had used in their 

essay. In addition, the students’ essays and all rough work including notes, plans and 

annotated source texts were available for their reference during the interview. 

Remembering is a constructive act and this reliance on actual instances of composing 

behaviour to aid students’ recall was intended to focus students’ attention on 

specific parts of their text or aspects of their composing behaviour to reduce 

generalisation. All of these interviews were video recorded as body language, facial 

expression and instances where students pointed to sections of their essay or source 

texts aid transcription. 

While interviewing, I made notes on the interview guide to capture noteworthy 

behaviour and incidents such as misunderstandings of questions, omission of 

questions which seemed irrelevant, adaptation of questions which seemed 
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misleading or ambiguous. These notes, alongside the transcripts were used to 

provide extra input when finalising the interview guide for the main study, for 

example changing the order, deleting or amending the wording of questions. 

- The interview framework  

The tentative framework for the questions was developed based on my prior task 

analysis and was informed by a review of relevant literature (see Literature Review) 

just like the design process for the PWQ. This resulted in a detailed understanding of 

a ‘usual’ way to approach this task or a typical task representation. Odell, Goswami 

and Herrington (1983) favoured this approach to developing interview questions and 

stressed the necessity of combining the pre-determined questions with observation 

data to personalise and add relevance to the retrospective report. Although this 

would not be possible in the main study, I planned to rely on the students’ PWQ 

responses, essays, notes, plans and annotated source texts to achieve the same level 

of personalisation. 

The retrospective interviews took a semi-structured format with a number of fixed 

questions designed to be asked to all participants.  However, specific questions 

tailored to individual students were added to the guide during the observation phase 

when composing activities were deemed to merit further probing. The preliminary 

question list consisted of 26 questions which were grouped into seven categories: 

general understanding of this kind of task; stages of task completion / strategies 

employed; reading source texts; planning / before writing; writing / elaboration; 

monitoring; overall. Certain interview questions were developed by adapting items 

from the work of Higgins and Flower (1994), Yasuda (2005) and Chan (2013). 
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I began the interviews with a general question not directly addressing the students’ 

own work to give participants chance to find their ‘English voice’ and to set the 

context in a non-threatening way: What do you think is the purpose of providing 

students with source texts in this kind of assignment? 

I followed the interview guide as closely as possible although the order of questions 

was changed when certain probes seemed more natural in a different place or when 

the conversation had naturally moved towards one of the other questions. 

Occasionally a question was omitted when it had been answered already and in 

many instances follow-up questions were asked to elicit fuller and more specific 

responses. Instead of simply asking why students had included citations, I enquired 

about the purpose of a citation or what they hoped to achieve by including a certain 

citation as I felt these types of questions lent themselves to fuller responses.  

I consciously avoided using the word ‘plagiarism’ or discussing citation quality and 

positioned the interviews as a beneficial learning opportunity for students as I did 

not want to appear judgemental and inhibit students from openly discussing their 

source use. A similar approach was adopted by Shi (2008, 2010) to encourage 

students to talk not only about the parts of their texts which they had cited but also 

those which they had not, and also Wette (2017) who was keen to avoid participant 

anxiety about academic integrity. If students feel that the researcher is judging them 

and they may be accused of academic dishonesty, they will not talk honestly and 

openly about their source use.   
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- Transcription and analysis of pilot protocols  

I transcribed the protocols immediately after each interview. Much information can 

be gained from listening to and watching the recordings, because paralinguistic and 

prosodic features such as tone of voice and deliberation can give insights which help 

to clarify ideas in the written transcript (Green 1998).  

I performed two types of analysis. The first was an evaluation of the interview guide 

and the DBI instrument itself to feed back into the design process. I compared the 

transcripts with the intended interview guide to identify questions which: i) required 

clarification; ii) were misunderstood; iii) resulted in follow-up questions; iv) elicited 

irrelevant responses; v) were unused or repetitive and; vi) were effective.  I began by 

conducting this analysis with individual transcripts, working through vertically 

question-by-question and then with the four transcripts simultaneously, looking 

horizontally across all answers to each question.  The original interview guide was 

amended based on my findings (this is discussed below) and the version produced 

for the main study can be found in Appendix 15.  

After this, I conducted a simple analysis of the transcripts to ascertain the depth and 

quality of the data which had been collected. The responses to all questions were 

recorded in an Excel file to enable easier identification of similarities, differences and 

trends for a thematic analysis. Greene and Higgins (1994) stress that a systematic 

analysis of retrospective accounts is vital in ensuring persuasive power. The method 

adopted here was not representative as there were only four participants but it 

yielded insightful data which shed light on the textual data.  
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- Lessons learnt from the pilot  

Achieving the immediacy of the interviews was easy to manage as there were only 

four participants and each one wrote individually on a different day. However, it 

would have been impossible to achieve this in the main study when the timed-

writing task was administered to all participants simultaneously in-class and the 

extended task was done out-of-class. In her PhD research, T. Hyland (2005) 

employed 30 minute-long retrospective interviews with all 41 writers. Although she 

managed to conduct most of these in the first two to three days after the essay 

writing, some took place up to ten days later due to scheduling constraints. This 

situation was unavoidable, yet even with interviewer probes based on critical 

incidents such as actual observed behaviour, it is unlikely that students could 

accurately remember the reasons behind the choices they made while writing. 

DiPardo (1994) refers to Bloom’s 1954 research which suggests that subjects are 95% 

accurate in recording events that happened within the preceding two days but this 

goes down to around 65% in two weeks. I decided that the interviews for the main 

study would take place within 48 hours of task completion. This aligns with Greene 

and Higgins’s (1994) suggestion and also provides ample time for analysis of essays 

and PWQ responses prior to the interview. This initial analysis of student data before 

the interview would enable me to establish an understanding of their essay and 

behaviour and also pinpoint ‘contextual clues’ in order to add more specific and 

personal questions to the interview guide. Although there is a contention between 

immediate retrospective interviews and reliable data, the benefits of familiarising 
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myself with the data were regarded as sound reasons for not conducting immediate 

interviews. 

The semi-structured format worked well and I valued the flexibility to respond to 

comments and address each interviewee’s own writing and PWQ responses. 

Interviewees had the freedom to talk about their method of composing and any 

other issues which they wanted to share. However, the preliminary question list 

which had consisted of 26 questions was condensed.   In addition, two of the original 

seven categories were removed as the data collected in the pilot did not appear to 

add anything to that already collected from the PWQ responses (general 

understanding of this kind of task, stages of task completion). The wording of 

questions was amended and more focus was placed on the time limits and the 

source use questions (see Appendix 15 for a copy of the interview guide used in the 

main study).  
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Appendix 15 Interview guide  

General understanding of this kind of  task / background 

1. What did you think of this writing task? Easy / difficult?  

2. Can you tell me about your knowledge of the topic?  

3. Thoughts on time allowance 

Reading source texts 

4. Did you have a goal in your mind when you were reading the source texts?  

5.      How many times did you read them?  

6.      Did you do a detailed reading? 

7.      How did you decide which sources to use / whether they were relevant? 

8.      Did you already have your own opinion before reading the sources? 

9.      Did you use your own prior knowledge of this topic to help you 

understand / interpret the ideas in the sources?  

10.      Did the sources help you to think of your own ideas? 

11.  Did you make any connections between the sources? Did you maybe read 

the sources and see any links between them? 

Planning / before writing 

12.      Did you make a plan? (In your head or on paper?)  

13.       How did you decide on your main ideas? (Did your main ideas come 
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from the sources or were they your own ideas?) 

Writing / elaboration 

14.      Why did you choose that particular piece of text to cite?  

15.      Why did you decide to use a direct quote / paraphrase? 

16.      Can you show me where in your essay you have used your own ideas / 

experiences? 

Monitoring 

17.  Were you conscious of trying to strike a balance between your own ideas 

and ideas from the sources? 

18.  Did you check / revise your work? (What do you do when you check it? 

How- while writing / at the end? What were you checking for?) 

Overall 

19.  What was the biggest challenge? 

20.  Was this is a hard assignment? What made it easy / difficult for you? 
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Appendix 16 Detailed account of coding and development 

of Coding Scheme for Reference Uses (CSRU) 

- Lessons learnt from early trials 

My first attempt to identify the use of each documented or bounded instance of 

source use involved a purely textual analysis of the essays of the six participants 

involved in the preliminary study I conducted in June 2014. I studied the context of 

each documented citation, looking at its rhetorical function in the paragraph and 

trying to understand the citation’s role in developing the argument at the paragraph 

and the essay level.  However, after coding a number of essays the frequent 

ambiguity and subsequent need to rely on inference led me to understand that I 

would need a more explicit insight into the writer’s intentions in order to uncover 

the students’ intended reference uses and classify them reliably and accurately. 

Therefore, I made the decision, for my next trial, to ask students to highlight each 

instance of source use in their essay and jot down its use in the margin. I also 

decided to include a question in the DBI guide specifically addressing reference uses. 

During the pilot (part 1) of the discourse-based interview in April 2015 I took the 

opportunity to test this, asking students the following question:  

Can you tell me the use or function of each of the citations in your essay? 

Students had access to their essay, their source texts and any rough notes they had 

made. I noticed that most students paused to think before attempting to explain the 

use of the first citation and two of the six students asked for clarification. This was 

most likely because they had never been asked to introspect about their citation use. 
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For some students, formulating a specific response was challenging due to their lack 

of meta-language, but they tended to successfully convey their reasons through 

circumlocution. For example, one student attempting to explain that he 

incorporated a citation as a counter argument reported that it was intended ‘to state 

the opposite’. Although relying on students’ inaccurate language to describe their 

reference uses can be ambiguous, at least this provides a personal insight rather 

than just relying on textual data which completely lacks specific identification of 

rhetorical intent, and it allowed me to ask for clarification in instances of serious 

ambiguity. 

To add more personal insights from students about their intended use of references, 

I added the following questions to the PWQ:  

What were your aims when you read the source texts?  

Responses collected were wide-ranging but did not specifically address the reference 

use of each citation. Consequently, to achieve the level of specificity needed to 

elucidate the textual data, I requested that students jot down the intended use of 

each citation in the margin of their essay.  

The data generated from this simple request were surprisingly insightful (e.g. main 

idea, example to support my point, data etc.), demonstrating that students were 

capable of articulating simple reasons for including citations, and confirming that this 

would be a worthwhile question to ask in the main study. As a result, I made the 

decision to add the following questions to the PWQ for the main study: 
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- In total, how many citations (direct quotations, summary, paraphrases) did you 

include in the whole essay? 

- Please look at every citation in your essay and list your reason(s) for including each 

one / the function of each citation: Do NOT just copy and paste the citations below. I 

want to know WHY you have included the citation. 

The questions were set up in such a way that students could not leave them blank, 

although a small number just included their reporting verbs rather than the 

reference uses or just put an x in the box. 

- The development of the scheme for coding reference uses (CSRU): Phase 1 

A semi-inductive, discovery-oriented approach influenced to a large extent by the 

principles of grounded theory (Charmaz, 2014) was adopted to develop the Coding 

Scheme for Reference Uses (CSRU). It was not constrained by established 

classification schemes and thus opened the possibility of new insights. The 

development followed an iterative process of data analysis and coding, which led to 

the synchronous creation of the classification scheme.  

I manually coded the PWQ data first using the kinds of open-coding methods 

described by grounded theory practitioners (Corbin & Strauss 1990). I identified 

words which the students had used to describe the reference uses and then 

performed a textual analysis of the actual references in the essays to corroborate 

students’ explanations. I subsequently developed broad classifications using the 

students’ terminology (e.g. explain, evidence, example, data, reason and compare), 

known as ‘in vivo codes’ (Glaser & Strauss 1999), an approach adopted by Shi (2008). 
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In instances where students had given more than one reference use for a single 

citation, it was often difficult to identify the primary function. Thus, I followed the 

approach used by Petrić (2007) and Harwood (2008), coding all uses mentioned by 

the participants in order for the scheme to capture every possibility and to avoid 

data loss. At this stage in the process all new terminology was added to the 

developing scheme in an attempt to capture all reference uses from both conditions. 

I was not able to classify the undocumented references since I was relying on 

students’ self-report data from the PWQs and not surprisingly they did not report on 

their unattributed source text borrowing.  

As more responses were analysed, emerging patterns were observed, definitions 

expanded and reference uses were grouped together and transformed into 

categories to be populated. This kind of axial coding (Strauss & Corbin 1998) is a 

method of using inductive thinking to make sense of and add order to data to allow 

findings to emerge. 

At this stage of the development I had an Unresolvable category in my scheme to 

accommodate references which I could not confidently code from the PWQ and 

textual data without drawing heavily on my own interpretation. This included: i) 

instances in which the linguistic data did not appear to align with the apparent 

reference use gleaned from the self-report data; ii) cases where students had merely 

copied and pasted the citation into the PWQ rather than explaining its use; and iii) 

responses which described the citation, for example ‘disadvantage of minimum 

wage’, rather its use. Such answers required a judgement call on my behalf in order 
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to interpret the use, and at this phase of the development of the CSRU, I wanted to 

base the scheme on students’ emic data. 

I made the decision to include two explanations in instances where my 

understanding of the reference use did not align with the emic data: the students’ 

intended reference use and my own view (the researcher’s).  Separate colours were 

used for each when completing the spreadsheet of the developing classification 

scheme: black for the label students ascribed to a reference use and red for my own 

interpretation. For example, in script 60C the writer explained the function of a 

citation as ‘example to support my 3rd idea’. This was classified in black as i) example 

and ii) support, but on closer inspection of the text, it was evident that the citation 

was actually supporting a refutation. Notes to this effect were added in red. This 

method of coding resulted in a richer description of the reference uses, and allowed 

for the degree of my own inference to be easily identified along with the extent of 

the discrepancies. 

When my analysis of new data no longer sparked new insights or revealed new 

properties, and my subsequent analysis involved only classification of reference uses 

rather than concurrent development of the coding scheme, I decided to formalise 

the first draft of the CSRU. This point is known as saturation in grounded theory . The 

first draft of the scheme after my analysis of approximately 40% of the data included 

17 in-vivo categories although this was later reduced to 14 categories (see Table 

3.14).  
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- Issues identified with coding reference uses  

The main concerns noted in my memos while coding the data for phase 1 are 

discussed below. The triangulation of data during the phase 2 development of the 

scheme (essays, PWQ responses and DBI transcripts), combined with my own 

interpretation where necessary, mitigated these concerns in most cases. 

I was occasionally forced to question the reliability of students’ PWQ responses due 

to my own doubt about the weaker students’ capability to firstly identify their 

intended reference uses and secondly to accurately report them in English. However, 

as more references were coded, I observed the use of similar expressions to describe 

reference uses, and this facilitated coding. The verb ‘show’ was employed by many 

students and this indicated support, e.g. after textual analysis, I coded student 32’s 

PWQ response  ‘rewrite to show my point’ as repetition of main idea. Similarly, 

‘explain’ was often used to describe reference use, e.g. student 40’s PWQ response 

‘to explain why small business owners cut the number of employees’. Textual 

analysis confirmed that this reference (the second sentence of the paragraph) was 

repeating the main idea of the paragraph with more detail. 

Another reason for concern occurred when references did not appear to actually 

perform the use the writers had reported. This usually arose during analysis of 

textual data due to missing or poorly developed conceptual connections at the 

paragraph level, resulting in a lack of flow in constructing the main argument and 

difficulty deciphering a student’s progression of thought. In these instances, I 

attempted to draw on students’ descriptions of their references uses from both 

essays to aid interpretation and if necessary I used my own insights. 
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While in-vivo codes were useful to capture students’ specific intentions and 

personalise the CSRU, relying on students’ own language to describe their reference 

uses can be vague due to their lack of meta-language. For example student 2 

included three citations, labelling them all as ‘support’ and then made a general 

comment: ‘citation makes my essay more convincing’. Although the comments are 

accurate, they lacked the level of specificity needed for a classification scheme 

designed to investigate similarities and differences between two conditions. My 

close textual analysis was usually sufficient to confirm the specific use of each 

reference. For example, analysis of student 2’s essay confirmed that the first 

reference was repetition of the main idea of the paragraph, and the second and third 

were specific details used for support.  

- The development of the scheme for coding reference uses (CSRU): Phase 2 

At this stage, I drew on all available data, including the discourse-based interview 

(DBI) transcripts and I conducted a more thorough textual analysis to code all of the 

reference uses. The transcripts proved to be a rich source of data since, where there 

was doubt or conjecture over the reference uses, this had been clarified at the time 

of data collection and the participant had been given the opportunity to explain their 

intentions. For example, ‘support’ was a common PWQ response, yet interview data 

tended to be more expansive and detailed, revealing more specific nuances. 

Participants were more likely to explain that the citation was an example, an 

explanation, evidence, data and so on, and where they didn’t, I was able to probe for 

more explanation. 
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This close personal interaction with the data involved an iterative process of moving 

back and forth between the three sources of data, the developing codes and the 

analysis. During analysis, I noted down my observations, concerns, insights and 

confirmations and each time I returned to the coding over a period of a few weeks, I 

would begin by reading these memos to contexualise my analysis and assist me in 

drawing connections and establishing categories. This combination of emic insights 

from interview transcripts and PWQs, in addition to analysis of the textual data 

enhanced the coding process and enabled a better-informed, more finely grained 

classification to emerge. 

I adopted Wette’s (2017) method and coded only the primary function of each 

reference to allow for a more consistent comparison between the two conditions 

rather than coding all functions as I had done in the initial stage of the development 

of the scheme. The Unresolvable category became redundant and was subsequently 

deleted when I combined the interview data, and in a few cases, my own 

interpretation based on insights gained from close interaction with the data.  The 

students’ self-report data always informed the initial interpretation, but sometimes I 

extended it from the reader’s perspective.  The scheme developed from this process 

included 17 categories. 

At this point, I decided to perform a reliability check on the coding scheme. I 

adopted a similar approach to Petric (2007) and Wette (2017), re-analysing 50% of 

the same data after a one-month coding break to confirm the classifications. 

Although not checking for inter-coder reliability and applicability of the coding 

scheme, this method of self-replication was useful to check intra-coder consistency 
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and also to provide insights for refining the categories and definitions. Since three of 

the original 17 categories included less than 3 references, these references were 

reanalysed and were merged with other classifications (i.e. Own opinion was 

combined with Main idea; Support for refutation with Refutation; and Background 

with Definition). The resulting scheme which was used in the main study includes 14 

categories (see Table 3.14)  
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Appendix 17 Coding Scheme for Reference Uses (CSRU) 

.
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Coding Scheme for Reference Uses 
Reference Use Definition Examples taken directly from students’ texts  

(references may be undocumented) 
Main idea of paragraph A source idea is 

appropriated as the 
controlling idea of the 
paragraph (which usually 
relates back to the thesis) 

Thirdly, minimum wage ordinance could lead to increase of unemployment and 
cutting workers’ working hours (Stuburn 2012). 

Main idea + elaboration 

SU
PP

O
RT

IN
G

 D
ET

AI
L 

As above with further 
detail from source text(s) 
to expand the controlling 
idea. 

To begin with, as Mesling (2010) states, people’s current view of heroism is 
harming young people’s self-beliefs and creativity. Some superstars seem too 
talent, and they may pass some wrong signs that people are chosen to be 
great. This information may let youngsters feel it is impossible for them to do 
something special because they are too normal. 

Repetition of main idea Soure idea is used to 
repeat the controlling idea 
(rather than expanded), 
often using different 
language or with a 
different sentence 
structure. 

Furthermore, the minimum wage may cause the price inflation. Actually, the 
price inflation caused by the higher minimum wage will only have slightly 
increase.  
Secondly, there are some bad effects of this atmosphere, for example, 
deceasing the self-esteem of teenagers. According to Lockwood and Kunda 
(1997), “superstars can demoralise and reduce the self-esteem of younger, less 
talented people.” 

Repetition of main idea with 
more detail/elaboration 

As above with further 
detail to build on / expand 
/ elaborate the repeated 
main idea. 

First of all, minimum wage ordinance could enhance the cost of business, it 
may lead to higher cost of products or services. This could affect the 
customers. Because employers need to pay more salary to the employees, they 
may raise up the price of their merchandise or services in order to maintain the 
revenue. Customers may pay more money to the products or services. 

Suggestion to support main idea  Source idea is appropriated 
as a suggestion / 
recommendation to 
provide support to the 

Moreover, in general aspect, government interference on this policy would 
hinder the economic growth and job creations that affects workers to deserve 
a better life. Stuburn,T. (2012), suggest that free-market system without 
interference from government would make small business prosperous that 
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Coding Scheme for Reference Uses 
Reference Use Definition Examples taken directly from students’ texts  

(references may be undocumented) 
main idea of the 
paragraph. 

advantage to hire more workers or rising salaries to keep the high productivity 
to company. 

Explanation/elaboration of main 
idea, supporting detail or citation 
(e.g. cause/reason why) 

Source idea(s) is/are 
appopriated to develop / 
explain / expand the main 
idea (this may be through 
logical reasoning / cause-
effect / description etc.) 

According to Leigh (2012), the consequences of minimum wages on the income 
distribution depends crucially on who gains the minimum wages. 
Popular role models can pass positive energy to young people. According to 
Mitchell (2010), heroes and myths are created out of human experiences to 
constantly remind us that anything is possible. 

Specific detail/example A concrete detail / 
example from the 
source(s) is inlcuded to 
support the main idea. 

Most of the famous fictional heroes such as Harry Porter, Sailor Moon, Alice in 
Wonderland and etc. seems to deliver the incorrect message that only special 
people can have the ability to change and make a great contribution to the 
world. (Mesling, 2010). 
According to Stuburn (2012), the independent business claim that they would 
shorten the employees' working hours and reducing the number of employees 
if they faced with the wage hike. 
Celebrities not only bring future success, but they also lead to self-
enhancement of teenagers. For example, according to Lockwood & Kunda 
(1997), prominent woman scientists or eminent African Americans can serve as 
role models to others, inspiring and motivating them to perform their best. 

Repetition of citation or 
supporting idea 

An idea is appropriated 
from the source(s) to 
repeat a previous 
supporting idea or citation 

Argued by D. (2010), “fictional heroes send out the wrong message that 
common people are not special enough to be able to make a difference in the 
world”. Teenagers may think they are just normal and can not do anything 
special. 

Data to support Data / statistic from the 
source(s) is inlcuded to 
support the main idea. 

Clinton(2014) reports that “Since the minimum wage was raised from $5.15 to 
$7.25 in 2009, our economy has created over 10 million new jobs. 
But as Clinton W (2010) mentioned, “that’s real money, enough money for a 
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Coding Scheme for Reference Uses 
Reference Use Definition Examples taken directly from students’ texts  

(references may be undocumented) 
family of four to buy groceries for 6 months or pay rent for 4 months.” 

Summary of argument/generic 
support 

Source idea is used to 
provide a general summary 
or make a generic 
supporting comment. 

Therefore, as popular role models, it is important for them to realize their 
responsibility to set good examples for their admirers (Martin 2013). 

Background to set scene/factual 
information/definition 

Information from the 
source(s) is used to add 
some context / provide a 
definition. 

Role models can be defined by many ways. According to P.&K. (1997), 
“superstars can serve as role models to others, inspiring and motivating them 
to do their utmost best”. 

Counter argument/negative support A source idea is 
appropriated as a main 
idea to counter the writer’s 
viewpoint. 

According to Mesling (2010), fictional heroes send out the wrong message that 
common people are not special enough to be able to make a difference in the 
world. The writer wrote that in those generation-defining stories, heroes are 
“chosen” and this may harm young people’s self-beliefs and creativity because 
they may think they are not the chosen one. However, I think young people 
should transfer their thoughts because if they work hard there may be magic 
things appear. 

Elaboration of counter argument 

SU
PP

O
RT

IN
G

 D
ET

AI
L 

Information from the 
sources is appropriated to 
elaborate / expand / 
develop a counter 
argument.  

However, there still exists negative impacts on young people that brought out 
by role models. Firstly, children may follow the example of bad performance. 
As M. (2013) claims, “Children will grow up admiring their heroes, devoting 
their lives to copying their every move and wanting above all to be like them”. 

Refutation and/or support for 
refutation e.g. elaboration, 
example, data etc. 

Information from the 
sources is appropriated to 
refute a counter argument 
or elaborate on a 

However, the existing heroism can demoralize the confidence and restrict 
creative ability of average people. Mesling (2010) indicates that “heroism is 
harming young people’s self-beliefs and creativity”. (n.p.) Existing heroism or 
myths frequently misdirect people to be successful. It often transmits a 
misleading message that one can be the greatest is because he or she is the 
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Coding Scheme for Reference Uses 
Reference Use Definition Examples taken directly from students’ texts  

(references may be undocumented) 
refutation. 
 

chosen one, or is born to win. Consequently, common young people will less 
likely to proactively try to make a difference over the society just because they 
deem they are not “special” enough. 
Despite the minimum wage creates some negative effects on the poverty 
people, part of the poorest people can still benefit from this policy. Some 
frequently argue that the people who gain advantages from the minimum 
wage are mostly in the middle class, but not in the poverty. However, 
according to a report released by Clinton (2014), most people on the minimum 
wage are the sole breadwinners, who work hard in order to deal with the cost 
of raising their child. 
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Appendix 18 Ethical approval from University of 

Bedfordshire 

1. Email confirmation from CRELLA: 
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2. Ethics approval form submitted with RS1: 
 
UNIVERSITY OF BEDFORDSHIRE 
 
Research Ethics Scrutiny (Annex to RS1 form) 
 
SECTION A To be completed by the candidate 
 
Registration No: 1324495 
 
Candidate: Emma Bruce 
 
Degree of:  PhD     
 
Research Institute: CRELLA 
 
Research Topic: The impact of varying time conditions on an academic English reading-to-
write assessment task 
 
 
External Funding:  
 
The candidate is required to summarise in the box below the ethical issues involved in the 
research proposal and how they will be addressed. In any proposal involving human 
participants the following should be provided: 
 

• clear explanation of how informed consent will be obtained,  
• how will confidentiality and anonymity be observed,  
• how will the nature of the research, its purpose and the means of dissemination of 

the outcomes be communicated to participants, 
• how personal data will be stored and secured 
• if participants are being placed under any form of stress (physical or mental)  identify 

what steps are being taken to minimise risk 
 

If protocols are being used that have already received University Research Ethics Committee 
(UREC) ethical approval then please specify. Roles of any collaborating institutions should be 
clearly identified. Reference should be made to the appropriate professional body code of 
practice. 
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The present study involves: (1) expert judgement; (2) questionnaires; (3) 

interviews; (4) students’ performance on EAP reading-into-writing assessment 

tasks; (5) verbal protocol, and (6) activity logs / learner diaries / observations. 

 

1, 2 & 3: 

Experienced test developers and EAP teachers will be invited to judge the 

adequacy of time allowances for assessed reading-to-write tasks in the CityU 

EAP course. EAP students will be invited to share their preferences on time 

limits for assessed reading-into-writing tasks in their EAP course. This will be 

done through informal discussions, questionnaires and interviews to follow 

up the findings. The data from this preliminary study  will be used to set the 

time allowances for the main study.  

Student participants in the main study will be asked to complete a 

questionnaire after all three writing tasks to gauge their perception of the 

adequacy of the time limits. They may also be interviewed to follow up the 

findings. 

4: 

Three groups of EAP students will be invited to complete the three reading-

into-writing tasks. All three tasks will be done on a computer with two tasks 

being completed in class and one at home. All students will be asked to 

complete retrospective questionnaires to collect evidence about the methods 
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Answer the following question by deleting as appropriate: 
 

1. Does the study involve vulnerable participants or those unable to give informed 
consent (e.g. children, people with learning disabilities, your own students)? 
     No 
 
If YES: Have/will Researchers be DBS checked? 
    Yes No 

 
2. Will the study require permission of a gatekeeper for access to participants (e.g. 

schools, self-help groups, residential homes)?     
     No 

 
3. Will it be necessary for participants to be involved without consent (e.g. covert 

observation in non-public places)?      
     No 

 
4. Will the study involve sensitive topics (e.g. sexual activity, substance abuse)? 

     No 
 

5. Will blood or tissue samples be taken from participants?    
     No 

 
6. Will the research involve intrusive interventions (e.g. drugs, hypnosis, physical 

exercise)?    No 
 

7. Will financial or other inducements be offered to participants (except reasonable 
expenses)?    No 

 
8. Will the research investigate any aspect of illegal activity?  

 No 
 

9. Will participants be stressed beyond what is normal for them? 
 No   

                                                               
10. Will the study involve participants from the NHS (e.g. patients) or participants who fall 

under the requirements of the Mental Capacity Act 2005?   
     No 

 
If you have answered yes to any of the above questions or if you consider that there are 
other significant ethical issues then details should be included in your summary above. If 
you have answered yes to Question 1 then a clear justification for the importance of the 
research must be provided. 
 

*Please note if the answer to Question 10 is yes then the proposal should be submitted 
through NHS research ethics approval procedures to the appropriate NRES. The UREC 
should be informed of the outcome. 
 

Checklist of documents which should be included: 
 
Project proposal (with details of methodology) & source of funding 
 

 

Documentation seeking informed consent (if appropriate) 
 

 

Information sheet for participants (if appropriate) 
 

 

Questionnaire (if appropriate) 
 

 

(Tick as appropriate)
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This form together with a copy of the research proposal should be submitted to the 
Research Institute Director for consideration by the Research Institute Ethics 
Committee/Panel  
 
Note you cannot commence collection of research data until this form has been 
approved 
 
 

 
SECTION B  To be completed by the Research Institute Ethics Committee: 
 

Comments: 
 
 
 
Approved 
 
Signature Chair of Research Institute Ethics Committee: 
 
                      Date: 
 
This form should then be filed with the RS1 form 
 
 
 
If in the judgement of the committee there are significant ethical issues for which there is 
not agreed practice then further ethical consideration is required before approval can be 
given and the proposal with the committees comments should be forwarded to the 
secretary of the UREC for consideration. 
 
 
 
There are significant ethical issues which require further guidance 
 
Signature Chair of Research Institute Ethics Committee: 
 
                      Date: 
 
 
This form together with the recommendation and a copy of the research proposal should 
then be submitted to the University Research Ethics Committee  

Applicant declaration 

I understand that I cannot collect any data until the application referred to in this form 

has been approved by all relevant parties. I agree to carry out the research in the 

manner specified. If I make any changes to the approved method I will seek further 

ethical approval for any changes. 
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Appendix 19 Informed consent form for participants 

Data collection consent 
 

 
I ________________________ (name) with the student number: 

___________________ do hereby give the English Language Centre of City 

University of Hong Kong permission to use my writing assignments and 

questionnaire responses for research purposes.   

 

I understand that any information I provide including test performance and 

personal data will be kept strictly confidential and will be anonymous. 

 

 

Date___________________________ 

Name in English__________________ 

Name in Chinese _________________ 

 

Signature _______________________ 

 

 

Thank you very much for participating in this research. In return for 
your hard work, you will be given 2 hours of Independent Learning 
time and also you will be given an indication of your writing score as 
this is a practice exam task..  
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Appendix 20 Kruskal-Wallis test results for indirect 

reference type 

NPar Tests 
Output Created  27-AUG-2019 16:30:23 
 

Descriptive Statistics   
    

   N Mean  Std. Dev Min Max 
Total_i_C  57 1.35  1.433  0 6 
Total_i_H  57 1.81  1.540  0 7 
Percentile Group  
of TOTBOTH  57 1.96  .801  1 3 
 

------------------------------ 
 

Kruskal-Wallis Test 
 

Ranks    
  Percentile Group N Mean Rank 
Total_i_C  

1  19 35.76 
   2  21 28.90 
   3  17 21.56 
Total     57  
 
Total_i_H   

1  19 37.08 
   2  21 29.69 
   3  17 19.12 
Total     57  
 

------------------------------ 
 

 
Test Statistics a,b  
  

  Total_i_C  Total_i_H 
Chi-Square  7.098  11.236 
df   2  2 
Asymp. Sig.  .029  .004 10F

11 
 
 
a Kruskal Wallis Test   
b Grouping Variable: Percentile Group of TOTBOTH   

                                                      
11 Significant at the .05 level 
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Appendix 21 Cross tabulations for documented, 

undocumented, bounded and unbounded references 

In-class data 

 In-class essay 

n=57 Mean Total no of refs % of refs 
overall 

% of sts in group 
including this 

type 
Documented references 

Group 1 (n=19) 2.74 52 
 

66.7% 100% 

Group 2 (n=21) 2.62 55 59.79% 100% 
Group 3 (n=17) 2.00 34 57.63% 95.1% 

Undocumented references 
Group 1 (n=19) 1.37 26 

 
33.3% 63.16% 

Group 2 (n=21) 1.76 37 40.21% 80.95% 
Group 3 (n=17) 1.47 25 42.37% 82.35% 
Cross tabulation of performance and documentation  
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In-class data cont. 

 In-class essay 

n=57 Mean Total no 
of refs 

% of 
refs 

overall 

% of sts 
in group 
including 
this type 

Bounded references 
Group 1 
(n=19) 

1.90 36 
 

46.15% 94.74% 

Group 2 
(n=21) 

2.29 48 52.17% 100% 

Group 3 
(n=17) 

1.59 27 45.76% 88.24% 

Unbounded references 
Group 1 
(n=19) 

2.21 42 
 

53.85% 84.21% 

Group 2 
(n=21) 

2.10 44 47.83% 90.48% 

Group 3 
(n=17) 

1.88 32 54.24% 88.24% 

Cross tabulation of performance and boundedness  
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Out-of-class data 
 Out-of-class essay 

n=57 Mean Total no 
of refs 

% of 
refs 

overall 

% of sts 
in group 
including 
this type 

Documented references 
Group 1 
(n=19) 

2.90 55 
 

56.70
% 

100% 

Group 2 
(n=21) 

2.71 57 66.28
% 

100% 

Group 3 
(n=17) 

1.77 30 57.69
% 

88.24% 

Undocumented references 
Group 1 
(n=19) 

2.21 42 43.3% 100% 

Group 2 
(n=21) 

1.38 29 33.72
% 

66.67% 

Group 3 
(n=17) 

1.29 22 42.31
% 

70.59% 

Cross tabulation of performance and documentation  
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Out-of-class data cont. 

 Out-of -class essay 

n=57 Mean Total no 
of refs 

% of 
refs 

overall 

% of sts 
in group 
including 
this type 

Bounded references 
Group 1 
(n=19) 

2.16 41 
 

43.62% 89.47% 

Group 2 
(n=21) 

1.86 39 44.32% 80.95% 

Group 3 
(n=17) 

1.35 23 42.59% 64.70% 

Unbounded references 
Group 1 
(n=19) 

2.3 53 
 

56.38% 100% 

Group 2 
(n=21) 

2.2 49 55.68% 85.71% 

Group 3 
(n=17) 

1.8 31 57.41% 82.35% 

Cross tabulation of performance and boundedness 
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Appendix 22 Number (and percentage) of students using 

each reference type 

  

 In-class Out-of-class 
n=59 No of 

users 
 % No of 

users 
% 

DBD 40 67.8% 37 62.7% 
DUD 5 8.5% 11 18.6% 
DBU 1 1.7% 2 3.4% 
DUU 4 6.8% 4 6.8% 
QDBD 5 8.5% 5 8.5% 
QDUD 4 6.8% 6 10.2% 
QDBU 2 3.4% 0 0 
QDUU 9 15.3% 8 13.6% 
QIBD 11 18.6% 3 5.1% 
QIUD 13 22% 8 13.6% 
QIBU 7 11.9% 5 8.5% 
QIUU 18 30.5% 9 15.3% 
IBD 15 25.4% 12 20.3% 
IUD 12 20.3% 18 30.5% 
IBU 2 3.4% 5 8.5% 
IUU 27 45.8% 37 62.7% 
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Appendix 23 Cross tabulations of DBD, IUU and QIUU 

reference types by performance 

DBD reference type 
 
n=57 In-class essay Out-of-class essay 

 Total no 
of DBDs  

Mean no of 
DBDs 

% of Ss 
in 
group 
includi
ng DBD 

Total 
no of 
DBDs  

Mean no 
of DBDs 

% of Ss in 
group 
including 
DBD 

Group 1 
(n=19) 

16 0.84 52.63% 18 0.95 66.16% 

Group 2 
(n=21) 

25 1.19 80.95% 25 1.19 71.42% 

Group 3 
(n=17) 

23 1.35 70.59% 20 1.18 58.82% 

 
 
IUU reference type 
 
n=57 In-class essay Out-of-class essay 
 Total 

no of 
IUUs  

Mean 
no of 
IUUs 

% of Ss in 
group 
including 
IUU 

Total no 
of IUUs  

Mean no 
of IUUs 

% of Ss in 
group 
including 
IUU 

Group 1 
(n=19) 

16 0.84 47.37% 23 1.21 73.68% 

Group 2 
(n=21) 

14 0.67 47.61% 21 1 52.38% 

Group 3 
(n=17) 

8 0.47 41.18% 13 0.77 52.94% 
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QIUU reference type 
 
n=57 In-class essay Out-of-class essay 
 Total 

no of 
QIUUs  

Mean 
no of 
QIUUs 

% of Ss in 
group 
including 
QIUU 

Total 
no of 
QIUUs  

Mean 
no of 
QIUUs 

% of Ss in 
group 
including 
QIUU 

Group 1 
(n=20) 

4 0.2 20% 6 0.3 20% 

Group 2 
(n=19) 

9 0.47 36.8% 3 0.16 10.5% 

Group 3 
(n=18) 

13 0.72 44.4% 4 0.22 22.2% 
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Appendix 24 Themes listed in Table 5.7 with illustrative 

student comments  

Preference for out-of-class writing  
- Feeling (pressure / stress / relaxed) 
‘I am under pressure in exam conditions; however, the pressure-free 
atmosphere in home makes me more inspired and innovative.’(student 
37)  
 
‘At home, it is more flexible to think, the ideas come from minds and it is 
comfortable to have a writing in privacy.’ (student 58) 
 
‘It is so stressful in the exam environment. The seat is not comfortable to 
sit. The climate in home is more relaxing.’ (student 36) 
 
- Time to plan 
‘Writing at home allows me to form a well organized plan.’ (student 47) 
 
‘When I did it at home it provide more times for me to organising.’ 
(student 61) 

Preference for in-class writing  
- Increased efficiency / focus / concentration  
‘I am less likely to be diverted attention in exam.’ (student 80)  
 
‘I will get the heart to do best.’ (student 42) 
 
‘More focused and efficient’. (student 39) 
 
‘In exam, I can finish my work fast, efficiently.   The time limitation help 
me to think about many ideas at very short time.  I will get some new 
ideas under the pressure which may need long time to think or I will never 
think if I am at home.’ (student 44) 
 
- Inefficiency / procrastination / distractions of working in a relaxed 
home environment 
‘I will feel more relax at home, and waste a lot of time to be in a daze… I 
just want to finish quickly.’ (student 27) 
 
‘Many things will disturb me on doing essay at home.’ (student 34)  
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‘There is no motivation at home.’ (student 64) 

No preference 
- Conditions are different but both have benefits 
‘I think writing at home can write better essay … but it is very inefficient. I 
will spend much more time check my work or find a better expression and 
waste many time doing meaningless things.  Writing in exam condition is 
more efficient, though it would not be as good as what we write at home, 
but it is efficient.’ (student 26)  
 
‘Doing writing assessment at home is more relaxable but maybe muzzy, 
while in exam conditions time is limited, so it is more efficient but a little 
nervous.’ (student 32) 
 
- No difference 
‘I think the outside environment is not important during writing.’ (student 
35) 
‘I may not do it until the last minute.’ (student 84) 
Responses to Q.18 on out-of-class PWQ  
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Appendix 25 Expanded version of Table 5.10 with student 

comments 

Responses to question 21 on out-of-class PWQ and question 
20 on in-class PWQ 

% of Ss 
In class Out of 

class 
Read sources more / do more reading / research / know 
more / prepare / plan / think about ideas /  

48.8% 40% 

‘Read the references more carefully, know more about this issue more.’ (student 27, 
in class)  
 
‘I can do more research since around two-hours task is not capable to do anything, 
except writing. If I have a week to finish the task, I can think the topic and read the 
references several times before I start to write the essay.’ (student 61, in class) 
 
‘I can spend more time and effort to read the source texts.’ (student 1, out of class) 
 
‘I read the text and wrote an outline and start my work. That is more systematic and 
efficient.’ (student 77, out of class )  
 
Reading the source texts ‘one time is not enough for my inspirations to come out 
thoroughly but two times are enough.’ (student 39, out of class) 
 
‘I can briefly to construre my outline before writing the essay.’ (student 57, out of 
class) 
 
‘I can have a thinking time after I get a view of source.’ (student 49, out of class) 
Proofread / check / review / more accurate grammar 20% 25% 
‘I can revise my essay many times after finishing.’ (student 86, in class) 
 
‘Review from time to time and modify some arguments.’ (student 32, in class) 
 
‘Review the work more often.’ (student 84, in class) 
 
‘I can check it more carefully.’ (student 72, in class)  
 
‘The essay will be better because I can check some mistakes and sources.’ (student 
73, in class) 
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‘I can check my mistakes again and again because of the unlimited time.’ (student 
78, out of class)  
 
‘I would read my essay again and again to avoid potential problems and pursue more 
suitable sentences.’ (student 32, out of class) 
 
‘Proofreading, read again and again.’ (student 2, out of class) 
Deeper content / more points or elaboration 17.1% - 
‘I may not hurry to choose points. I may first read some related materials and have a 
wider understanding of this topic and write an essay closer to truth and have some 
meaning for our society or at least, for myself.’ (student 44, in class)  
More vocabulary / accurate vocabulary / lexical chain / use 
of nouns 

12.9% 12% 

‘I will consider more writing pattern to make the diversity of sentence structure to 
make my essay seems better. Moreover more lexical chains and vocabulary used 
makes writing good.’ (student 58, out of class) 
Logical / concise / better essay structure / better 
organisation 

11.4% 10% 

‘Maybe the structure of the whole essay is not very good [when I write in a time 
allowance].’ (student 36, in-class) 
‘I assign the main points into dfferent paragraphs. It is better to have one citation in 
every main paragraph and have elaboration after the citation.’ (student 25, out of 
class) 
Sentence structure  8.6% - 
‘[When I write in a time allowance] cannot use some advanced words or sentences’. 
(student 36, in-class) 
Lower productivity / leave writing until last minute 8.6% - 
‘Complete [the essay] in 3 hours on the last day.’ (student 84, in class) 

‘I would leave it til the last 2 days to finish.’ (student 39, in class)  

Longer essay / finish essay 4.3% - 
‘I will have a longer essay and have a more complete content.’ (student 65, in class) 

Different mood / pressure / stress (positive & negative) - 30% 
‘I generally behave in the same way but in a relax mood.’ (student 68, out of class) 

‘I have a lot of pressure in exam condition’ (student 73, out of class) 

‘I am more focused during writing in class.’ (student 80, out of class) 

Did not alter composing strategies regardless of time - 38% 
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allowance (habitual behaviour and the identical task 
representation in the two conditions) 
‘That’s my habit.’  (student 4, out of class)  
 
‘I will use the familiar technique to do the assignment.’ (student 34, out of class) 
 
‘I just write the essay when the ideas were come out.’ (student 60, out of class)  
 
‘The structure is the same.’ (student 88, out of class) 
 
‘I think it does not depend on the environment.’ (student 76, out of class)  
 
‘Time is not important.’ (student 35, out of class) 
Personal constraints - 8.6% 
‘I am lazy and have another work to do’; ‘No time during the holiday, have other 
assignments.’ (student 42, out of class) 
 
‘I just want to finish quickly.’ (student 27, out of class) 
Responses to PWQ items 21 and 22: differences between composing behaviour in 
the two conditions  
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Appendix 26 Themes and student comments to accompany 

Table 5.14 

1. Balance of own ideas and ideas from sources 
‘The source just acts as reference and ideas should always come from me. Use it as 
support evidence only and elaboration always based on my point’ (student 77, in 
class) 
‘It’s academic writing so it’s important to include those sources. Maybe half ideas 
come from [sources]’ (student 64, in-class) 
‘My ideas has priority than source ideas’ (student 16 out of class) 
‘My whole passage is based on the integration and reconstruction of ideas from 
resources’ (student 37, out-of-class) 
 
2. Sources broadened / clarified idea of topic: 
‘I think perhaps I was a little misunderstand the topic and after I read it I just correct 
them. Before I read I think more about only the superstar, singer, the actor but after 
I read it, also have sports stars and hero comics. So I think I should broader range of 
it’ (student 44, out-of-class) 
‘I will have some concept but if I haven’t I will try to read some and try to find a way 
tell me what is the topic talking about’ (student 42, out-of-class). 
‘Role model for me always regarded as some popular stars and this is my 
knowledge, but the source show me that it is some fictional heroes. They are all 
regarded as role model and that change my mind’ (student 77, out-of-class) 
3. Changed stance after reading sources: 
‘At first I disagree with the statement because I think role models generally affect 
youngsters in a positive way because they always set a good example for them to 
follow. But I find most of the source show that they don’t think those role models 
are good enough to have a good influence on the youth so I find it is quite difficult 
to find some support to my point and so I change my point’ (student 77, out-of-
class). 
4. Sources provided organisational support / structure:  
‘[Sources] taught me to find 2 directions, one of them is that the company will pass 
this cost to employee and I learn they will pass to customers.  So it has two 
dimensions. Before I read I just have not very clear idea of this’ (student 44, in-class) 
Actually I categorised the role model into 2 parts - the fictional and the real life role 
model and I think this is the way to structure these 2 paragraphs. And the ideas for 
these 2 paragraphs are all from the sources. I just did a simple work of categorising’ 
(student 37, out-of-class)  
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Student 64 explains how his organisation of micro and macro effects of the 
minimum wage arose from a combination of the source ideas and his personal 
interpretation. ‘It is start from here first (source 1) but I cannot use business 
because it is not only business. It’s more micro and macro. It seems more academic.’ 
(student 64, in-class) 
‘[My underlining] is quite useful for me to think about the point.  This underlining 
just help me to create a point, but this article and this article is quite similar. They 
are talking about the same thing’ (student 48, in-class) 
‘I summarized the point to mental and physical and there haven’t mentioned that. I 
just create a new point to relate it to that”(student 48, in-class). 
5. Student had an opinion and used sources to find support: 
‘When I am reading this topic I am a little bit supporting this idea, a little bit bias so I 
am looking for points that support it. I crossed out those not useful’ (student 64, in-
class) 
‘I have a stand but I didn’t have the ideas’ (student 64, out-of-class) 
‘First I loook at the topic and I think which side should I pick whether I should 
support it or whether I should write against it and once I decide I read for three 
arguments that can support my idea. The cirlcing is the very basic and main idea of 
the writer and what I underline is some definitions and description of this idea’ 
(student 39, out-of-class). 
‘First I will decide my own points about my essay and according to the points will 
find evidence. I will definitely use sources that can support  my ideas and use 
sources that I really understand because some sources I'm not fully understand 
(student 44, out-of-class).   
‘I already wrote the first statement that I surely agree these pop stars have a 
negative effect on young people before reading. I have got some things, some 
examples like the sports stars take drugs before I read it and then when I read the 
texts I find something simple like my examples’ (student 42, out-of-class). 
‘After I write the topic sentence I look for the whole article to find the sentence that 
I can use’ (student 48, in class) 
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Students’ PWQ and DBI comments relating to RTW processes  

6. Sources provided inspiration: 
‘I will not totally rely on the sources. After I thinking this point, I will think can I 
motivate this point to a better point using my knowledge. Sometimes these points 
inspire me to think of more. Like this paragraph in the passage, it said fictional 
heroes are told that they are heroes. This point inspire me….This is something I will 
have to add my own knowledge to make it more perfect, make it support my thesis’ 
(student 47, in-class). 
‘My style is reading through the resources and gaining inspiration from it’ (student 
37, out-of-class) 
‘Some of the ideas were hiding in my mind and were inspired by the sources’  
(student 37, out-of-class)  
 ‘The sources made me easier to recall the knowledge I had learnt [in my 
macroeconomics class]’ (student 37, out-of-class) 
 ‘I am looking for some ideas from others can inspire me to think about and to 
generate some new ideas’ (student 38, out-of-class)  
‘When I read the ideas I keep thinking about how I can add some other opinion or 
the elaboration on it’ (student 64,  out-of-class) 
 ‘First I find the ideas in the source and then I think the ideas is not enough to 
support my argument so I have to think of my own. Combine source idea and mine’ 
(student 39, out-of-class) 

7. Sources used to guide writer’s position: 
‘In my view as disagreement is easier to write I will write the disagreement. But you 
know when you think about one topic you must thinking the positive and negative 
effects both. So you can get the two sides but when you have to choose one 
position I will choose the easier one for me to write’ (student 38, out-of-class). 
‘Have both ideas in my mind before reading and then choose the easiest.  I will just 
probably think of some points in my mind based on my knowledge and sometimes 
points are not enough based on my own knowledge and I have to rely on this 
[sources] to see if there are any new points I can use’ (student 47, in-class). 
‘I have some idea to support both agree and disagree and haven’t decided which to 
choose, so I get down what I thought about, then read sources to choose which one 
is more suitable’ (student 44, in-class). 
‘I just think the source affect me. Before I read them I disagree with this and I have 
many ideas and will have many things to say, but after I read them I thought all the 
source is talking about this is a bad thing. They agree that it is harmful and this 
affect me, so I change’ (student 28, in-class). 
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Appendix 27 Themes and comments from PWQs regarding 

considerations about citation technique (related to Table 

5.16) 

Response % of Ss 
(in class) 

% of Ss 
(out of 
class) 

Length of original 27.3% 22.7% 
‘According to its length.’ (student 32, in-class) 
‘Whether the source is long or short. If long, use summary. If short, use quotations 
or paraphrases.’ (student 65, in-class)  
‘Depend on how long the quotation are. If it is too long, I prefer paraphrase or 
summary’ (student 16, out-of-class) 
Ease of rewriting the source idea 21.2% 31.8% 
‘Can I keep the original meaning of the citation.’ (student 59, out-of-class) 
‘Can I use my own to explain the idea?’ (student 49, out-of-class) 
Organisation / coherence 3% 17.4% 
‘It depends on how to make the essay more fluent.’ (student 38, out-of-class)  
‘To support my logical flow.’ (student 39, out-of-class) 
Other 3 or fewer 

respondents 
Time: 
‘I would use direct quotations when I have no time, and use paraphrases when I 
have enough time.’ (student 28, in-class) 
 
Comprehension / complexity of source texts: 
‘Depend on the complexity of the source[s].’ (student 57, out-of-class)  
‘If i fully undsterstand the idea of the source, I would try to summarize it. If I only 
understand some ideas of the source but not very confident, I would paraphrase.’ 
(student 77, out-of-class)  
‘The familarity of that particular idea.’ (student 64, in-class) 
 
Intended function of reference: 
‘If cite to prove, use quotation, if to introduce, use a paraphrase and summary 
more.’ (student 38, in-class)  
‘To see if it is a fact or argument.’ (student 25, in-class) 
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Task instructions: 
‘Limitation of 10% [for direct quotes].’ (student 44, out-of-class) 
‘Avoid plagiarism.’ (student 63, in-class) 
‘Use a variety.’ (student 16, in-class) 
 
Quotation is easier: 
‘Just use quotation because it is very easy.’ (student 26, in-class) 
Students’ rationale for choice of citation technique  
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Appendix 28 Illustrative student comments to accompany 

Tables 5.18 and 5.19  

Is it necessary to provide the source information if you cite an idea which was the 

same as one of your own ideas? 

 
Response: Yes, it is necessary to provide a reference 

% of Ss 
in class 

% of Ss 
out of 
class 

Somebody else’s idea / not my idea / it’s from the source 17.7% 24% 
‘Yes, this is not my idea.’ (student 42, in-class)  
‘Yes because I refer to others’ opinions’ (student 26, out-of-class) 
‘Yes, they think before I think it.’ (student 23, out-of-class) 
More persuasive / convincing / reliable 14.7% 20% 
‘I did because the citation is more persuasive.’ (student 48, out-of-class) 
‘Yes, people’s opinion is more convincing.’ (student 57, out-of-class) 
‘Sure, those help my point more believable.’ (student 83, out-of-class) 
Awareness of plagiarism / copying / academic integrity 14.7% 8% 
‘Yes if not the school may think I copy from the essay.’ (student 73, out-of-class) 
’Yes if not I will be punished.’ (student 22, in-class) 
‘Yes or teacher may think I am copying’ (student 78, out-of-class) 
‘Yes, if I do not do it, it will be a plagiarise.’ (student 61, out-of-class)  
Other 3 or fewer 

respondents 
It supports my point / helped me to elaborate: 
‘Yes, I was inspired by their ideas.’ (student 25, in-class) 
‘Yes, the references lead me easier to explain my point.’ (student 61, in-class) 
‘Yes because these sources help to support my idea.’ (student 47, out-of-class)  
Language: 
‘Yes, if I have used similar phrases or sentence I would reference them.’ (student 77, 
in-class) 
‘Yes, more clearly [written].’ (student 78, in-class) 
‘If I cite the words I will reference them.’ (student 25, out-of-class) 
‘It had better expression than mine.’ (student 38, out-of-class) 
Affirmative responses  
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Response: No, it is not necessary to provide a reference 

% of Ss 
in class 

% of Ss 
out of 
class 

Own idea                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  8.8% 16% 
‘No, it’s my own point.’ (student 23, in-class) 
‘No, it’s my own idea, and the topic sentence is not allowed a citation.’ (student 27, 
out-of-class) 
‘No, because these are my ideas hiding in my mind inspired by the sources.’ (student 
37, out-of-class) 
Common sense 14.7% 20% 
‘Maybe no because I think that is common knowledge.’ (student 46, in-class) 
‘No some opinions are just common sense so I do not need to reference them.’ 
(student 32, out-of-class) 
Change the language 14.7% 8% 
‘No because I will change the format of the original idea and put it into my essay.’ 
(student 37, in-class) 
‘I think it is not necessary if you write your own ideas.’ (student 38, in-class) 
‘I think I do not to reference them because I can write them in my own style.’ 
(student 26, in-class) 
‘No because I can explain my own.’ (student 39, in-class) 
Negative responses   
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Appendix 29 Simon’s essays (student 42) 

Out-of-class essay 

There is no doubt that the the minimum wage is harmful to the poorest people in 

society and in my opinion, I am totally agreeing with that. The policy of minimum 

wage is hoping to help the poor people in our society because of their low 

educational level. People who are low educated or some married wife, they want to 

find a job that can help them to have a better living standard. However, the end up 

of this policy is hurting the poor people instead of helping them. In the following, 

there are two effects that created by the minimum wage in today’s society.  

Firstly, one of the main effects of the minimum wage is that the unemployment 

effects would be appeared. The reason is that every decision of the government 

would bring the advantages and disadvantages at the same time. Since these poor 

people do not have well education, they could not do the high technique’s works or 

the professional works to earn money. They can only choose the low level works in 

the society. For example, working in the small business. But, the minimum wage 

would make the small business hard to run the company continually. According to 

Stuburn (2012), “If faced with a minimum wage hike, most independent business 

owners say they would respond by cutting workers’ hour, reducing the number of 

employees, and leaving jobs vacant. It could be seen that the minimum wage would 

increase the pressure of the owners to work in their business because of the high 

cost. For example, in Hong Kong, the minimum wage has been increased from $30 

per hour to $32.5 per hour. The cost of the owners would be increased $2.5 per hour 

in a worker. Therefore, the owners would just focus on their self-interest, but not 
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the workers, to protect their own economic growth, but decrease the job creation. 

The minimum wage is harmful to the poverty rather helping them.  

Secondly, another effect of the minimum wage is that the living standard of the 

poverty would be worse than before, they need to work very hard for the minimum 

wage work everyday. For example, wash dishes in the restaurants, clean the offices 

start from 12 am. Also, they might need to care their child in other time. However, 

they have the bad working conditions and they only get the low wage, it is not fair to 

them. Also, the long working hours would make the workers cannot chat with their 

sons or daughters, it also will make the bad family relationship. They also need to 

struggle that put the food with small amount to feed their parents because of the 

bad conditions (Leigh, 2012).  

On the other hand, some people would find that the data collected of the result in 

minimum wage might be not so much different. But, the reason will be that the 

workers cannot leave the jobs and they cannot lose the job because they have their 

families, they need to feed their sons and daughters. Also, people cannot live 

without money. Although there are many bad conditions, such as, long working 

hours, big pressure, bad family relationship, they still need to work because of 

money.  

To conclude, the government needs to think more about the public interest when a 

policy came out. Sometimes, it might just benefit to the upper class, but not the 

working class. There are many effects that the minimum wage will be harmful to the 

poorest people in society and two main effects are the unemployment problem and 
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the decrease of the living standard. This policy is hurting the poverty instead of 

helping.   

In-class essay 

There is no doubt that the the minimum wage is harmful to the poorest people in 

society and in my opinion, I am totally agreeing with that. The policy of minimum 

wage is hoping to help the poor people in our society because of their low 

educational level. People who are low educated or some married wife, they want to 

find a job that can help them to have a better living standard. However, the end up 

of this policy is hurting the poor people instead of helping them. In the following, 

there are two effects that created by the minimum wage in today’s society.  

Firstly, one of the main effects of the minimum wage is that the unemployment 

effects would be appeared. The reason is that every decision of the government 

would bring the advantages and disadvantages at the same time. Since these poor 

people do not have well education, they could not do the high technique’s works or 

the professional works to earn money. They can only choose the low level works in 

the society. For example, working in the small business. But, the minimum wage 

would make the small business hard to run the company continually. According to 

Stuburn (2012), “If faced with a minimum wage hike, most independent business 

owners say they would respond by cutting workers’ hour, reducing the number of 

employees, and leaving jobs vacant. It could be seen that the minimum wage would 

increase the pressure of the owners to work in their business because of the high 

cost. For example, in Hong Kong, the minimum wage has been increased from $30 

per hour to $32.5 per hour. The cost of the owners would be increased $2.5 per hour 
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in a worker. Therefore, the owners would just focus on their self-interest, but not 

the workers, to protect their own economic growth, but decrease the job creation. 

The minimum wage is harmful to the poverty rather helping them.  

Secondly, another effect of the minimum wage is that the living standard of the 

poverty would be worse than before, they need to work very hard for the minimum 

wage work everyday. For example, wash dishes in the restaurants, clean the offices 

start from 12 am. Also, they might need to care their child in other time. However, 

they have the bad working conditions and they only get the low wage, it is not fair to 

them. Also, the long working hours would make the workers cannot chat with their 

sons or daughters, it also will make the bad family relationship. They also need to 

struggle that put the food with small amount to feed their parents because of the 

bad conditions (Leigh, 2012).  

On the other hand, some people would find that the data collected of the result in 

minimum wage might be not so much different. But, the reason will be that the 

workers cannot leave the jobs and they cannot lose the job because they have their 

families, they need to feed their sons and daughters. Also, people cannot live 

without money. Although there are many bad conditions, such as, long working 

hours, big pressure, bad family relationship, they still need to work because of 

money.  

To conclude, the government needs to think more about the public interest when a 

policy came out. Sometimes, it might just benefit to the upper class, but not the 

working class. There are many effects that the minimum wage will be harmful to the 

poorest people in society and two main effects are the unemployment problem and 
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the decrease of the living standard. This policy is hurting the poverty instead of 

helping.  
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Appendix 30 Harold’s essays (student 38) 

Out-of-class essay 

It is undeniable that heroic stories and role models play a significant role in the 

society, being used to encourage, inspire people to do admiring practices. However, 

some scandals of exemplary persons can sometimes be reported by the mass media 

whoever he or she is a celebrity, sport star or politician. When the inferior behaviors 

are brought into exposure, mature people will not consider them as a role model 

usually while young people may still idolize them. Consequently，the notion that 

popular role models have an adverse influence on youngsters can be true and this 

paper will introduce it from the role model’s side, the youth’s side and the heroism’s 

mechanism. 

First of all, the model itself can be both positive and negative. Superstars are also 

human beings, and there is no difference between them and ordinary people that 

they have their advantages and defects. So it is hard to predict that whether the 

effects they have on young people is beneficial or harmful. (Lockwood & Kunda, 

1997, p.91) Furthermore, even if the same opinion or deed can be identified as 

different meanings in different context, for example, one general seen as a national 

hero can be known as an outrageous enemy in another country. Lack of a universal 

standard of purported hero makes it hard to find a saint without any shortcoming 

and it is also hard to set obligations on them to abide by. In this case, no matter who 

the popular role model is, nobody can guarantee that these models have no negative 

effects on young people. 
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Then, the group of young people are relatively impulsive, immature and tend to 

emulate and follow their idols blindly. For them, biases on judging the models will 

happen from time to time. One of the biases is called Halo Effect - young people may 

focus on one trait of the hero and then form a general impression on him or her. This 

incomplete cognition may impel the young to think that one trait like smart enables 

the talented people to succeed so that neglect more important factors like 

collaboration, discipline and hard-working. Apart from this, the Anchoring Effect 

which means people fixate on the first impression often affects young people. Them 

may choose to follow those handsome or cool people since appearance is the initial 

information to acquire. These biases of evaluation can have negative impacts on 

youth. 

Thirdly, the existing heroism can demoralize the confidence and restrict creative 

ability of average people. Mesling (2010) indicates that “heroism is harming young 

people’s self-beliefs and creativity”. (n.p.) Although this assertion may amplify the 

harmful effect on young people, it is true that existing heroism or myths frequently 

misdirect people to be successful. It often transmits a misleading message that one 

can be the greatest is because he or she is the chosen one, or is born to win. 

Consequently, common young people will less likely to proactively try to make a 

difference over the society just because they deem they are not “special” enough. 

The views that “heroism is often collective effort”, “heroism is voluntary and self-

initiated” (Mesling, 2010) are more practical comparing with the idea that the role 

models are perfect of have some special talents. Only by setting a proper criterion of 

heroism can role models inspire and motivate young people effectively. 
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For the reasons given about, that the models are not perfect, the cognitive 

competence of the young is immature, and the existing incentive mechanism of 

heroism impairs young people’s self-esteem and creativity, popular role models do 

have a negative influence on young people in spite of that they have been used to be 

learnt and transfer values to the junior for a long time. Most importantly, figures 

seen as models are not wrong, what can be adjusted is how the masses, especially 

the youth, view, evaluate, and learn from them. To reduce the unfavorable effects, 

role models, the government, education system, and parents should undertake the 

responsibility to guide young people to understand what makes a real hero. 

In-class essay 

For a long time, the set and increase of minimum wage is seen as the symbol of 

social advancement and equality. However, from the view of economics, things are 

more complicated than they look like. According to Stuburn (2012), “most 

independent business owners say they would respond by cutting workers’ hours, 

reducing the number of employees, and leaving jobs vacant.” (p12-15) This measure 

will to a large extent do harm to the poorest people who are struggling for the basic 

survival. And this paper will discuss how the minimum wage may play an adverse 

role in helping the poorest in society from different perspectives of the mechanism 

on which economy and society operate. 

Firstly, on the basis of the model of liberal economy, where means of production 

including capital, labor, land and entrepreneurship can flow freely, the minimum 

wages will artificially increase the cost of labors causing the supply of labor, which is 

seen as a good in transaction, increase. Nevertheless, in the short run the demand of 
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labor is stable, and there is an inconformity appears. That the number of labors 

overwhelms the places of work means aggressively competition will occur 

automatically. Labors may proactively offer longer working hour, work overtime 

without compensation, or even renounce extra welfare apart from minimum wage. 

The classical economical model with the basic supply and demand analysis 

demonstrates that the minimum wage may be harmful to the impoverished people. 

Secondly, minimum wage may stimulate managers choose to apply more 

automation meaning more machines and computers supersede the position of 

people, and it will increase the unemployment. The increase of minimum wage 

causing the raise of salary cost can consequently increase the marginal rate of 

technical substitution(MRTS), which is defined as the amount by which the quantity 

of labor has to be reduced when technology or capital is used with fixed total cost. 

The relative cost of machines will reduce due to the minimum wage of labor, and 

entrepreneurs who take the objective of profit maximization will the number of 

employees. The unemployment effects make the needy with a small amount of 

earning to no income, and this will finally transfer to the pressure of government to 

pay relief funds. 

Thirdly, the minimum wage may not benefit the group of poorest people most. Just 

as Rmoer (2013) indicates: “half of the people who would benefit do not belong to 

the poor-income bracket” (n.p.) The target of the minimum wage should be the 

poorest, but it is true that “those who benefit are mostly middle class teenagers 

working for gas money”. (Clinton, 2014, n.p.) When more currency is provided to the 

society especially for the middle class, inflations with the increasing prices of mass 
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goods can happen which will make the life of the poorest more difficult. Additionally, 

it may also expand economical inequality. However, there is no perfect way to solute 

this phenomenon after all the poorest usually have less competitiveness with less 

education and professional skills comparing with the middle class. Therefore, the 

raise of minimum sometimes hurts people indeed need subsidy, rather than relieves. 

In a nutshell, due to the considerable negative effects of minimum wage for the 

poorest consist of the aggressive competition in workplace, the raise of 

unemployment, the replacement of labor by machines and the effectiveness of the 

method which usually benefits those who do not need this most causing a serious of 

sequences like inflation, it is harmful to the poorest people in society. The reality is, 

the kind intentions guarantee nothing, but the market is also not perfect. There is a 

balance between introducing good policies to solve poverty and respect the law of 

market. Suggestions like consumption vouchers, targeted transfer payment, and 

enlarging reemployment can be implemented by the official, and these may benefit 

the poorest people. 
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